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Ad person on sabbatical. Tennis player in a state of inertia. A
sensuous life on its second wind.
More about me in a Business World article written by former boss
and adcheologist, Jayjay Calero:
http://satellite.tmcnet.com/news/2007/10/03/2988354.htm
http://asia.tmcnet.com/news/2007/10/10/3006078.htm
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At the Pig's Foot, With The Wild Chef
Tuesday, August 31, 2010
At the pig’s foot – au pied de cochon – you’re expected to let
go. Yes, let go and, for once, commit a mortal sin, the seventh
of the deadly ones. Yes, that. If it will help to assuage the guilt,
think of it as the last meal you’d have wished for anyway,
except that you know you’ll live after, less healthy perhaps but
most likely, happier.
Here, the operative word is excess. You pick that up as soon
as you enter and see a whole suckling pig sweat its fat out in a
rotisserie just behind the reception desk. A lechon de leche for
the entire barkada? Read the menu again: “Pig’s Head for
Two” - mind you, not for three or four. “Pied de Cochon” -that’s the dish I saw the elderly gentleman at the next table
order for himself! And why not, didn’t we at some point
imagine having a whole crispy pata to ourselves?
Next to the rotisserie is a water tank where,
usually, 30-lb lobsters await their execution.
Tonight, one was being primed for a group
of eight, which meant each person would
consume about 1.5 lbs of lobster meat,
nearly the weight of my iPad.
In a row on the shelf are cans of braised
duck with foie gras, a house recipe, each
weighed and packed for individual orders.
Oddly, it is not pork that reigns supreme at
Au Pied De Cochon; it is foie gras. In its 45item menu, excluding sides, desserts and
beverages, foie gras is a category on its
own: 9 foie gras entrées in all. Of course, foie gras finds itself
in the appetizer list, too. There’s foie gras cromesquis - which
are pretty much like Spanish croquettas - two balls of breaded
foie gras, each just the size of a marble so that, I guess, you
can easily pop it in your mouth and move on.
I thought long and hard whether I should have this little dish as
I waited for my entreé. But knowing the limitations of my
stomach, where every inch was premium real estate, I decided
to reserve the space for my main order: the Stuffed Pied de
Cochon with Foie Gras. Yes, I do fantasize about having one
crispy pata all to myself. Pumping it up with foie gras – I can
dream, can’t I?
But again – as I often did since we made the reservation and
reviewed the menu – I wavered and, finally, decided on this
instead: Canard en Conserve or Duck in a Can.
That’s half a duck breast stuffed with foie gras, braised in a balsamic reduction with
herbs, spices, buttery cooked cabbage and other good but now unrecognizable stuff. A
more modest serving perhaps than the pied de cochon, it was nevertheless a serious
challenge to my concept of moderation and physical limit. In this dish, the foie gras alone
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was 100 grams, roughly the size of my fist.
It was served with a bit of ritual, too, which
I’d surely find laughable if this were a can of
pork and beans. First, a can is picked from
the shelf, shown to the guest, then brought
to the kitchen where it is boiled in water for
27 minutes. Note: not 25, not 30, but 27
minutes! The can is brought back to the
table, opened with a can opener (nothing
fancy, nothing Alessi) and its warm contents poured
on a bed of pureéd cauliflower. How could so much –
that’s so good - fit in that can? And ultimately, my
stomach? The duck meat, with the skin still on, was
tender, of medium doneness. I managed to eat 2/3
of the breast, although I left the skin untouched. But I
sure wiped out the foie gras, that buttery, pinkish
animal organ now traded surreptitiously in most parts
of world; in fact, I finished it off with urgency, lest the
vegans and pet activists win out in the end.
Across our table, the leader of the group of eight saw
the look on my face and silently applauded my
triumph.
More than the food, it is the celebration of excess,
the sense of abandon, the purposefulness of people
to indulge themselves here that define au
Pied de Cochon, and precisely why I love it.
When Chef Picard raised and presented
the giant lobster to a table, the entire house
cheered, then merrily wished the guests
good luck and good eating. In that one brief
moment, all of us in the room
acknowledged our fallen human nature,
one meant to seek pleasure, and did not
feel despair.
If you look up, you’ll see a painting on the wall, that of The Wild Chef himself, Martin
Picard, in a devil’s guise, taunting everyone to eat like there’s no tomorrow, because,
truth is, heaven is right here on earth and it’s served on a plate.
au Pied de Cochon, 536 ave Duluth est, Montréal, QC H2L 1A9. Call (514) 281-1114 for
reservations. Chef Martin Picard appears in Food Network's The Wild Chef, shown in
Manila on the Asian Food Channel.

(Warning: APDC is NOT a place for vegans. Limited choices for vegetarians. Poch had
Zucchini Blossoms, Tomato Tartlet, Goat Cheese, Apple and Endive Salad. Our dessert:
Pecan Pie for 2. Our wine: a bottle of 2008 Chinon.)
Posted by Socky at 08:05AM (+08:00)
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Sisig, not! Doughnuts, no.
Friday, August 13, 2010
Smoked Pig's head. I expected snout,
cheeks, jowls, ears chopped and fried into
crunchy bits. Not! What was I thinking, they
probably haven't heard of sisig in this part
of the world. Instead I got this: a cut of pork,
sliced off not from the pig's face, but from
farther back. Sure, it was fried and crunchy
on the outside, but rolled in a thick belt of
pig fat like that?
I almost gagged.
At brunch, on an unusually hot morning,
who'd want to be reminded of how ugly and
deadly porcine love could be? The green
beans, blanketed in aoili and topped with
fried bread crumbs, couldn't hide the
conspiracy on this plate: maybe a thousand
calories more than my daily limit and,
definitely, more lipid deposits than my
arteries could handle.
Meanwhile, in a small bowl beside the
smoked pig's head were six munchkins,
each dusted with sugar and stuffed with a
dot of strawberry jam and... bone marrow.
Bone Marrow Donuts! What bulalo die-hard
wouldn't fall for this?
But we are a pervert lot. To us, bone
marrow is the trophy part, and we want to
see it in all its spongy, fatty, quivering glory,
best served of course in its original cup, the
hollow interior of a bone.
So, I tore one open. Except for a few fatty
clumps, the bone marrow had melted into
the dough. Again, what did I expect? Bone
marrow naturally would have dissolved
after all that deep-frying. I could smell it,
though: half-sweet, half-rancid, the same oily smell that wafts through the backdoor of a
Chinese restaurant and sticks to the nostrils.
Some mornings just aren't perfect and I, ambivalent and hard to please. Today I would
have been happy seeing a little scoop of bone marrow and a lot less pork fat.

Hoof Cafe, 923 Dundas St W, Toronto, Ontario (416) 551-8854
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Posted by Socky at 10:28AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Sisig, not! Doughnuts, no.

- GraceDChong

August 23, 2010

I guess "the uglier, the yummier" is a myth, huh?
2. Re: Sisig, not! Doughnuts, no.

- Socky

August 23, 2010

The truth is: the uglier, the yummier, the deadlier :-) Have a great day, Grace!

The Discreet Charm of Bivalves
Thursday, August 05, 2010
"It's like jello!" Again, Rama beat the adults
at finding the precise word to describe
things. The previous night, four adults
rambled on trying to define "exaggerate", a
new word for her. "You mean, ' not
literally '..." she volunteered, ending our
anguish.
I was trying to describe the appetizer dish
we ordered at lunch: a live scallop. I never
had scallops 'live' or raw before, but always
seared or crusted with panko and fried.
How could I have missed on the sashimi version of my favorite bivalve?
"It's... very light." was all I could manage. I was referring to its weight - or more precisely,
the impression it left on the tongue. If nothingness weighed or felt like anything, it would
be this: air shaped into a disc merely by the pressure of the space that surrounded it.
Each slice slid down effortlessly too, but so quickly that I couldn't recall any sensation of
teeth crushing into flesh. Even my taste buds could only catch a trail of sweetness, a
strange kind, that which you knew wasn't from sugar, but from brine, of all things! Yes, in
a way, live scallop is just like jello - only lighter, its sweetness more discreet and
translucent. And everything about it just seemed more ephemeral.
I finished the three or four slices in a bit of haste, as I would raw oysters. If I tarried, I
knew their sweetness would peel off like a delicate veneer, their airiness condensing into
a thick cloud dank with that 'other' smell of the sea - of dredge, of metal from sunken
ships, of discarded fast food wraps.
To me, this is the charm of bivalves: a flavor not quite that of the sea but of the breeze
that rises from its briny surface, a sweetness unbearable in its lightness. And just as
fleeting, like freshness - or even life - passing by.

Live Hotate $14.95
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(live scallop, thinly sliced, served with liver soy sauce and crunchy fin jerky).
Komegashi Too, Exchange Place, Jersey City, NJ
For a bit more on the other bivalve, the oyster, click here.
Posted by Socky at 04:45AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Discreet Charm of Bivalves

- happyd

August 07, 2010

i love raw scallops!
... but your description of these bottom feeders makes me wary of eating them:
of dredge, of metal from sunken ships, of discarded fast food wraps
2. Re: The Discreet Charm of Bivalves

- Socky

August 07, 2010

If the scallop is fresh, there shouldn't be any worry. The descriptives I used refer more to
the smell of seafood (oysters, scallops and uni most specially) when they are not-toofresh, and I'm rather sensitive to that. Also, do you know that eating bivalves like oysters
and scallops doesn't cause an imbalance in the environment? They're farmed and
sustainable, unlike other seafood. And there should be no PETA issue against bivalve
consumption since bivalves have no central nervous system that's responsible for pain?
Let's go eat!
3. Re: The Discreet Charm of Bivalves

- deltavilleoysters

August 08, 2010

Great point Socky- sustainability. That was one of the sole reasons we started our oyster
farm. Profit can't be you're sole motivation or you're doomed to fail. If you're in the
chesapeake area visit us and try how delicious eco-friendly really is.
www.deltavilleoystercompany.com
4. Re: The Discreet Charm of Bivalves

- Socky

August 09, 2010

Will do! Am always on the look-out for plump, fresh, great-tasting oysters!

If Robert Parker Isn't The Biggest Influence in the
Wine World, Who...
Saturday, July 24, 2010
(Manila. June 20, 2010)
It's not as if a long weekend mattered to someone who's on an extended sabbatical
anyway, but I could think of a much much more productive use of three precious days shopping and packing for my upcoming trip to Toronto, for one. Or how about hitting the
market and prepping for that dinner I promised friends to cook before I left?
Instead, I stayed home and, in one sitting, watched all of the 7 episodes of Kami No
Shizuku that C. had downloaded from the internet. Then, not content with a soap
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overdose, I spent the rest of the weekend at the
computer, reading the manga on which the tv soap was
based. Arghhhh, the episodes only ran up to #23. To be
continued...
Much as I hate to admit it, I was hooked.
I had to have the hard copies, too! Frantically, I searched
eBay, but the manga was only available in Japanese
(although the manga has also been translated to
Chinese, French and Korean). The English version I read
was most probably unauthorized, uploaded by manga
geeks/fans of Kami No Shizuku. Who knows when
Episode 24 and the rest would be up, if at all.
Kami No Shizuku (translated: The Drops of God) is the story of young Shizuku Kanzaki,
the estranged son of a world-famous wine critic who left a wine collection worth ¥20
billion. To get the inheritance, however, the son must identify the wines described in his
father's will: the world's 13 finest wines - the 12 "apostles," plus the legendary "Kami No
Shizuku". The young hero, who has shunned wine due to an emotional trauma in
childhood, must now learn everything about wine to defeat his newly adopted brother, a
sommelier.
A newbie battling a sommelier to a draw? The premise was preposterous enough. A lowrank employee hanging out in wine bars, sampling first growths to educate his palate?
Unbelievable. The brothers identifying the wines down to their vintage - improbable! But
there I was, reading and gobbling it up - all of its preposterousness, improbability and
amateurishness. That's stupid, no?
But I was drawn into the story; it swirled like a dark, sulky Madiran in a glass, an
intoxicating blend of family drama, suspense... and Wine 101! That the manga was
written by a brother and sister team whose flash of inspiration came after tasting a 1985
Domaine de la Romanee-Conti was all the romantic ideal I needed to stay glued.
This too: that halfway around the world, the French were confused and bewildered. Why,
all of a sudden, was there a surge in demand for French wine coming from the East?
Didn't they know? The Japanese had taken to grand crus like they did to Louis Vuittons.
And no thanks to Robert Parker.
This manga did it.

(Here, a page from Episode 23. Remember to read from right to left, Japanese-style.)
First published in November 2004, the manga still runs to date. The tv adaptation was
aired in 2009. More on the impact of Kami No Shizuku on the wine world here.
Read the Manga, Episodes 1-23, here.
Posted by Socky at 09:03AM (+08:00)

Comments
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1. Re: If Robert Parker Isn't The Biggest Influence in the Wine World, Who, er, What Is?

- iFoodTrip

July 28, 2010

Thanks for the link for the manga. I've been interested in reading this ever since I saw a
news report in cnn (or was it the bbc).
2. Re: If Robert Parker Isn't The Biggest Influence in the Wine World, Who, er, What Is?

- Socky

July 28, 2010

The manga is much better than its tv adaptation, which abbreviated the story into a
search for just 7 "apostles" or wine. The manga is found on the link i provided, but as i
warned, it's bitin!
3. Re: If Robert Parker Isn't The Biggest Influence in the Wine World, Who, er, What Is?

- happyd

August 07, 2010

i met a lady who was watching the drama series (who love wine)! manga adaptations
into dramas are usually pretty good.
socky, do you like classical music? one manga turned drama series that i adore is
'Nodame Cantabile' a hilarious story of a quirky virtuoso pianist and a genius conductor
in the making.
it's a hilarious comedy but also makes great symphonies and concertos accessible and
emotionally relatable.
if you are interested: http://www.mysoju.com/nodame-cantabile/
4. Re: If Robert Parker Isn't The Biggest Influence in the Wine World, Who, er, What Is?

- Socky

August 07, 2010

My music is rather eclectic, with a lot of jazz, pop and some classical. I also had what
you'd call an opera phase. I love opera! Will definitely check out the site. Now that I no
longer am in advertising that requires me to listen to a lot of pop and new music, I have
been feeling lately that I should go back to the music I really love, like jazz and classical.
When I go back to Manila, I plan to digitize my CD collection to bring my music to
Toronto. But I think I need to hire help to digitize all of 1000+ cds :-(
5. Re: If Robert Parker Isn't The Biggest Influence in the Wine World, Who, er, What Is?

- Socky

August 07, 2010

Happyd, am going to forward the link to my good friend in Manila who's a
composer/musician. She'll love this. She's also the one who downloaded for me the wine
manga/tv adaptation. She's so into Japanese tv serials that she actually learned
japanese just watching them!

For Those Days We Can Use Some Poetry
Sunday, July 18, 2010
It looks like a vending machine that dispenses gum, except it dispenses poetry. And like
buying a gumball, you never know which or whose poetry you'll get until a packet drops in
your hand. One Canadian dollar gets you one poem, printed on stiff cardstock that's
folded to the size of a Wrigley's Excel Gum. How cool is that?
There are, I am told, two such machines in the city just yet, the first one installed in the
iconic This Ain't The Rosedale Library in Kensington. Poch and I found the other at Type,
an indie bookstore on Queen West Street.
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It was a beautiful April day; Toronto had just yawned
and stretched out of the winter cold - wouldn't a poem
be lovely? I dropped two toonies. Hurriedly I opened
and read the first poem; the second I kept, to be
enjoyed on a day I could, again, use some poetry.
Posted by Socky at 08:51PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: For Those Days We Can Use Some Poetry

- userP

July 19, 2010

and peeking from under the poem, my fave shoes. wala lang.
2. Re: For Those Days We Can Use Some Poetry

- happyd

July 22, 2010

wow! how lovely!!
and that poem is kind of profound.
i'm glad that you've been blogging for a long time. i can't wait to devour the rest of your
posts.
3. Re: For Those Days We Can Use Some Poetry

- Socky

July 22, 2010

Yup, been blogging since 2006. Decided to flex my writing muscles since at that time my
job hardly involved writing anymore. That's how I then discovered my love for food - it
was embedded in my cellular memory all along - which inevitably led to a love for
cooking. So this blog is mostly about food, foraging for it in various places and
occasionally cooking it. Have lots of posts on Toronto, a frequent destination these past
3 years. Yeah, hardly any tennis in here :-)
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Rubrum Obscurum!
Monday, May 31, 2010
Hmm, sounds more like a spell from Harry
Potter than a wine from Provence.
Rubrum Obscurum is Chateau de
Roquefort's premium "dark red" wine, made
up of a variety of grapes - largely Grenache
and some Mourvedre and Carignan harvested from 100-year old vines. Old
vines are generally believed to produce
darker, more intense wines, as vines yield
less grapes as they age. Old vines are also
a fascinating sight - knobbly, rough, twisted,
evoking images of damp cellars and secret
debaucheries. Hence the name?
At Sommelier Selection's 100 Wines event last Friday, no less
than its winemaker, Raimond de Villenueve, was there to
introduce and guide the guests through his wines. De
Villenueve is one of Provence' younger, more experimental
winemakers, in fact, described as "one of the great hopes of
Cotes de Provence".
Too jet-lagged for a wine degustation of this magnitude, I only
managed to taste 9 or 10 wines that evening, his Rubrum
Obscurum (2004) being the last. True enough, it was dark and
intense. I'm not familiar with wines from this appellation, but I
thought that, in terms of concentration, the wine was closer to
the Tannat wines of Southwest France, with notes of pepper
and spices reminiscent of the Syrahs of Rhone; fact is, I found
this wine rather forward, more New World.
Having tried a couple of Chateau de
Roquefort wines before - notably its rosé,
Corail - I couldn't help but compare them
with the other, more celebrated Provençal
wine, Bandol's Domaine Tempier.
Not a fair comparison, of course, as the two
come from different appellations (Cotes de
Provence vs. Bandol), use different
dominant grapes (Grenache vs. Mourvedre)
and, while adjacent to each other, have
contrasting terroirs (elevation,
microclimates, etc). Perhaps what struck
me was the difference in style: one bold and iconoclastic, the other traditional and, yes,
Provençal.
Bandol's Domaine Tempier is, at least in my head, as Provençal as Peter Mayle has
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described in his books: laid back and idyllic, where the magic hour probably has the
same color of onion skin as its famed rosé. Nowhere else in France has the Mourvedre
found a home and, particularly in the wines of Domaine Tempier, its most elegant
expression and depth.
But for an appellation of less gravitas, such as Cotes de Provence, Raimond de
Villenueve's bravado may just be what is needed to rise from the shadow of a celebrated
neighbor. That - and just like his "dark red" (in Latin, rubrum obscurum) - a bit more time.
He and his wines are definitely worth watching...
Sommelier Selection's 100 Wines was held on May 28, 2010 at the Ayala Museum. With
me in photo, winemaker Raimond de Villenueve. Check out wine list and prices here.
Posted by Socky at 08:27AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Rubrum Obscurum!

- WineYoda

June 17, 2010

In my glasses right now, both 09 rosés from Tempier and the Corail from Chateau de
Roquefort. Very different from each other and I like them both. The Corail is lighter,
elegant, and mineral and distinctly herbal on the nose, while the Tempier is full, luscious,
and sexy. For the money, the Corail is quite a buy for about half the price of the Tempier
Alex
2. Re: Rubrum Obscurum!

- Socky

June 19, 2010

Whoa! What indulgence! I have one bottle of 2008 Corail left. Should be drinking it soon!
3. Re: Rubrum Obscurum!

- Vigneron

July 15, 2010

Hi and thank you for your opinion about my wines :))
Never forget: La vie est un cadeaux!
4. Re: Rubrum Obscurum!

- Socky

July 16, 2010

I enjoyed your wines, Vigneron. Hope to see more of them coming to Manila.

Ode to Egg
Monday, May 24, 2010
A day is like an egg, you know
Self-contained within its shell
Filled with energy and purpose
And yet remains so very frail
To free the many options here
A crack is all it takes
The shell turns loose potential
18
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Like the dawn as each day breaks
The fate of either is our choice
The egg ...to hatch ...or boil ...or fry
The day ...to fill with worthwhile tasks
Or just enjoy as life goes by...
I was just fretting about having to cook another
'breakfast for one', when I came across this
poem by Fran Crawford, One Egg = One Day.
Until May, 2008 my blog has been mostly
about wine, travel, dining out and eating other
people's food. Then, it clicked. Or maybe
something in my genes nudged me: hey, you
too can cook. Like your mom. Like your sisters.
Until that day in May, I never really cooked like someone
with a passion for food would cook. My passion was in
eating; I cooked, if at all, simply for survival.
Interestingly, my first "serious" culinary experiment - taking
a recipe, improvising a bit, thoughtfully seasoning, closely
watching how the ingredients behaved in the heat and
even plating it as artfully as I could - was an egg:
Asparagus-Shiitake Omelet in Tomato Basket.
A crack is all it takes...
I've fried, boiled, poached close to a thousand eggs since,
my confidence growing, but oftentimes shattered, with each
egg cracked open. When fried, the white must be lightly
browned underneath and crisp at the edges, the yolk set but soft and runny inside. Don't
even ask me about poaching an egg, how many videos I've watched on the subject
matter and the numerous gadgets I've thrown away for promising a nice undisturbed yolk
wrapped in a shiny opaque blanket of egg white. An egg demands perfection, the
attention of a lover, no less. But, when indulged, it gives back pleasure a thousand fold.
One of life's greatest epiphanies is the taste of an egg cooked right.
So today I decide to explore, once again, the possibilities of this, what we think to be the
simplest, most ubiquitous of farm produce, the perfect single-serve breakfast fare, the
egg.
Ah, oeuf en cocotte!
Like a true diva, an egg seeks only the best company - champagne, pancetta (or the
thinnest, crunchiest bacon) and home-made hollandaise sauce. Thankfully, an egg
readily forgives no matter how shabbily it is treated at times. A rubbery fried egg, a messy
over-easy, even that most awful no-yolk omelet will provide generous sustenance.
My oeuf en cocotte, sans porky garnishing and champagne to drink it with, turned out
yummy and filling anyway.
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1 egg
1/2 tbsp olive oil and 1/2 butter
1 tbsp cooking cream and 1 tbsp milk
1/4 cup chopped onion
1/4 cup grated pecorino (or any hard cheese)
1 slice of multigrain bread, crust discarded and trimmed to fit ramekin
salt and pepper
1. Set oven toaster to Bake at 200º. Lightly butter a ramekin.
2. Heat oil and butter over medium heat. Add onions, season with salt and cook until soft
and caramelized. Set aside.
3. Line the bottom of the ramekin with the bread. Add cream and milk, making sure the
bread is adequately moistened. Sprinkle half of the cheese, then top with the caramelized
onion. Press with the back of the spoon to create enough space for the egg and the
cheese.
4. Crack the egg and pour into the ramekin. Top with the remaining cheese; season with
pepper.
5. Bake until egg white is set but still jiggly about 15 minutes.
6. Set oven toaster to Broil or Toast to brown the cheese, 1-2 minutes.
Posted by Socky at 09:11AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Ode to Egg

- Katrina

June 06, 2010

So many eggy coincidences tonight! For some reason, I've had a major craving for eggs,
especially Eggs Benedict, all day. Then tonight, I see Anton's post about Cicou's perfectlooking, eat-all-you-can breakfast with Eggs Benedictine and Oeufs en Cocotte, after
which I see your post about the Suckling Pig Benny, and now, this! Now I've REALLY
got to have me some delicious eggs soon! And this looks like something I could attempt.
Thanks! :-)
2. Re: Ode to Egg

- Socky

June 06, 2010

Poch loves egg (thank god, that love is keeping her from turning vegan!), so, in Toronto,
I was experimenting a lot with eggs. Had most fun trying to make a perfect poached egg.
But this recipe is so easy and yummy. Try it! You can have a version for two, if you have
a bigger ramekin or dish.
3. Re: Ode to Egg

- Katrina

June 06, 2010

Eggs, diff. cheeses (I found gruyere, YAY!), butter, etc. are in the fridge as I write. I'm
excited to get cracking (sorry for the pun)! And I still have the truffle oil Mila gave me
before she left (hope it's still good), which is, of course, divine with eggs. Thank God
eggs are (for now) considered not so high in bad cholesterol after all...I will eat them and
think about how good they are for me. (Choosing to forget, of course, that the eggs are
combined with the more caloric ingredients mentioned above.)
4. Re: Ode to Egg

- Katrina

June 23, 2010

Socky, I finally made this! Used English muffin instead of multigrain (perfect size &
shape for the ramekin), and gruyere instead of pecorino. The egg was more cooked than
I would've liked, because I wanted to brown the cheese and the turbo broiler (all I have)
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takes too long to do that. I'll adjust next time. But it turned out pretty good, and I'll
experiment with using stuff like bacon, sausage, and other cheeses soon. Thanks again
for the inspiration! :-)
5. Re: Ode to Egg

- Socky

June 25, 2010

Great! There are so many egg dishes yet to learn and they're all yummy and fun. Do I
see a spanish fritata in your near future?

If I Can Smell Danggit, I Must Be Home
Wednesday, May 19, 2010
It was a perfect landing, just in time for
breakfast! Yup, no better time to arrive
home than breakfast time - especially if
you've been away as long as I have.
Sure, you can improvise a sinigang in North
America, cook adobo, make do with frozen
dahon ng sili for pinatisang manok, create
lunch or dinner that somehow will taste of
home. But breakfast?
How sadly limited breakfast is in the
western hemisphere. And all too rushed.
Cereals. Eggs. Toast. Butter. Bacon.
Hotdog. Pancake. Waffle. Don't you notice?
Two syllable words. Now, repeat after me...
Vigan langgonisa, daing na bangus, tocino,
sinangag, pandesal, itlog na pula, kamatis
at wansoy, suka't bawang, kape barako...
(Thanks, Leica and Eric, for the welcomehome breakfast that nicely segued into
lunch of Piniritong Porkchop, Nilagang
Baka, Tilapia, etc. etc.)
Posted by Socky at 05:30AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: If I Can Smell Danggit, I Must Be Home

- Leica

May 19, 2010

You're very welcome :-)
2. Re: If I Can Smell Danggit, I Must Be Home

- Chinkee

May 19, 2010

Welcome home Socky! Glad to see that you have been "broken in". Let's eat:-)
3. Re: If I Can Smell Danggit, I Must Be Home

- Socky

May 21, 2010

Let's plan dinner, Chinkee. Btw, are you going to Jerome's 100 Wines at the Ayala
Museum next week?
4. Re: If I Can Smell Danggit, I Must Be Home

- Katrina

June 06, 2010

Oh, are you back, Socky?! I thought you were gone for good, it's been so long! ;-) Hey,
let's get together now that you're here again! Our little group has gotten even smaller,
since Tina, Mila and you left.
Joey has a new baby, as I'm sure you know. I met her and she's adorable. Lots of new
places have opened since you've been away; more than enough reasons to catch up
over a meal! :-)
5. Re: If I Can Smell Danggit, I Must Be Home

- Socky

June 06, 2010

Yes I am! So let's get eating! As I write this, in fact, I feel a compulsion to walk over to
Cicou and have their benny and ouef en cocotte. Or shall we make a date and go
together?
Chinkee, you should come with us and meet my crazy foodie friends!
6. Re: If I Can Smell Danggit, I Must Be Home

- Katrina

June 06, 2010

Socky, YES, LET'S do Cicou! Seeing you will be more than enough motivation to wake
up early! :-) (As if the food weren't enough...)
7. Re: If I Can Smell Danggit, I Must Be Home

- WineYoda

June 17, 2010

You made me very hungry here... Danggit, that's my favorite. Nothing like the aroma of
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crispy-fried danggit in the morning :)

(Almost) Cooking with Chef Lynn Crawford
Tuesday, May 18, 2010
Was I just star-struck or was the food really
good?
In Manila, I’d watch the Asian Food
Channel for hours, so how could I not know
Lynn Crawford! She’s the more sanguine,
less sardonic, genuinely sympathetic and
only female chef in Restaurant Makeover and certainly the one with the most
impressive credentials.
Lynn Crawford was the top toque – in fact,
the only female executive chef ever – in all
65 Four Seasons Hotels worldwide,
including New York. She was with the
chain's Yorkville location for 8 years, until
she resigned to open a restaurant she
could finally call her own: Ruby Watch Co.
Lora Kirk, Crawford’s Four Seasons Hotel
Toronto protégé and Truffles chef, joined
her in Ruby Watch Co as co-executive
chef. And guess what, her Restaurant
Makeover colleague and Yabu Pushelberg
designer Cherie Stinson and her husband,
restaurant industry veteran Joey Skeir,
tagged along as business partners!
Naturally, the klieg lights turned hot and
bright on what was thought to the most
daring restaurant act in Toronto.
Ruby Watch Co opened in March this year
to much anticipation, a lot of buzz, a full house 5 nights a week… and mixed reviews.
On one end, the usually caustic Gina Mallet of National Post raved, “Crawford may have
left the cuisine of luxury hotels but she’s not left behind the techniques with which she
mastered it. Note the way the shallot butter sweetens the bitter chard, the presentation of
cubed carrots, the rich short rib gravy and the horseradish lemon aioli that enliven the
steak, the subtle flavouring of the pork."
On the other hand, Joanne Kates of Globe and Mail panned its “so-so self-serve food,
overcrowded tables” and ranked it only #64 in her list of Top 100 Restaurants in Toronto.
There are two things, I believe, that polarize opinions about RWC.
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One, its prix fixe single-menu dinner. Here, the chef
chooses what the customer eats - depending on what's
available that day. For vegetarians, the menu is
tweaked a bit, but no separate menu is offered. The
problem, of course, is the customer doesn’t know what
will be on the dinner table until the day itself – a big
inconvenience for those with diet restrictions but have
made the reservation days or weeks before.
This, of course, wasn’t a problem with me. I’m an
omnivore. It’s also a welcome change for me not to
have to swim through a long menu. More often, I prefer
to be surprised and, hopefully, delighted. It didn’t seem
to be a problem with Poch, either. In our case, the
vegetables that would usually come as a side dish to
my fish
was served separate, but big enough to
share; the fish was then single-portioned,
which I found to be just the right size for my
Asian appetite, anyway; Poch’ risotto – an
add-on for vegetarians - was hefty enough
for the two of us. Single menu? No big deal;
both tummies happy.
The other thing some people quibble about
is that food is served family-sharing style.
The starters, the veggies, the starch, the
entreés are brought out at the same time, in
small although very pretty Le Creuset
bowls. I tell you, 5 or 6 of these bowls can
quickly clutter up a small table. But who’s
complaining? We Filipinos love it this way –
the more, the merrier!
So, back to the question: was the food
really good?
Joanne Kates had said in her article that
“Some days you taste it at RWC... and
some days you don't.” Well, Poch and I
were lucky that night. My Ling Cod was
undeniably fresh – caught and flown the
same day from BC, I was told. This was the
barest, least embellished dish of fish I ever
got in a restaurant - simply pan-roasted
with preserved Meyer lemon butter and
some herbs - but it was the best fish I’ve had in a long, long time. It tasted honest and
clean - if there’s such a thing – so subtly flavored. The words “harmony of tastes” came to
mind, as I couldn’t tell whether the sweetness was from the fish itself or the preserved
lemon or the freshness of the herbs.
Poch and I laughed at how unceremoniously the grilled Ontario asparagus were served
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sticking out of the red creuset bowl, but the taste and the
crunch hushed us. We were intrigued by the pickled
ramps, a vegetable unfamiliar to us but which we now
count among our most delightful food discoveries.
The watercress that came with the wild mushroom and
goat cheese tarts was so green and fresh that succulent
seemed like an apt description. And the risotto? I wished I
could cook risotto that way, with the plump, chewy grains
holding their own in a rich, creamy, cheese sauce.
It struck me that the reason I loved our dinner at Ruby
Watch Co was that the star wasn’t Lynn Crawford but the
ingredients themselves. Crawford worked with local
produce grown by proud farmers and she cooked them
with respect and that highest virtue of all, restraint. I am
awed.
And star-struck.
Early in the evening, Joey Skeir sidled up next to me and,
upon learning that I was a fan of Restaurant Makeover,
apologized that his famous wife couldn’t be there that night,
but offered to introduce me to Lynn Crawford.
He walked me to the Chef ‘s Table where Crawford had her
hands full, plating and quality-controlling each dish that came
out of the kitchen. She dropped what she was doing (to some
diners’ consternation, I’m sure), cheerfully chatted me up and
actually handed me her knife and tongs. “Wanna give it a try?”
I blanched, but struck a sous-chef pose with her anyway.

I am not a food critic: I can’t deconstruct a dish and judge whether the chef used the right
techniques or skills. As a foodie and at most, an occasional cook home-schooled via the
Asian Food Channel, I can only rate food as good, better, best – and food is good as long
as it satisfies and comforts.
What rates better or best depends on many subjective things, mostly non-food: the feel
and look of the place, the disposition of the staff, the company I’m with, the wine I drink,
the crunch of an asparagus stick, the casual use of bright red le creusets and other small
stuff like, yeah, a chat and photo-op with a famous chef.
Best!
Ruby Watch Co
730 Queen Street East
416-465-0100 for reservations
Lynn Crawford photo from hgtv.ca
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Posted by Socky at 08:35AM (+08:00)

Sexy Duck and Other Strange Toys
Wednesday, May 12, 2010
Located on Danforth Avenue, 7 Numbers - with
its bright, robust, Southern Italy food - seemed
just the perfect shelter from the rainstorm that
aborted a walk in the park with Gene; for Poch to
wind down after her driving lessons and for me,
to satisfy a day-long craving for grilled lamb
chops.
7 Numbers was #18 in Joanne Kates' Top 100
Restaurants in Toronto. Interestingly, in a
neighborhood known more for its Greek
restaurants, it was an Italian restaurant that
earned a ranking in the list. What's more
intriguing, this down-home, unpretentious place
edged out all my favorites, like Brassaii, Mildred
Pie
rce and Golden Turtle, even more highprofile restaurants like Ruby Watch Co and
ByMark.
We promptly cancelled a previous
reservation at a Greek restaurant and
decided to have dinner here instead. Gene
and I tried Peroni, an Italian beer, and had
calamaris for starters. Poch had her Bloody
Caesars and veg stuff. Most curious item in
the menu was Sexy Duck - which, not
suprisingly, was what Gene had for dinner.
Roasted Newmarket duck leg on red
cabbage, what did he think! I had a rather
smallish serving of grilled lamb chops, but
there's something about slightly singed
meat that always hit the spot for me. The
chops were tender and charred in the right
places near the bone.
Poch then brought us to a friend's place
where the lady of the house - a published
author - read us a poem and the man
regaled us with his vintage toy collection
that included a miniature electric chair and
"Terrorist Attack", a deck of
trading/educational cards on terrorists from
the 80's! I could just imagine kids flashing these cards to their playmates who would then
shout out "Ayatollah!", "Khadafi!", "The Pope's Assassin!". Hilarious, but...
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One card showed an illustration of the Statue of Liberty being blown up, and on its back,
the text read: The Statue of Liberty represents many things that are important to
Americans. For a full century it has proudly proclaimed that America is a free land where
justice, truth and equality are available to every citizen. However, it is an inviting target to
groups of ruthless terrorists determined to humiliate our great nation. Several were
arrested crossing the Rio Grande just prior to the celebration of the 100th birthday of this
great symbol. They were found to have large amounts of cash and names of contacts in
New York City. Were they planning to blow up our Lady?
It just sent shivers down my spine. While terrorism is a terrible thing, this is just the type
of education - rhetorical, antagonistic, especially in the guise of a game - that leaves us
more ignorant than we already are.
Posted by Socky at 11:04PM (+08:00)

The Incredible Story of a Bicycle Thief
Friday, May 07, 2010
Igor Kenk, his life splashed across
newspapers around the world after his
arrest in July 2008, was a book, a
documentary, a film waiting to be written.
Instead, we get a comic book, a graphic
novel about a most unlikely anti-hero, a
bicycle thief.
And why not? Can a name be more gothic
than this: Igor Kenk.
Kenk has been described as a pack rat, a
street corner hustler, a smuggler, a
scoundrel and, in the same breath, an
ardent environmentalist, a fierce but deeply
conflicted critic of consumerism, a "punk"
ideologist - all of which are graphic novel
material. And like classic comic book antiheroes, he is black and white, Jekyll and
Hyde, Batman and Bruce Wayne: two
faces, two lives. The man arrested in July
2008 for stealing at least 3,000 bikes is a
former police officer in Slovenia, a scruffy,
foul-mouthed scum who, when brought to
the courts to face trial, appears as a clean-shaven, actually goodlooking hunk of a man
whose credentials include a Julliard-trained concert pianist for a wife, a store/home in the
now gentrified, upscale part of Queen Street West and a brief stint as a model in the late
'80s.
So, really, why not a graphic novel, and why not one that uses a style popular among
underground artists battling state-run presses in Slovenia in the 1980's? Text is overlaid
on photographs rather than drawings, then run through what is now ancient technology:
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the photocopy machine. The story is told "via film stills arranged in a Watchmen-style 9panel grid, then ground through a final analog post-process of photocopying and razorblade slicing".
Leafing through its pages, I watch my thumbs get smudged with black ink. The ink itself
smells oily; they say it's the same smell you get in Igor's Bicycle Clinic, negotiating for a
bike which everyone knows is of questionable origin. A monster leaps out of the gritty
pages, reminding me that Igor Kenk is no fictional character. In fact, Igor Kenk has just
been released and now walks among us.
Shortly after his release in March 2010, he showed up at the Cabbagetown Youth Centre
where nearly 2,000 bikes seized from his property were being donated to inner-city youth.
He walked in wearing a baby blue track suit and offered to help rebuild some of the
bicycles before leaving his phone number and a name: Igor.
At the book launch last Thursday, May 6, Kenk surprised everyone when he appeared,
his hair cut short, his beard shaven, but wearing the “I’m Tired” shirt shown on the book
cover. Oddly enough, some people even waited in line to have him sign their copies of
the book.
Had I not left early, would I have lined up too? But that's letting the anti-hero have the last
laugh.
Top photo collage: book launch held at the Cadillac Lounge on Queen Street West.
Autographs from creatives behind the book: Richard Poplak, Alex Jansen, Jason Gilmore
and Illustrator Nick Marinkovich. Photo with Poplak. Bottom photo: Kenk "crashing" the
book launch, from Now Magazine.
Click here for Richard Poplak's insightful article on "Igor The Terrible" in Toronto Life,
originally published in October 2008.
Posted by Socky at 11:47PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Incredible Story of a Bicycle Thief

- userP

May 12, 2010

fortunately, we weren't victims of kenk. otherwise, this blog post would've taken on a
different tone altogether.

The Vancouver Series: Jean-Georges
Monday, April 26, 2010
At CAD$75, Jean-Georges Vongerichten's 6-course tasting menu was a steal, in fact, a
much better deal - penny for penny - versus Joel Robuchon's in Paris and Daniel
Boulud's prix fixed 3-course dinner last Thursday. Without shattering the traditional
bounds of French cuisine, Jean Georges' food managed to surprise. It was creative, a
subtle and effortless fusion of flavors from the East, where he spent a number of years as
a young chef, with those of his native country. The result was real food, meant to delight
and satisfy, and not merely to intrigue and impress.
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Tasting menu, course #1: Rice Cracker Crusted Tuna
with Citrus-Sriracha Emulsion. The crust, to me,
looked and tasted more like rice puffs - which I liked
better. It gave the dish a crunch that reminded me of
pop rocks. The sriracha is a Thai paste made with chili
peppers, vinegar, garlic, sugar and salt. It certainly
added zing to what I could only guess was a lemonaoili.
Tasting Menu, Course #2: Foie Gras Brulé with Meyer
Lemon and Pineapple Jam, Rose Seasoning. So
simply described, but dig this: the foie gras was
torchon, I think, laid on some brioche; the caramelized
crust was blow-torched sugar, a la creme bruleé.
Good, good, God! I
should really get a blow-torch and do this at home! Now,
that pink line that ran down the plate was rose petal
essence. I almost snorted it off my plate.
Tasting Menu, Course #3: Bacon-wrapped Shrimps,
Avocado, Passion Mustard. There must be honey in that
mustard sauce as there was this appealing play of saltysour-sweet. Micro cilantro topped this dish. Imagine the
taste!
Tasting Menu, Course #4: Snapper, seed and nut crust,
sweet and sour broth. I thought this was some coconutbased soup, but no. It's mushroom broth, thickened with
charred butter hence the earthy, nutty tones I mistook
for coconut! The crust was sesame, almond and
hazelnut. I loved
the broth!
Tasting Menu, Course #5: Grilled Lamb Chop,
Roasted Baby Vegetables, Black Olive Crumbs
That's chopped black olives toasted with Panko,
another idea we're shamelessly stealing).
Tasting Menu, Course #6 (dessert): Warm
Chocolate Cake, Vanilla Ice Cream. A hot lava of
chocolate oozed out when we sliced the cake.
With vanilla ice cream, a simple but classic
combination.
Poch' side of the table wasn't bad either. She had
the Beets and Goat Cheese Salad with
Crystallized Wasabi (ah, Jean-Georges'
concession to molecular gastronomy). She also had the Asparagus, Morel Mushrooms
and Cabbage with Orange Oil. We figured the olive oil was infused with zest of orange.
We're so stealing the idea!
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I loved that our lady server knew the food and obviously enjoyed discussing every dish certainly not the type who'd just give perfunctory rundown and description of the menu.
She had impeccable timing: no lull between dishes; no rush either. We almost forgot we
had a flight to catch.
Posted by Socky at 11:38PM (+08:00)

The Vancouver Series: A 6-Mile Bike Ride on a
100-Mile Diet
Tuesday, April 20, 2010
Leather jacket, leather boots - I should be
riding a horse instead! But, on our last day
in Vancouver, the sun was up, and
although still a bit cold for lighter wear, it
just seemed like a perfect day to bike
around the park, close to the water. We
found this bike rental store on Davie Street
near English Bay and reserved a couple of
hybrids for a ride along the famous Stanley
Seawall.
This seawall bike path is approximately 10
kilomete
rs (6 miles) in length and one will need about 1-1/2
hours to take in its spectacular views of mountain,
ocean, forest and cityscape.
A good, heavy brunch before the ride was in order.
And, as planned, brunch was to be at the Raincity
Grill.
Like in most restaurants in Vancouver, the mantra
here is "buy local, eat seasonal" so food is made from
scratch with fresh, locally available ingredients.
Vancouver is, after all, the birthplace of the “100-Mile
Diet” movement, triggered largely by the book, “The
100-Mile Diet: A Year of Local Eating (or Plenty: One
Man, One Woman, and a Raucous Year of Eating
Locally)” written by Alisa Smith and J. B. MacKinnon, both from Vancouver. Raincity is
one of the first to embrace the concept and offer a menu that focuses on seafood, game,
poultry, and organic vegetables from British Columbia and the Pacific Northwest.
I liked its casual atmosphere, and even if there were only a staff of 2 attending to the
brunch crowd, the service was quite friendly and non-pushy. Of course I had to try the
Baynes Sound scallops, taking mental notes and comparing them with the Nova Scotia
scallops I had at Bohmer in Toronto. With that I had a BC sauvignon blanc.
Maybe the scallops were fresher, or the cooking was just much better, but the Baynes
Sound scallops were sweeter and deep-down more flavorful. I noted, though, that Ontario
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wines are generally drier than those from BC.
All the while, we watched people mill around
Vancouver’s famous laughing statues across the
streets. Families, lovers, tourists seemed to have
suddenly come out of the woodwork – not surprisingly
so, as after days of rain and grey skies, the sun was
out and temperature was at a pleasant 14º.
Naturally, we got so thirsty after our bike ride in
Stanley Park . By some happy chance, Central Bistro,
another spot we had read about in The Georgia
Straight, was just across the street from Raincity.
Central Bistro is a favorite haunt of locals wanting a
good,
hearty brunch or dinner. But they also come
here for the live jazz, martinis and their
early bird specials. For Sunday, it's Bloody
Caesar, only S5.95 for a double. There
couldn’t be a better come’on.
Poch and I had 2 doubles each. We also
tried two different rimmers: the typical
celery salt and the Montreal steak spice,
which gave our caesars more character
and zing.
But all these were just a prelude to what
would be our most memorable meal in
Vancouver: the 5-course tasting menu at
Jean Georges' Market in the Shangrila Hotel.
Posted by Socky at 03:04AM (+08:00)

The Vancouver Series: Daniel Boulud
Tuesday, April 20, 2010
Reservations for Boulud were made as
soon as we landed and settled in our hotel.
Boulud’s restaurant is on West Broadway,
where we also sighted Goldilocks and
made a mental note to buy polvoron and
mamon for Rama.
It turns out Boulud has two restaurants in
Vancouver, the DB Bistro Moderne and,
adjacent to it, the Lumiére, which is cited
for best fine dining in the city. By some
oversight, the reservation was made for the
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bistro. Fortunately, DB Bistro was offering a 3-course, prix fixe “Olympic Hang-over
Menu” for only $30++. I thought it was quite reasonable, a good way to sample Boulud’s
New York-famous cuisine.
I had Tarte Flambee (crisp Alsatian flatbread) with snails and smoked bacon, steamed
Quadra Island mussels and Bittersweet Chocolate bar. Complimentary amuse-bouche
was seared tuna on braised fennel. Poch had Tarte Fine Provencale, a vegetarian dish of
tomato, eggplant caviar, smoked mozzarella, arugula and pesto.
Well-executed all, but nothing that blew me away. I thought the mussels, though, were
very fresh and sweet, and (almost) better than their east coast counterpart.

Posted by Socky at 02:21AM (+08:00)

The Vancouver Series: Japadog
Tuesday, April 20, 2010
Funny that our first meal in Vancouver was
at a Japanese hotdog stand just a few
steps from our hotel.
Japadog “is Best Hotdog Vendor in
Vancouver”, wrote The Georgia Straight in
their 13th Annual Golden Plate issue. True
enough, the Japadog pushcart was studded
with signed endorsements and testimonials
from celebrities and foodies, including
Anthony Bourdain.
I had the Kurobuta Terimayo, supposedly
one of “101 things to taste before you die”.
It's topped with - what else? - nori and
bonito flakes. Everyday, we would pass by
this hotdog stand, and everytime the queue
was at least 20-people long.
Posted by Socky at 01:58AM (+08:00)
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The Vancouver Series: A Preface and a
Postscript
Monday, April 19, 2010
My first trip to Vancouver was all of a
sentimental journey, a reunion with family and
your typical snap-happy, take-in-all-you-can-in4-days tourist-y type.
Vancouver was Poch’ place of landing when
she immigrated to Canada in 2004. From
telephone conversations, I could only paint a
hazy picture of how the city looked and felt. It’s
Kitsilano, West Broadway, Hastings West
Street, Stanley Park and Granville Island all
blended into a blob of muted city sounds, fair
but grey-skied weather, and an overpowering
sense of alone-ness I could only imagine in
strangers to a city and country. I realized that
picture and my own recollection of that time carved out a lonely spot in my own heart; this
trip, I vowed, should change all that.
This trip – this time with Poch - was going to be a happy one. By happy, I mean food!
food! food! Also, a tour of the city, on foot and on bicycle, mapped out from Poch’
memory of her brief stay here and guides provided by Frommer’s. Together, we would
rediscover Vancouver.
Of course, when it came to restaurants, we had done our research and knew pretty well
where to go: Daniel Boulud, Jean-Georges, Granville Island Market (rated 3rd best fresh
market in the world), Elbow Room on Davie Street (aka the Rainbow Strip) for brunch,
Refuel for snout-to-tail dining, Vij Indian Restaurant, Guu Japanese Restaurant and Rain
City, one of the better known restaurants for their 100-mile food philosophy.
Four days just weren’t enough for that kind of gluttony. We managed to tick off only half
from our list, as Friday and Saturday were reserved for family. Friday was with my
recently deceased brother’s daughter and wife, whom I really wanted to meet up and
personally condole with. Saturday was with a niece and a nephew whose families had
expanded and grown since I last saw them. So we missed out on Refuel (no pork!),
Elbow Room, Vij and Guu. But it was time with family well-spent – emotional, celebratory
and typically food-centered.
For some inexplicable reason, though, I felt that this visit opened and closed a chapter in
my Canada experience. Finally I saw, in flesh and blood, this city I had merely pieced
together in my head for years. Indeed, Vancouver was beautiful - its downtown and
waterside, in fact, postcard-pretty - but, strangely, it's a city that didn't compel me to
linger. I snapped as many pictures as I could, but couldn't wait to head east. Somehow
Toronto would always be my city of choice - grunge, cold and all.

Posted by Socky at 11:29PM (+08:00)
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I Dream of... Pork?
Wednesday, March 31, 2010
When I started thinking about pork - laying
it on a hot, hot pan, watching the fat render
and humming to its sizzle - just to lull
myself to sleep, I knew it was time to end
my self-imposed abstinence from pork.
Since I arrived in Toronto, I swear pork
hadn't figured more than 5 times in my diet
- sometimes sneaked into the chicken
adobo for Rama and guests, or as a quickly
prepared lunch for one. This was in
deference to Poch who's vegetarian, but
mostly for health
(and diet) reasons.
We're now on our 10th week of P90X and, even as we hardly
follow the prescribed diet, results are beginning to show:
leaner muscles, improved strength and higher energy. A highfat diet at this time will be counterproductive and must be
avoided - except Poch and I share a weakness for French
butter on our bread and 18% cream in our coffee. Between
those - crucial, after all, to domestic harmony - and what may
be an occasional but selfish porky indulgence, I decided to let
go of the latter.
Until I read about the brunch at Hoof Cafe.
By brunch Hoof
Cafe means not just eggs and potatoes, but
unabashedly meaty/porky meals like blood
sausage crepes, pigtails with grits, tongue
grilled cheese (what, lengua in my panini?),
rabbit and buckwheat pancakes, toast, jam
and goat butter, and suckling pig bennie. I
zeroed in on the last item, my mind filled
with images of pulled lechon meat tucked
between toasts and perfectly poached
eggs. Hey, a North American version of
lechonsilog!
"Suckling Pig" turned out to be more porchetta or Italian roast pork than lechon; the pork
cracklings that topped the dish were far from the lechon skin that I sorely missed. No
lemongrass flavor in the meat, no visible fat under thin and crisp skin. But, to be fair,
Hoof's suckling pork bennie was good. In fact, I don't think I can get a better pork fix in
this city than this: generous servings of tender pulled pork on top of buttery, homemade
biscuits; two perfectly poached eggs; lemony and slightly spicy hollandaise sauce; plus a
mound of bitter, lightly dressed arugula.
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I can go to sleep just thinking about it.
Hoof Cafe, 923 Dundas Street W, Toronto. Check out their menu!
Posted by Socky at 01:35AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: I Dream of... Pork?

- Katrina

June 05, 2010

Oh, lordy, lordy, lordy, Socky!!! I'm not a big pork fan, but that Suckling Pig Benny
sounds fantastic! And the thing is, I've actually been craving Eggs Benedict for the last
few hours, so seeing that just tipped me over the edge. The Rabbit with Buckwheat
Pancakes sounds interesting, too. And you must know I would LOVE to start my day
with a Brioche French Toast topped with Foie Gras! How could one's day not be
absolutely fabulous with such a decadent beginning?!
How was the goat butter? :-)
2. Re: I Dream of... Pork?

- Socky

June 06, 2010

Seriously, you can do a version of this benny using lechon! I love goat cheese, so this
butter was a must-try. What struck me was the goat butter was so white! Also, soft and
light. Cow butter is so heavy compared to this. Love it.
I don't know about the rabbit. I had rabbit a long time ago at L'eau Vive (remember that
place on UN Avenue, or you weren't born yet ha! ha!) and didn't really enjoy it. Maybe I
was thinking of Bugs Bunny.
3. Re: I Dream of... Pork?

- Katrina

June 06, 2010

Yes, I actually got to try L'Eau Vive once! I enjoyed my rabbit at La Cabane that time we
went (after "Ratatouille"), and have had it once or twice since. It's okay, a lot like
chicken. (Such a cliche' comparison, I know.) The only hassle is all the bones.
I hope I get to try goat butter one day. By the way, bought some eggs, good butter (well,
as good as you can get here), cheeses and bacon at the supermarket today. Will be
working on some eggy delights soon...and I hope to also get me some of either Apt. 1B's
or Cicou's Eggs Benedict ASAP! That's still waaay too complicated for me, at this point.
Poached eggs AND Hollandaise? Maybe someday...but for now, the craving has got to
be satisfied tout de suite!

Cooking for Vegetarians
Tuesday, March 30, 2010
While 7-year old Rama still eats chicken and fish, she'll always check out a dish for meat
she doesn't recognize and ask, "Is this pig?"
Of course, Rama eats pig; she loves bacon and chicharon! But I notice that everytime
she's within her mom's hearing distance, Rama takes on this vegetarian stance and
pokes at my food choices. That's because she knows Poch doesn't eat meat, or any
"food with a face". Thankfully, Poch isn't on a crusade to turn her daughter into a
vegetarian; there's still chicken adobo, chicken fingers and baked fish cooked
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occasionally or, whenever I visit Toronto
and do the groceries, pancetta and
sausage for breakfast. But since they
moved to Toronto, I don't think Poch has
cooked anything with pork or beef.
Cooking for vegetarians was a much bigger
challenge than I, a newbie cook, ever
imagined. In Manila, my kitchen
experiments were mostly meat-focused:
fabada, roast beef, beef stew, braised pork.
Vegetables were merely an afterthought,
side dishes to add color on the plate or to
aid digestion.
Now I face the derision of bokchoys. They
mock my sense of timing, turning limp or
mushy as soon as I rush to scoop them out
of the hot pan. Eggplants gloat at my hitand-miss portioning. No matter how I cut
down the ingredients from 6 to 2 or 3
servings, I end up with a dish good enough
for 10! Vegetables seem to bulk up when I
expect them to shrink, and vice versa!
Faux meats? Now I turn to them in
desperation, reminding me that words, like "never" or "over my dead body", are just as
good to eat. But, who's complaining? I've already shed 10 lbs. by eating mostly
vegetables - that's a lot sooner than I can even dare think "ratatouille!".
Top photo: a vegetarian paella. Lower photo, clockwise: vegetable stir-fry; vegetable stirfry with "chicken" strips; sweet and sour "meatballs"; Tuscany-style scrambled eggs
(where's the bacon?).
Posted by Socky at 12:44AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Cooking for Vegetarians

- userT

April 06, 2010

So glad to visit your blog. Very interesting and enjoyed your blog about "Cooking for
Vegetarians". I need some more vegetarian tips.
Cheers,
Tere
2. Re: Cooking for Vegetarians

- Socky

April 07, 2010

Thanks, Tere, for dropping by. I don't have a lot of vegetarian tips, but I promise to share
with you every 'vegetarian' wisdom that I learn along the way :-)
3. Re: Cooking for Vegetarians

June 08, 2010
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- TesaCeldran
Just read this, I lurv!

Postscript on the Pope
Monday, March 29, 2010
This one just came in - a surprise from Poch, a book
autographed by the Pope herself. Poch knows I'm an
autograph hound, and this is actually the second book,
signed by the author, that she got for me (the first is the
Bicycle Series by David Byrne who was in Toronto last
Fall). Now it sits on the Sapien, a tower of a bookshelf,
recently bought, that defines the reading corner in our
living room.
Posted by Socky at 11:46PM (+08:00)

Butter As Holy Grail
Sunday, March 21, 2010
For the 2nd Annual French Food and Wine Festival in 2007, host Jerome Philippon
brought in cheeses from about 100 AOC's, fresh oysters, mussels and sea scallops from
Brittany, red label French beef, veal and lamb. But it was the butter from Normandy that
was the biggest hit.
The taste, smell and texture of Normandy butter was like no other. It had a slightly musky,
farmhouse smell, a deeply creamy taste with an appealing sour note, all of that exploding
the moment it hit the tongue. It was like all flavors and smells hit the ground running Tennis and Conversation 2008-2010
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none of what I'd call "the bland slide", that
oily, heavy "nothingness" that would lie on
the tongue for a few seconds before some
flavors marched in.
To this day, I knock myself on the head for
forgetting to look for Normandy butter at
The Epicerie in Paris. But we were in a
hurry, just stopping by for a taste of the foie
gras sandwich that Marketman had blogged
about, before we set out for the Versailles.
In Canada, I expected Normandy butter to
be more readily available. Tough luck. It
seems the national dairy board here has
v
ery restrictive import guidelines for butter (as
well as milk and cream) that's cultured or
unpasteurized. Such - in fact, all - dairy
products MUST be declared when crossing the
border and will probably be confiscated and
destroyed. There's a limit too, I gather, on the
butterfat content of dairy products: 80%, which
makes French butter, with 84% or more
butterfat, somehow "illegal".
Gina Mallet, author of "Last Chance To Eat" which, by the way, is sort of a manifesto versus
Big Food politics - wrote in a National Post
article: "Because of quotas, Canadians usually
can't get any of the world's great butters. Our
butter is only just butter - 80% butter fat which
means it has 19% water in it and when melted puddles water... It's more expensive to
make higher butter fat butter and with no competition, Canadian buttermakers don't
bother to make better butter."
The prospect of finding artisanal French butter in Toronto seemed dim. Online threads on
Normandy butter - such as those from Isigny Ste Mere - pointed to St. Lawrence Market,
but I don't remember seeing any even in this venerated Toronto landmark. The only ones
we found were Normandy-style butter, mostly supermarket in-house brands, and for a
while Poch and I were content with that.
Until we discovered the Cheese Boutique, a gourmet food haven tucked away in a quiet,
residential area off South Kingsway. But this was no neighborhood, mom-and-pop store!
"At Cheese Boutique prosciutto hangs from the ceiling, truffles are flown in every
Wednesday, foie gras sits under lock and key, beef is dry aged 60 days, there are olive
oils from 80 different terroirs and jams made from green walnuts, the best artisanal
breads of the city, not to mention the chocolate boutique, pastry temptations and daily
handpicked produce - but it is for the cheese that one must really come here."
An attendant led us to their Cheese Vault, which was stocked floor to ceiling with wheels
38
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of French, Italian, Spanish, cheeses of
various nationalities. I didn't recognize the
mimolette, its rind dried out and severely
pockmarked, as it was being aged in-house
for another 4 years! There was also a tank
in one corner, where, we were told, the
owner was blending Stilton (?) with another
cheese.
With all their cheeses, surely there must be
some butter?
Unbelievably, neither the Cheese Boutique carried AOC butter from Normandy. But there
was Echiré butter!
Beurre Echiré is the famed artisanal, AOC-protected, cultured butter from western
France. I was just too happy to see it since not very many Echiré butter ever leave
France. Of course! Added to the Canadian paranoia about dairy farm products, there's
just not enough production for the French who cook and bake everything with butter!
Anyway, who cares now how this butter got away. As I rave about our find, Rama quotes
from Julie and Julia: "You can never have too much butter." How lucky are we that, in our
case, it's Echiré. I spread a generous amount on a warm walnut multigrain bread and my
mind hopscotches over a multitude of memories - of childhood tastes, of kitchen lessons
learned randomly as I was growing up, of my mom who, more than once, told me that the
search for good butter was always worth one's while.
Posted by Socky at 09:58PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Butter As Holy Grail

- Katrina

March 26, 2010

Socky, I am SOOOO envious of you!!! I'm a huge fan of butter and ever since I heard of
it, I've wanted to try Normandy butter. But good luck finding any here! :-/
2. Re: Butter As Holy Grail

- Socky

March 26, 2010

Poch and I keep two kinds of butter now. Canadian Normandy-style butter for cooking
(i.e., frying) and the Echire for slapping thick on our toasts :-)I haven't given up hope in
finding normandy butter here, though.
3. Re: Butter As Holy Grail

- userSF

April 09, 2010

You need to come to Montreal for the best selection of all things French outside of
France. Check out the resto section of my blog for some ideas of where to go.
www.smartfashionista.ca Enjoy your blog by the way!
4. Re: Butter As Holy Grail

- Socky

April 09, 2010

SF, I've actually been following your blog. So glad about you dropping by. I'll certainly revisit Montreal. Was there in 2005, but didn't have much time to check out the food
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scene.
5. Re: Butter As Holy Grail

- happyd

July 19, 2010

Socky your blog post about butter unfolds like a short story. I wouldn't be surprised if
eventually I find this in a book - a collection of Socky's food musings an adventures.
It was so nice to meet you yesterday and have a fun bike ride!!
Thanks for sharing your blog with us. I love it!
Also, love all the photos :) Your Vancouver photos make me miss that pokey, small city.
6. Re: Butter As Holy Grail

- Socky

July 19, 2010

Hi, H. Thanks for dropping by.
Lee and I just stayed 4 days in Vancouver so there was no way I could do it justice.
Would have loved to write more "stories" about the city. Looking back, I realized I wrote
mostly about the food, not the place.
I thoroughly enjoyed the bike ride last Saturday and the company! Looking forward, in
fact, to the next bikeride.

They Sprinkle Salt to Melt the Snow, Don't They?
Saturday, March 20, 2010
And nothing melts the winter in my soul like
a pinch of happiness sprinkled on a sunny
side up. Thank God, it's (almost) Spring!
Posted by Socky at 02:40AM (+08:00)

One Night with The Pope at the Bovine Sex Club
Thursday, March 04, 2010
It's easy to miss The Bovine Sex Club on Queen Street West. The frontage is narrow and
windowless, and where a signage should be hangs an art (?) installation, made solely
from discarded items. Inside, the space looks like it can take no more than a hundred
people. Cave-like is an apt description, except that, instead of stalactites, the walls and
ceilings are covered thick with objets truvés, tsotchkes, kitsch, scraps.
Is this a sex club? At the end of its outlandishly curated hall is a room with diner-type
tables and chairs, a DJ station and... what looks like a stripper pole. But, just as the
40
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bartender had said to a caller who was obviously
looking for some action, "Oh, no.... this is a
regular bar. You may want to go to Wicked
instead, farther down Queen West". Realizing
we were eavesdropping, she apologized for the
caller, "Must be an out-of-towner."
Okay, I've read about raunchy nights at BSC,
people dancing pants-less to the music of a DJ
called Thunderpussy, but generally people
talked about the great live music happening
here. Since it opened in the early 90's, BSC has
been sort of a halfway house for Toronto's goth,
punk, alternative and rockbilly artists.
Tha
t night, Carole Pope - a native of Toronto
and rock singer-songwriter from the late
60's/70's (aka the drugs-sex-rock n' roll era)
- was swinging by from New York City for a
one night gig. Poch, surprisingly a fan,
wanted to introduce me to her music and
brought me there.
Strangely, for someone weaned on the
music of her era, I've never heard of Carole
Pope. How come my radar - usually cranked
up to music like Janis Joplin's - didn't pick up
this artist who sang with a dark, hard-edge
voice and wrote explicit homoerotic and
bondage/S&M-themed lyrics?
Of course, not much was coming out of Canada at that
time. To be famous, Canadians had to go and make their
mark in the US - like Joni Mitchell, Neil Young and, more
recently, K.D. Lang and Alanis Morrisette.
In her latest cd (Transcend) liner notes, Pope is credited
for "ushering Canada from the punk movement of the
1970s to the new wave sound of the 1980s". Sadly, after
a few unsuccessful stints in the US, she faded out of the
rock band scene and concentrated on film and tv
soundtrack work. There's one Carole Pope song, though,
that's somehow familiar to me: High School Confidential,
which was used as soundtrack for Queer As Folk, a show
I watched and followed for 3 seasons.
So here we were, at the Bovine Sex Club, watching an
aging female rock star electrify the small audience, including me. I liked her music - even
more so, her swagger and irreverence - and I thought she should have been more
famous, like Joni Mitchell.
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On second thought, her songs were just too
provocative and sexually threatening.
Even while the industry reeked of mesc and
hash at that time, her music was the kind
that just wouldn't fly in Middle America. Or
maybe the huge, republican machine that
was the American record industry just
wouldn't let her voice be heard - oh no, not
if she was having an affair - albeit shortlived
- with America's darling, "the whitest of
white women", who sang about the son of a
preacher man, but hid her black soul
beneath her white voice and coiffed hair.
No, no, no.
That's just my conspiracy theory. But I think the cherub doll peering through an old
bicycle tire on the wall agreed with me. So did, I think, the crowd that came to listen to
her. There was acquiescence here - that injustice was done and that genius must be
affirmed, except no one would remember or be sober enough to take it to the streets and
out in the daylights.
Another thought, another sentiment, another discard left on the walls of the Bovine Sex
Club.
Exterior shot of Bovine Sex Club from Wikipedia; Carole Pope photo from cover of AntiDiva, an autobiography. Read CLGA's writeup on Carole Pope here. Listen to her music
here.
Posted by Socky at 12:29AM (+08:00)

Cooking for Valentine's
Tuesday, February 16, 2010
For our Valentines dinner, Poch and I decided to cook a
3-course meal ourselves.
Wouldn't that be a lot better than competing for a table
at some fancy restaurant, paying a hefty price for meal
and service that we probably would complain about
later, and knocking ourselves on the head for lapping up
the hype about Valentine's Day?
But, if you ask me, the pro's for going out on "special"
days like this far outweigh the con's. Sure, you can doll
up your place with candles and flowers but you can't
trick the brain into thinking you're in some exclusive,
fine-dining restaurant. Also, try cooking up a perfectly
timed three-course dinner without messing up the
kitchen and, worse, your nerves. And think of the dishes to wash afterwards! I bet there
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will hardly be any good memories left of the
evening to take to bed. No, thank you.
That's why we found this one-night Cooking
for Couples course at Cirillo's Culinary
Academy a perfect way to spend and
celebrate Valentine's Day. First, we got to
cook a 3-course dinner ourselves. Second,
we got to prepare, cook and plate each dish
in the most spacious, amazingly equipped,
thoughtfully organized, clean and gleaming
kitchen I ever laid a pot on. Thirdly, the dining area
looked and felt every bit a fine-dining place: starched
linen, candles, chocolates on the table, Reidel wine
glasses and fine china. And there was staff to make
sure the wine was poured and the table cleared
between dishes.
Of course, this was no serious cooking course. The
menu was something you could look up in the internet
and easily cook yourself, that is, if you got the patience
and daring to do a Beef Wellington (or a mushroom
risotto, in Poch' case). Nothing new to learn really:
slice an onion? Already got that from Olivia here.) But
it was interesting to see the dynamics between
couples as they cooked together!
I must say, unless their relationship is rock
solid, there are a few things couples
shouldn't attempt to do together: run the
Amazing Race, renovate a home and this:
cook a three-course dinner in a cooking-forcouples culinary class, under time pressure
(dinner must be served in an hour!), with a
famous chef and his sous chef looking over
their shoulders and with 11 other couples
casting side glances on how everyone else
was faring under such nerve-wracking
circumstances.
Good thing, Poch wasn't the type to bitch about how prematurely I dumped the milk and
vegetable stock into the sauté of onions and celery. A pure vegetarian, often averse to
the sight and feel of meat, she even took on the task of wrapping my seared beef
tenderloin in puff pastry while I opted for the less challenging task of mashing the
potatoes. I saved her a few tears, though, by volunteering to chop the onions.
Poch and I passed the test, I guess. We sat down to dinner still enjoying each other's
company, even exchanging compliments on how the steak was seared perfectly and the
pastry puff folded without a tear. In fact, we vowed to cook the Tomato, Corn and
Seafood Chowder again (sans the shrimp, scallop and salmon for Poch), recreate the
Flourless Double Chocolate Cake with Cherry Sauce at home, although we agreed to
park the Beef Wellington until we had non-vegetarian company.
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All we wanted was to celebrate Valentine's
Day in a different way. It turned out to be
one with enough good memories to take
home - including a really bad case of
kitchen lust, one we'd probably be nursing
for a long, long time.
Cirillo's Culinary Academy, on 4894
Dundas Street West, is built on the former
site of Kirkby Hardware, once a landmark in
West Toronto's Islington Village. Chef John
Cirillo himself designed this 4,200 sq. ft. state-of-the art "kitchen", with the help of Glen
Peloso - the same guy we see in Restaurant Makeover, a show on The Asian Food
Channel.
Photo shows, from left, Chef John Cirillo, Poch, myself and Chef Terry who assisted us at
our station. February 13, 2010.
Posted by Socky at 12:39AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Cooking for Valentine's

- Chinkee

February 23, 2010

Very cool! Glad you and Poch had an enjoyable Valentine's celebration. was wondering
where you are in the world! Waiting for you to come home so we can plan dinner at our
place this time:-)
2. Re: Cooking for Valentine's

- Socky

February 24, 2010

Will be back in May. Love to have dinner at your place! I'll take you up on that. Okay to
bring Charo, no?
3. Re: Cooking for Valentine's

- Chinkee

February 24, 2010

But of course Charo's invited! Heard her jingle on the radio and I smiled as I recalled
how she was ranting about her client while smoking in your powder room. Hahahaha!
Good times:-)
4. Re: Cooking for Valentine's

- Katrina

February 26, 2010

I'm so glad you had a unique and enjoyable Valentine's dinner, Socky! Wow, you're
there till May? That's a LOOONG visit! How enviable that you can do that! I'm sure
you're so happy to have retired. :-)
5. Re: Cooking for Valentine's

- Socky

February 27, 2010

Hi, Katrina. One thing I know is that I won't miss the adrenalin that's advertising. Oddly, I
have a sense that I'm at the threshold of something new, big and exciting. I actually feel
I'm on my second wind :-)
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View From The Top
Friday, February 12, 2010
Finally, on my nth trip to Toronto, I did what
every tourist was expected to do: visit the
CN Tower. It is, after all, the tallest
freestanding structure in the world and,
possibly, the cheapest and fastest way to
see much of eastern Canada. From its
observation deck, one can see over 160
kilometers - that's all the way to Niagara
Falls and across Lake Ontario to New York
State.
That's true on a clear day. But Poch, Rama and I came in winter and
at night. We came to dine at Horizons, the restaurant on CN Tower's
Look Out Level, offering a prix fixe, 3-course Winterlicious menu. It
must be that the restaurant expected people to watch the view rather
than critique the food, as the pastas (Poch' and Rama's) and the
braised short ribs of beef (mine) were quite unremarkable. The view?
Just grids of light and the blur of moving cars. The farthest we could
see was probably Missisauga, which we could tell from the number of
planes taking off. Rama, ever the gracious tourist guide, was
apologetic. "It's better during the day."
We promised her we'd come back, this time for lunch at CN Tower's
other restaurant. The 360 Restaurant makes a complete rotation
every 72 minutes, treating diners to a changing view of the city more
than 1,150 feet below. It's a sight not even my little tourist guide has
seen.
Of course, that won't be until spring of
2010, when 360 resumes its lunch menu
and Rama celebrates her 8th birthday.
Hopefully, the food - just like the view and
everything else in spring - will be better.
Posted by Socky at 03:05AM (+08:00)
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Breakfast of Champions?
Tuesday, February 02, 2010
Poch and I are on the P90X and it's one hell of a
workout. We wake up at 5am, 6 times a week and do
as many as 200 reps lifting weights and pulling
resistance bands. To restore energy (and smiles)
after painful muscle failures, we take the breakfast of
champions, no less.
Recipe, as follows:
- Protein powder equal in weight to a million grains of
sugar
- As much blue berries as the volume of a
Tyrannosaurus Rex' brain
- Enough fresh strawberry and banana slices to
match the weight of 300 thousand poppy seeds
- soy
milk equal to enough corn oil to fuel a
biodeisel car for 3 miles
It's your good old smoothie, of course, but
seen in a different light, er, measure!
Equal Measure is another favorite kitchen
tool from Fred & Friends. Need 300ml of
honey? That's exactly the amount a bee
hive makes in a day! 2 1/2 cups of flour?
That's as many grains of flour as people on
the planet (6.8 million)!
But if you think this measuring cup is all
whimsy, look again. Made of heat-resistant,
dishwasher-safe borosilicate glass (the
same glass they use for laboratory beakers
and telescope mirrors), it's got ounces,
milliliters and cups in the scale... with some
wit added for good measure.
Love it!
Check out these other Fred & Friends
products, which I love having in my kitchen:
Ouch, the voodoo inspired toothpick
dispenser; Calf and Half, a playful little
milk/cream pitcher; and High Five Low Five
cocktail stirrers.
They're entertainment!
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Posted by Socky at 11:49PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Breakfast of Champions?

- Anonymous

April 14, 2010

may i ask how the p90x is working out for you? ive just recently started and it feels like
hell, and im not really sure is if i still want to go through with it.
2. Re: Breakfast of Champions?

- Socky

April 15, 2010

Persevere. Before P90X, I was working out with a personal trainer for a year and didn't
get the results that I'm getting from P90X. I even gained 10 pounds! But with P90X, I lost
all that poundage (am down now to 100 lbs., which is good for a 5" female), even without
rigorously following the prescribed diet. I just made sure I was eating more vegetables
than meat. The results kicked in, though, on the 5-6th week. And by results, I mean the
toned muscles or what they call "cuts". I can see the results specially on my shoulders,
chest, legs, back and abs. Of course, being female I don't have the "cuts" of a male
body, but it's incredible how my body has transformed. I also feel stronger and more
energetic, to think I'm past 50! Yes, it's one hell of a program but it gets easier as you
get used to the moves. P90X rocks! Persevere, persevere. And don't miss the warm-up
exercises so you don't get injuries.
3. Re: Breakfast of Champions?

- Socky

April 15, 2010

I mean 5' or 5 foot female.
4. Re: Breakfast of Champions?

- Anonymous

April 15, 2010

oooohh kewl! oks thanks thanks! i will persevere then!

Knife Love
Thursday, January 28, 2010
I often blamed my deplorable knife skills on knives I
had which, admittedly, were more conversation
pieces than kitchen workhorses. But that's being
unfair to my Ex. It's not you, silly; it's me!
Of course, it takes practice - lots of it - to slice an
onion in a perfect grid. And certainly, it takes
experience. Having just recently taken up cooking
seriously, I have neither enough practice nor
experience. It will take me years to chop up the same
heap of onions that Julia Child/Meryl Streep did in the
movie, Julie and Julia. And frankly, there aren't many
years ahead of me to spend chalking up the
experience necessary to be a Nobu chef. But having
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good knives to begin with won't hurt, no?
Last year, Ex (right photo) was relegated to a corner
in the kitchen as an objet d'art, while I started
wielding - albeit clumsily - the high-end, highly rated
Japanese Mac knives I had bought from Bacchus
Epicerie. I even brought them with me to Toronto, as
I was staying here 4 months and expected to do a lot
of cooking. Beautiful, well-balanced, hefty, they felt
like Japanese samurai swords in my hand. But, like I
always say, what good is a top-of-the-line tennis
racquet if I can't sweetspot an oncoming tennis ball?
Luckily, The Good Egg - where Poch and I always
drooled over the shop's collection of cookbooks and
kitchen paraphernalia - was offering night
classes on knife skills.
Among the many small, intimate cooking
classes being offered in Toronto, I was
drawn to this class on what's probably the
most basic of kitchen skills. While I was
interested to learn and eager to cook many
different dishes, I didn't really want to start
in the middle. Wouldn't it be better to learn
how to cook beans properly before
attempting a favada or a cassoulet, for
example? It's just like how I got into tennis:
enrolling in a tennis class before I even hit
my first tennis ball. Good, proper form
above all.
Our teacher was Olivia Go, who trained in
New York's Per Se and Momofuku and
worked in some of Toronto's top
restaurants (Grace, Lee, Susur). We were
just 5 in the class that evening, so even if I
felt I was the slowest and most awkward
with the knife, I didn't feel intimidated. Olivia
took us through essential basics, like
sharpening and caring for the knife, holding
and moving the blade properly through the
cut. Dice, julienne, pare, trim, shred, chop...
thankfully, I survived them all without
cutting myself.
This morning, Poch phoned in and
requested paella for dinner. Great! There'd
be a lot of onions and tomatoes to dice (for
the sofrito), a few cloves of garlic to mince,
and some red and green peppers to slice.
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For the peppers, I could practice trimming off the inner membrane. This I found a bit
wasteful but, according to Olivia, it would make the peppers look brighter and taste
cleaner.
How true! The peppers looked good enough to photograph. And the onions? I've never
diced onions like this before - in no more than 12 knife strokes, without the pieces going
all over the place.
Finally, I'm knife-happy.
-------------------------------Good Egg, 267 Augusta Ave., 416-593-4663. Knife Skills Classes run until March 2, but
they're all sold out.
Posted by Socky at 08:45PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Knife Love

- ChichaJo

February 04, 2010

Mac the knife??? ;) Heeheehee! Sorry I couldn't resist!
Great to see you having fun! Enjoy!
2. Re: Knife Love

- Socky

February 04, 2010

Hi, Joey. I'd like to think that I bought Mac the knife for the good reviews and ratings. But
really it's that song by Kurt Weill that got me. Who could resist!

The Tasting that Changed the Wine World...
Again?
Monday, January 25, 2010
In a wine tasting held in May 1976, France
was shocked out of its complacency when
wines from its hallowed Bordeaux region
were sloshed away by a '73 Stag's Leap
Cabernet Sauvignon from Napa Valley. In
the same wine tasting, another Napa Valley
wine, the '73 Chateau Montalena
Chardonnay, smoked the chardonnaybased burgundies of France. Aie!
The famous tasting, known today as the
Judgment of Paris, broke centuries-old
biases and effectively changed the wine world forever.
Nothing like competition - no matter how controversial the results are - keeps winemakers
on their toes, to our benefit of course. In a surge of confidence following its victory,
California has continued to produce remarkable wines. Meanwhile, the rest of the New
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World - such as Australia, Chile and South America - are all enthused with the possibility
of beating the French, and even the Californians, in their game.
In June 2009, thirty three years after the Judgment of Paris, a similar blind wine tasting
was held in Montreal. In competition were 16 reds and 14 whites from California and
France. Unbeknownst to the judges (mostly wine writers from Quebec), an "outsider"
wine was included among the whites: a 2005 Claystone Terrace Chardonnay from the Le
Clos Jordanne, a winery situated in Ontario's wine growing region, the Niagara-on-theLake. The result surprised everyone: this chardonnay - from a wine region that started
grafting and planting European vinefera varieties only in the 1940’s - beat out all the
white wines from France and the US. While Le Clos Jordanne is owned by the giant
Canadian Vincor company and Jean-Charles Boisset of Burgundy, the winery itself has
only been making wines for less than 10 years!
While the winning 2005 is now almost impossible to find, Poch and I had the chance to
taste the winery's more recent vintages in a small, intimate wine tasting session held last
Friday at JAM Cafe in Cabbage Town.
Guiding the audience through the tasting was Sebastian Jacquey, LCJ's Assistant
Viticulteur (shown in photo, below) who talked about the winery's history, its terroir and
vinification techniques. We tasted 7 wines: 2 chardonnays (the 2006 Village Reserve and
the 2007 Claystone Terrace) and 5 pinot noirs (the 2006 Village Reserve, the 2006 Le
Petite Single Vineyard, the 2006 Claystone Terrace Single Vineyard, the 2007 La Petite
Colline and the 2007 Claystone Terrace).
The wines were paired with hors d'ouvres created by Chef Av Atikian. Frankly, I've had
more brilliant pairings in Manila. Think Colin MacKay or Marc Aubry. Overall, the food
was uninspired, with flavors too unilinear for the wines' complexity. Case in point, the
2007 Claystone Terrace Chardonnay - my favorite of the lot - was paired with chicken
fingers in panko crust. What a waste! So was the pairing of the last two pinots with elk
tartare and elk osso buco. A feisty and muscular Barolo or a Madiran - not Clos
Jordanne's elegant, Burgundy-style pinot noirs - would have been more complementary.
On their own, I thought the wines were outstanding; in fact, the 2007 Claystone Terrace
and the Claystone Terrace Single Vineyard Pinot Noir are the best among the Canadian
wines I've tasted so far. I can now see why that Le Clos Jordanne wine so easily sneaked
in and grabbed the top spot in Montreal. Canadian? Who would've thought!
Posted by Socky at 12:38AM (+08:00)

It's All About The Perfect Medium
Tuesday, January 19, 2010
Had Poch and I come for dinner, I would have had my steak in my preferred doneness:
medium rare. But it was lunch, and at this time - in an idiosyncracy I share with vampires,
I guess - I usually find it difficult to crank up an appetite for blood.
So I ordered the prime filet, medium. The steak that arrived at the table had a dark brown
crust and, when sliced, showed a nice thick band of light pink through the middle. A
perfect medium, inside and out! Either Bymark - Mark McEwan's upscale restaurant on
Wellington Street - has that sophisticated, very expensive grill/oven that regulates the
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doneness of a steak or his Executive Chef
just has impeccable timing.
What is it about "medium" that's so difficult
to get right? Most restaurants don't; and
neither do I, ever. Truth to tell, my
confidence has been shaken so many
times having to bring a slab of still bloody
meat back to the oven. Or rushing and
fumbling all over to get it off the fire before
it's overdone.
I wish it's as easy as turning the heat on
high and counting 1,2,3,4... as one would
for a rare or a medium-rare steak. But for a
"m
edium", who really knows just when to stop
counting? Who knows when that light pink band
begins to narrow or completely disappear? I
guess "medium" is like the end of the tracks, the
last rung in a ladder, a precipice after which
comes "medium-well" or what we all know is just
euphemism for "a good steak gone to waste".
There's a metaphor about life here somewhere.
(Top photo, Bymark's 6-oz Canadian Prime Filet
with Wilted Greens, Woodland Mushroom
Risotto, Caponata and Natural Reduction. In the
foreground, 3rd photo, is Mark McEwan's
famous french fries.)
Posted by Socky
at 05:44AM (+08:00)
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A Molecular Spin on Asian
Wednesday, December 16, 2009
So much has been written about Alvin
Leung of Bo Innovation.
That's why, on this trip to Hong Kong, a
visit to his restaurant was top in our mustdo list. We looked up his menu in the
internet and were delighted that it carried
both regular and vegetarian tasting menus,
the latter perfect for Poch who'd usually
end up just ordering a salad while I went
through multi-course dinners. Even a last minute call to ask him
what the kitchen could whip up for a seven year old was promptly
addressed with a slightly spicy, super-tasty seafood spaghetti that
Rama (and I) loved. No nitrogen-induced foam or smoke for this
one, though.
I guess no one's surprised that Alvin Leung is into molecular
gastronomy; he is, after all, an engineer by professional training.
What's surprising is that this Michelin-awarded, independent restaurateur and celebrated
culinary genius is a self-taught chef who just picked up and honed his culinary craft from
extensive travels and immersion in different cultures and cuisine. But his passion and
curiosity for food and a rebel streak are all apparent in every dish he whips up in his
Hong Kong restaurant.
If you ask me, I do have mixed feelings about "molecular gastronomy" and "fusion"; and,
when these terms are uttered in one breath, they just set off my alarm bells. In Manila,
"fusion" is a concept that, unfortunately, has been used and abused by the mediocre and
wanna-be's. And "molecular gasronomy"? Well, do I really want to eat foam?
But it is a seductive concept, an invitation to "indulge the senses and push them to the
limit", to trick the eye so as to shock the jaded taste buds: tomato in translucent jelly and
airy puffs of ginger and chili. The same thing, I guess, can be said of rock and roll:
paeans on love expressed in chords that pierce the ears. Beyond the shock value, Bo
Innovation is about truly delicious, sensuous food.
If molecular gastronomy is one to break down old biases and preconceptions, to allow us
to see wonder in a world, and the spoon, turned upside down, then I am a fan. Alvin
Leung, with purple-streaked hair and tattooed arms, is definitely the rock star of the
modern culinary world...
Rama put it differently, though. When the dessert rose from a sea of cool smoke, she was
wide-eyed. "The cook is a magician!".
-----------------------------------Tasting Menu for me: Oyster with spring onion lime, ginger snow; Sea Urchin with ink
noodles, "har mi" chili oil; Scallop with carpaccio, mandarin, "yu lo", crispy woba, peas;
Molecular "xiao long bao"; Ocean Trout with fermented black bean and honey miso,
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pickled bak choy, ginger pellet; Iberico Secreto, crispy sweet and sour, lychee jelly,
dehydrated pineapple; "Bo" fried rice; "Shui Jing Fang", poached caramelized banana,
dark chocolate granache, jasmine kiss.
Vegetarian Tasting Menu for Poch: Tomato crystal jelly, "lam choy", strawberry; Morel,
vermicelli, onion foam; Peas, sichuan "jo lo", crispy woba; Molecular vegetarian "xiao
long bao"; Sweet Potato lettuce wrap; Vegetarian Pork; Vegetarian fried rice; "Shui Jing
Fang", poached caramelized banana, dark chocolate granache, jasmine kiss.
Wine: Ainsworth & Snelsen Reisling, Clare Valley, 2006, Australia.
Menu changes changes every month. HK$ 680+ per person, plus additional HK$150
depending on choice of main dish, cost of wine not included. Order from their extensive
wine list, as corkage fee is HK$500.
Address: Shop 13, 2/f, J Residence, 60 Johnston Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong. (MTR:
Wan Chai Exit A3). Tel. No.: +852-2850-8371.

Posted by Socky at 10:22AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Molecular Spin on Asian

- Paul

January 01, 2010

Interesting review there. My wife and I are debating on whether to go to this restaurant
whose name amuses her to no end because "Bo" in Fujianese means "no" or "none" or
to Lung King Heen.

The Goose Station
Tuesday, December 15, 2009
The last time I sampled Rob and Sunshine
Pengson's dégustation menu was in May
2007 at Global Culinary and Hospitality
Academy in Pasig. It was a mind-boggling
13-course meal, with at least 5 mentions of
foie gras and truffle oil in the menu, BYOB,
a steal at P1500 per head. Dégustation was
a new concept then, hardly offered in
Manila restaurants except in private
kitchens or by private chefs like Chris
Bautista and Farrah Ylagan.
This was my first dégustation meal and, although it was a rather eclectic spread created
by then young and tentative chefs, I was, naturally, impressed.
Two and a half years later, Rob and Sunshine set up their first restaurant, The Goose
Station. Goose is supposedly Rob's monicker in college and The Goose Station, well,
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sounds like dégustation! As far as I know,
this is the first "dégustation restaurant" in
Manila, although some of the courses are
available a la carte.
It's good that Rob and Sunshine waited a
couple of years before rushing into the
restaurant business. They have matured
and gained confidence as chefs, able to
exercise that one important virtue: restraint.
This time, yes, there were less foie gras
and truffle oil in the menu.
I ordered the Express Tasting Menu (5courses, P1500, plus additional P350 for the 5-oz steak option) which proved to be quite
filling. I loved everything from the starters (3 kinds, including one which had peanut
butter, a favorite) to the desserts (I had two, the Bread Pudding and the Chocolate Candy
Bar. Go for the latter!) except the flame-grilled black angus rib-eye steak which was
cooked uneven and overdone in some parts; but the Beet Garden Salad with goat's
cheese is a must-try. While they have a good wine list, I suggest bringing your own bottle
and pay the P250/bottle corkage fee.
The Goose Station is located at G/F W Tower 39th St. Fort Bonifacio. For reservations
call 5569068 or 0917.85GOOSE.
Group photo shows Rob and Sunshine Pengson with Pinky Yee of Goldilocks (3rd from
left), Ariel Comia and Achie Chanyungco, both from PC&V.

Posted by Socky at 10:57AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Goose Station

- Chinkee

December 15, 2009

Hi Socky! Matt and I have also eaten there and we loved the food. I also ordered the
steak, which was perfectly medium. Very impressive for a resto that has just opened, in
my opinion. We should have dinner there with Charo soon!:-)
2. Re: The Goose Station

- Noel

December 17, 2009

Hi, Socky. Just want to point out that a few restaurants have had dégustacions for much
longer than in 2007. It's just that one would have to make arrangements with the
restaurant beforehand.
The Goose Station is a very good restaurant indeed.
N
3. Re: The Goose Station

- Socky
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December 17, 2009

Obviously, TGS is a favorite among you guys. I saw the Stockbroker and some of your
friends there the night I went.
Yup, certainly TGS isn't the 1st to offer degustation, but seems to be the first that's been
put up mainly for degustation. The items in their a la carte selections are even part of
the degustation meals, great for those with smaller appetites :-)
Unlike the degustation courses that some restaurants offer on special requests, TGS' is
good AND AFFORDABLE. Hurray for Rob and Sunshine for democratizing and taking
the snooty mystique out of "degustation".
4. Re: The Goose Station

- Noel

December 17, 2009

Never thought that dégustacion had a "snooty mystique" as you put it. All it ever was
was a multi-course meal with smaller portions...as far as I know, anyway.
N
5. Re: The Goose Station

- Socky

December 19, 2009

Perception vs. reality.
6. Re: The Goose Station

- Noel

December 20, 2009

Yes, but whose?
7. Re: The Goose Station

- WineYoda

January 01, 2010

That 13-course with foie gras back in the day for P1,500 was an unbelievable deal!
But the Goose Station tasting menu sounds like I have to check out next time I'm in
town. How's the wine list? Are they offering wine pairings with the courses?
Happy New Year!
Alex
8. Re: The Goose Station

- Socky

January 01, 2010

Yes, Alex, you should check it out when you visit. But, while they have a decent wine
list, I strongly suggest you bring your own bottle as corkage is only P250. No, no wine
pairing here.

Coup de (Foie) Gras
Wednesday, December 09, 2009
If there's one dish the prospect of cooking terrifies me, it's foie gras.
I've been told that there's really nothing complicated about cooking foie gras: just season
and sear in a little oil and, voila, you've got the dish that often lands in the list of "what I'd
like for my last meal on earth".
But not many will tell you about the elaborate process of deveining those lobes of goose
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liver! Of course they make that sound so
easy too: just defrost, take a tweezor and
pull out those ugly greenish-bluish veins
between the lobes, then put back in the
chiller for easy slicing. A tweezor? I imagine
it would be as difficult and painstaking as
plucking a tiny sliver of wood from my
thumb! I'd pull out more flesh than veins
and end up with a lot of mush and melted
fat in my hands.
Then, last Sunday, as I made my way out
of Rockwell, I found this at The Epicerie: a
bag of deep-frozen raw duck foie gras from
Southwest France, pre-sliced and ready to
cook! Sure, it takes the romance from
preparing and cooking France's famous
indulgence, but in this early, fearful,
tentative stage of my culinary journey,
should I even care? Give me that bag of
chips, er, foie gras anytime!
So there, shown above, in its stark but
glistening glory: pan-seared foie gras with
caramelized apple slices.
---------------------------Foie Gras For One:
Prepare the apple garnish first. Slice one-half granny smith apple into 1/2 inch thick
slices. Cook in hot oil until slightly brown. Add a tablespoon of brown sugar and make
sure to move around or toss the apple slices to prevent burning. Add a teaspoon or two
of butter; continue to toss and cook until apple slices are caramelized. Sprinkle a little
nutmeg, if desired. Remove from heat and arrange on a plate. Reserve the sauce.
Defrost a slice of foie gras until just chilled. Season foie gras with salt and pepper.
Sprinkle with a little flour (optional, unless you want the foir gras with a nice crust). Do this
on both sides. Heat a little oil in a pan and cook/sear the foie gras for 1.5 minutes each
side. Remove from heat and plate with the apple slices. Pour reserved apple sauce on
apples and around the foie gras.
Pairs superbly with a Sauternes, but any good off-dry wine will do. I had a Pinot Gris from
Alsace.
Posted by Socky at 03:53PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Coup de (Foie) Gras

- Eliakim
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December 11, 2009

tres magnifique...bon appetit!
2. Re: Coup de (Foie) Gras

- Socky

December 12, 2009

Come to Toronto and I'll cook you some!

Finally...
Wednesday, December 02, 2009
Some people call it stopping to smell the
flowers. I call it traipsing around to sniff at
wine glasses and to inhale the aromas from
various kitchens, including my own.
Yup, I've finally made the announcement to
staff, clients and colleagues: starting 1
January 2010, I'm taking an extended
sabbatical.
Wish me good luck and good love!
Posted by Socky at 04:14PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Finally...

- ChichaJo

December 03, 2009

Best of luck and love Socky!!! Enjoy every moment of this journey! :)
2. Re: Finally...

- Socky

December 03, 2009

Thanks, Joey. Am so excited. Can't wait!

Best Buy In Bangkok
Tuesday, December 01, 2009
No, it's not the Balenciaga black boots, nor
the red leather jacket from Dolce &
Gabbana that were both at 30% off on
Bangkok's city-wide midnight sale. While I
lusted after these two objects of every
fashionista's desire, it was easy enough to
turn my back on them: they didn't have the
boots in my size (thankfully) and the jacket
cost as much as a holiday in Italy!
But this - an idea broached by K when the staff voted on Bangkok for our annual
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company outing - I couldn't NOT buy: a
cooking lesson at the Oriental Thai Cooking
School! After the temple-hopping and the
all-day shopping, what else is there to do in
Bangkok anyway? Eat, of course; and
better yet, cook!
There couldn't have been a better place to
discover the subtle culinary secrets of this
ancient kingdom. The Oriental Thai
Cooking School is a renowned school that
sits within the enclave of The Oriental
Hotel, a must-visit, must-experience
destination, in fact, one of the "1001 Places
to See Before You Die".
I expected to be terrified as this was my
first ever cooking course; instead I found
self-confidence. I got to learn to cook 4
classic Thai dishes in an elegant, lush
setting, under the guidance of a gentle Thai
chef. I even got, among other gifts, an apron that will have me prancing in the kitchen.
The 3-hour course? THB4000 per person. The experience? Priceless.
Posted by Socky at 04:46PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Best Buy In Bangkok

- Hamster

December 03, 2009

If you like learning to cook thai food, take a look at this website
http://www.thaifoodtonight.com/thaifoodtonight/recipes.htm
2. Re: Best Buy In Bangkok

- Socky

December 04, 2009

Hi, Hamster. Thanks for the link. Bookmarked it!

Brunch in the City
Tuesday, November 24, 2009
Nowhere, it seems, has brunch become such competitive sport than in Toronto.
I understand that brunch is a North American phenomenon, but I don't think the frenzied
search for the perfect Egg Benedict reaches this fever pitch in New York, for example.
Maybe I’m just clueless, as I stay with my family whenever I’m in the US. So, if they're not
indulging my craving for a bagel-cream cheese-lox trio for breakfast, my sisters make
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sure I wake up to a hot plate of fried eggs,
rice and pork chop. Taking me for breakfast
elsewhere is unthinkable, much more so,
suggesting that a heavy breakfast is meant
to be lunch as well.
But I can imagine what luxury a lazy
weekend morning is in this part of the
world, one not to be wasted slaving at the
stove. In Toronto, where I get my share of
kitchen duties whenever I visit, I admit that
I’ve learned to embrace this wonderful
brunch culture.
An escape from the dreaded chore, yes,
but more than that, it's become a little game
that Poch and I get into rather seriously
every weekend: we pull out a checklist
drawn up days before, tick out cafes cited
by some newspaper, magazine or blog and
wage a $10-12 bet on an egg benedict or
egg florentine – all the time thinking that probably half the city is doing the very same
thing.
In Toronto, brunch is usually just between 10am and 3pm, a small window to catch and
that alone gets the adrenalin rushing. Nothing like the prospect of standing last in line - in
an 8º weather - kicks our butts out of bed.
----------------------------------Top photo: what in my book is the best brunch in the city - a waffle egg benedict from
Petit Dejeuner, 191 King E. These waffles are so light and delicately crunchy, but
bursting with flavors of butter and cream with each bite. To me, they just sing "breakfast!"
Right photo: Petit Dejeuner's Egg Florentine. But Poch' vote goes to the Huevos
Divorciados of Easy Restaurant, 645 Queen Street West. So called divorciados, because
eggs, fried beans, fries and veggies come together on the plate in one big mess - like
most divorces :-)
Posted by Socky at 04:16PM (+08:00)

Going Underground, Dining at 6º
Wednesday, November 18, 2009
Think of them as culinary speakeasies - these secret, underground, anti-restaurants that
have become so popular in New York, Paris, Barcelona, Sydney and, more recently, in
Toronto. They usually have no fixed locations and open up only for dinners and on
random dates. Seats are limited (rarely more than 15), so reservations - which can only
be made online - are essential. The menu is always changing and never disclosed until
the dinner itself - just like the chef who usually remains anonymous or is different each
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time.
They probably started as a reaction to high
rentals and costs of operating a restaurant,
but I prefer to think of these underground
restaurants as a put-down of celebrity chefs
and their over-priced, over-hyped
establishments, a movement certainly
worthy of our applause and support.
The irony is that
this underground movement doesn’t seem to be swinging the
trend the opposite way. In fact, many underground
restaurants bring exclusivity to the extreme, even upping the
ante for bragging rights. It's unlikely then that they will
democratize fine dining.
At Toronto’s Charlie’s Burgers, for example, it’s not enough
that you can afford its $110 meal ticket (so called “cash
donation” which varies from dinner to dinner). You need to be
“accepted” as a guest, a process that involves applying online, answering a questionnaire (obviously to measure one’s
foodie quotient), hoping to be put on the waitlist (seats are
snapped up within minutes after a dinner announcement is
posted) and, after much patience and anxiety, receiving an
email that details the directions to the venue but divulges
nothing much in terms of the menu.
During my visit to Toronto last summer, Poch filled up the
questionnaire for me and managed to squeeze me into
Charlie’s guest list, but I had to leave for Manila before
the scheduled dinner.
This trip, though, we were fortunate to get ourselves a
couple of seats in 6º, another popular Toronto-based
underground restaurant.
Unlike Charlie’s Burgers where the chefs and venues are
different each time, the 6º dining series is created by one
chef, Karen Viva-Haynes of Viva Tastings. It’s held in one
location, literally underground, in a kitchen built in the
basement of her house on Henry Street and which she
uses for her corporate catering and cooking classes.
Where Charlie’s parties run up to 20-30 people, Haynes’ dining events are more intimate
and less formal, with no more than 14 guests seated around the stainless-steel worktable
in the middle of the kitchen.
The restaurant name 6º is for 6º of separation. So what was the “connection” that got us
in? Haynes said she noted the email address that Poch used in her application. It was
from MacLaren, the ad agency where her daughter used to work.
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I like that it was a less intricate – and less pretentious – way
of getting a dinner invite. Also, I love that we could watch
Haynes and her sous chef at work - preparing, cooking,
plating and explaining the dishes to us as they are served.
The price tag for the dinner was also more modest ($85pp)
and it’s BYOB.
Like Charlie’s Burgers, Karen Viva-Haynes wouldn’t disclose
her multi-course tasting menu until the dinner itself. At most,
she would name a few ingredients, a concession to help
guests decide on the wine to bring. For our dinner last
Sunday, she mentioned Ontario venison, fingerling potatoes,
apples, horse radish, organic greens and shrimp. She
advised that a blended wine – red or white - would work well,
as the dishes would be heavier to fit with the season.
Poch and I deliberated between the pinot noir I
had bought in a previous trip to Burgundy and a
Barolo which she had been reserving for “the right
occasion”. So Barolo it was, an Italian favorite that
always paired very well with stews and game like
venison and wild boar.
Our dinner turned out to be excellent, from start to
finish. Presentation-wise, it was simple, almost
austere. But the flavors, rich and deep, more than
made up for the lack of flourish.
We were welcomed with a hot apple cider drink
with cranberries and appetizers of cognac-andmushroom terrine and beet salad with goat
cheese aioli in fried wanton cones. Dessert was a
comforting, pub-style pudding. Interestingly, the salad of honey crisp apple and greens
was served after, not before the heavy courses - French style. It was a 7-course dinner
that included a white bean velouté with candied pancetta, sauteéd mushroom with truffles
shavings, prawns wrapped in crisp potato strings and the venison pot pie. The amuse
bouche was memorable, too: smoked eggs with cayenne-laced stuffing.
When Poch and I emerged from the basement kitchen, it felt like we had just emerged
from an underground amusement park; the cold air outside heightened our sense of
exhilaration - as if down there, we handed the joystick to the chef and just held on tight
for the ride.
True, it is the vibe of exclusivity and secrecy that attracts a hungry audience to
underground restaurants like Charlie's Burgers and 6º. But I think what will keep the buzz
going is that audience experience I have so futilely described. These culinary
speakeasies get it and are putting the right things together that will provoke and delight
the jaded palate. No, not ambience, nor service, not even a 3-star Michelin rating.
Instead, these: suspense, surprise, surrender.
Let's admit it. Aren't these what we truly, deeply want and seek out, in bed as at the
dining table?
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Posted by Socky at 08:42AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Going Underground, Dining at 6º

- userP

November 19, 2009

I love that i got to eyeball a *real* chef's equipment. And learn that we have the same
source in chinatown for some stuff.
2. Re: Going Underground, Dining at 6º

- Chinkee

November 26, 2009

Love this entry, Socky! Very well-written and captivating. Wonder which brave soul will
start that movement in the PI...:-)
3. Re: Going Underground, Dining at 6º

- Socky

November 30, 2009

In a way, Claude Tayag's Bale Dutung is an underground restaurant, don't you think?
One great cook I wish would go underground is Lydia Go, whom I've written about so
many times in this blog. Maybe she can be coaxed into it, as we successfully did on one
rare occasion: http://tennisandconversation.blogspot.com/2007/07/night-with-foodwhisperer.html

Boo!
Wednesday, November 04, 2009
I'm again in Toronto. Again, and loving it.
I arrived in time for the Holloween Parade.
Though not in the same grand scale as
New York's, it was nevertheless wild and
not to be missed. Church Street, in
Toronto's gay district, was cordoned off.
Who cared if it was 4ºC, and it's not even
winter! Aside from the usual suspects
(mummies and trannies), an interesting
cast of characters came and partied: the
Joker, Dorothy of Oz, Bert and Ernie, Andy
Warhol, Anna Wintour! A friend of Poch's, dressed over-the-top as Lady Gaga, landed on
the pages of Toronto newspapers and blogs the following morning. Poch and I, on the
other hand, managed to score a mask from Value Village. So even if I only had an
afternoon to shop for costumes, I thought I managed to spook people as the living dead.
Meanwhile, Poch pulled out a costume from her treasure chest and came as a wench
from Pirates of the Carribean.
Pictures? Our cameras suddenly went wonky on us. Spooky!
(Photos taken at Saiseki Sakura on Church Street (more about its food in another post):
me sans mask; Poch as pirate wench. Click here for more holloween pics, Toronto style.)
Posted by Socky at 04:04AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Boo!

- Chinkee

November 05, 2009

Glad your halloween was fun. Mine was very sedate... just me and Matt in front of the
TV with some Jalapeno Cheetos. *Burp*

From Kitchen to Gourmet Food Empire
Wednesday, September 09, 2009
All we probably know of Toronto-based
chef, Mark McEwan, is that he has a show
that airs (now mostly re-runs) on The Asian
Food Channel.
Heat is some kind of reality tv on the drama
and complexities of running a high-end
catering business. It ushers us behind
kitchen doors where McEwan and his team
roll out 4-5 course dinners for 200 people or
so in an
atmosphere guaranteed to bust arteries and unleash
inner beasts. But McEwan is no Gordon Ramsay. No
four-letter words fly across the kitchen counter. No
apprentices burst into tears. The heat here is nowhere
near Gordon's Hell's Kitchen - and Heat nowhere near
HK in tv ratings.
But this is where McEwan leaves Ramsay eating his
dust: McEwan has just put up one of Toronto's biggest
gourmet shopping destinations. Sure, McEwan may not
have his signature etched on some high-end pots and
pans, but his name is emblazoned on the facade of what
people say rivals Toronto's Whole Foods in size and
offerings.
McEwan is one of the first to open in the Shops at Don
Mills near Lawrence and Don Mills. Here you'll find fresh produce, prime cuts of meats, a
wide choice of seafoods, specialty food and, of course, his own brand of gourmet spice
mixes, dips, stock and oil. Including his own recipes of hot meals-to-go, like truffle mac'n
cheese, glazed pork belly and vegetable curry with biryani rice which my sister, I and
Poch had. Who says food eaten off styro boxes, with plastic spoons and forks, have to be
blah?
Gordon Ramsay - and other high-profile chefs - must be scratching their head, "why didn't
I think of that?"
(McEwan's photo, topmost, from the National Post)
Posted by Socky at 07:08PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: From Kitchen to Gourmet Food Empire

- Chinkee

October 21, 2009

Hay... I wonder when we'll have something like that in Manila?
It was nice meeting you at Gourmand, Socky! We haven't forgotten your invitation to a
beer tasting at your place:-) Hehe. Send me your contact details at
chinkee_clemente@yahoo.com, ok? Cheers!
2. Re: From Kitchen to Gourmet Food Empire

- Socky

October 21, 2009

I haven't forgotten that, too. But I believe it's to a wine-tasting, as I don't have a lot of
beer in the house :-) I'll email you my contact details.

I Love, Love New York!
Tuesday, September 01, 2009
Just when I thought a city like New York
couldn't surprise me anymore, she turns
around and shows me what once was an
urban blight - the bones of an old,
abandoned railway 30 feet or so above
street level - transformed into a 3-km
stretch of green space and promenade. Of
course, New York isn't the first city to build
an elevated park; Paris has Promenade
Plantée, similarly converted from a railway.
But when New York finally built her own,
the result just took my breath away.
The High Line snakes from 20th St. between 10th and 11th Avenues, all the way to
Gansevoort St. in the heart of the meat-packing district, offering a view of the city never
seen before. This time, you can look down on the trendy cafes, clubs and restaurants that
line Manhattan's westside and have a peek into lofts and homes that happen to be on the
same level. You can even sit in its small, open-air auditorium and, from a safe spot
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directly above the street, watch New York's infamous
traffic - this is theater in itself! You'll also want to laze the
afternoon away on those wooden lounge chairs with
wheels set on the railtracks, a favorite among sunbathers.
I love that the High Line doesn't have the manicured, selfconscious look of modern parks. In fact, the landscaping
incorporates many of the plant species that grew on the
rail bed during the 25 years after the trains stopped
running.
And that's what I find most inspiring about it, that this "park
in the sky" has remained faithful to its history: the ruins of
an industrial age where nature refused to die, where grass
and flowers grew wild and persistent, like hope that
asserts itself
through cement cracks and decaying steel.
I can't help but fall in love with this city,
again.
Above, a pre-construction shot of the
railway, taken from the High Line Blog.
For another post on urban renewal, click
here.
Posted by Socky at 12:16PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: I Love, Love New York!

- shail2chouhan

September 01, 2009

good snap, really cool
2. Re: I Love, Love New York!

- userP

September 04, 2009

trivia: diane von furstenberg and hubby were main benefactors pala.

Porter Love
Friday, August 28, 2009
I don't have fear of flying; but there's a lot about flying that I dread. I dread being greeted
by the smell of tired upholstery as soon as I step into the plane. I cringe at the singsong
of welcomes from the cabin crew. Not even a privileged stay in the airline lounge cheers
me up for the forthcoming trip. Not only is the food as joyless as what they serve on
board, I find airline lounges as musty and eeriely quiet as a public library.
Flying, they say, has lost its romance. But, come to think of it, what's gone is not the
romance, but the elements that stoke and sustain it - elegance and design.
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So, was it this - the return of elegance and
design - that made getting on a Porter flight
from Toronto to New York so exciting?
Porter is a Toronto-based airline offering
short haul routes between key Canada and
US cities. If you're travelling from Toronto
to Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Halifax, St.
John, Thunder Bay, Vancouver, New York,
Boston or Chicago, don't go to Pearson in
suburban Mississauga but hie off to the
dock, no more than 15 minutes from
downtown, where possibly the world's
shortest ferry ride will take you to the Porter
airport on the island.
This, to me, is the Mac of airlines. The
design sensibilities behind Porter are, well,
very Steve Jobs. Sleek, modern; but there's
a sense of fun with a retro bent - from the
logo to the airline mascot (a lovable
raccoon), the cabin interior (which looks
and smells good), the paper (not microwavable plastic) box in which they serve food, the
in-flight magazine that you'd actually want to take home and read. Then, of course, the
stewardesses' blue caps and just-ironed, fresh-looking uniforms that bring out our
nostalgia for PanAm and the whole romance that that era created about flying.
The design company behind Porter, I'm told, are the same guys behind Wallpaper, my
favorite design magazine! So I wasn't surprised to find iMacs - not clunky pc's - at the
Porter lounge. Here, wifi and coffee are free and unlimited, so are the biscottis, cookies
and muffins. The lounge, by the way, is for all Porter passengers and this is where the
elegance lies: no one feels left out, no one feels like an economy ticket holder.
The fact is, Porter is an economy airline - but one that, thankfully, didn't scrimp on
elegance and design. Roundtrip ticket to New York: CAD$250, taxes and wine included.
Shown right, food box design by Winkreative. Check out their design portfolio on Porter
here. Also an interesting read: a Design Sponge interview with Neal Whittington, one of
the illustrators/graphic designers behind the Porter look, here.)
Posted by Socky at 01:43AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Porter Love

- Anonymous
Back in Manila na?
2. Re: Porter Love
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August 28, 2009

- Watergirl

August 28, 2009

That looks so retrocool! If only our own low cost airlines had the same vibe.
3. Re: Porter Love

- Socky

August 28, 2009

Yes, back in Manila but still badly jetlagging. Will take advantage of the long weekend to
recuperate. As if my two-month vacation wasn't enough :-)
Mila, is my life that boring that flying an airline got me so excited?!!! But it was really
cool!
4. Re: Porter Love

- Katrina

August 29, 2009

That is WAY COOL, Socky. Coincidentally, Carlos just posted about The Clipper Hotel,
a new establishment in Makati that seems to be inspired by retro PanAm design. Check
out his blog for the details. And I have to tell him about your own find! Sayang, he was
just in Canada; he could've flown this while there.
By the way, Tina's in town till next month, and Nena & Joey want to get together, as well.
I think Mila will also be in town next month. Let's plan something ASAP! :-D

Bloody Caesar!
Sunday, August 23, 2009
Who'd ever think of combining tomato juice and clam
broth to make, not some vongole or marinara sauce,
but a cocktail drink! Well, a mixologist from Calgary,
Alberta did! Pressed to develop an original cocktail to
celebrate the opening of an Italian restaurant, he
created what is now Canada's most popular cocktail,
the Bloody Caesar - also known as clamato caesar or
red eye. The idea was picked up by the Duffy-Mott
Company in New York and, thanks to them, we now
have bottled and canned "clamato" for times we
bloody need a caesar at home.
A bloody caesar consists of clamato (available in the
juice section of most Canadian supermarkets), vodka,
lime juice, spices like worcestershire sauce,
horseradish and tabasco, celery salt (to rim the glass) and garnishings of celery, dill or
olives. It's all of sweet, salty, sour, spicy and bitter - a refreshing yet savory drink that's
proven to go very well with eggs (think catsup), hence its popularity as a brunch drink.
A recent survey on Toronto's best caesar led us to 5 of the city's trendiest restaurants
and bars for their take on this national cocktail: the Gladstone Hotel and the Drake Hotel
in Parkdale, Chehozki and Swan on Queen Street West, and Hemingway's in Yorkville.
Our verdict: Chehozki wins hands down for their creative addition of red wine and
horseradish toppings to the mix; lots of crunchy celery sticks too, when served at brunch.
For best value, it's Swan at less than CAD$7. To avoid: Drake. Watered down,
uninspired, overpriced at CAD$11 plus tax.
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Poch and I prefer our home version: high-alcohol (lots of vodka), spicy (lots of tabasco)
and vegetable-y (lots of dill and celery). Call it a spiked salad.
Posted by Socky at 11:32PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Bloody Caesar!

- userP

August 27, 2009

just saw another recipe for this, which involves a pinch of sweet curry powder (!)
Hail Caesar!
2. Re: Bloody Caesar!

- ChichaJo

August 28, 2009

I love it when they make bloody marys with clamato! So this is what you call it! I think
they use clamato in Mamou although they still call it a bloody mary -- very good :)
As usual Poch, super photogenic! Kakainggit!
3. Re: Bloody Caesar!

- Socky

August 28, 2009

Bloody Mary doesn't use clamato, only tomato juice but the rest of the ingredients are
the same. The celery stick though is a bloody caesar or clamato feature, I think. Would
love to have clamato available locally. Some horseradish will also give it that extra
ooomph.
Poch will love you for the compliment :-)
4. Re: Bloody Caesar!

- userP

August 28, 2009

I got excited about having Caesars in Mamou when we visit - maybe it IS clamato they
use? Wishful.
And super-thanks, Joey. I think this was our second glass na, hence the shameless
hamming. :-)

Oh! Baba au Rhum!
Thursday, August 20, 2009
We were expecting a simple slice of
brioche soaked in syrup and doused with
rhum. Instead, we got this glass (shown
above). Inside, the syrup/rhum-soaked
cake was packed 4 inches high, topped
with cream and, whoa, pierced with a straw
and two medicine droppers. Yup, the
medicine droppers were for adding more
rhum to the cake, and the straw, to mop up
the the sweet and intoxicating liquid that
dripped to the bottom of the glass.
This, Poch and I swear, is the best baba au rhum we've ever had. And guess where we
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found it. Not in a French patisserie or
restaurant (not even the profiterole at Joel
Robuchon's elicited such shrieks of
delight), but at the coffee/snack bar of what
turned out to be my favorite shop in the
whole of Paris - the Nespresso store on
Champs-Élysée!
Could this be my best memory of Paris?
Gleaming coffee gadgets and alcohol in my
cake?

Above, top shot of Nespresso's Grands
Crus and Collections Gallery. To visit the
Nespresso Club in Paris, click here.
Posted by Socky at 11:45PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Oh! Baba au Rhum!

- Katrina

August 22, 2009

OMG!!! I love Baba au Rhum, and that sure does look like the best one on the planet!
2. Re: Oh! Baba au Rhum!

- Socky

August 22, 2009

Rhummy and yummy! If you notice we've already emptied one medicine dropper when
we decided to take a picture. Got so excited :-)

L'Atelier de Joel Robuchon Paris
Monday, August 10, 2009
Panic set in at course #4; this 9-course meal was just too much for my Asian tummy.
Each dish was a meal in itself! My verdict: good, but not mind-blowing as I imagined a
Robuchon dinner to be. Now I am obsessing over Ferran Adria.
Above, Food for Thought/Thought for Food, edited by Richard Hamilton and Vicente
Todoli, includes a catalogue of the nearly 1,500 El Bulli dishes created by Ferran Adria
from 1987 t0 2007.
Posted by Socky at 08:56AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: L'Atelier de Joel Robuchon Paris

- Noel

August 10, 2009

Robuchon cuisine, though visually fancified, is real food, not chemistry experiments
designed to "blow one's mind". If one is into the latter, then Adria is who to look to. Talk
to Miguel about his meeting him and meal at El Bulli. He told me that it was incredibly
novel and interesting, but it was a show more than a meal.
I've done the chemisty experiment things a few times - it's like going to the circus - lot's
of spectacle and fluff, but not entirely satisfying. I prefer real food.
Your mileage, though, may vary.
2. Re: L'Atelier de Joel Robuchon Paris

- Miguel

August 11, 2009

Hi Socky - Noel is right. I've been to Both..El Bulli was an incredible experience all
together..it was like I was in Disneyland...on the other hand,Robuchon, although a bit
modern and fancy, is food you can eat regularly or even once a month..

Three Steps of Separation
Tuesday, August 04, 2009
I always knew that until I saw the lay of the
land, studied the angle of the sun, loosened
the soil in my hand, and plucked a grape
from its vine, I'd never really understand
what wine was all about. This trip to France
was really about leaving behind what books
had taught me so far and getting down to
(more) serious, empirical education on old
world wines - which means a tour along
Burgundy's Cote de Nuit and Cote de
Beaune and, of course, a lot of wine tasting.
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Thanks to Noel of Eye On Wine, I decided to do Burgundy
instead of Bordeaux as I had originally planned. Better
food, friendlier people, he said. And indeed it was a good
place to start any wine journey. Burgundy is a region par
excellence when it comes to single-grape wines: pinot
noir and chardonnay. It is here that these grape varieties
reach the sublime and, in the case of Romanée Conti reputedly the most expensive wine in the world - a cult
status that beats even that of Petrus in Bordeaux. Think
upwards of 1,000 euros a bottle, that is, if you can get
your hands on one.
That's a huge price to pay for wine from a tiny appellation.
While it isn't Burgundy's smallest in terms of size (1.8
hectares),
its yield is the lowest in the region - by
design. Domaine de la Romanée Conti (aka
DRC) follows extremely strict production
method and produces only 450 cases a
year, or roughly 25 liters/100 sqm. Think 3
grapes per plant!
While I didn't have the fortune of tasting this
grand cru wine, a photo op at the Romanée
Conti gate was enough to make me happy.
I had a good fill of Burgundy wine, though,
from numerous wine tastings, including a
premier cru from Domaine Serrigny owned by Francine and Marie Laurie, possibly the
only women winemakers in Burgundy. I ended up buying their 2006 "Les Peuillets"
Savigny-Les Beaune, and for a teeny-weeny fraction of the price of a Romanée Conti, a
premier cru from a Vosne-Romanée vineyard - one that's literally 3 steps (okay, 3
vineyards) from DRC, next to La Tache which is another name-droppable vineyard in
Cote de Nuit. Call it social climbing by way of wine :-)
Posted by Socky at 04:58AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Three Steps of Separation

- Noel

August 08, 2009

...Domaine Serrigny owned by Francine and Marie Laurie, possibly the only women
winemakers in Burgundy.
I think Mesdames Lalou Bize-Leroy, Anne Gros, Virginie Taupenot-Merme and a host of
other ladies would vehemantly disagree with that statement.
Lalou Bize-Leroy, aside from being the currently/widely recognized "queen of Burgundy",
owns part of DRC and owns her own Domaine Leroy - whose grand crus can rival
DRC's in price and quality). Anne Gros, who is a most charming lady and an excellent
wine-maker (whose grand and premier crus, though not of DRC's and Leroy's lofty
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prices, are also way up there) is generally recognized as the heir to Bize-Leroy's throne.
I don't know if I mentioned to you, but my wife and I stayed in Anne's place in Vosne
Romanée for 5 days in October 2007 and she and her mom were fantastic hosts. During
one of those days, Anne's place hosted a meeting of Femmes et Vins de Bourgogne, an
association of lady winery owners and makers of Burgundy. There are a lot of women
into winemaking in Burgundy.
Thanks to Noel of Eye On Wine, I decided to do Burgundy instead of Bordeaux as I had
originally planned. Better food, friendlier people, he said.
I hope nobody I know from Bordeaux reads this. I may not be allowed back in.
N
2. Re: Three Steps of Separation

- Noel

August 08, 2009

I meant "vehemently". Sorry, typo.
N
3. Re: Three Steps of Separation

- Socky

August 08, 2009

I was told that tradition forbade women from participating in the wine making process
(their lunar cycles supposedly affected quality!) So it's good to hear that there are more
women now who are involved not only in the business or management of a winery but in
the wine-making process itself. And good to get the fact vs. myth.
4. Re: Three Steps of Separation

- Noel

August 08, 2009

I was told that tradition forbade women from participating in the wine making process
(their lunar cycles supposedly affected quality!)
Ancient history, Socky.
I doubt very much that Madame Bize-Leroy spends much time in the vineyards or vat
rooms these days, but Anne certainly does. She's very hands on.
Since you were in the grand cru vineyards in V-R, you must surely have passed the rue
des Communes that leads to the town's Place de Marie. On the right side (facing the
Place de Marie) would have been Leroy's Les Lavières, across Michael Gros' (Anne's
brother) 1er cru Clos des Reas monopole. Just down the road on your right would have
been Anne's place, across the side of the Place de Marie.

The (Other) Spirits of France
Tuesday, July 07, 2009
My wine path in France took a few interesting detours: Kir. Pastis. Absinthe. What trip to
France would be complete without a sip of these local cocktails!
Kir was supposedly invented in Dijon, the capital of Burgundy which, aside from mustard,
is famous for its wine and créme de cassis or blackcurrant liqueur, kir's two main
ingredients. We could have waited to get to Dijon the following morning, but on our first
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day in France, we found ourselves in the heart of
Paris' Marais district, right where you'd find what
Frommer's described as "the best falafel in the planet".
A falafel is a fried patty made from chickpeas or fava
beans and is usually served with a hummus-based
sauce. They say that among the wines, a rosé is best
with falafels; but somehow kir seemed the more
appropriate drink as it evoked, at least to me, images
of Morocco and Algeria. I've never tasted kir before, so
maybe it's just how the name sounds. It turned out to
be very good with the falafel, with its strong fruit
component providing a welcome contrast to the
inherently dry, dense texture and mild flavor of the
dish. So kir it was, not wine, that was my first alcoholic
drink in France.
I first read about pastis in one of Peter Mayle's books.
Since South of France - where pastis is most popular wasn't part of our itinerary, we ordered pastis the first
chance we got - at our hotel's fuschia-themed, Philip
Starck-ish, thoroughly modern bar. A setting so unProvence! This anise-and-licorice flavored drink was
served with a jug of water on the side, to be diluted
according to preference. Interesting how the drink
changed color from yellow to milky beige as soon as
we poured the water in. Just like absinthe, they say.
Truth to tell, it was absinthe that we were keen on
trying. Absinthe reputedly made people crazy and
murderous, caused epilepsy and tuberculosis, ruined
families
and killed people. It was a mysterious,
seductive, forbidden fruit, so much so that
asking around where we could find it felt
like we were trying to score hash or
cocaine. A waiter we asked seemed
shocked, saying it's banned in France (still
?!?). Anyway he told us about a bikers' bar
in Montmartre that served absinthe. Finally,
a call to a liqueur supplier led us to La Fée
Verte, a bar in Marais. La Fée verte is
French for the green fairy, which is another
name - a secret code - for absinthe.
I wondered about all the hype made around this drink. It was, like pastis, anise-flavored
and just as strong. But our heads didn't spin and we didn't degenerate into streetwalkers.
What I loved, though, was the water container the waiter brought to our table. It was an
antique piece, a glass jar on a tall pewter (?) base, with 4 metal spouts that released the
water for diluting our drink. This was just so Moulin Rouge!
Posted by Socky at 01:56AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: The (Other) Spirits of France

- Katrina

July 08, 2009

Absinthe has been widely available in Manila for quite some time. I still remember the
first time someone brought it in several years ago -- Lucky Strike hosted a by-invitation
tasting party. Felipe loved it (he was still drinking then, and got extremely drunk), but I
don't like the strong anise flavor in absinthe and pastis. Since that time, more and more
bars here have been carrying it, and even serving it with the whole ritual of lighting the
sugar, etc.
I did some research on absinthe, since I made the invitation to that Lucky Strike event.
Absinthe aficionados claim that the reason absinthe used to cause those delusions
decades ago but doesn't anymore, is because it used to contain more wormwood.
Modern commercial absinthe has far less. These fans judge their absinthe by the
wormwood content, and claim that they do experience a certain high from it. However,
scientists have never proven that wormwood has that effect. They say that the reason
behind all the absinthe-blamed dementia is simply that those people drank too much.
Given absinthe's high alcohol content (especially before), copious amounts of it would
drive anyone to see green fairies.
2. Re: The (Other) Spirits of France

- Noel

July 16, 2009

I have some real absinthe, not the "de-thujoned" ones that are all over the place. Mine
came from Switzerland where it's legal (Ted Breaux's Verte Suisse 65).
Never saw green fairies, but, after having a little too much one night, I did have some
rather bizarre dreams.
I wrote about it a few times in my blog. Check this old one out:

http://eyeonwine.blogspot.com/2008/07/flirting-with-green-fairy.html
3. Re: The (Other) Spirits of France

- Socky

July 16, 2009

Wow, Noel, you had the real thing! According to the waiter whom we asked, absinthe is
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banned in France. It's probably true and most likely what we had in the Green Fairy Bar
was the de-thujoned one. Or maybe, it was the real thing too, as my emotions went
kinda bizarre after the drink. My friend and I had a little quarrel over really petty stuff.
The equivalent of a bad trip :-)
4. Re: The (Other) Spirits of France

- Noel

July 16, 2009

I still have some, Socky, and would be happy to pour you some next we bump into each
other.
N

Death by Foie Gras
Thursday, July 02, 2009
In Manila, I'd say only Je Suis Gourmand
serves a decent-sized foie gras with the
salad. Elsewhere, the foie gras is almost
lost in the greens or is just a miserable
sliver on top of some steak. That's why, foie
gras is right there at the top of my list of
must-eat in France.
First stop for foie gras was the Les
Oenophiles Restaurant in Dijon. Its famous
chef, Stephane Cattane, described his foie
gras as "bloc de foie gras de canard poché
dans un vins fruité, carapace épice,
condiment orange-carottes" (right photo).
Foie gras poached in fruity wine, who could
resist?
What arrived was a shocker: The "bloc"
was actually 1 inch thick and 3 inches in
diameter! In terms of cholesterol content, I
believe that's the equivalent of 20x20
inches of lechon skin. And this was just for
starters! But who's complaining? I enjoyed
it with a Chateau Henye 2003 Tokaji, a
sweet wine much like a sauterne.
I swear I met my year's quota for foie gras with this decadent "bloc". But in France, there
is no escaping death by foie gras.
Shown above (top photo) is course # 3 in the 9-course degustation dinner at Joel
Robuchon's Atelier in Paris. This was no torchon, but a rich, quivering slice of fat duck
liver, pan seared and served in a portion you wouldn't call degustation-size. I thought I'd
keel over before I got to the lamb chops!
To think that earlier that day, Poch and I made a trip to La Grande Epicerie to buy that
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foie gras sandwich that Marketman mentioned here!
Enjoyed picnic-style, with a (small) bottle of
champagne... yum!
Yes - if it isn't obvious yet - I do love foie gras. Or
maybe I just have a deathwish.
Posted by Socky at 12:21AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Death by Foie Gras

- ChichaJo

July 03, 2009

But what a brilliant way to go eh? ;)
2. Re: Death by Foie Gras

- Chinkee

July 03, 2009

Wow! I'm liking this trip already...:-)
3. Re: Death by Foie Gras

- BearbrickLover

July 03, 2009

Love the Parisian look, Socky! Tres chic! :-)
4. Re: Death by Foie Gras

- Katrina

July 03, 2009

Oh, Socky, you're killing me!!! Hmm...I haven't had foie gras in quite a while. I think it's
time to get my fix again.
5. Re: Death by Foie Gras

- MyHotelLife

July 21, 2009

I am very happy to have discovered your wonderful blog. The fact that you are Filipina
makes it even better. My mother lives in Paris and your blog just makes me miss our
home away from home.
Long live foie gras!
6. Re: Death by Foie Gras

- Socky

August 08, 2009

Hi, MHL. Thanks for dropping by. Unfortunately I haven't blogged as diligently as I used
to. Have been travelling lately so I may not have anything on our country for sometime. I
enjoyed Paris, and will certainly visit it again when time and money allow, but I was more
enamored with Burgundy's countryside. Something about rows and rows of grapevines
that's just so hypnotic, ha! ha!
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Bonjour, Paris!
Friday, June 26, 2009
Paris-Dijon-Beaune in 10 days: To eat what
"women who don't get fat" eat and to drink
the wines that define "old world".
Posted by Socky at 01:55AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Bonjour, Paris!

- wysgal

July 01, 2009

Wow enjoy! I just got back from my Europe travels. Paris took a while to grow on me ...
but I loved it soon enough as I was leaving. =)
2. Re: Bonjour, Paris!

- ChichaJo

July 01, 2009

Have fun! Eat and drink as they do and then some more for us :)
Woohoo! You're going to the capital of Burgandy!!! What a fab place for a wine lover
like you :) Also the home of beef Bourguignon :)
3. Re: Bonjour, Paris!

- Katrina

July 01, 2009

I'm so excited for you! I'm positive you will have a beautiful trip. Can't wait to read all
about it! :-)
4. Re: Bonjour, Paris!

- Noel

July 01, 2009

Socky, when in Beaune, I strongly recommend having a meal or two at Ma Cuisine. It's
run by Pierre and Fabienne Escoffier (Pierre is front of the house, Fabienne cooks).
They have excellent, traditional country cooking at reasonable prices - the pigeon,
entrecote, truffles with eggs are all excellent. For dessert, Fabienne always has a small
table out with her pies - I've tried them all but the best are the fig pie and the tart tatin.
The local winemakers eat there.
Le Montrachet at Puligny Montrachet is also excellent - just a 10 minute drive southward
from the old city of Beaune. Try the cochon noir for main course if it's still on the menu.
In the old city, there is also Jardin des Remparts - a little fancier and pricier, but very
good too.
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Either You End Up In the Gutter...
Sunday, June 21, 2009
... or too much drinking can land you on the pages of
some glossy magazine. My dad didn't warn me about
the latter.
(Photos by Noel of eyeonwine for the Philippine
Tattler, June issue. More on the Chateau Siran Dinner
and featured wines by wine gurus Noel here and Jay
Labrador here. My short Homage to Age - the
Chateau Siran Margaux 1959! - here.)
Posted by Socky at 09:03AM (+08:00)

Because Wine is Music to the Palate...
Monday, June 15, 2009
… this Martin Codax Albariño 2007 has
music notes printed on its cork.
Unfortunately, composer and wine buddy
Charo Unite (of Lupa and May Bukas Pa
fame) isn’t around to read and play it on the
piano for me. I don’t read notes and I don’t
play any musical instrument, so until Charo
comes back from her US sojourn, this piece
of music will remain a mystery to me. A
Spanish nursery rhyme? A Galician love
song?
What if it turns out to be just another advertising jingle for Martin Codax, the most popular
Spanish white wine in America? Bummer.
------------------------Martin Codax Albariño 2007 comes from Galicia’s Rais Baixas, which is the only wine
region in the world that grows the albariño grape variety (although some attempts to
cultivate the varietal have been made in California). While you’ll find a lot of wines that
are a blend of albariño and other white grape varieties grown in the region, a wine must
contain 100% albariño to be labeled as such.
I’ve found that a 100% Albariño, like this Martin Codax, and a 100% tempranillo from
Ribero del Duero make the easiest, least intimidating and most enjoyable first lessons on
Spanish wines.
Posted by Socky at 03:16PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Because Wine is Music to the Palate...

- carol

June 15, 2009

Socky,
Here's a clue: "The wine is named after one of Galicia’s oldest known minstrels, and to
celebrate this guy’s work you get some sheet music on the (synthetic) cork. Its bass clef
on this bottle."
From http://www.tintoyblanco.com.au/wine/martin-codax-2006/
:-)
2. Re: Because Wine is Music to the Palate...

- Socky

June 15, 2009

Thanks, Carol! I'll bring the cork tomorrow so you can play the music on your Mac's
Garage program. Am so curious.
3. Re: Because Wine is Music to the Palate...

- Noel

June 16, 2009

Hi, Socky.
Albariño is also widely grown in Portugal (called alvarinho) - that's what makes up their
ubiquitous (and, to me, generally insipid) vinho verde.
By the way, if you care to, check out the Philippine Tattler's June issue. My pics from the
150th Siran dinner are there on page 58, including one of you and M. Have you seen the
ones in Metro Society too?
4. Re: Because Wine is Music to the Palate...

- Socky

June 16, 2009

Yes, Noel. Thanks. M has also been receiving a lot of calls and texts about the Tattler
issue. Will check out Metro Society soonest.
Thanks for the correction on the albariño.
5. Re: Because Wine is Music to the Palate...

- Noel

June 16, 2009

It was Miguel who introduced me to the simple joy of Rias Baixas albariños - especially
with fresh seafood dishes Galicia is famous for.
N
6. Re: Because Wine is Music to the Palate...

- Miguel

June 19, 2009

haaaayyy albariño....I am very fond of that wine. Its a good thing that we have 6-7 dif
branmds available locally. A few years ago, it would be impossible to find any locally.
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Wine and Remembrance of Things Past
Saturday, June 06, 2009
I first learned about wines when I was
about 10 or 11 years old - but not from my
parents who I never saw drink a drop, not
from any of my older siblings, and certainly
not from a brother-in-law who worked with
San Miguel and didn't drink anything but.
I learned about wine from books – and god
knows what I was reading at that age,
because I read about a Greek god called
Bacchus and the many “wine parties” held
in his name.
In fact, my first attempt at painting was that
of a Bacchanalian feast, with Bacchus
surrounded by men carrying amphoras of wine. I remember shouting “Obra maestra!” as
soon as it was finished, in a big voice emulating a crazed and drunken character in some
Tagalog movie or radio drama. “Obra maestra! Bwa-ha-ha-ha-ha!”
When I switched interest from painting to writing, I wrote a tragic love story inspired by
Edgar Allan Poe’s The Cask of Amontillado” and submitted it to the Philippine Free Press.
Shortly after, I received my first ever mail and my first ever letter of rejection. Well, it was
the only letter of rejection from a publication I’d ever receive in my life, as I swore never to
write for competition nor hope to get published in a literary magazine again. I was 12.
From the arts I had a brief excursion into science, during which I learned the principles of
fermentation. For example, to test the effects of yeast on fruits, I would secretly inject our
papayas with a solution of yeast and water, hoping to ferment their slushy juices into
wine. When this failed, I tried the yeast on Coca-Cola and Royal Tru-Orange. When that
too failed, I figured it was better to skip the fermentation trials and experiment with alcohol
itself.
So, one lazy afternoon, when nobody was looking, I crept under our dining table with a
bottle of rubbing alcohol in hand. I unscrewed the cap, toasted an imaginary friend and
took a quick swig.
Arrghhh! Arrrgghhh! Aaaaaaaaaarrrrggggh!
To this day, three things remain a mystery to me: 1) why, from all the books and popular
science magazines my older siblings handed down to me, I was drawn to the subject of
wine; 2) why my mom didn't even ask what I did with all the yeast I pleaded her to buy;
and 3) why, despite an early taste trauma, wine continues to be a subject of exploration,
learning and profound pleasure for me.
(Above, Wine Stoppers from Disneyland HK, a gift from A.)
Posted by Socky at 01:13PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Wine and Remembrance of Things Past

- Watergirl

June 08, 2009

Holy cow Socky, good thing that gulp of alcohol didn't turn you off the better stuff for life!
What ever happened to the painting?
2. Re: Wine and Remembrance of Things Past

- Socky

June 08, 2009

My sister, who indulged my "artistic" interests, would buy me canvasses and paint from
bookstores. I painted like a little madwoman in those days. But I was a kid and didn't
realize how valuable those paintings would be for me now. My sister then left for the US
and I lost a fan who bothered to keep those works.
I didn't even keep the letter of rejection from PFP. I don't remember telling anyone I got
that letter.
I even drew komiks and submitted one to Hiwaga (or is it Talagog) Komiks. But those
people didn't even bother to send a letter of rejection. Ha ha!

Pork is Good! Pork is Evil!
Monday, June 01, 2009
In Bangkok it's simply called crispy pork sweet, cured pork sliced ever so thinly and
baked to a crisp in a conveyor-belt oven. I
call it "pork brittle", because - with
apologies to Anthony Bourdain who
described lechon skin similarly - it is like
candy!
Like the skin of "best pig ever!", it's
incredibly crisp and crunchy; except grease
doesn't drip down your chin when you bite
off it. I must warn that this is pork you can
take to the couch and finish off as you
watch tv. Devilishly deceptive, dangerously
addictive. You'd have eaten half a pig
without realizing it.
Thanks, M.O., for this pasalubong from
Bangkok.
Posted by Socky at 10:16AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Pork is Good! Pork is Evil!

- ChichaJo

June 01, 2009

You know how good this sounds to me! YUM!
2. Re: Pork is Good! Pork is Evil!

- Katrina

June 04, 2009

OF COURSE Joey had to be the first commenter! ;-D WHY didn't I know of this treat
before I went to Bangkok?! Good thing I have a good friend from there who's coming
back soon...I hope she can bring this as pasalubong! Thanks for posting this, Socky! :-D
3. Re: Pork is Good! Pork is Evil!

- GraceDChong

June 04, 2009

First on my shopping list next time I go to Bangkok. Thanks, Socky!
4. Re: Pork is Good! Pork is Evil!

- Watergirl

June 08, 2009

The first time I ate this was in HK decades ago, they have it there in the dried meat
stores, you can get the crisped pork, or the chewy spicy pork, I'd buy the kilo of crispy
pork and munch on it instead of popcorn in the movies. Last year, I found a store in Bkk
that sold perfect sheets of the stuff, they hadn't broken into shards and I took photos of it
before chomping down on them, they were so perfectly rectangular :)
My only problem with this snack is the intense thirst it gives you after a few sheets!
5. Re: Pork is Good! Pork is Evil!

- BangkokHotelsThailand

October 01, 2009

That's sounds good. I will try when i come to Thailand...

Wines on the Chariots of the Gods
Saturday, May 30, 2009
Ferdinand Magellan, who "discovered" the
Philippines, was also the first European to
sight Chilean territory when he crossed the
Strait of Magellan in 1520, during his global
circumnavigation voyage. Both countries
fought a protracted battle for independence
from Spain in the 1800's and both groaned
under a dictatorship in the 70's. Except for
these few historical parellels with the
Philippines, there's really little that I know
about Chile.
Though quite embarrassing to admit, my
earliest (dis)information about this uncommonly long and narrow strip of land between the
Andes mountains and the Pacific Ocean came from author and astronaut proponent,
Erich von Daniken.
In his books, Chariots of the Gods and Gods from Outer Space, he wrote about Chile in
reference to one of the most mysterious landmarks of ancient civilization. His theory
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gripped my imagination: that this country must have been so special
that an alien civilization had left giant watchmen to look after and protect
its shorelines. Indeed, across the coast of Chile, on an isolated and
desolate speck of rock called Easter Island, stood giant statues whose
empty eyes stare across the seemingly endless ocean, their unearthly
gaze focused on Chile.
Today, it may not be too difficult to believe that "alien gods" have looked
upon this land with favor. While a number of its neighbors have their
agriculture threatened
now and then by diseases like the fruit fly
and mad cow, Chile has always been
spared.
Wine lovers may even have to thank those
alien visitors for shielding Chile from the
dreaded Phylloxera that wreaked havoc on
thousands of hectares of old world
vineyards in France and Europe. For
reasons that have never fully been
understood - except that the stone figures
supposedly left by UFO's on Easter Island
must have stared down and zapped the louse dead on its track - Chile remains free of
phylloxera to this day.
Something good also came up as Europe struggled with the Phylloxera problem. French
winemakers in search of work trooped down to Chile, bringing with them their Bordeaux
experience and a wine-making style that has become a trademark of Chilean wines.
Nowhere was the Old World more at home in the New World than in Chile.
Today, in search of the "Chilean terroir", wine makers continue to experiment with a
number of varietals, finding some success in carmenere, merlot, cabernet sauvignon and
chardonnay. What a far cry from the days of Gato Negro and Los Boldos, the go-to wines
of the 90's and probably our first taste of Chilean wine. An Escudo Rojo from Maipo
Valley, which I tasted last year, mirrored the depth and elegance of a classic Bordeaux a little too warm on the finish perhaps, but a great value at practically half the price I'd pay
for its French counterpart. An Old World fan, I will always penny-pinch in favor of a
Chilean as most New World wines just seem too burly and in-your-face for me.
Last night, at the IWFS- Ladies wine tasting event held in Circulo, the wines from Casa
Lapostolle exemplified the level of sophistication and refinement of Chilean wines. In fact,
its Clos Apalta 2005 - a distinctively Chilean blend of Carmenere, Merlot and Cabernet
Sauvignon, with some Petit Verdot - was chosen by Wine Spectator as Wine of the Year
for 2008. I was also impressed with their Cuvee Alexander Cabernet Sauvignon 2006, a
dense, dark-fruit but soft-edged wine considering it was made of 100% cabernet
sauvignon. And, to add to my growing stash of white, I made a mental note to get their
Cuvee Alexander Chardonnay 2006.
I had no luck with the award-winning Clos Apalta, though. It turns out the couple beside
me and some people with inside information had bought boxes of it as soon as they were
made available early this year. Even the Clos Apalta 2000 Magnum - the surprise bottle
of the night - has been out of stock at winery level...
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Probably loaded and driven away on those chariots of the gods.
From left, Lindy Castillo, Diego Urra of Casa Lapostolle, IWFS-Ladies President Cyrene
de la Rosa, Fil Juntereal (seated), Edouard Miailhe of Chateau Siran and myself.
Topmost photo, the Moai of Easter Island, from the Sydney Morning Herald. Other photos
courtesy of Cyrene de la Rosa.
Featured wines: Casa Lapostolle Sauvignon Blanc, Cuvee Alexander Chardonnay 2006,
Casa Lapostolle Merlot 2005, Cuvee Alexander Merlot 2005, Cuvee Alexander Cabernet
Sauvignon 2005, Clos Apalta 2005 and Clos Apalta 2000 Magnum.

Posted by Socky at 07:43AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Wines on the Chariots of the Gods

- Noel

May 31, 2009

I tried the 1997 Casa Lapostolle Clos Apalta (among others) on 12 February 2009 over
lunch at CAV. A very modern styled wine. Reminded me of a particularly big Napa red made for so-called "California palates. Parker's type of wine, to be sure.
Had dinner with Ed tonight. He said he met you.
N

A Beginner's Wine
Monday, May 25, 2009
The 25% discount on purchases made during the 100
French Wines event held recently got me so greedy
that I took home 4 bottles of this Bott-Geyl Les
Elements Gewürtztraminer 2006.
Now and then, I’d worry if that was a wise move,
whether I should have gone for variety and spread my
money to include a Fleurie, which I also liked, and a
Monbazillac, a good yet more affordable dessert wine
alternative to Sauterne.
I first tasted this gewürtztraminer – its 2005 vintage at a private tasting with Jerome Philippon and again at
another Sommelier Selection event held in 2008
(related posts here and here). On all occasions it was
like falling in love again.
While it was reisling that initiated me into wines (that story here), it was the gewurtz that
actually set me off on a progressive exploration of wine. I loved that it was sweet but not
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cloyingly so, with a bouquet and flavor that were a surprising mix of fruits, flowers and,
wow, spices! It had personality, as forceful and distinct as a face you couldn’t help but
notice and pick in a crowd. It was like meeting reisling’s interesting cousin, an encounter
that made drinking wine and flirting with other varietals exciting and full of surprises. It
was a perfect “transition” wine, one that opened and prepared my palate for the drier,
more complex – so called “serious” - wines.
Looking back now, I think that much more than the reisling or any other white wines, the
gewurtz is the perfect beginner’s wine.
Firstly, this wine is delicious (truly!) and refreshing. While gewurtz, particularly those from
Alsace, are generally dry, there are those in off-dry (somewhat sweet) styles that are less
intimidating and agreeable to the Filipino palate and our taste for the grilled and greasy.
Inihaw na baboy? Try a gewürtztraminer!
The downside is, gewürtztraminers are not so popular and readily available here as the
sauvignon blancs, semillons and chardonnays. They are also usually more expensive.
But for anyone seriously considering a journey into wines, the gewürtz is a good first
stop.
A gewürtz is easily recognizable. Hints of lychee and banana with the sweet spiciness of
cinnamon? A vividly floral note, of rose perhaps? Even a newbie can pick the gewürtz
from a sea of white wine varietals such that, early in the game, he can actually enjoy a
sense of expertise.
Nothing can be more encouraging.
-------------------Available Gewürtztraminers: Villa Maria Private Bin 2008 (New Zealand), P810 at Wine
Depot; Spy Valley 2006 (Marlborough, New Zealand), P900 at Premium Wine Exchange;
Gustave Lorentz 2006 (Alsace), P913 at Santi's; Trimbach 2006 (Alsace), P1,220 at Wine
Depot; Leon Beyer 2005 (Alsace), P1300 at Epicerie/Bacchus.
Posted by Socky at 07:28PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Beginner's Wine

- Anonymous

May 29, 2009

interesting post!!
thanks socky...
2. Re: A Beginner's Wine

- Miguel

June 01, 2009

One oy my favorite locally available gewurtz....
3. Re: A Beginner's Wine

- Cyrene

June 04, 2009

The Bott Geyl is my favorite locally available Gewurtz as well!
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Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen
Wednesday, May 13, 2009
After the paella, could a risotto be far
behind?
Having gained confidence from cooking my
first paella successfully, I resolved to
confront that other rice dish, that other
culinary no man's land: the risotto.
A friend and I had attempted to cook risotto
before; and this was when I learned, first
hand, that this dish - so deceptively simple - required a lot more than the best Arborio or
the most flavorful broth; it called for more than a familiarity with the ingredients or the
concentration and sense of timing of a professional chef. It would take - drum roll, please
- love and zen to cook a perfect risotto!
Why else would one suffer standing by the stove through the whole process, constantly
and patiently stirring the pot, being watchful of how the rice behaved or how quickly the
broth was absorbed, focused and intent on only one thing: to achieve that rich texture,
that just-right doneness - a classic risotto to enjoy with a thoughtfully selected wine in a
carefully planned dinner. No wonder restaurants hardly ever does a perfect risotto.
There's just no love when the risotto is prepped and half cooked in advance and just
finished off when the order comes in. There's just no zen in a frenzied kitchen of even the
fanciest restaurant.
My first-ever risotto, shown above, was inspired by a recipe that appeared in the April '09
issue of Yummy Magazine. It was for a saffron risotto, otherwise known a Risotto alla
Milanese. I happened to have all the ingredients needed, including a shellfish broth which
I had prepared months ago from left over-shrimp heads, shells and tails and throw-away
slices of celery, parsley and carrots. And I still had precious threads of saffron, leftovers
from the paella night.
I found this Yummy recipe beginner-friendly. The risotto turned out to be fragrant and
flavorful, so worth the rather high price you pay for the saffron and the Arborio rice:
2 tbsp unsalted butter
a pinch of saffron
½ cup diced white onions
1 cup Arborio rice
1 cup dry white wine
1 cup shellfish stock*
In a heavy bottomed pot, place butter, saffron and white onions. Let onions sweat. Add
Arborio rice and lightly toast. Pour in white wine to deglaze the pot and let rice absorb it.
Stir constantly. Add stock. When rice has absorbed all the liquid, spread risotto on a
cooling tray.
*I followed the recipe to the letter but found that it needed more than a cup of broth per 1
cup of rice, maybe 2-3 cups of broth to cook the rice to the right al dente level.
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Here are a few more things I learned about making risotto, albeit post-facto:
1. Choose short-grained round or semi-round rice like Arborio, Vialone Nano, and
Carnaroli. Long grained rice won't do, because the grains will stay separate. Minute rice
also doesn't work as it won't absorb the condiments.
2. Use wine that has been warmed to room temperature; cold wine "shocks" the rice,
making it flake on the outside and stay hard at the core. This was my first mistake as I
poured wine from the chilled bottle I was drinking. The broth should also be warm or
heated. Mine came straight from the freezer, defrosted in the microwave but still with
some icy bits. No wonder my risotto ended up on the hard, rather than soft, side of al
dente.
3. Don't wait till all the liquid (wine or broth) is absorbed by the rice before adding the next
cup or ladle; if the grains gets too dry, they will flake.
4. Risotto that has some heavy cream added after it's cooked is called mantecato; the
plural of risotto is risotti.
Posted by Socky at 09:01AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen

- Katrina

May 17, 2009

There's an old (semi-gross) saying that what makes a risotto good is the sweat of the
cook who patiently stirred it nonstop. So yes, "love and zen" is the more elegant way to
put it! ;-)
2. Re: Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen

- Socky

May 17, 2009

Cooking risotto has a psychic reward: all that standing by the fire and constantly stirring
the pot made me feel like a real cook!
3. Re: Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen

- Anonymous

May 19, 2009

Hi Socky!
i'll definitely try this recipe..
btw, can you please share your fresh corned beef recipe..
thank you so much!!
4. Re: Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen

- Socky

May 21, 2009

Hi, anonymous. That fresh corned beef wasn't prepared by me. Learning that I was
having some guests over, my friend/chef Popit de Leon so very kindly prepared the base
for the dish. All I needed to do was boil the beef for five hours and add a few ingredients
here and there. He left me a piece of paper with directions, which I promptly lost
unfortunately. So I don't think I can ever cook fresh corned beef again, much less tell
friends how to do it :-)
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5. Re: Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen

- Anonymous

May 21, 2009

thank you so much...
i love your posts about wine..
keep it up!!
6. Re: Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen

- agiepoo

May 25, 2009

Hey Socky!
Very impressive. Risotto is hard to get right. One Christmas I made mushroom risotto
balls to go with my osso bucco. It was a lot of work since it was for the family/friends
crowd. After the endless stirring, freaking out that the texture won't be right, I had to roll
the risotto into balls and pan fry them so they get that crispy outside and soft gooey
inside. Took forever. But Mama raved about it. Then it was worth the effort. I have never
made it since. Maybe when you come in July we can have a cook off. Can't wait.
7. Re: Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen

- Socky

May 26, 2009

Hi, Ag! NY coming up! But am afraid I can only spend a few days there. Why not you
coming up to Toronto? See you soon.
8. Re: Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen

- Watergirl

June 08, 2009

I think the best risotto is cooked for no more than a couple of people, four max. That way
you don't have burned bits or end up with not enough broth for cooking the rice. I love
making risotto for myself, with stock I make and freeze ahead, warmed up with a good
glog of wine. It's a treat for cold days, and days when you just need a lift.
9. Re: Risotto: Love and Zen in the Kitchen

- Dazy

August 17, 2009

I'm making this for dinner tonight. I think I'll try to shoot it, but I don't think it will be as
pretty as your picture!

There Can't Be Only One!
Sunday, May 10, 2009
The truth is, not one single malt tastes like
another and no single malt can be said to
be the best.
Each of the more than a hundred distilleries
in Scotland makes its own highly individual
whisky. The single-malt maker follows no
universal formula, no standard recipe but
his own personal taste. That's why, in the
world of single malts, "best" is nothing more
than the distiller's personal taste matching yours. It is a lot less complicated than wine in
that sense.
For me, the single malt night that Adie and I organized wasn't so much about declaring a
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winner or deciding which is best (though we
ranked 5 single malts). It was really more
about finding out that the five of us could be
friends at a bar. We'd most likely order the
same bottle and happily share the tab.
Why? Because we'd all go for that that big,
characterful single malt with an
unmistakable, in-your-face flavor of peat,
seaweed and iodine: the Laphroaig.
A Laphroaig - love it or hate it. We love it. A
taste reminiscent of medicine, tar and
decomposing vegetable matter. We love
that. We look for it like some people look for
funk in their cheese.
Macho as opposed to wimp, I said. Kilt
versus coat-and-tie, according to Cesar.
What other single malt invites such
metaphors? A Bowmore perhaps? Often
described as intense, smoldering and
enigmatic, can this drink dislodge
everyone's favorite?
I see another single malt night coming up.
(Single malt buddies Adie, Alan and Cesar shown here with Charo)
Posted by Socky at 08:43PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: There Can't Be Only One!

- ChichaJo

May 11, 2009

Omg! Dad! Haha! :)
Looks like you guys had fun! :) I am not much of a scotch drinker so I'll probably by
useless and drunk on a night like this! Hehe!

Forthcoming Wine Events
Thursday, May 07, 2009
I thought I'd post the following invites to 2 wine events coming up this latter part of May.
The first is a wine tasting of 100 French wines from 50 appellations in 11 major wine
regions, featuring 46 award-winning winemakers and 46 grape varieties. The numbers
alone are mind-boggling and possibly palate-numbing. It helps that serving per glass is
37.5 ml only, which, I agree, is just the right amount one needs to taste and appreciate
the quality of the wine. That doesn't stop anyone, though, from asking for a top up in case
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he likes a particular wine. At least, that was what Jerome
Philippon assured me when I met him at the Cheese Club
last Wednesday.
The May 15 event is hosted by Sommelier Selection, which
has never disappointed when it comes to the quality of the
wines. The invite doesn't come with a list of wines but I
expect a lot from Southwest France, biodynamic vineyards
and new, unconventional winemakers.
I wouldn't miss this for anything, but I hope the tastings will
be done in "an intimate atmosphere of genuine wine
appreciation", as promised. I'd hate to be drinking good wine
in a marketplace.
The other invite is for UnWINEd, which happens on
May 21st at the Premium Wine Exchange. I've been
to a PWX-hosted event once and liked the intimate,
subdued atmosphere of their tasting sessions.
Service was unobstrusive and the food, then catered
by Tippi Tambunting, paired well with the pinots.
Again, the wines are mostly New World, some of
which I've tasted, like the WesMar Russian River
Pinot Noir 2004 and the Honig Sauvignon Blanc
2007. But I don't mind coming back on the 21st for
seconds!
So, here's to all the wine newbies out there who may
be feeling shy or intimidated by old wine fogeys like
me: Please come, if not for the wine education, at
least for the sheer pleasure of drinking some of the best wines available in this country.
Posted by Socky at 04:06PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Forthcoming Wine Events

- Watergirl

May 08, 2009

Socky, did you get an invite to the upcoming Chilean wine tasting? I'll forward it to you.
2. Re: Forthcoming Wine Events

- Socky

May 09, 2009

Am afraid not. Is that with the IWFS? I'd love to go.
3. Re: Forthcoming Wine Events

- Noel
That Chilean thing is IWFS-Ladies Branch, Socky.
I'll be going to the events of Somelier and PWX. See you there.
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May 12, 2009

There is also a Château Siran dinner at I Am Angus on the 26th of this month, in case
you are interested. Edouard will be serving, among others, their '82, '89, '00 and '05. You
may want to check if there are still seats - call Werdenberg.
N

The Drink of the Island
Wednesday, May 06, 2009
Nothing seems to go with white sand, a setting sun
and a bar with a view better than a glass of mojito.
Never mind if a band from Manila is wailing away
somewhere, or a throng, as I imagine, is making its
way to D' Mall and, god forbid, will soon reach this part
of the beach. One always finds seclusion in a mojito's
light, happy buzz anyway.
The mojito is my default drink in Boracay; and it has
become my favorite mix at home (or friends' homes)
for the simple reason that it doesn't require fancy bar
tools nor too-exotic ingredients. There are just 5: mint,
lime, some sugar or clear syrup, white rhum and soda
water. And ice, if the soda water isn't cold enough. To
muddle the mint and lime, I use a pestle or - picture
this! - I improvise with the other, dull, end of
a soup ladle.
Reserve the wines for the pastas and the
roast beef, mix the gang a mojito! Best with
light pica and conversation. Cheers!
All photos taken by A. on the new Lumix
DMC-LX3 digital camera, under not-soideal, past-sunset light conditions, without
flash, on IA (Idiot Ako) setting. Love it!
Posted by Socky at 09:14AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Drink of the Island

- eericalde

May 07, 2009

Hi Socky,
I am also into tennis. At present, I am the RRO of the MERALCO TENNIS CLUB. I hope
you could play in our courts soon.
Regards.
Efren Ricalde
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0918 844 7024
2. Re: The Drink of the Island

- Socky

May 07, 2009

Hi, eericalde. Thanks for dropping by and for your invite. Am afraid that would be quite a
drive from where I live (in Makati CBD), especially that I prefer playing early in the
morning, before work. But I will keep this invite in mind. Maybe on a weekend and I'm
feeling desperate to hit a few balls. I'll just look for you, ok?
3. Re: The Drink of the Island

- Katrina

May 07, 2009

I agree -- rum-based drinks are the best for the beach! I switch between mojitos,
daiquiris and just plain old rum-Cokes (Cuba Libre), depending on my mood. Second to
rum for beach boozing would be ice-cold beer.
Sigh...the rainy season came waaaay too early this year. We barely had a month of
summer! Since I don't enjoy the beach when it's raining, it looks like I'll have to wait till
next year for some beach mojitos.
4. Re: The Drink of the Island

- Miguel

May 14, 2009

Good choice with the Lumix Lx3...I have the same camera although for my food shots I
use my Canon G9 bec the Lumix is wide angle and sometimes distorts my shots...

A Single-Malt Showdown: There Can Be Only
One!
Wednesday, April 22, 2009
In the early 90's, it became quite
fashionable to hold a glass of single malt in
one hand and wield a Cuban cigar with the
other.
Among the first to pick up the trend was
Larry Cruz, who quickly carved out a cigar
room in Club Havana, in Malate and filled
up some shelves with single malts. But the
place to be - and be seen - was actually
Forth and Tay at the New
World/Renaissance Hotel. More than a
bar/smoking room, it was the purveyor of
the best single malts and Cuban cigars in
Manila. That's where I'd score my Romeo y Julietas and keep my own single malt bottle
on reserve.
In truth, my knowledge of single malts was limited and largely posturing. Iconoclasm - like
single females puffing cigars and sipping a single malt - was a chic thing. Yet, I couldn't
help but like – no, love - the drink!
Something about the history and romance of this spirit drew me in. I found it fascinating
that, much like wine, books had been written about it, that it always inspired reverence in
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the initiated and could spark a lively discourse among
beginners like me - usually through a cloud of cigar smoke
and the smell of leather chairs.
Single malts have such individualistic, addictive character
that one will want to explore more, taste more, establish
favorites. They are vastly different from the more ubiquitous,
boringly homogeneous blended whiskies, the Johnny
Walkers of this world. No wonder this drink from Scotland
draws such a curious following of single malt snobs!
Forth and Tay is now long gone; I’ve since given up smoking
and my taste for alcohol has mellowed in favor of wines. It’s
been years since I went to the Duty-Free to snap up a bottle;
and the Macallan, which a friend deposited in my condo “just
in case we wanted a change”, has been untouched for months. I've even almost forgotten
how to spell Laphroaig, my favorite Scotch.
But one doesn't easily forget the distinct, intriguing taste and aroma of single malts some peaty or seaweedy, others malty fruity or delicately flowery. Except for wine, I don't
know of any other beverage that reflects its environment or terroir, the local water and the
rock on which it travels, the climate during maturation, even the shape of the stills where
it is distilled.
Nowhere is the character of the land more significant in shaping the flavor of single malts
than in Scotland. Think peat, moss, ferns, reeds, heath, brine that grow or form on what
are known to be the world's oldest rocks and you've got the quintessential single malt, a
Scotch!
That's why this duo of single malts from Japan, which my business partner brought as
pasalubong - was a shocker to me: the Hakushu 10-year and 12-year. I didn't know
Japan made single malts! (I found out later that Japan distilleries didn't start to bottle
single-malts until the 80's).
When my friend Adie (the anagrammatist and a single-malt drinker) came over, I sat him
down for a tasting of the 2 Hakushu's and the Macallan which I brought out of storage.
We were both surprised with the results. I found the 10-year Hakushu closer to bourbon
on the palate, but both of us agreed that the 12-year old, compared with the Macallan,
was smoother, drier (less sweet or sherryish), with a long, warm, slightly spicy (my notes)
finish. And it was peatier!
Where did the peat notes come from? Peat is found in many parts of the world, but hardly
in Japan. The Hakushu Distillery is not set on a coast nor on some marshy area or
wetlands, but in a pine forest, close to the Japanese Alps. Could the peaty/smoky note be
a result of charcoal-filtering instead? Now I wonder: how else did the Japanese
"synthesize" this centuries-old, all-natural process to produce - though I felt a bit cheated
- an equally impressive single-malt?
Adie and I resolved to schedule another single-malt tasting, and this time he'd invite one
of his single-malt buddies. I asked him to bring a Laphroaig or a single malt with a more
distinct peaty profile. Perhaps a smoky Glenfiddich, too.
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A showdown looms; I am excited. Ah, do I see a rekindling of love for single malts?
Posted by Socky at 12:58PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Single-Malt Showdown: There Can Be Only One!

- Noel

April 22, 2009

Forth and Tay is now long gone...Actually, Forth & Tay, the company that operated the
cigar venue at the (formerly) New World Hotel, is very much alive. One of my good
friends is part owner and they continue to distribute wine (Penfolds, Hardys, Pommery,
Mondavi, etc.) and spirits - affiliated with Futuretrade, Inc.
The cigars, I believe, were always from TABAC, the latter being the the Philippine sublisencee Cubatabaco (Empresa Cubana del Tabaco).
2. Re: A Single-Malt Showdown: There Can Be Only One!

- Socky

April 22, 2009

That's good to know, Noel. But they don't have the bar/smoking room at the New
World/Renaissance anymore. Did they move elsewhere?
3. Re: A Single-Malt Showdown: There Can Be Only One!

- Noel

April 22, 2009

Did they move elsewhere?Not to my knowledge, but I'll ask to make sure. That longdefunct shop, though, was a minor part of Forth & Tay's business.
If you want a well-priced but very good Champagne, get Pommery Brut direct from them
at around P3200 only - less 15% if you buy a case.
4. Re: A Single-Malt Showdown: There Can Be Only One!

- Anonymous

April 29, 2009

Laphroaig 10yo, Glenmorangie 10yo. How does that sound to you? Got the bottles.
Sipling one of these nights?

-C
5. Re: A Single-Malt Showdown: There Can Be Only One!

- Socky

April 29, 2009

Let's! As soon as am back from boracay. Will think of what to cook.
6. Re: A Single-Malt Showdown: There Can Be Only One!

- Anonymous

April 29, 2009

Looking forward to that!
-C
7. Re: A Single-Malt Showdown: There Can Be Only One!

- margaux

May 06, 2009

woooow i love this post. i started appreciating single malts after a bad break up (hehe,
best time), thanks to a friend who looks down on blended scotch. glen took the place of
mike. (did not necessarily taste better than mike but was far better company haha). few
bars carry singles though - nuvo and martinis i think right now have best selections.
must try that jap single malt you recommending! i'm inspired now. time to get back to the
whisky!
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Lazy Sunday Beef Pot Roast
Monday, April 20, 2009
This hearty beef dish is what I call a prepand-forget dish.
Prep time is just about 7-10 minutes and
then you leave it on the stovetop, take a
shower and entertain the guests. By the
time you finish your first glass of wine and
your first round of chika, it's ready to be
served. It's a recipe from Lydia Go and, as
with most of the recipes she shares, it's
easy to do and uses only a few ingredients.
1 kilo kalitiran or shin-shank
2 tbsp olive oil
1 0 0 g
b u t t e r
1/4 cup freshly squeezed juice of kalamansi (about
12-15 kalamansi)
1/4 cup soy sauce
1 tbsp red wine
2 tbsp freshly cracked pepper
Brown beef in olive oil and butter. Add kalamansi
juice, soy sauce, wine and pepper. Bring to a boil,
then simmer, covered, for 1 hour. Turn beef and
simmer for another 1 hour. Slice thinly and drizzle with
its own sauce.
For an even simpler side dish: asparagus spears
drizzled with olive oil and the juice of 1/2 lemon. Grill
in the oven toaster then top with grated queso de bola
or parmesan cheese while still hot.
The wine is a gift from C, a 2006 Fabre Montemayou Cabernet Sauvignon 2006 from
Argentina. Dense, dark fruits with hints of vanilla give it a "chewy deliciousness" that goes
well with the beef.
Posted by Socky at 06:48AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Lazy Sunday Beef Pot Roast

- ChichaJo

April 20, 2009

This sounds wonderful! I love kalitiran...a cut my grandma used for beef stew :) I think
Kat cooked this recipe too...must try soon!
2. Re: Lazy Sunday Beef Pot Roast

- Socky

April 21, 2009
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This was really good. Kat and I are converts! Recipes this easy really boost my
confidence to cook!
3. Re: Lazy Sunday Beef Pot Roast

- Leica

April 21, 2009

Tita Lyds always has the simplest and the best recipes :-)
4. Re: Lazy Sunday Beef Pot Roast

- Anonymous

April 21, 2009

Great pot roast dinner! Once again,not bad for your first try. Thanks to Mr. Terry for the
wine suggestion. I must say - that Montemayou had us talking all night about structure &
layers! Will bring you another fine bottle soon as you tell me what's on the stove!
-C
5. Re: Lazy Sunday Beef Pot Roast

- Katrina

April 21, 2009

That does sound simple, and I like the short ingredient list! But, hmm...there's wine in
there again -- and only a tablespoon! I wish I could just buy wine by the half-bottle. Then
at least I could drink the rest by myself.
Nevertheless, I want to try cooking this. I'm not a big pot roast fan (for some reason,
stews and such don't excite me), but Felipe is. And there's something, to me, impressive
about this sort of dish. Makes me feel like I'm really cooking. :-)
6. Re: Lazy Sunday Beef Pot Roast

- Socky

April 21, 2009

Don't worry about the wine, Katrina. You're gonna drink some wine with this dish
anyway. So open the bottle, get a few tablespoons and let the wine breathe till dinner
time. This dish is good for 4 people, so cook it when you're expecting that number of
guests (just make sure they're wine drinkers, ha ha!)
7. Re: Lazy Sunday Beef Pot Roast

- userSF

April 23, 2009

If you have an electric slow cooker or crock pot, try making the pot roast in that, it is
delicious! Smart Fashionista
www.smartfashionista.ca
8. Re: Lazy Sunday Beef Pot Roast

- Socky

April 24, 2009

Hi, SF. As I am just learning to cook, am still drawn by the romance of slow cooking.
Besides I don't have a family wanting dinner to be ready at a particular time. So I'll
postpone my purchase of slow cookers and pressure cookers till later. They will also
take up space in my small kitchen, and that has been the major argument against those
cookware.
Chanced upon your other blog, An Endless Banquet". Since I'll be visiting Montreal in
July, I've bookmarked it for my reference. Good eats there, though I didn't see/taste
much as it was still snowing when I went there, in 2005.
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Coffee Math
Monday, April 13, 2009
Personal Starbucks expenses (based on
cost of a short americano) = P85 x 1 per
workday x 5 workdays in a week x 50
workweeks in a year = P21,250. Go get
your own coffeemaker!
Preferably one that's both a coffee pad
machine (better taste than drip, less mess
than press) and an object of design (Red
Dot, 2007).
Posted by Socky at 01:35PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Coffee Math

- userP

April 13, 2009

love it, love it, love it! :-)
2. Re: Coffee Math

- Katrina

April 15, 2009

I love it, too!!! How does it work, what's a coffee pod?
I have a friend who goes to Starbucks (or Coffee Bean) nearly 7 days a week,
sometimes several times a day. Imagine how much her annual coffee expenditure is!
But sometimes, it isn't just the coffee that one needs; it's being outside the office, or
hanging out with friends, or being able to tailor-fit one's coffee according to one's mood
at that moment.
Though, as someone who's usually home, I would love that coffee machine. We use a
French press, and you're right -- it's a hassle to wash.
3. Re: Coffee Math

- Socky

April 15, 2009

Hi, Katrina. A coffee pod (or pad) is pre-packaged ground coffee beans in its own paper
filter, much like a coffee or tea bag except the coffee isn't instant but pre-roasted beans.
I find it tastes better than drip coffee, which we have in the office and at home. Maybe
because the coffee in the pod is "squeezed out" by the pressure from the heat and the
water, much like a press.
We now have locally manufactured coffee pods here, so I no longer worry about getting
my monthly supplies. They should also be fresher than the imported ones. A pad comes
out to about P20-25, just a bit more expensive than if I were to buy a bag of Komodo
Dragon from Starbucks, computed on a per serving basis.
4. Re: Coffee Math

- Watergirl

April 15, 2009

That is a cute coffeemaker! Love it! and the doll next to it, cute pirate jenny!
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5. Re: Coffee Math

- Socky

April 15, 2009

You'll love its small footprint, barely 8"x7.5"x5"; and it brews just the right amount of
espresso coffee (125ml, a little less than an short americano) so there's no coffee that
turns cold and gets wasted on me.
The doll is from Ariel's collection of toys that inhabit his office shelf. Pirate Jenny is
actually a square-headed Trexi toy from Okanotion. It has a different face per side, but
that one's my favorite.

What's for Dessert?
Friday, April 10, 2009
This - when I was growing up - was my idea of dessert:
my dad would scoop up some sugar, put it in his mouth,
pull the spoon out with a flourish, and declare the dinner
good and ended.
So now you know why I'm not a dessert person. I don't
rush my meal to get to dessert, and I always forget to
leave space for it. For potlucks, my impulse is to bring
wine or cheese, not cakes or sweets. Dessert just isn't
top of mind.
Then it happened. After cooking up a storm in the
kitchen for which I nearly set off the sprinkler system, I
realized I had no dessert to serve my guests. It would
have been such an impressive, full-course meal - soup,
salad, steak - except dessert was Sweet 'n'
Low hard candies from my candy jar!
While I made a resolve right there and then
to learn how to bake a cake or prepare
something more fancy than hard candies or
my dad's spoonful of sugar, it took me
some time to take that one courageous
step to the oven.
No, I didn't bake a cake, which is another
culinary no-man's-land for me (too precise,
too much science), but a créme brulée.
Créme brulées are less intimidating, less messy to make. They're cooked in a bain marie,
which means they're less likely to burn or overcook. While it calls for a blow torch to
caramelize the sugar topping, an oven or an oven toaster with a grill/broil function will do.
And the ingredients are ref or pantry staples: eggs, cream, white and brown sugar,
lemon. I also find that, unlike cakes, the recipe for créme brulée is bare and simple
enough to allow "enhancements" or "personalization". For my first créme brulée - a Hot
Banana Créme Brulée picked up from foodnetwork.com - I decided to add some
Cointreau in the mix.
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Of course, I enjoyed this dessert with a shot of Cointreau on the side. Nice!
-------------------------Banana-Cointreau Créme Brulée
Directions: Preheat oven to 180ºC degrees. In a bowl or blender, combine 1 mediumsized, firm-ripe banana, 2 tsp fresh lemon juice, 1 tbsp Cointreau, 2 tbsp granulated
sugar, and 2 large egg yolks. Pureé until smooth. In a small saucepan, heat 1/2 cup
heavy cream over moderate heat. Add banana mixture gradually, stirring until combined
well. Pour mixture in 2-4 ramekins (depending on the size). Cover each ramekin with foil
and place in a metal baking pan filled with enough water to reach halfway up sides of
ramekins. Put pan in middle of oven and bake until custard is set but still jello-like in the
center, about 30 minutes. Let cool, then refrigerate until ready to serve.
Before serving, garnish with thin slices of banana. Pour 1 tsp Cointreau and sprinkle
muscovado sugar evenly over bananas. Heat under broiler until sugar is melted and
caramelized. (Or use a blowtorch, moving flame evenly back and forth over sugar).
I tried another version where I first caramelized sugar in a pan and poured the syrup over
the banana slices. I find that this works better when unable to use a blowtorch. Once
heated in the oven toaster, the caramelized sugar or syrup turns into a hard candy which
breaks nicely when tapped with a spoon.
No Cointreau? Rhum will work just as well, I think.
Posted by Socky at 09:41AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: What's for Dessert?

- Katrina

April 15, 2009

Clearly, our fathers are extreme opposites! Which explains why I do sometimes rush to
get to dessert, and always leave space for it. Also, the precision of baking is my comfort
zone; it's the anything-goes-ness of cooking that scares me!
Congratulations on your first dessert! Creme brulee is yummy and open to so many
interpretations.
2. Re: What's for Dessert?

- Socky

April 15, 2009

Katrina, next time I will try the classic creme brulée. While I enjoyed the banana version
with cointreau, I would like to perfect the original version first. But I'm still debating
whether I should get that blowtorch... Sounds like another single-use implement and I'm
running out of space in my kitchen!
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Cooking Up A Spanish Night
Monday, April 06, 2009
When one thinks Spanish for dinner, the paella
inevitably comes to mind. What's great about paella is,
it's got just about everything on it to please everyone chicken, pork, seafood - perfect for my bunch of
friends with diverse food preferences.
Having stocked up on Spanish wines recently, I
thought it would be nice to host a Spanish-themed
dinner where paella would be the central dish, with
one or two tapas as starters.
Problem was, I had never cooked paella before.
For an amateur cook like me, paella is a culinary noman's-land. Like I wouldn't even dream of cooking
kare-kare. I'd
also be petrified with foie gras, which requires
nimble fingers to devein and quick, confident
maneuvers to sear perfectly. Besides, I believe that
if I am to cook paella, especially if I'm cooking it for
the first time, I must do it the authentic Spanish
way; making do with lesser ingredients or taking
shortcuts is tantamount to cheating myself.
I was uncomfortable with the paella recipes I found
at spanish-recipes.com and other food sites as
they listed condensed soups and other canned
goods among the ingredients. Surprisingly, the
recipe I found most credible was Marketman's,
which he posted here. It helped that I'd recently
been to a dinner he hosted for some
foodbloggers/friends where he cooked his paella a
la Marketman, a fairly authentic (his words) Paella a la Valenciana. So I know the recipe
works, and that it's very good.
Marketman's paella recipe has stern warnings like "Do not take shortcuts or substitute
any of the key ingredients or I will get cross". And "If you take a shortcut on the sofrito,
you have doomed your paella. Seriously." It's also reassuring that he and I share the
same contempt (too strong a word, perhaps) at how "perfectly good recipes are
bastardized to the point that they are just shades of their original shelves." To those who
argue that they are "merely innovative (pronounced e-nov-a-tiv???), experimental, etc.",
Marketman says, "Stick to the original, thank you."
Marketman sounds like one hell of a Gordon Ramsay, doesn't he? But I like stern and
strict professors, especially if they're teaching me how to cook. Here I won't even raise
the issue of creativity. After all, I believe that one must first learn the basics, the
traditional, the authentic. Remember, before Pablo Picasso was a cubist, he was an artist
who painted figures in the traditional or old-school style, with correct anatomical
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proportions. In tennis, likewise, one must first learn the right form before he can
experiment with spins and power strokes.
Of course, I didn't cook my paella on a grill, as Marketman did, but on the stovetop. Nor
did my version include mussels and crabs, as I worried I wouldn't be able to tell a bad
mussel from good. But, yes, I cooked the sofrito for 2 hours and 15 minutes, as
prescribed. And like Marketman said, "...as with many good things, they come to those
who are willing to wait… and the waiting in this case results in superior depth of flavor."
My friends swore they could smell the flavors of Spain all the way from the elevator.
For starters, I served a Shrimp Tortellita. Tortellitas are small, egg-less pancakes, and
Mark Bittman's version, which I found here, features chick pea flour and all-purpose flour
in equal proportions, some baking powder, onions, parsley and chopped shrimps. This
we enjoyed with a nicely chilled 2007 Burgan's Albariño, which my friend C brought.
Unfortunately, my friends finished off the tortellita before I could take pictures. Good
thing, they still had room for my paella - my first ever! - which we all celebrated with a
2001 Beronia Gran Reserva Rioja. What a match! What an evening! And, if I may say so
about the paella, what a success!
Posted by Socky at 09:45AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Cooking Up A Spanish Night

- Katrina

April 07, 2009

I really don't think you should call yourself a beginner cook anymore, Socky! A totallyfrom-scratch paella is NOT newbie work! Galing, you inspire me! :-)
2. Re: Cooking Up A Spanish Night

- Socky

April 07, 2009

You can do this too, Katrina! I myself was surprised at how easy it is pala to cook paella.
Much of the problem and the intimidation were just all in my head.
I suggest you start with a small paellera (for 2 or 4 people), which should fit your stove
top. Mine was bigger and I had to rotate the paellera over the fire to make sure the rice
cooks evenly.
And the tortellitas? Super easy. Great thing, Bittman demonstrates it on video.
3. Re: Cooking Up A Spanish Night

- ChichaJo

April 07, 2009

Bravo Socky! Your paella looks great and I'm sure it tasted fantastic!
C and I also were nervous about our first paella but turned out easier than we thought :)
4. Re: Cooking Up A Spanish Night

- Anonymous

April 07, 2009

Totally enjoyed the shrimp tortellita, went so wonderfully with my Albariño. Pwede ka na
pang-QuQu bar in Barcelona!.. You did perfectly well with your sofrito, & it was worth the
wait. And the Beronia Gran Reserva... what can I say... let's pick up another bottle? I'm
pretty sure you'll soon perfect the art of paella-making. Can't wait for the next session!
-C
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5. Re: Cooking Up A Spanish Night

- Socky

April 07, 2009

Thanks, C. I'd sure love to get another bottle of that gran reserva. Hmmm, what should I
cook next time?
6. Re: Cooking Up A Spanish Night

- Noel

April 08, 2009

Chuleton with the 2001 Beronia Gran Reserva, naturalmente.

Narnia in my Neighborhood
Wednesday, April 01, 2009
Once upon a time, I was browsing in Japan
Home Center for P88 plastic boxes when whoa! - I seemed to have crossed an
invisible threshold and found myself in
some fantasy land. It's Greenbelt 5's
newest wing, aptly described by Jessica
Zafra as Narnia. And where I had walked
from, Greenbelt 1, is the Wardrobe.
Boarded up for a long time to hide the dust
and rubble of construction, it is now home
to fantasy shops and fantastic pricetags, as
well as
restaurants with menu offerings and prices to rival the
restaurants on Greenbelt 5's opposite wing.
Greenbelt 5 has certainly upped the real estate value
of my neighborhood. But unless I have a fashion
emergency or undergoing some work-related stress, I
don't see myself crossing a couple of streets and
shopping here. At least not as often as some people
do. I even hardly window-shop here. True, I like eating
al fresco at Zuni and Felix and have vowed to order
the crispy pata at the newly opened Lorenzo's Way,
but most of the time I prefer to just cook, experiment
with recipes and dine at home.
Until, like Edmond in Narnia, I found myself in the
basement of Greenbelt 5. Healthy Options just opened their biggest branch here; now,
this is where I do most of my groceries. There's a Fully Booked too, where I could spend
hours; and an Alessi outlet, where that sleek, single-cup WMF coffeemaker continues to
seduce me like Turkish delight. Soon, a kitchenware store will open too.
But my favorite stop is Barcino Wine and Deli. It's a wine shop, a deli and - surprise! - a
small bar that could seat 6-8 people comfortably. You choose your bottle off the shelf (no
corkage), pick your pica-pica from the chiller (in 100g or more) and you're set for
cocktails. No need to worry about cutting up the cheese or slicing the jamon. They even
have french bread ready to toast and serve. Good thing too, the place is wifi'ed. Go and
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have a pour from the bottle you've bought and enjoy surfing time away from the usual
coffee crowd.
What a perfect alternative to my apartment for entertaining or getting together with
friends! Barcino is just a short walk from my place, the dress code is even more casual
than in restaurants on the Greenbelt 5 strip (read: shorts and havaianas), and the wine
selection is, well, the size of a wine shop.
Last Monday, my friend C and I met up here and shared a bottle of Beronia Mazuelo
Reserva, a small platter each of Jamon Serrano and Idiazabal cheese, and some bread.
We even got a complimentary bowl of olives with sundried tomatoes. Except for some
walk-in clients, we were the only customers that night. We felt so at home that we'd check
out each and every bottle in their bins or leave our table to browse and do some quick
shopping at the next-door health store. We tasted the wine with loud, gargling sounds
and didn't worry about our voices getting a few decibels higher as we drank on.
Too bad the place closed at 9pm, per mall hours. Anyway, I thought the party could move
to my place; so I bought a couple of bottles: a 2007 Vallformosa Claudia ParelladaMuscat and, to uncork at a later date, a 2001 Beronia Gran Reserva, which Noel of
EyeOnWine had written about here.
So much for nightcaps though. My friend and I were too buzzed that we agreed to just go
home. At least, I didn't have to drive, and best of all, I didn't have to stay up late, and
alone, washing glasses and plates after guests. Ah, Narnia!
Posted by Socky at 09:23AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Narnia in my Neighborhood

- ChichaJo

April 02, 2009

I've been to that branch of Healthy Options but haven't had a chance to explore that
area further...must do so soon! Sounds lovely :) Must check out the Barcino's there
too...and a new kitchenware store, oohlala!
2. Re: Narnia in my Neighborhood

- Watergirl

April 02, 2009

Finally GB5 is starting to show it's practical side. I was lucky to find Sergi of Barcino
there a few weeks ago, before they opened, I needed a bottle of wine and he kindly let
me buy one before they had their pos up.
3. Re: Narnia in my Neighborhood

- userP

April 03, 2009

"that sleek, single-cup WMF coffeemaker continues to seduce me..."
is this the coffee pad? i see that there is no end to this fascination for caffeine gadgetry.
4. Re: Narnia in my Neighborhood

- Chinkee

April 04, 2009

Awright! Barcino's great... I love their wine selection and the concept of laid-back
wining and dining. I'm assuming though that since they're in the basement that there is
no smoking area. Unfortunately, I still have not gotten rid of the nasty habit of pairing
drinking with smoking. Sigh...:-(
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5. Re: Narnia in my Neighborhood

- Socky

April 04, 2009

Hi, Chinkee. The exit door is right by Healthy Options, which is next door to Barcino. My
friend is a smoker, too and she just had to step out now and then - no prob for her.
6. Re: Narnia in my Neighborhood

- Katrina

April 06, 2009

Barcino is in Makati?! Oh, joy! :-D I suppose they don't have the full menu of the Fort
branch, though, right? I love the tapas there. But having a small, cozy place to have
wine, salumi and cheese in Greenbelt is wonderful. Too bad they close so early.
7. Re: Narnia in my Neighborhood

- GreenbeltCS

April 08, 2009

Hi Socky,
Greetings from Greenbelt.
We are grateful for the wonderful words written in this blog entry. Your write up is both
informative and entertaining. There's so much useful information that your readers can
come across.
We hope that there's a chance for us to get to know you better. This is also an pportunity
for us to give you a copy of our restaurant guide, Taste Choices at Greenbelt, which you
can use as a guide for your next gastronomic escapade.
Kindly email us your contact details at comia.charis@ayalamalls.com.ph
Once again, thank you.
8. Re: Narnia in my Neighborhood

- Socky

April 08, 2009

Hi, Greenbelt CS. Thanks for dropping by. Greenbelt 5 is really beautiful and it always
impresses friends visiting from abroad. But for someone who lives in the neighborhood, I
am hoping for a more practical G5. Maybe when you renovate Greenbelt 1? Anyway,
here's what I wish the new Greenbelt will be:
http://tennisandconversation.blogspot.com/2007/07/st-lawrence-market.html

A Southern Childhood in my Mind
Friday, March 27, 2009
Next to chicharon, this is definitely my
favorite crunchy snack: squid rings from
Negros! They had just been cooked,
packed and sealed when my sister bought
them from a popular delicacy store in
Sagay City. In Manila for a short visit, she
brought this as pasalubong, along with
some piaya, barquillos and turron de mani.
Kanami gid tanan!
If people wonder why I understand and
speak some Ilonggo, it's because, for a
long time, Ilonggo was the dialect spoken in the house. My mom's first husband was from
Negros; she lived there for 16 years, shuttling between Molo, Iloilo where her husband
lived and Sagay where he kept a job in the sugar central; all my 5 half-brothers and
sisters were born and raised there too.
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When she came back to Manila - children in tow - and married my dad, she ran her new
household pretty much the same way she did in Iloilo and Sagay: she hired yayas from
Negros and spoke to the older children in Ilonggo. She spoke the dialect so fluently that I
swear, as I was growing up, I actually believed my mom was an Ilongga. Except for the
occasional incursion on our table of capampangan oddities like camaru and burong
talangka, our fare was largely Visayan - laswa, munggo with alugbati, kadyos, tinuktok na
langka with daing and gata. Boy, did she also make a mean pancit molo!
Negros was the virtual province of my childhood. From conversations among my older
siblings and mom, I conjured up a place of magical realism: an easy and indulgent life, of
vast lands where my mom rode horses, played tennis and watched tarot card games
among eccentric relations and their friends. They spoke with amusement about the quirks
of the rich and idle, like an in-law who would ask her driver to take her all the way to the
river so she could spit into its water. They spoke about the war, too, about being hungry
and scared, about an abuelita who exchanged all her money with Japanese currency
such that she filled a whole aparador with worthless paper. They told stories of childhood
romances, where characters either ended up with their childhood sweethearts (like my
sister) , or ill-fated (like a cousin), with husbands abandoning them for fighting cocks and
mistresses .
Negros was all of Blue Velvet and Oro, Plata, Mata - but, told in a language with probably
the most disarming lilt, I imagined it to be a happy place, bucolic perhaps but strangely
seductive.
Why would my sister and her childhood sweetheart/husband, for example, pack their
bags, leave children and grandchildren in the US and retire in Negros? Isn't it also
amazing that, to this day, my other siblings still speak Ilonggo, as if they haven't been
away for more than 40 years. Same reason, no doubt, why my yaya told me bedtime
stories that started out in Tagalog but ended in Ilonggo as she drifted into sleep.
No one born in Negros ever leaves the place, it seems.
Posted by Socky at 07:06PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Southern Childhood in my Mind

- userP

March 28, 2009

rama <3 kadyos!
2. Re: A Southern Childhood in my Mind

- maica

May 25, 2010

OMG Finally I found out where those squid rings come from.. My mom's former
officemate brought some for us and i fell in love with them but I couldn't find out where i
could get them...
Is there any place where i can get them in Manila? Hell, I'd even order them straight
from Sagay if I can :)
3. Re: A Southern Childhood in my Mind

- Socky

May 25, 2010

Hi, Maica. I remember finding squid rings in Chicken Inasal on Jupiter Street, Makati.
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Actually you can find them in Ilonggo restaurants like Chicken Bacolod and Inasal, as
well as in the regional stalls in Market Market in Fort. I'm not just sure if they're made in
Sagay. Unfortunately I don't remember the brand of the squid rings I wrote about, but I
do remember that "Made in Sagay, Negros Occidental" was on the packaging. I think the
Sagay squid rings are the best. Thanks for dropping by.

Revisiting Bale Dutung
Sunday, March 22, 2009
This time lunch at Bale Dutung was
organized by the International Wine and
Food Society, Manila Ladies Branch.
I didn't expect it to be very different from the
lunch I had in March 2007 when 22 foodies
and bloggers made a trek to Claude
Tayag's private home-cum-exclusive dining
place in Angeles, Pampanga. I was told the
taba ng talangka sushi, the mustard leaf roll
with fried hito and balo-balo, and the pako
salad had since become standard fare.
I was curious, though, about Claude
Tayag's version of the sinigang na lechon.
It's hard to say when sinigang na lechon was invented or when it started becoming
popular, but I remember my first taste of it was at a shoot with Lydia Go as food stylist.
Lydia Go's version had chunks of lechon meat with the skin still on, and it's the inclusion
of the skin that I believe helped give its soup that thick, fatty, oh-so-deeply delicious
consistency.
Claude's version didn't have the lechon skin, which was why I thought it lacked that
distinct lechon flavor. It was very good pork sinigang, though, naturally soured with
sampalok as classic sinigang goes, with some mashed gabi to thicken the soup just right.
There was also sisig listed in the menu and I wondered if it would be anything like Aling
Lucing's, which Bourdain, in his No Reservations Philippine Episode, referred to as his
"come to momma" moment. Curiously, there was inasal, too, a dish we wouldn't
associate with the central plains of Luzon but with the sugar centrals of Negros and
Bacolod.
Aling Lucing's it wasn't. Claude's version of the sisig didn't come on a sizzling plate. It
was more a siding/salad: thin cuts of pig's jowl, sauteed in bagoong and laid on mashed
eggplant and served with some finger chilis. It was plated along with the seafood karekare. An unexpected and rather interesting combination.
The inasal, on the other hand, was more austere than its Ilonggo counterpart: grilled sans
the annato oil drippings. But it reminded me of the bbq of my childhood, of chicken white
meat marinated in kalamansi, a little toyo or patis and Seven-Up! I doubt if Claude would
add a carbonated drink in his marinade, but this was exactly how my mom's barbecue
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tasted, and she was kapampangan.
Dessert was a Claude invention, called Paradiso. It was as good as I remember it, and
again I was at a loss for words to describe what I thought deserved to be called our
national dessert. It was original; it was creative; Claude took some of our best
"indigenous" sweets - the macapuno, the halayang ube and the minatamis na kamote then surprised all of us by showing how perfectly these three could come together in a
small bowl of sweetened fresh carabao milk. Garnished with a leaf of dayap and, voila, a
pambansang panghimagas is born.
But as much as the food, it's the host - and the hostess - that always made lunch at Bale
Dutung memorable. Claude and Maryann Tayag are gifted storytellers, particularly of
Pampango foodlore; and it's their enthusiasm that makes their guests comfortable nevermind if we were mostly strangers poking about in their private home while they
should be enjoying a Sunday siesta instead of feeding 30-or so people and explaining the
many applications of balo-balo.
Mind you, Bale Dutung is not a restaurant. While the Tayags would occasionally open
their home to paying guests, I'm sure it's not for the money. So what drives them?
Pride for Pampanga, its food and culinary traditions, definitely! Knowing that the status of
Kapampangan cuisine as the Philippines' best is constantly being questioned and
challenged, Claude and Maryann Tayag have come forward to be its staunchest
defenders.
Now, is Pampango cuisine really the best? I'm sure the Tayags won't mind settling that
issue over lunch... and preferably at Bale Dutung.
Posted by Socky at 10:12AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Revisiting Bale Dutung

- Franco

March 23, 2009

Hello Socky,
Food Pictures? :( Words are good. Visual would be better. :p I've been wanting to go to
Bale Dutung for a while now...should plan the trip.
2. Re: Revisiting Bale Dutung

- ChichaJo

March 23, 2009

I so enjoyed the time we took that trek! What an adventure :) A delicious one for sure :)
C and I still enjoy balo balo in mustasa leaves anytime we can!
Speaking of...would you have a good supplier of balo blao/buro? We've already tried
Claude's but we love it so much that we want to try what else is out there and I figure
since your family is from the area you might know the local secrets... :)
3. Re: Revisiting Bale Dutung

- Chinkee

March 25, 2009

"It's hard to say when sinigang na lechon was invented or when it started becoming
popular..."
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Good thing I was listening at this food writing seminar last week because one of the
speakers actually brought this up. Apparently, sinigang na lechon was invented by
some of of the cooks at the Manila Pavillon casino where they receive a steady supply of
lechon. Having grown tired of the usual paksiw or deep-fried preparation for leftovers,
one of the cooks decided to prepare it sinigang-style.
According to the speaker (can't believe I've forgotten which one), this is how it all
started.:-)
4. Re: Revisiting Bale Dutung

- Socky

March 25, 2009

Hi, Franco. Am bad with pictures and don't do the food justice. So I leave it up to friends
to do the snapping for me. Cyrene, President of the IWFS, Manila Ladies Branch,
provided this link to pics she took.
http://www.facebook.com/album.php?aid=227286&id=770675267&l=8dc7c37e7e
Meanwhile, there's another Bale Dutung lunch being organized by the IWFS. It's fiveways-lechon, interesting! I lost my email on the details, but you can email the org at
iwfsmanilaladies@gmail.com
Joey, I don't have family anymore in Pampanga, as far as I know. But a friend from
Angeles says there's balo-balo to be bought at Market-Market, you know those local
products food stalls in front of Seafood Island? Look for the Pampanga booth. She forgot
the brand but it's good and it's the same brand one finds in Nepo market in Angeles.
Chinkee, thanks for the info!!! Love food trivia like this, especially if its about my favorite
foods. What luck you were in that seminar.

Lessons From An Unlikely Kitchen
Thursday, March 05, 2009
If there's anything I look forward to in a
shoot involving food, it's the meals
prepared on the side by Lydia Go, ad
industry's most famous (and highest paid!)
food stylist. But more than the eating, it's
the cooking - and learning - that excites me.
They say the best place to learn about food
and the art of transforming it is not the cold,
professional classroom of a culinary school,
but a home kitchen. In my case, it's Lydia
Go's makeshift kitchen, tucked in one
corner of the sound studio, lit only by a
spare spotlight, where meals for clients, the
agency and the crew are prepared while chocolate pieces are being rigged for a flip-andtumble on mock-up cakes and cream.
It's at these shoots that I get to watch Lydia Go and her team cook, where I pick up a few
recipes and cooking tips that she generously dispenses between the chopping and the
frying, the slicing and the braising.
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No, the recipes she shares are not of those
fancy, complicated dishes as one usually
expects from a food stylist/cook of her fame
and stature. Instead, it's recipes and tips for
the perfect adobo, for example, or a to-diefor roast beef, poorman's version. They are
homestyle meals that require no more than
4 or 5 ingredients, that in less-than-perfect
settings like a studio are simple and easy to
do. But in shoots that often extend way past
midnight, where eyes stare at tv monitors
for hours and bodies ache due to long waits between takes, these meals are just the type
that hit the spot.
Today I find myself again in her "kitchen". It's 11 o'clock in the morning and we haven't
even gone past the first item in our long shotlist. But at least I've already got my first
lesson for the day: Lydia Go's Pinatisang Manok.
I can't wait for lunch!
Pinatisang Manok
Ingredients: Chicken breasts, halved; cooking oil; ginger; hardboiled eggs, use yolks only;
patis; dahon ng sili. Directions: Heat oil in a deep pan or pot and saute ginger. Add
chicken pieces and cook until fat and liquid are rendered. Meanwhile, mash yolk of
hardboiled eggs and dilute with water. Pour this eggyolk sauce into the chicken pot.
Simmer. When chicken is almost cooked, add patis and the dahon ng sili last.
Posted by Socky at 10:20AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Lessons From An Unlikely Kitchen

- TennisPlaza

March 06, 2009

I wish I had a personal chef for my late nights of work. You are lucky.... except that you
have to work late too.
I was wondering about the tennis part of your website? It seems that of all the posts
only a handful ever mention tennis.
My friends over at TennisPlaza are interested in giving you a small tennis donation to
help you play a little more tennis. In exchange for a $50 gift certificate they would like
you to mention them in your blogroll and write what you think of their website when you
use the gift certificate. Are you interested?
Mike
tennis.miker {at} gmail.com
2. Re: Lessons From An Unlikely Kitchen

- userP

March 06, 2009

First comment was funny. Play more tennis daw! LOLZ.
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Shoots are (in)famous for keeping agency people well-fed. Am campaigning for
Planners' mandatory attendance at shoots!
3. Re: Lessons From An Unlikely Kitchen

- Katrina

March 06, 2009

I miss Tita Lyds!!!!! And no, not only for her cooking. When the shoot lasts till past 3am,
and everyone is starting to die of boredom from watching yet another take of a noodle
being twirled on a fork, she makes the studio come alive with her stomach-cramping
stories of her misadventures! Who would've ever thought being a food stylist could be
such fodder for laughs?!
But, oh...what I'd give for one of her little snacks right now...
4. Re: Lessons From An Unlikely Kitchen

- Socky

March 06, 2009

Hi, TP. As Nike says, "Just do it." So there, less talk about tennis, more talk about
everything else. Thanks for the offer, but I play in Manila mostly.
Poch, wish mo lang... but I think you'll prefer to pay for your own meals than work our
kind of hours.
Katrina, we're on our second day of shoot. Let me check what's cooking in Tita Lyd's
kitchen and I'll give you a text. Come over. But since it's Friday, people requested for a
no-meat meal. Ugh. Let's hope there's chocolate-suman fondue for merienda.
5. Re: Lessons From An Unlikely Kitchen

- userP

March 07, 2009

But the likes of Ms. Lydia Go... priceless!

Poivre et Chocolat
Friday, February 27, 2009
On the eve of Ash Wednesday, the start of her 45 days of fasting and abstinence, a
friend requested that I cook a steak dinner at her place. And because that lengthy
sacrifice also meant no alcohol, she offered to uncork a barolo for the occasion.
Except for the steak, I had to rely mostly on what she had in her pantry, which wasn't
much as she had just moved into her new condo. I remember she had a foot-tall
peppermill filled with 3 kinds of pepper and a bottle of mediterranean sea salt. God knows
how long she'd had that peppermill; and I was just itching to finish off that supply before it
totally expired.
Hence the steak au poivre.
She also had a huge Fisher & Paykel fridge, but where the only "legitimate" food were
some eggs, some bacon and some cheese. The rest - I kid you not - were chocolates:
bars, boxes, cans of chocolate stashed away in the chiller, the door shelves, even the
butter compartment. Those chocolates I was itching to finish off, too. Besides, I thought
the sweetness of the chocolate would be a nice counterpoint to spiciness of the pepper
steak.
Hence the chocolate steak sauce.
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She squealed when I poured nearly a cup of the barolo to deglaze the pan for the sauce.
But that was the only concession I demanded. A very good wine would be the only
redeeming factor in this meal of near-expiry ingredients!
------------------------Steak au Poivre for 2
2 1"-thick striploin or tenderloin steaks
2 tsp softened butter
4 tbsp of ground pepper (ideally, a mix of black, green, pink peppercorns, freshedly
crushed)
ground sea salt
Olive oil
* Wash and pat the steak dry. Lightly season with salt. Set aside.
* Prepare a bed of peppercorn.
* Baste one side of each steak with softened butter and press buttered side on
peppercorn to create a thick crust. Once a thick crust is formed, refrigerate a few minutes
to harden the butter.
* Heat olive oil in skillet and sear steaks, peppered side first, at high temperature (#5 on
an electric range) for 4 mins each side to cook at medium-rare. Remove from skillet and
let rest for several minutes.
Chocolate Steak Sauce
About 1 cup of Red Wine (should be good enough to drink and enjoy)
1 small onion or shallot, sliced
1 teaspoon butter
15g chocolate, chopped or melted
salt and pepper
Lower heat. In the same pan, pour about 1/3 of the red wine to scrape off fonds. Add
butter and saute shallot until soft. Pour remaining wine and simmer a bit. Add chopped
chocolate and stir until melted. Simmer further until reduced to about half. Season with
salt and pepper to taste.
Posted by Socky at 02:40PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Poivre et Chocolat

- Katrina

February 28, 2009

What an interesting idea! And you just came up with that after looking through her
kitchen? So how'd it turn out? Sana may picture. :-D I'd love to try making that, but it
won't happen if it's for Felipe; as you know, he can't stand chocolate. *rolls eyes*
Your friend's fridge sounds like one I'd like to raid! I avoid keeping chocolates at
home...too much temptation.
2. Re: Poivre et Chocolat

- Socky

March 01, 2009
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I just remembered a local cooking show that I saw many months ago where the guest
chef added chocolate in the steak sauce. I thought that would go very well with a spicy
steak, like a steak au poivre.
In this case, I used a piece of See's chocolate. I could have used more :-) but I was just
experimenting then. Next time!
No pics, 'cause I always forget! I even plated it nicely, sayang.
3. Re: Poivre et Chocolat

- ChichaJo

March 02, 2009

This sounds fabulous Socky! I am starting to experiment with chocolate in savory dishes
too :)
4. Re: Poivre et Chocolat

- Watergirl

March 03, 2009

Socky, you could do kitchen visits and raid friend's stocks and make dinners out of
what's about to expire! :D
Chocolate and spice, that's what girls are made of lol
5. Re: Poivre et Chocolat

- Socky

March 03, 2009

There used to be a show on Destiny Cable that featured a chef who did exactly what you
described, and often times the ingredients he'd find in those kitchen are near-expiry!
Interesting concept. I should actually do that in my own kitchen, ha! ha!

Wayne's World
Wednesday, February 18, 2009
Meet Monster Wayne, shown above, who just arrived
from Toronto.
The box came with an introductory letter which
describes Wayne as "a good listener but whose
attention has been known to wander". This is probably
why he arrived late for Valentines Day.
There's something more about him that reminds me of
me. That look on his face, for example, is the same
expression I have everytime I lose myself in the middle
of a thought or a sentence. Like me, he also wears his
heart on his sleeves, except he forgot and wore it on his
head.
Wayne comes from a big family and you can meet all of them at monsterfactory.net.
Posted by Socky at 05:06PM (+08:00)

Comments
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1. Re: Wayne's World

- Katrina

February 19, 2009

He's adorable!!!
So...is that how one looks when one's heart rules over one's head? ;-)
2. Re: Wayne's World

- Watergirl

February 19, 2009

He's got a big heart and it shows :D
So cute! How big/large/small is he by the way?
3. Re: Wayne's World

- RoManalo

February 19, 2009

Hi, Socky!
Couldn't find a way to email you straight so I thought I'd just post this as a comment.
I'm the Media Relations manager of Summit Media. Just want to ask if you would be
open to receiving monthly copies of Yummy magazine starting this MArch. I have in front
of me a printout of the March issue as I type this and I'm sure you know that you're in
this issue.
Was hoping you could blog about your appearance on the magazine and maybe also
some other things you might find interesting enough to blog about in the succeeding
issues.
Please let me know where I can send your copies, if ever. Thanks!
My email address is ro.manalo[at]summitmedia.com.ph
Thanks agaiN!
4. Re: Wayne's World

- RoManalo

February 19, 2009

Ooops. I thought you had comment approval so the previous comment doesn't have to
be published. Heehee. :)
5. Re: Wayne's World

- Socky

February 20, 2009

Hi, Ro. Wow, what a generous offer! But you'll be glad to know that Yummy is one of the
magazines I buy regularly, as in monthly. I'm sure you'd prefer a paying customer :-)
Thanks, anyway.
Mila, Wayne is just a foot tall (plus about 3 inches of heart height). So just the right size.
It's the workmanship that's amazing, practically seamless. I don't see where they sewed
it up to close it.I suspect the foam is injected coz it's so snug and firm.
Yup, we can go on and on with heart cliches!
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Proudly Pork-Loving Pinoy
Tuesday, February 17, 2009
Yes, the Philippine lechon is best pig ever! Better than Bali's, better than Puerto Rico's!
That's according to Anthony Bourdain, no less, who placed the Philippine lechon at the
top of the (bamboo) pole of roasted pigs. Read all about it in Bourdain's blogpost,
Heirarchy of Pork, where he writes about his Philippine and lechon experience.
Also, his No Reservations Philippine Episode airs today in North America (February 16,
10pm ET). Watch video clips here.
For taking Philippine food into the global arena via television, thanks to Marketman,
Claude Tayag and, of course, Augusto Elefano whose pitch for the Philippines took
Bourdain to this land of lechon, sisig and San Miguel Beer.
Posted by Socky at 10:38AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Proudly Pork-Loving Pinoy

- Chinkee

February 17, 2009

Serious?? I'm so proud! Baboy rules!:-)
2. Re: Proudly Pork-Loving Pinoy

- Socky

February 17, 2009

That's right, Chinkee. And if you follow Marketman's post (linked), you'll also find a
practically blow-by-blow account of Bourdain's No Reservation Philippine Episode given
by marketman readers as they were watching the show! Hilarious!
And yes, that lechon is good...no, the best. Got to try it when I went to Marketman's
Lechon Eyeball in Cebu last November, that was shortly after Bourdain visited.
3. Re: Proudly Pork-Loving Pinoy

- Marketman

February 18, 2009

Socky, and to think, the Bourdain lechons were just practice for the eyeball...hahaha.
Honestly, this is all just so much hype as I am sure there are lots and lots of lechoneros
out there who make a wicked lechon, it's just being in the right spot at the right time... I
am thrilled nonetheless but a bit chagrined as well...
4. Re: Proudly Pork-Loving Pinoy

- Socky

February 18, 2009

Yes, I read the comments thread in your blog and AB's, and I thought who are these
know-it-all people! Anyway, Augusto is our hero... and they can sour-grape all they want,
but the fact remains that it was Augusto who made all this possible in the first place.
I can't wait to watch the show!
5. Re: Proudly Pork-Loving Pinoy

- Watergirl

February 19, 2009

I hope Augusto reads the positive remarks and sloughs off all the sour graping. I couldn't
read the comments on AB's blog because of all the negative comments that flooded in.
And let's not forget to send our virtual hoorays to the litchonero and all the cooks that
made great food that week AB was around. They make us proud of the country's
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culinary contributions.

As Instant As Instant Noodles
Monday, February 16, 2009
If there's one supermarket product that has
changed the breakfast fare of Filipinos, it's
instant noodles. For years, Nestle and Kraft
invested millions in advertising and
marketing to get their cereals and
processed cheese to replace our traditional
breakfasts of rice and fish, coffee and
pandesal, but neither has achieved the
level of success of Lucky Me and Payless
instant mami.
The reason may be cultural (even
physiological, ie., many are lactoseintolerant), but largely, it is economic: for less than 5 pesos a pack, you can get instant
mami that both fills and warms the stomach. I was shocked to learn that a cup of instant
coffee in a carinderia now cost P10! Add the cost of a pandesal and you begin to
understand the shift.
Also, more moms have joined the work force to augment the family income. That means
less time for them to prep, to cook, to wash pots and plates in the morning. And moms
don't even have to force-feed the kids; the kids just love those instant noodles!
I must admit that, at times, the aroma of instant mami or instant yakisoba being prepared
in the office pantry is just too good to resist and I find myself enjoying a bowl and having
my fill of umami for the day.
At home, though, I choose to make my own "instant noodles". It takes only 3-4 minutes to
prepare and ingredients are available in the supermarket.
2 bunches of buckwheat or soba noodles
1 packet of seasoned seaweed/laver
2-3 tbsp of buckwheat (soba) noodle sauce
Tofu, cubed and lightly fried (optional)
Cut seasoned seaweed into 1"-wide strips. Bring water to a boil; cook noodles until al
dente (about 2 minutes). Place seaweed strips in a strainer and drain the hot noodles
over it. Turn seaweed/noodles over into a bowl and drizzle with soba sauce. Top with tofu
cubes to make a more filling snack or a light meal. Enjoy hot or chilled.
Posted by Socky at 09:35PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: As Instant As Instant Noodles
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- ChichaJo

February 17, 2009

This is a fantastic and healthly alternative to instant noodles! I sounds yummy! Thanks
for shring...I'm going to try this!
2. Re: As Instant As Instant Noodles

- Watergirl

February 19, 2009

Socky, I made a soba and fried egg and kimchi dinner one night, it was fantastic! I love
having soba around, it's healthier than instant noodles. I just topped it with a fried egg,
and then grabbed some of the kimchi in the ref to top it off.
Soba cooks just as fast as instant noodles, so it's a quick alternative to pasta.
3. Re: As Instant As Instant Noodles

- Marketman

February 27, 2009

Socky, how cool is that, I hadn't read this post earlier and did one just today... obviously
great minds with respect to simple healthy food must be thinking alike... or is it just the
post holiday shock of having gained so much weight that we are all trying to now get rid
off?
4. Re: As Instant As Instant Noodles

- cleng

February 27, 2009

Thank you for linking up this page through MarketManila....I would definitely try these
two versions of these soba noodle recipes...I love tofu and nori!!! A perfect vegetarian
dish indeed!
5. Re: As Instant As Instant Noodles

- Jenny

February 27, 2009

Hello! This recipe sounds good. Have to try it one of these days. Now, how to read
Japanese, so I can get the right sauce... :)
6. Re: As Instant As Instant Noodles

- Socky

February 27, 2009

MM, I can't blame the holidays completely since my weight gain started when I started
blogging/blog-hopping and experimenting with all the recipes I read on the net :-)
Cleng, i love nori too. That really gives the dish that "japanese" touch.
Jenny, I just look at the pictures on the pack :-), but the soba sauce bottle has a small
sticker (presumably pasted on by the distributor) that says "soba sauce". But that nori
pack has no english word on it at all. I buy the soba noodles that come in bunches of 6
per pack. But unlike MarketMan, I find that 2-3 minutes are enough to cook these
noodles al dente. Maybe he buys a different brand.
7. Re: As Instant As Instant Noodles

- christine

March 12, 2009

Simple + healthy + delicious - I'm all over it!! Thanks for sharing this, Socky! :)

What's (NOT) for Dinner?
Thursday, February 12, 2009
Dinner, if I can help it, means eating nothing. I've proven that the best way for me to lose
weight (or maintain it) is to eat nothing at all after 6pm. It's also easier to stick to than
South Beach, which forbids all sort of things during the first 2 weeks - fruits, bread,
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alcohol - which explains why I can't even get past its
initial phase.
They say that "no-food-after-6pm=weight loss" is a
myth, but for me it makes mathematical sense: you
cut down your calorie intake by a third. Simple. It's
also less taxing on the digestive system, a principle
that conforms with most diets I know that suggest light
dinners of only fruits and/or vegetables.
What's better, there's nothing regimented about MY
no-food-after-6pm diet. I observe it only when the
opportunity presents itself: when I have no dinner
appointments, when heavy merienda is served at
afternoon meetings, and when I come home early
f r o m
w o r k .
I especially love it when I knock off from
work early enough to whip up a dinner I can
eat before 6pm. I set the table, plate my
food (that's a small salad and left-over
adobo in the photo) and pour myself some
wine. Meanwhile, Ella Fitz sings Jobim, with
the colors of a sunset sky mellowing to her
beat.

Bon appetit!
Posted by Socky at 10:45AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: What's (NOT) for Dinner?

- userP

February 13, 2009

How did you manage the top shot?!
2. Re: What's (NOT) for Dinner?

- Socky

February 14, 2009

I think this was taken by adie the following day. So he and Blen had left-left-over adobo
pa. I had exactly the same thing the day before - including the wine. The photos were
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actually taken at different times. I just found them appropriate in conveying the
mood/tone of this post.

Beaujolais Nouveau, Who?
Friday, February 06, 2009
As what usually happens when I drop by
Sommelier Selection to pick up my orders
of wine, Jerome takes me to his cellar/shop
and uncorks a few bottles for an impromptu
wine tasting.
Yesterday afternoon he lined up a couple of
Domaine Tempier Bandol – a 2007 rose
and a 2006 red – a 2005 Domaine Pierre
Usseglio Chateauneuf du Pape Cuvee Mon
Aieul and this – what blew my mind – a
2006 Domaine Lapalu Brouilly Cuvee des
Fous.
What, a Beaujolais?
I remember being leery of beaujolais - or beaujolais nouveau, as I knew it - the wine that
was so hyped about in the late 80's-early 90's. I remember how the mere mention of
George Duboeuf created long lines for beaujolais nouveau tastings held at the Intercon
and other local hotels. But I just couldn't understand the frenzy built around "the 3rd week
of November" or the pomp surrounding the arrival of the year's first bottles. As an ad
person, I was only too aware of the marketing ploys to push what I thought to be
immature and generally lackluster wine.
The bad rep is undeserved, of course. Firstly, there's Beaujolais the place, and there's
beaujolais the wine, which is not even necessarily nouveau. It's just unfortunate that our
distrust of nouveau - an inevitable result, I must say, of one negociant's success spurring
the mass-production of commercial-style beaujolais - extends to all the produce of this
slice of land in the southernmost tip of Burgundy.
Fact is, there are vineyards in Beaujolais - particularly in cru villages - where the
production of nouveau isn't allowed. Beaujolais, reputedly one of France' most scenic
regions, is where you'll actually find a number of old-style, terroir-driven, appellation
wines - such as Fleurie and Moulin-a-Vent, two wines from Beaujolais that I credit for my
change of heart about beaujolais.
And now, this Brouilly.
Jerome had already decanted it - a must, he says, as the wine could have an off-putting
"carbon-dioxide" smell upon opening. Now, what hit me was a soft aroma that was both
floral and spicy. On the mouth, it was youthful but not brazen. On the tongue, it left a
streak of ripe cherry and some dark fruits, but also a persistent note - which I couldn't put
a name to but only describe as akin to a glacé of ripe banana laced with white pepper (!)
Once again I am dumbfounded. Not only interesting and complex, this beaujolais is
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actually delicious.
As I gravitate towards lighter wines - wines to cuddle, to sit back with (yes, the rosés and
the mellow merlots) and not those that engage me in an intellectual or technical
discourse (oh, the burgundies, the cahors, the chateauneaufs!) - I'm actually warming up
to beaujolais. I'm learning more about it while unlearning old biases - putting on the label I
used to scoff at: I, a beaujolais nouveau.
Oh, the irony of it!
Posted by Socky at 05:56PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Beaujolais Nouveau, Who?

- Chinkee

February 08, 2009

"Yesterday afternoon he lined up a couple of Domaine Tempier Bandol – a 2007 rose
and a 2006 red..."
Oh yes, the much-heralded Tempier Rose... I was lucky enough to have bumped into
Noel when he had a few bottles of this at Gourmand and he offered me a glass. It really
does live up to all of Noel's famous metaphors! Such a lovely nose and incredible
balance... I wish I had the financial capacity to spend that much on rose. Problem is I
can down the stuff like water. Sigh...
2. Re: Beaujolais Nouveau, Who?

- Socky

February 08, 2009

Yes, that Tempier Rose is beautiful. Splurged on a few bottles and vowed to drink only
with good food, preferably food I cook. That makes it more special and I don't waste it
just getting drunk on :-)
3. Re: Beaujolais Nouveau, Who?

- Noel

February 08, 2009

Socky, nice post. Also liked your previous one on fabada. Speaking of which, don't you
think SALA's take on cassoulet with the lamb at Ed's dinner was excellent? I absolutely
loved it.
Re: Beaujolais, I think the best one of Jérome is the Moulin-á-Vent. Had it with Cyrille's
cassoulet and it was a wonderful match. I just keep forgetting to grab some....
Chinkee, I actually sent you 2 glasses, it's just that Matt commandeered the second
one....
Best to you both,
N
4. Re: Beaujolais Nouveau, Who?

- Socky

February 08, 2009

I haven't had a bad time at Sala, even when they were still in Malate. The food is always
good. I like all of Colin's restaurants :-) Yes, the lamb at the Siran dinner was excellent.
So was the pavlova!
Already made a mental note to get a Moulin-a-vent from Jerome.
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5. Re: Beaujolais Nouveau, Who?

- Noel

February 08, 2009

I used to go to the old SALA but that was many years ago. I eventually gave up hanging
around that area altogether because traffic and parking was so difficult and I worried
about leaving my car there at night (I only bring my driver out at night when I have to be
in a suit, I much prefer driving myself). I am happy SALA moved to Makati. Much easier.
That said, in my opinion, the food of SALA is noticeably more polished and precisely
executed now than when I used to go to Manila.
My wife likes having lunch at Sala Bistro. Personally, I can't see any reason to eat at the
bistro when the main is right near by.

Homage to Age
Wednesday, February 04, 2009
1959 was 50 years ago!
That was the year Fidel Castro came to power in
Cuba. It was also the year Alaska and Hawaii became
the 49th and the 50th US states. In America, people
watched the first tv series to be broadcast in color,
although the majority probably saw Bonanza in blackand-white, as color tv ownership was only at 3%. Girls
dropped Minnie Mouse and Betty Boop for Barbie and
boys aspired to be astronauts.
Wikipedia cites only one major event transpiring in the
Philippines in 1959: a senatorial election, where a
certain Ferdinand Marcos topped the list.
I wasn’t born in 1959 …but this wine, a Chateau Siran, was.
Chateau Siran 1959 Margaux was the last vintage produced by the grandfather of
Edouard Miailhe, a Manila-based, fifth generation owner of the estate and who is known
among local wine aficionados as The Vigneron. Amid great anticipation and the
excitement of 40-or so guests, Edouard Miailhe served this wine in a Premium Wine
Exchange dinner held last Saturday at Sala.
A 1959! The oldest wine I’ve ever tasted! True, its fruits have faded, its complexity gone
and perhaps we drank it with a little sadness, but old wines – like people who have gone
past their prime but still proudly march on – deserve our reverence and courtesy. They
have an awesome story to tell and it’s always a thrill to listen.
For a review of the Chateau Siran 1959 Margaux and the other Chateau Siran vintages
served at the dinner, check out Noel's Eye On Wine. You'll also see a better shot of the
1959 Chateau Siran in his blog :-)
Posted by Socky at 04:01PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Homage to Age

- Noel

February 05, 2009

Hi, Socky.
If Ed ever brings in some '53, I'll try my best to get you a taste of it. It's incredibly good,
my favorite vintage of theirs that I've tried (and I've tried a lot).
Best,
N
2. Re: Homage to Age

- Socky

February 08, 2009

Wines older than 30 years are already mind-boggling. A 55-er is beyond anything I can
imagine.

Reprising the Fabada
Tuesday, January 27, 2009
If there’s a dish I want to perfect, it’s the fabada.
I think my first fabada was the one cooked by our eldest sister who was then married to a
Spanish. I remember the aroma that wafted from her pot of beans flavored with chorizos
de bilbao; on the spoon, I remember the weight of the pork chunks, lined with fat made
glutinous with long hours of simmering. To my young palate – accustomed only to the
more popular Spanish dishes that my mom cooked, like lengua and paella – it was un
amor at first taste. Sadly, it was a love that wasn’t sustained, as my sister had divorced
and left for the US.
It seems there’s a time in our life when we leave behind the tastes of our childhood in
search of new experiences, perhaps believing that an 'educated' palate equals
sophistication and worldliness. We trade steamed rice and paella for the more “chi-chi”
sushi and biryani; the thick tomato sauce of caldereta for the bechamels and au gratins of
the French.
But like weary travelers, we all come home as my palate did, to slow-cooked, flavorful
and the warmly familiar food of our childhood. At Terry’s, I once ordered fabada and my
love for this chorizo-flavored bean dish was rekindled.
They say the dish is just like your basic stew, so simple to do, not requiring much in terms
of ingredients and, from the cook, just a bit of time and patience. But to me, it is its
simplicity that makes the fabada a challenge to cook. They also say that, just like adobo,
no two fabadas are the same. So, if every cook has his signature adobo, why can't I have
my own signature fabada?
I’ve cooked fabada twice or thrice before. But this recipe – from Lelen Tabora who
patiently guided me through every step last Saturday – is the most beginner-friendly and
the one that tasted the best, so far. My only addition to the recipe is the cayenne pepper.
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Ingredients:
1 kilo pork belly (or a combination of pork belly and pata)
1 kilo white beans (soaked overnight and drained)
Olive Oil
1 cup garlic, finely chopped
1 cup onions, finely chopped
1 cup tomatoes, diced
2 Chorizo Bilbao (El Rey), sliced
3 Chorizo Bilbao (La Reina), shredded
Paprika
Ground black pepper
Iodized rock salt
Cayenne
2 whole garlic
Directions:
1. With enough water to cover, boil the pork and the beans separately, until tender.
2. Drain the pork, but keep the broth in case the stew gets dry, or to add to the mixture to
achieve desired consistency or viscosity.
3. If using pork leg, boil until meat is tender. Remove the meat from the bone and add to
the pork belly. Keep the bone and add to the stew to enhance flavor. Remove bone
before serving.
4. In a deep pot, sauté garlic, onions, tomatoes and the chorizos in olive oil. Add the
beans and its broth, then the pork.
5. When pot boils, turn down heat and simmer.
6. Add seasonings.
7. Simmer further before adding the 2 whole garlic
8. Simmer until flavors have blended.
Some advice from Lelen:
1. Don’t stir the pot; but using two wooden spoons, lift and fold in the ingredients – it’s the
more gentle way to treat or handle your food while it's cooking.
2. It is also while the stew is simmering that it’s best to add your seasonings. And to taste
for seasoning more accurately, don’t just taste the liquid or the broth. Instead, take a
scoop of beans and a piece of pork. Remember, you are combining two ingredients (the
pork and the beans) that are basically without flavor. Hence, what you look out for is how
the seasonings and all the simmering have transformed these two.
3. Your fabada is only as good as the quality of the chorizos and sausages you use. Get
the best you can. (I should check out Terry's, but for exigencies, she says La Reina and
El Rey are good and readily available).
Note that Lelen did not give the specific measurements for the seasonings but
encouraged me to season to MY taste. She just didn’t share her recipe, but taught me to
be confident, to trust my taste, to be bold and experiment.
After all, doesn’t it take confidence - and experimentation - to turn a recipe into a
signature dish?
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Posted by Socky at 04:58PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Reprising the Fabada

- ChichaJo

January 27, 2009

I love fabada!!! Both making it and eating :) You are right...there is no one recipe. So
many people in our family make it and not one is the same as the next. I learned to
make it from my mom but now mine is already different from hers!
Here a tip from my mom and I: Use ham broth when making it. Not just any ham bone - buy the bone of the jamon serrano from Alba's. Great flavor there!
2. Re: Reprising the Fabada

- Chinkee

January 28, 2009

I've been hooked on fabada since I tried it at Terry's. This is a great recipe, and seems
easy enough to make at home. Can't wait to sop it all up with a crusty roll... I miss
bread so much!
3. Re: Reprising the Fabada

- Watergirl

January 29, 2009

I agree Socky, it takes a willingness to experiment with recipes and finding what makes
it work for you that turns it into your own special dish. Fabada and cassoulet are dishes
that are so homey, savoury, and filling.
4. Re: Reprising the Fabada

- Katrina

February 06, 2009

Fabada is one of Felipe's favorite dishes! Personally, I prefer lentejas. Jason makes a
comforting, flavorful lentejas soup/stew with chorizo. Ask him to cook it for you! :-)
5. Re: Reprising the Fabada

- Socky

February 06, 2009

I have yet to try Jason's adobo!
6. Re: Reprising the Fabada

- stevie

February 07, 2009

Our cook can't get the fabada of my aunt's cook. In my teens, it was the only thing I
looked forward to in the long travel to my aunt's house to visit grandma. We even made
the two cooks meet but our cook still couldn't figure out how to make it good.
I used to call that dish my aunt cooked as the best pork and beans ever. :-) We pour
over olive oil and balsamic vinegar when eating. Marvelous!
7. Re: Reprising the Fabada

- Socky

February 08, 2009

Balsamic vinegar? I should try that next time.
8. Re: Reprising the Fabada

- christine

March 12, 2009

Yes! Olive oil and a teeny bit of balsamic vinegar, that's how we do it too. :) Even over
our lentejas, (which btw, katrina, Is a HUGE fave of mine too!). Sometimes when any of
these are served, it's all I touch, having at least 2 servings.
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Oh My Aching Feet!
Monday, January 19, 2009
I know of sales ladies who complain about aching feet,
knees, hips and lower back at the end of the day. But
now that I'm spending more time in the kitchen, I
realized all that work - chopping the food, stirring the
pot, washing the dishes - could be tough on the feet,
too.
Maybe I just work slow, but even a simple, 20-minute
recipe actually keeps me standing in the kitchen a good
hour or so. While I like wearing crocs when I cook - for
comfort and protection, and not, I assure you, to make
a fashion statement like Mario Batali! - they don't really
offer the support my aching feet need.
That's why when Poch and I spotted the GelPro Mat on
t
h
e
internet, we quickly added it to our
shopping cart and clicked away!
Unfortunately, I had to leave Toronto before
the mat could be delivered to her
apartment, so I had to wait 3 months till
Poch could come to Manila for the holidays
and pack that 19-lb (!) thing in her luggage.
The Gelpro Mat is designed to absorb and spread out the pressure on the feet caused by
standing on hard surface for a long time. Think of it as a soft but firm, 3/4"-thick Tempur
for the feet! But what I love about it is, it's gel-filled; and gel is oh-so-cool on the sole! I
love standing barefoot on my GelPro and feeling the mat take the weight and contour of
my feet. No "hot spots" on my heels; no aching legs and back at night. And, hopefully, no
varicose veins in my future.
Oh, here's the caveat: don't wear stiletto heels in the kitchen and don't ever, ever drop
that knife!
(Visit the GelPro website for style, size and color choices. Mine is the Basketweave,
Black, 20"x36". )
Posted by Socky at 10:29AM (+08:00)

Coffee Talk
Friday, January 16, 2009
While I prefer to drink my morning coffee black, I treat myself occasionally to a frothy latte
and the ritual - as well as the gadgetry - it involves.
The gadget for the task is, of course, the milk frother. Shown here are two battery124
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powered frothers: one is the sleek, brushed-aluminum
frother from Bodum; the other an P88 version with
plastic handle from the now ubiquitous 88 Japan
Store.
I must confess to a fetish for small, whirring gadgets
like frothers, coffee grinders, handheld mixers...
It must be the fact that throughout my childhood, I'd
wake up to whirring sounds coming from my dad's
small dental prosthetics laboratory. That sound, along
with the aroma of barako coffee boiling in a takure,
somehow signalled to me that everything was a-okay
with the world: somewhere within my hearing
distance, though still clouded by sleep, I could tell my
dad was up early and already
working hard, my mom busy in the kitchen and ably in charge of
our hearth and health. Soon after, the aroma of coffee would be
joined by the smell of umami, which meant a hefty breakfast was
forthcoming - usually of sauteed pork liver, garlicky and bottomcrusted sinangag and, sometimes, a torta of pig brain.
My parents believed breakfast should be the biggest, most
important meal of the day, which was why in elementary school,
we went to afternoon - not morning - classes. It certainly wasn't
so we could linger in bed. My dad encouraged us to wake up
early and constantly lectured us how it was inappropriate for
anyone to stay in bed long after one had woke up. My dad had
the work ethic of a peasant farmer (because his own father was!),
while my mother, well, she was capampangan - and morning was
as good a time as any to whip up 2 or 3 dishes. She must have
figured that at that time, the stomach would be grumbling with
hunger, the taste buds most awake and open to experimentation. Hence the pig brain.
Coffee, of course, was the beverage of choice. My dad drank his from a thick-lipped cup
which must have been a remnant of the war. That he would flop a piece of butter in his
coffee must have also been a habit - a form of sustenance? -carried over from his days
as an emissary for the guerilla forces. Then the sugar. I've never seen anyone drink
coffee with so much sugar - 2 to 3 tablespoons of it stirred into the black liquid! He said it
reminded him of the molasses he would snack on as a child growing up in the fields of
Calamba. He stirred his coffee as he shared stories like this, on early mornings and over
breakfasts the family took in slowly and without hurry.
But I digress.
Which milk frother is better? The one from 88 Japan Store will roar and whirr to create a
froth as thick and as tall as the 1" froth shown in the photo. The Bodum, on the other
hand, is actually the second Bodum I bought, after the first quickly conked out. This one
has a problem too: sometimes it switches on, but more often it doesn't. If and when I
manage to turn it on, it just gives a wimpish, pathetic whirr, reminding me what I dunce I
am sometimes for design and a brandname.
Posted by Socky at 08:35AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Coffee Talk

- Chinkee

January 16, 2009

"That sound, along with the aroma of barako coffee boiling in a takure, somehow
signalled to me that everything was a-okay with the world..."
I love it when writers get nostalgic... This was a fun read.:-)
2. Re: Coffee Talk

- Socky

January 17, 2009

Thanks, Chinkee. I love how writing coaxes memories out onto paper. And often it takes
a simple subject - like a frother in this case - to trigger it. Or maybe am just a romantic
who loves to wax nostalgia, ha ha!
3. Re: Coffee Talk

- userp

January 17, 2009

First-borns do tend towards nostalgia! Fond feelings for the past - the time before you
were "dethroned" - are carried over to adulthood. Just some psycho-babble I remember
from school. :-)
4. Re: Coffee Talk

- Watergirl

January 17, 2009

Ah! good to know that the P88 frother is worth it's every centavo. I have two of those I
think, I forgot I had one and bought a second one :)
5. Re: Coffee Talk

- Miguel

January 18, 2009

I bought mine in IKEA for 1 euro I think. It's been 3 years and still works fine - although I
don't use I that often...
6. Re: Coffee Talk

- Socky

January 19, 2009

I saw the Ikea frother a friend bought. Nice! Promised myself to get one.
7. Re: Coffee Talk

- Katrina

January 23, 2009

This post was a joy to read, Socky! I like how you wove together your recurring themes
of gadget fetish, lessons from dad, bizarre food from mom, and even the issue of design
vs. function. :-)
8. Re: Coffee Talk

- maiklingkwentuhan

March 16, 2009

I can still remember Lolo's white thick ceramic mug :-)I miss them both

Romeo & Julienne - by Shakespeare, not!
Thursday, January 08, 2009
The bookshelf isn't where you'd ordinarily store a chopping board, right? But Romeo &
Julienne fits right in there, especially with the recipe and reference books you want to
keep within arm's reach.
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Romeo & Julienne is a hardwood chopping
board that's sized (16cm x24cm) and
shaped like a book - perfect, as an online
blurb says, for star-crossed lovers of
literature and fine cuisine. It's a gift from
Angie A. who, I was told, immediately
thought of me - and my predilection for
funky kitchen tools and gadgets - the
moment she spotted it in a US store.
I love it. It's small, just right for the smallscale chopping that I do. And it's wood!
Michael Chu of Cooking for Engineers cites
many reasons why a wood board is always
better than plastic or glass. In fact, if you're
concerned about bacteria, he suggests that
plastic may not be the material you want to
use.
But for me, what always swings the
argument in favor of wood chopping boards
is that wood - even at its barest and simplest - is a beautiful and sensuous material. What
Romeo & Julienne does is add the element of fun.
Hah, it'd be great to trick my literati-friends next time they wander into my kitchen!
Tip: Worried about unsightly knife marks on the wood surface? Try wrapping the
chopping board with Glad cling wrap.
Posted by Socky at 04:27PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Romeo & Julienne - by Shakespeare, not!

- Watergirl

January 10, 2009

Ingenious!
They should come in a series of great titles. Wuthering Knives...
2. Re: Romeo & Julienne - by Shakespeare, not!

- YarnHungryHog

January 10, 2009

Hi Socky! I stumble upon your blog site from visits to Poch's.
I love your wood chopping board. Clever gimmick that works!
I do have a suggestion. Since cling wrap is well.....plastic, what I put on my chopping
board to avoid the nicks and cuts is to place a piece (or more) of paper towel. This way,
there's a dual purpose of absorbing unwanted juices, like meat.
However, if I really want to keep the juices of say, tomatoes, I use a glass cutting board.
But whatever cutting boards I have, my ultimate cleaning method after washing them
with soap, of course, is to bleach them. This is true and tried method of disinfection ~
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10% solution of bleach. Trust me, from someone who works in healthcare.
Thanks for letting me visit.
3. Re: Romeo & Julienne - by Shakespeare, not!

- Socky

January 10, 2009

Mila, how about themed titles: The Joy of Chopping, Kitchen Knife Confidential, Chop
with Jamie...
Yam Hungry Dog, thanks for dropping by and for the tips! Paper or paper towel of
course is always better, as food tends to slip on plastic cling wraps. The latter just
makes it easier to dispose of the food bits and to keep them, specially garlic and meat,
from stinking up in the trash. I try to use paper more often, though, as it's more
environment-friendly.
4. Re: Romeo & Julienne - by Shakespeare, not!

- Socky

January 10, 2009

I mean Yarn Hungry Dog. I spend too much time at the computer...

My Hero! My Herb Saver!
Saturday, January 03, 2009
Just how much cilantro or parsley does one
need to flavor a dish? Certainly not much.
So why do supermarkets sell them in big
bunches when, more often than not, people
only need a few sprigs? Worse, these
herbs wilt so fast and hardly last a couple of
days in the fridge.
Of course, there are a few tricks to keep these delicate herbs fresh longer. Like bunching
them up and placing them upright in a glass of water. Or wrapping them in a damp cloth
or paper towel before sealing them in a plastic bag. But the truth is, no matter how gently
and lovingly we treat these herbs, they're not going to stay green, aromatic and flavorful
for more than a week.
Hence, the search for the ultimate kitchen gadget - one that will save my herbs from
ending up in the trash too soon, one that will keep them fresh for more than a week. Two
weeks at least, as that's how long I figure it will take me, an occasional cook, to finish a
typical bunch.
Enter the Herb Savor, a pasalubong from Poch.
It was something we spotted in the internet and loved, not only because it promised to
prolong the life of fresh herbs for up to 3 weeks, but because it actually looked good and
intelligently designed.
The Herb Savor features a removable stainless steel basket that neatly gathers the herbs
together and holds them upright. Meanwhile, its transparent body showcases the herbs
inside, allowing us to see, and marvel at, how the herbs keep their color day after day.
What actually keeps them fresh is the water in its water-well, where the herb stems are
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slightly submerged. The basket or base also has a spout - just unscrew the cap, top up or
change the water without having to remove/replace the herbs. Best of all, the Herb Savor
fits in the shelves on a typical refrigerator door!
But does the Herb Savor deliver on its promise? Well, we filled up the Herb Savor with
parsley from Salcedo Market two Saturdays ago, and last night, when we used them to
garnish our pasta dish, the parsley was as fresh and as green as the day we bought
them. That's 14 days and the parsley looked like it would still be green and good for
another 7 days!
Now the question is, is it worth the price tag of US$30+?
Sure, it's easy to improvise an herb saver: take an inexpensive cup, fill it with water, prop
the herbs in it and cover the whole thing with a ziploc to create a terrarium effect - like I've
done in the past. But not only will the herbs wilt in a week anyway, it's an unsightly thing
to keep in the fridge in the first place.
I guess good design comes at a premium because it deconstructs the mundane and
reconstructs them with cleaner lines, a smaller footprint and better functionality. Like how
the Herb Savor has taken old tricks and devices and synthesized them into one simple,
clean and very functional herb saver.
But more than that, what good design does is delight.
With the Herb Savor, it's the delight of opening the refrigerator door and being greeted
with a bouquet of greens everytime. For me, that's a premium worth paying for.
Posted by Socky at 04:23PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: My Hero! My Herb Saver!

- Marketman

January 04, 2009

I want one of those! :)
2. Re: My Hero! My Herb Saver!

- Katrina

January 05, 2009

Oh, how brilliant!!! I have the same problem -- since I rarely cook, and when I do it's in
such small quantities, I always end up throwing away unused and wilted herbs, which
makes me very sad. I hate wasting food. Another product I often can't use before it
spoils is chili. I've never used more than 3 or 4 pieces, but I'm forced to buy a whole
pack. Why can't they sell them in differently-sized bunches, or by weight, like fruits and
vegetables?
3. Re: My Hero! My Herb Saver!

- Socky

January 05, 2009

Hi, MM and Katrina. There's an even better version of the Herb Savor, which is called
the Herb Savor Pod. It's smaller than the original which I have and is shaped, well, like a
pod or oversized capsule. It holds less herbs of course, but it has the same see-though
body, water well and spout. Best of all, it has a 3-pod version, so you can have a
container each for parsley, cilantro and basil (or whichever three kinds of herbs you
have).
Btw, this morning, we checked the parsley we bought last December 20 and while we
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could salvage a few sprigs, the parsley was as good as gone. So maybe 3 weeks is an
overpromise. I'd say the Herb Savor can help keep herbs fresh for 2 weeks max. But
considering these herbs hardly last a week in the fridge, a 2-week shelf life is great,
right?
4. Re: My Hero! My Herb Saver!

- Socky

January 05, 2009

I was thinking that if we changed the water in the Herb Savor more often, the parsley
would have lasted 3 weeks. Same principle as changing water in a flower vase I guess.
5. Re: My Hero! My Herb Saver!

- Watergirl

January 05, 2009

Very cool gadget, I wonder if they sell those special ziplock bags here which supposedly
keeps vegies and herbs fresh for a month.
Have you tried mincing and freezing herbs? That's sort of what I have in my freezer, lots
of frozen basil and parsley and green onions. Only works when adding them to stews
and sauces, not for salads.
6. Re: My Hero! My Herb Saver!

- Miguel

January 06, 2009

Great Gadget. Is this available locally??
7. Re: My Hero! My Herb Saver!

- Socky

January 07, 2009

Hi, Miguel. Thanks for dropping by. My friend ordered it online. She's from Canada, so
there was no problem. Most online stores don't take orders from and don't deliver to the
Philippines :-(
8. Re: My Hero! My Herb Saver!

- Miguel

January 07, 2009

Thanks fro the info :)
9. Re: My Hero! My Herb Saver!

- ChichaJo

January 07, 2009

Socky, I am green (no pun intended) with envy!!! That is totally worth the price tag in my
book! I'm going to hunt down some poor relative from the West to get me one! :)

Couscous Salad with Prawns
Wednesday, December 31, 2008
Here's my small (and lazy) contribution to
our Christmas lunch. A breeze to prepare,
this coucous salad provided a nice
counterpoint to the other baked and grilled
dishes on the table. Good thing that Poch who's visiting from Toronto - isn't a hardcore vegetarian because the prawns in this
salad were poached in the vegetable broth
used to moisten the couscous. She was
served the salad sans the prawns, of
course, and it still worked.
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Dressing was a simple mix of olive oil, lemon juice, and finely chopped garlic. The broth
was seasoned with cumin and turmeric which lent color and flavor to the prawns. Oh,
what else were in the couscous? Lots of chopped mint, diced tomatoes, celery and spring
onions.
The addition of squid rings or scallops would make this salad a meal in itself.
Posted by Socky at 09:36AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Couscous Salad with Prawns

- Katrina

January 05, 2009

I love couscous! I bought some several months ago, but have never yet made it. With
shrimp, perfect!

A Barolo Is Not Meant For Broken Hearts!
Wednesday, December 10, 2008
Knowing my lack of EQ when it comes to
Christmas gifts, my business partner A handed
me this box without bothering to wrap it.
He also knows my weakness for barolo! Inside
the box marked Deici Anni (10 Years) was a
Massolino Barolo Vigna Rionda Riserva 1996.
For my birthday last September, A also gave me
a barolo which I had kept till “a special occasion”
came up. But one 'uneventful' Tuesday evening,
a friend - who had just flown in from abroad and
whom I hadn't seen for years - dropped by the
condo. Perhaps already inebriated from an
earlier party, he confessed that someone had
broken his heart to pieces and, to my surprise, he started to cry! To stop him from
sobbing - and maybe to ease my embarrassment over seeing a grown man cry - I
popped open the bottle.
Too late when I realized that a glass of water would have worked as well to stop the
tears. The next morning, a half finished bottle stared at me – and that’s when my heart
broke, too.
(The Barolo Riserva Vigna Rionda is the flagship wine of the Massolino Estate. This 1996
vintage is a powerful, classically structured wine with a lively color and mentholated,
balsamic aromatics along with black cherries, violets, licorice and tar. It promises enough
fruit to drink well for many years to come - from a review by Antonio Galloni)
Posted by Socky at 10:20AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: A Barolo Is Not Meant For Broken Hearts!

- wysgal

December 10, 2008

Woweeeee, a 1996 Barolo! I'm sure it was awesome. =)
2. Re: A Barolo Is Not Meant For Broken Hearts!

- Socky

December 10, 2008

I never had a bad time with a barolo! Haven't opened this 1996 yet - waiting for a nice
Italian dinner that I have yet to whip up - but am sure it will be awesome.
Btw, i have been following you on your wine and cheese journeys :-) How I wish we
have the same easy access to the range of wines that you have over there.
3. Re: A Barolo Is Not Meant For Broken Hearts!

- Katrina

December 10, 2008

I know it was heartbreaking for you, Socky, but I have to say, it was a funny story to
read! You're right -- special wine or food is no good for someone who's not just
depressed, but already inebriated. Sayang lang! But at least karma worked once again
by blessing you with another special bottle -- care of A, of course. :-)
4. Re: A Barolo Is Not Meant For Broken Hearts!

- mtan

December 10, 2008

Aw, don't worry Socky, your good hearted gesture will bring you a thousand blessings.
Plus maybe in his tear-choked memories, he'll have realize what a wonderful wine it
was!
5. Re: A Barolo Is Not Meant For Broken Hearts!

- Noel

December 11, 2008

If you like Barolo and need to et some locally, I would recommend Bacchus - they have
some of the best producers and are pretty well-priced even compared to prices in the
US (yes, I canvass). In my experience, Bacchus' prices for their Piedmontese and
Tuscan wines are pretty much the same or even cheaper+less hassle than my ordering
from the US.
Note: for wine-buying classified Bordeaux and good Italian wines, US prices are always
extremely hard to beat. Good Bordeaux and Burgundy wines are substantially cheaper
in the US than in France. Strange, but true, believe me.
N
6. Re: A Barolo Is Not Meant For Broken Hearts!

- AlexBernardo

December 12, 2008

Stock up on a few bottles of Nebbiolo, Barbera, or Dolcetto so next time you have a
friend with a broken heart knockin' on your door (it's like knockin' on heaven's door,
really) you can pour this stuff, instead of that beautiful '96 Massolino!:)
Looks like that Barolo is a special library release on the 10th anniversary of the vintage
as it comes in that impressive packaging. Keep it for a while. '96 is one of the greatest
vintages for Barolo, but the wines are tight. I'm sure your patience will be rewarded.
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Best Christmas Gift Ever!
Monday, December 08, 2008
One of the guys in the office took this
photo, amazed perhaps that I seemed so
proficient with the spade and so at home in
a construction setting. Well, I've gone
through a number of constructions and
renovations in my life that I can walk
anyone through a blueprint and spot the
need for a zocalo in the bathroom. Of
course, years of tennis and rigorous
gymwork proved useful too.
But it wasn't just I who did some spadework
last Saturday; almost everyone in the office got their hands dirty, mixed cement and
sand, lifted rocks and debris and wielded trowels under the heat of the sun. Sure it was
hard physical labor, but what a welcome change from our usual preoccupation at this
time of the year - the frenzied shopping for gifts, getting the staff to wrap them up and
hiring vans to send them off to various clients, suppliers and industry friends.
This year we are building three houses, donated through Gawad Kalinga, as our
corporate Christmas gift. No more expensive champagnes, deli baskets and signature
fashion wear and accessories - gifts that cost us yearly the equivalent of at least three GK
houses!
At the GK site in Sitio Pajo in Baesa, Quezon City we were welcomed warmly by the
community that had benefited from donations like ours. With such pride of place, they
showed us their homes - small and modestly interiored, but clean and relatively spaceous
for a family of 6. A far cry from the shanties of the past! We also met future GK
beneficiaries, most of whom had lived in the neighborhood since childhood; they came
armed with shovels and muscle power, to help us build their future homes.
I couldn't help but think that, to them, we might have seemed like a bunch of kids at play,
thrilled at such a unique "immersion in reality", but whose awe would just as quickly
dissipate after a siesta, a hot dinner and a massage.
True, this experience won't change our lives in a dramatic fashion, as if it will make
passionate crusaders out of us "one-day heroes". I guess what an act of charity does is
reward the giver with a new, dual perspective: how a small contribution impacts on the
lives of many in a big way; at the same time how small and insignificant it really is against
the magnitude of our social reality. It makes us proud, then it humbles us.
All I can say is thank you, as Saturdays like this come as a blessing.
And, to the families of Sitio Pajo, thank you for giving us the opportunity to give the best
Christmas gift we have ever given, and to feel your joy of receiving like it was our joy.
Merry Christmas to all!
Posted by Socky at 12:15PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Best Christmas Gift Ever!

- Anonymous

December 08, 2008

Ms. Socky was right it was really a nice experience hindi lang dahil nakatulong ka but
also seeing those people working together, not ordinary people but those people na may
sinasabi sa lipunan... Obvious naman sa pic di ba? Si Ms. Socky akalain mo ba na
magpapala at magbubuhat?!? Pinahanga niya ako talaga! as in walang kaartehan sa
katawan kung ano ang ginagawa ng workers ginagawa nya din... I'm so proud of you
ma'm :-)
2. Re: Best Christmas Gift Ever!

- Katrina

December 08, 2008

I've done this, too, when my dad's group donated. It's a wonderful thing to do for
Christmas, Socky. Definitely better than those expensive corporate gifts that cost as
much (or more) but aren't even a fraction as appreciated or memorable. :-)
3. Re: Best Christmas Gift Ever!

- ChichaJo

December 08, 2008

What a wonderful thing to do for Christmas! K told me about it and made me kwento :)
Hurray for you guys!
4. Re: Best Christmas Gift Ever!

- mtan

December 08, 2008

Great choice, congratulations to you and your team for giving back to the community.
5. Re: Best Christmas Gift Ever!

- userSF

December 15, 2008

What a wonderful idea! Hats off to you for doing something useful. Merry Christmas and
happy 2009. Greetings from Montreal from a former Manila resident. Check out my blog
at www.smartfashionista.ca
6. Re: Best Christmas Gift Ever!

- maiklingkwentuhan

December 22, 2008

Wow, how I wish I was still part of PC&V. I know it must have felt good to help those
people. What a wondeful christmas gift to the poor. I'm proud of you guys, keep all the
good things you do.. I miss you all - PC&V
7. Re: Best Christmas Gift Ever!

- Marketman

January 04, 2009

Fantastic Christmas gift indeed!
8. Re: Best Christmas Gift Ever!

- stevie

January 26, 2009

I would have loved to be your client and gotten a card saying, "In lieu of Christmas gifts,
PC&V is donating to GK." I would have joined you in your visit!
9. Re: Best Christmas Gift Ever!

- Socky

January 27, 2009

Hi, Stevie.
According to GK, the 3 houses we donated will be finished on February 14, Valentines
Day, give or take a few days. What timing! Anyway, you are invited to join us when we
turnover the houses. I shall post on this blog the exact date. Hope you can make it.
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The Ultimate Fusion Street Food?
Tuesday, December 02, 2008
Looks like your ordinary hotdog in a bun.
But look again! It's a Chinese sausage
tucked into sticky rice (suman), garnished
with cucumber and sauerkraut, and drizzled
with a mildly spicy barbecue (?) sauce. My
business partner A. tried and took a
snapshot of this Taiwanese-style hotdog
last weekend at the Shilin's Night Snack
Square in Taipei.
A. wanted a sausage but the vendor
pointed to two sausages that he said must
be ordered as a set. One of the sausages
looked like it was made from white meat,
perhaps chicken, until the vendor picked it
up and sliced it open. A. was shocked when
sticky rice oozed out.
When I saw this photo (below) in another
blog, I understood why A. got so confused.
That light-colored sausage could have
fooled me!
Posted by Socky at 02:28PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Ultimate Fusion Street Food?

- BearbrickLover

December 02, 2008

Salty Chinese sausage, sour German Sauerkraut and sweetish Filipino Suman (Sticky
Rice). Altogether, I couldn't describe the taste. Haha! :-)
2. Re: The Ultimate Fusion Street Food?

- Chinkee

December 02, 2008

The only thing I could say about this dish is... ANG KULIT! Haha! I honestly cannot
imagine how it tastes like. I guess I'll have to try it then.:-)
3. Re: The Ultimate Fusion Street Food?

- mtan

December 02, 2008

Oooo yum! sweet yet savory sausage with the carby rice roll and the sour pickles, all it
needs is a dose of chilli to hit all the right buttons! My salivary glands are in overdrive!
4. Re: The Ultimate Fusion Street Food?

- Katrina

December 03, 2008

That actually sounds good! Sort of like eating Chinese chorizo with machang! :-D
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Reconnecting with the Tastes of Childhood
Monday, December 01, 2008
Last Saturday, I expected all roads to lead
to San Fernando, Pampanga for the 2nd
Pistaung Kapampangan King Sinukwan
Festival. I braced myself for bad traffic, the
blare of marching bands and the prospect
of jostling through crowds for a taste of
sisig or camaru.
Instead the traffic was light, and a traffic
enforcer we asked for directions didn’t
know
about the event. When we arrived at 5:30pm, the
festival venue – the Old Heritage District along
Consunji Street – was already blocked off and welllit but… where was the crowd?
Food stalls, lining one side of the street, were all
prepped and loaded with the various specialties
Pampanga was known for. But the dining tables that
lined the other side were still empty and we felt like
we had walked into a party too early. People were
probably waiting for the street Mass to end before
coming in. Unfortunately, it didn’t look like the Mass
was going to end soon. We caught the part of the
homily where the priest was explaining the
etymology of culture, its rootword cult, and its
ubiquity in words like agriculture. And so on.
Taking care that we didn’t break the priest’s train of thought, we inched our way from one
end of the street to the other. Consunji wasn’t a long street, barely 500 meters, so it was
a bit disappointing that the line of stalls was even shorter – no more than 20 stalls in all.
Abe, Everybody’s Cafe, Razon and JunJun’s were represented, along with some new
capampangan restaurants that had sprouted along the highway. But where was Aling
Lucing’s and Susie’s? No celebrity sighting either, no Claude Tayag.
No matter. I had come to the Pistaung Kapampangan to eat my way to the bottom of the
food chain. Besides, no food trip is complete, no foodie ever earns his stripe without a
visit to Pampanga or at least a taste of its cuisine. But really more than that, I wanted to
reconnect with the tastes of my childhood, most of which I hadn’t tasted for decades: the
tugak or frog (different from betute, which is the stuffed version), the camaru or mole
crickets, pindang damulag or tapang kalabaw and other barbecued and preserved meats,
as well as local sweets and pastries like turrones and handrolled barquillos.
I just wished more people – foodies or anyone curious enough and within driving distance
- had come and shared this excitement.
When asked why he thought Filipino food hasn’t earned the popularity and global
prominence of, say, Thai food, Anthony Bourdain had told Marketman: “Because Filipinos
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are such nice people!” That is, we don’t impose our food on foreigners, unlike the
Chinese or the Japanese who will say, “Eat our food!” How true, and how ironic that we
often apologize to a foreign guest for the local food on our table. We're so nice that we
serve them their food, not ours.
After Bourdain's visit to Pampanga (and Cebu) last November, I was hoping food festivals
like this would get more press mileage. But, except for a few blogposts, hardly anything
was written about it. Budget constraints? Or are we again being too nice and gun-shy
about letting the world in on our food?
No wonder the Pistaung Kapampangan started and ended… just like another small town
fiesta.
Posted by Socky at 10:56AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Reconnecting with the Tastes of Childhood

- Katrina

December 03, 2008

Aw, that's too bad, I'm disappointed for you! I'm surprised, too, especially since the
Pampanga Food Fest at Salcedo Market was so successful. I suspect the organizers
didn't promote it well enough, and that's why not many bloggers posted about it. Like
most things, marketing's everything. :-/
Are you interested in Anton's Christmas Pampanga Tour? Claude Tayag will prepare a
Noche Buena feast, including 5-ways lechon! It's also a good chance to see the Ligligan
Parulan Festival. I'm very tempted to go, but am just hesitant because of the timing.
Felipe can't make it, plus it's the day after a close friend's 40th birthday party.
2. Re: Reconnecting with the Tastes of Childhood

- Socky

December 03, 2008

My December is looking tight as Poch and Rama will be in town. There's a long list of
activities lined up for them, including days at the beach. I'll have to pass up this
Pampanga tour.
3. Re: Reconnecting with the Tastes of Childhood

- mtan

December 03, 2008

Wow, Poch and Rama having their first xmas back home! Hope they have a great
vacation.

Good morning!
Sunday, November 30, 2008
I prefer my coffee black. But on second thought....
Calf and Half, a playful little pitcher designed by Liz Goulet Dubois for Fred Studio, is
perfect for those mornings when I need more than a caffeine boost. Yup, I think I'll have
some cream and a smile.
Posted by Socky at 06:55AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Good morning!

- mtan

November 30, 2008

What whimsy! Sort of makes you want to dress up in a dairymaid costume and tweak
those udders hehehe.
Good morning Socky, how was pampanga last night?
2. Re: Good morning!

- Katrina

November 30, 2008

Oh, Socky, it's adorable! How could that not make anyone smile? Where'd you find it?
Looking forward to reading all about Pampanga. I hope the traffic getting out of Manila
wasn't as bad as I heard.
3. Re: Good morning!

- Socky

December 02, 2008

I can imagine kids loving to drink their milk from this glass! Got this at Ocean Terminal
CitySuper in HK.
The Pampanga food trip was a bit disappointing (see my next post). The traffic getting
out of Manila was, as usual, horrendous but it was easy driving all the way from the
NLEX toll to San Fernando city proper.
4. Re: Good morning!

- TheGravelcat

December 12, 2008

How charming! How witty! How I wish I could get myself one of these!

WS Top 100 Wines of 2008 - below $20
Thursday, November 27, 2008
After the scandal involving a non-existent restaurant that won a Wine Spectator Award of
Excellence, you may want to take the recently released Wine Spectator’s list of the 100
top wines of 2008 with a grain of salt.
First of all, the list is one of those things that are good to know but are hardly relevant
particularly to the Filipino wine enthusiast. It's just another list and, like 1000 Places to
See before You Die, it shouldn’t make you feel miserable about your land-locked
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existence or, in this case, the fact that you were born in
a part of the world that doesn’t grow wine grapes,
where Coke is believed to be the real thing and wine
the drink of either the pretentious or the elite.
And worse, where you're not even likely to find any of
the listed wines in local shelves.
Also, a good number are in a price range that can get
you in a painful dilemma: spend that money on a bottle
of wine or purchase a similarly priced ticket to a Jerome
Philippon’s food and wine festival where at least 5 good
wines are served with a 4-course dinner. The choice (at
least mine) is obvious.
But if only to show that a wine need not be expensive to be good (if we are to believe
WS) and, hopefully, peel off the elitist label attached to wine, I post here an abridged list:
Wine Spectator’s Top Wines of 2008 below $20.
Now, if only I can find that $12 reisling from Clare Valley!
Posted by Socky at 12:44AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: WS Top 100 Wines of 2008 - below $20

- AlexBernardo

November 29, 2008

If I can, I, too, would rather spend money on Jerome's event than waste it on a copy of
this WS issue.
I'm amazed at what a determined wine enthusiast can find locally in the Philippines. I
was never much of a beer, gin, or Coke (reminds me of a potent mix drink there) drinker
but growing up around Manila decades ago, I was able to find the odd bottle of Alsace,
Spanish, and Bordeaux wines in supermarkets around Makati to satisfy my thirst. Now,
there's a good number of fancy wine stores there.
The Leasingham might be available at Wine Depot. Never visited that store yet, but
seems like they carry lots of Aussie wines. I walked into Premium Wine Exchange once
and saw a good selection of Aussie wines as well.
2. Re: WS Top 100 Wines of 2008 - below $20

- Socky

November 30, 2008

Alex, your comment reminded me of how much fun I had hunting out wines in the old
days. My best find was a most reasonably priced Barolo, in Rustan's Supermarket,
Harrison Plaza! There were about 6-8 bottles. I got one and then came back the next
day to wipe out the stock. But they were all gone! The expats must have bought them
all. Remember, ADB was still on Roxas Boulevard.
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The Serendipitous Pig
Monday, November 24, 2008
Alex B, of vinyardgate.com, wrote about a wine
luncheon featuring porchetta - the Italian whole
boned and roasted pig - that he attended at probably
the same time Marketman was hosting Anthony
Bourdain and roasting the best pig...ever! Or maybe
just before another pig got an accupuncture
treatment for the Lechon Eyeball in Cebu.
Ah, serendipitous pig!
As chance would have it, the office left for its annual
4-day holiday trip last Thursday - this time for
Hongkong, my favorite destination when it comes to
Cantonese roast pig or roast pork.
Never mind if the crackle of lechon skin was still reverberating in my head, the taste of
tanglad-flavored pork meat still on my tastebuds and my arteries hardly recovered from
the cholesterol overdose, I took Marketman's advice: eat more skin, Socky!
Not even the goose's and the duck's were spared.
Posted by Socky at 02:26PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Serendipitous Pig

- AlexBernardo

November 25, 2008

Glad to know you're enjoying more roast pig in HK.
For more about porchetta, here's an interesting blog to a porchetta guy who roams the
farmers markets in the San Francisco Bay Area in his mobile rotisserie!
http://eatingasia.typepad.com/eatingasia/2007/05/road_roaster.html
After reading this post, I suggest going to the blogger's current post on "Pampanga Food
Festival". That's a nice advanced scoop on Saveur's piece about Christmas in
Pampanga for next month.
2. Re: The Serendipitous Pig

- Socky

November 25, 2008

I am, in fact, organizing a group of friends to go to Pampanga this weekend for the food
festival! Wouldn't miss this for anything else.
3. Re: The Serendipitous Pig

- mtan

November 25, 2008

Enjoy all the noshing in Pampanga! The next time you go for roast pork, try the ones in
Chiang Mai, it's really good too.
Worth the climb up there to the Buddha. The vegetarian food in the temple resto is quite
good.
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4. Re: The Serendipitous Pig

- Socky

November 26, 2008

Got the ticket for the cable car ride that included the monkey show and the "walk with
Buddha" tour. Commercial stuff! The one that goes with the vegetarian meal was
another ticket, issued by another company. Didn't know that. With all the pigging-out, a
vegetarian meal would have been perfect.
5. Re: The Serendipitous Pig

- Katrina

November 26, 2008

Tell us all about the Pampanga festival, okay? I was actually thinking of going (part of
me still wants to), but I was just there overnight last Sat & Sun, and was looking forward
to just staying in this long weekend. Wish I'd known about the festival sooner, so that I
could've timed my trip there on the same weekend.

Toasting the Roast
Wednesday, November 19, 2008
Of course, a well-chilled San Mig would
suffice. In fact, a coke would have been a
typically Pinoy drink with the lechon. But,
for me, there’s no better way to enjoy and
celebrate “the best pig…ever” than with my
favorite beverage – wine!
It would have been simple had there been
no airport regulations against handcarrying
bottles of wine, which I often did prior to
911. Since the trip to the eyeball was just
an overnighter, I could have easily stashed
6-7 bottles in my bag. That’s enough wine
to share with what I estimated to be 25-orso wine-drinking guests in Marketman’s
Lechon Eyeball.
So what could I score in Cebu that’s a good but more reasonably-priced alternative to a
reisling or a similar white to go with the roast?
Since last year, I've been getting my supply of Spanish wines all the way from Cebu,
delivered to me by a brother of blogger-friend Christine. My favorite was the Pata Negra
Gran Reserva, a tempranillo wine that I blogged about here.
But the Lechon Eyeball was to be at lunch, outdoors, and with the temperature expected
to be in the 30’s, having a heavy red was out of the question.
My Cebu-based wine supplier texted back a suggestion: the Señorio de los Llanos 2004
rosado or rosé. “This is probably my most under-appreciated wine. Right temp, right food,
right time of day, though. We like to drink this well-chilled while cruising Mactan channel
at sunset.”
I’m not really into rosé, a bias carried over from the days of Mateus rosés and blush
wines. But it must have been the mental picture of a laid back afternoon with friends
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sipping an equally laid back kind of wine that got me saying yes! Besides, rosé is an
easy, quaffing wine, hardly intimidating even to those who otherwise would not drink
wine. I expected it to go well with the lechon, which it did, as it had just the right acidity to
cut through the fat. Surprisingly it went well with the lightly spiced sisig too, which I didn’t
expect with a rosé.
I got enough bottles to share at the eyeball, a bottle to sip at the hotel by the beach
(except I overslept and ended up drinking in the room!) and of course, some to check in
and take home to Manila!
------------------------As a postscript, my wine supplier added that "Bodegas Los Llanos is in La Mancha and
was founded by the family of Miguel de Cervantes, author of Don Quixote. That is the
pedigree of this wine and its siblings like Pata Negra."
Senorio de los Llanos and Pata Negra are distributed by BonaViña Wine Imports. For
inquiries, text 09176265585.
Posted by Socky at 04:54PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Toasting the Roast

- Chinkee

November 24, 2008

Roses are great! I love them with tapas or as a refreshing beachside beverage. Terry's
Selection carries a lot of Spanish rosados like Homenaje and Protos...:-)
2. Re: Toasting the Roast

- Socky

November 24, 2008

I've tried the Protos which Terry's brought to the Cheese Club for the Spanish night. Am
beginning to like rosé!
3. Re: Toasting the Roast

- AlexBernardo

November 25, 2008

Thanks for the wine notes. Socky. I just had to know what wine you had with the lechon
to complete my vicarious meal after reading your post. Rosado! Perfect.
Rosés are like the Rodney Dangerfield of wine, getting no respect, mainly because of
swills like Mateus and Cold Duck. But I think good rosés now outnumber the swills.
France produces most of the best, foremost Domaine Tempier from Bandol in Provence.
But Spain, very low-key on rosés, actually produces some great stuff. I was in northern
Spain visiting producers earlier this year and enjoyed wonderful, inexpensive rosados
from Chivite, El Coto, and Marqués de Cáceres. But R. Lopéz de Heredia Viña
Tondonia's rosado is in my opinion the greatest rosé in the world, capable of aging for
decades like the finest wines.
4. Re: Toasting the Roast

- Noel

November 25, 2008

I recall Jérome Philippon telling me about an early 1950s Tempier Rosé he got to try
when visiting the domaine earlier this year. He said it was obviously old, but was "still
alive". He sent me a picture of it, but I can't seem to find it in my files....
5. Re: Toasting the Roast

- AlexBernardo

November 27, 2008

Noel, I've heard similar stories regarding Tempier's rosé. I've never aged their rosé
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though I've been enjoyed it for decades. Wish the domaine would release older vintages.
The current release of Tempier Rosé is 2007, outstanding and I'll start to age a few, but
Viña Tondonia's current rosado is the 1997.

Eyeballing the Pig
Monday, November 17, 2008
Just like Joey of 80 Breakfasts, above,
more than 40 people - all MarketManila
readers and friends - came by car, by ferry,
by plane to get up close and personal with
"the best pig... ever!"
After this lunch, though, I doubt if my
arteries will be the same again. As a friend
once said: it's the pig who has the last
laugh. Bwah-ha-oink-oink-oink!
A souvenir from Lee, and a good piece of
advice from Marketman.
Posted by Socky at 01:29PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- ChichaJo

November 17, 2008

Wow! I look so happy! Hahahaha! :)
I had such fun as usual with all of you guys! And of course, being surrounded by my
favorite food!!! Definitely a pilgrimage of sorts for me ;)
2. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- joan

November 17, 2008

hi socky! it was nice meeting you at the EB even though time was short to really share
foodie tales. hope to see you again though, specially in the next EB! thanks for the great
pics.
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3. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- Socky

November 17, 2008

Yes, Joan, time was short and the food was such a distraction, too. Ha-ha! We should
have more EB's!
4. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- Millet

November 17, 2008

hi socky,
nice to have met you over all that food. the short hike up the hill was fun, too. see you at
the next EB. great blog!
5. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- katrina

November 17, 2008

That pic of me wiping MM's perspiration is hilarious! When Mrs. MM gave me those
paper towels and asked me to dab his face, I was a bit nervous -- he or others might
think I was flirting, hahaha! But really: how much more of a celebrity could he feel than to
have someone drying his sweat?!
6. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- Chinkee

November 18, 2008

OMG! That must have been so cool. Kainggit...!
7. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- Socky

November 18, 2008

Hi, millet. It was great meeting you too and I wish we can have a reunion of all those
who attended the Lechon Eyeball - this time, not so much to eat but to know everyone a
little better.
Chinkee, Jerome has an upcoming Beaujolais event but I will be out of the country then.
I wonder if you're going so I can enjoy the wines vicariously.
8. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- Lee

November 18, 2008

hi socky!
hope to see you all again in the next eyeball. Dapat breakfast to breakfast affair.
Lee
9. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- Franco

November 19, 2008

Hi socky!
Looks like everyone had a great time.
That lechon looks amazing!!!
10. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- Socky

November 19, 2008

Lee, make sure Bambi joins us!
Hi, Franco, that pig was more luscious and seductive in person. Was in fact wondering
why Table for Three wasn't there. Don't miss the next one!
11. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

November 21, 2008
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- AlexBernardo
I enjoyed the post, Socky, and envy you guys. Been a while since I've had lechon, but as
luck would have it in San Francisco I had Italian porchetta recently (you can check it out
in the blog:
http://vineyardgate.com/newsblog/2008/11/villa_italias_porchetta_lunche.html). What
can i say, roast pig rules.
By the way, did you enjoy any wines with the lechon?
12. Re: Eyeballing the Pig

- Socky

November 23, 2008

Yup, alex, read all about your porchetta. The pig's on a roll, ha- ha!
I have a cebu-based wine supplier who supplies spanish wines (I order from him and
have a friend deliver them to me in Manila!) I got 8 rosados from him to share with the
eyeball attendees. Senorio de los Llanos 2004. Nice, easy quaffing wine. Suprisingly this
wine went well with the mildly spiced sisig.

Port as Curtain Raiser?
Friday, November 14, 2008
It seemed that everyone at the table, including
me, had always thought port was served with
dessert and therefore the last to be poured after the sparkling, the white and the red. At
the South Africa Food and Wine Festival, to
our surprise, the port was served with the
soup.
Well, after all, South Africa is in the southern
hemisphere where seasons are opposite to
those of North America and Europe. In South
Africa, people hit the beach during Christmas,
so why not serve the port first, with the soup!
But why wouldn't the port - an Allesverloren make sense: the biltong (air dried beef) soup had blue cheese, and in Wine 101, isn't
"port and blue cheese" supposedly a pairing made in heaven? The port’s viscosity also
matched the soup’s creaminess; but more importantly, the port and blue cheese
combination tamed the rather gamey taste of the biltong.
At a recent dinner – the one that made God laugh – I prepared a celery and blue cheese
soup topped with walnuts and apple slices. I thought a sauvignon blanc would pair well
with this but, uh-oh, I forgot I served my last bottle in a previous dinner! So instead, I
served a California reisling, hoping its fruity profile would match the soup’s apple- walnutcelery combination. But the blue cheese had such an assertive taste that it made a pansy
of the wine. Come to think of it, perhaps not even a sauvignon could have grappled with
the blue.
Port? Why didn't I think of that?
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Sometimes the mind has to be challenged and jolted out of its comfort zone, pulled
laterally, turned upside down! Yup, I should do my celery and blue cheese soup again.
------------------------This November 12 dinner was part of The South Africa Food and Wine Festival, Manila
and was hosted by the South African Embassy and ABS-CBN’s Restaurant 9501 for the
ladies of the International Food and Wine Society. The menu, using ingredients mostly
flown in from South Africa, was prepared by South African Chef Susina Jooste. The
wines are all South African and, I was told, are available at Zen Asia.
I hope to blog more about this eye-opener of a dinner.
The food and wine: Steenberg 1682 Brut NV Cap Classique; Allesverloren Port with
Biltong soup with blue cheese and Cape Vintage; Vergelegen Chardonnay with braised
Snoek (game fish) with sweet potato gratin and piquant pepper sambal and roti; Raka
Pinotage with Kudu (venison) carpaccio; Kanonkop Kadette with Karoo lamb braaivleis
(bbq) and bobotie (a meatloaf); Kanu Kia Ora Noble Late Harvest with amarula créme
brulée and Malva pudding.
Catch the South Africa Food and Wine Festival at Marco Polo, Cebu on November 15-20.
Posted by Socky at 12:24AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Port as Curtain Raiser?

- mtan

November 14, 2008

I wonder how a foie would work with the port we had.
2. Re: Port as Curtain Raiser?

- Socky

November 14, 2008

I imagine Port, like any sweet wine, working very well with foie gras. In fact, some foie
gras dishes are cooked in port reduction.
The Allesverloren port had the alluring hints of prunes and mocha; soft-edged but still
"uni-dimensionally" sweet, with the fruit outweighing the alcohol. But for those casual
after-dinner cheese platters, this is not a bad port to have.
3. Re: Port as Curtain Raiser?

- Socky

November 14, 2008

Oh, as to your question on whether this port will work with foie gras, I'd prefer port with a
bit more alcohol and structure to lift the wonderful, buttery taste of foie, otherwise
everything will just be too cloying.
4. Re: Port as Curtain Raiser?

- Noel

November 14, 2008

At one of JC de Terry's dinners I attended, he once paired an off-dry Amontillado with
the seared foie gras course. Excellent pairing - a nice change from the usual Sauternes,
Tokaji Aszu, Alsace VTs or SGNs.
5. Re: Port as Curtain Raiser?

- Socky

November 17, 2008

Read about that dinner in your blog, Noel. Hm, haven't tried amontillado nor Tokaji with
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foie. Must!

Oh Mao!
Monday, November 10, 2008
"Dare to struggle. Dare to win!" - now a
distant echo from the days of the Little Red
Book, Ho Chi Minh sandals and faded
camiso-tsino's. Now I find humor, not
blasphemy, in this little piece of sculpture Mickey Mao - by Frank Kozik.
(PS. There's a newly issued Stalin/Di
Maggio bust, also by Kozik. But I didn't like
Stalin and the only reason I knew Di
Maggio was because of Marilyn Monroe. I'd
love a Marilyn Monroe, though, like this
glass chopping board from Joseph Joseph
that I have, showing one of the world's
most recognizable faces as an ensemble of
vegetables!)
Posted by Socky at 11:31AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Oh Mao!

- katrina

November 10, 2008

Awesome sculpture! Did you get that in Canada, too? Together with the trivet and other
metal things you bought there, wasn't your luggage overweight?!
Sigh...as much as I love Cebu Pacific's budget fares, their 15-kilo luggage limits mean
almost no shopping is possible. :-(
2. Re: Oh Mao!

- mtan

November 10, 2008

Major blasphemy! lol I remember a time that I couldn't even buy a really nice Mao statue,
I was told it would be confiscated if I tried to bring it out of China. (I had a crush on Zhou
En Lai though!).
3. Re: Oh Mao!

- Socky

November 10, 2008
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I bought it online. This is the tiny (abt. 4"), hand-cast, limited edition (of 100) of the vinyl
original that comes in different colors. It's like a paperweight, really.

"Your place. You cook!"
Sunday, November 09, 2008
Our friend Chuchi was leaving for New York
in a week’s time when I got this mandate
from Charo: “Let’s have a despedida party
for her. Your place. You cook.”
Charo promised to bring the wine, so I
didn’t mind at all – except this was one
tough group to cook for. Charo doesn’t eat
beans and mushrooms, dislikes green or
red pepper (all of which I love); Chuchi is
allergic to eggplant and, except for fish,
doesn't eat meat (I'm carnivore!); Bingbing
has been advised to avoid “bad foods” such as fats and cured meats (no bacon?). And
Telly doesn’t eat steak with any trace of blood in it and doesn’t like strong tasting/smelling
cheese (she doesn't know what she's missing!)
What’s left for me to cook?
Worse, the week had been quite a busy week for me. A late afternoon meeting at the
office left me with barely an hour to whip something up. Thank God for Google, a quick
search yielded a recipe that seemed easy and quick to do: walnut-crusted tilapia fillet with
maple sauce.
A few tweaks and improvs here and there (like replacing tilapia with cleaner-tasting sole
fillets, making do with honey in the absence of maple syrup and adding salt and pepper
to the recipe) and voila, a dish that took no more than 20 minutes to prepare!
Complemented with insalate caprese on crostinis and a romaine/arugula salad with
grapes and pear, it made for a light but satisfying dinner that made everyone happy.
Went very well with the wines, too, particularly with the pinot grigio.
Recipe for Walnut-crusted Sole Fillet with Honey and Butter Syrup: 1 cup chopped
walnuts; 1/2 cup dry bread crumbs; 4-5 sole fillets; 1/4 cup honey; 1/4 cup butter, melted;
1 egg; Salt and ground pepper. Preheat oven to 450 degrees. Rinse and pat dry fish
fillets. Rub in salt and ground pepper. Grease the baking sheet. Beat egg in a shallow
bowl. Mix chopped walnuts and bread crumbs on a plate. Add some pepper, if desired.
Dip fish in beaten egg, coat with walnut mixture and place on greased baking sheet. Bake
9 minutes. Meanwhile, combine honey and melted butter. When fish is just about to be
cooked, remove from oven and pour honey-butter on fish. Return to oven and cook for
another minute or two. Serve hot.
Posted by Socky at 11:56PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: "Your place. You cook!"

- ChichaJo

November 10, 2008

Sounds yummy! I love eating savory dishes with a hint of sweetness :)
2. Re: "Your place. You cook!"

- katrina

November 10, 2008

I love fish encrusted with nuts! And butter and honey just make it that much more delish.
No photo of your creation? :-)
Galing mo -- this just took 20 minutes, including chopping the nuts? I can take half an
hour for a simple pasta dish!
3. Re: "Your place. You cook!"

- Socky

November 10, 2008

Hi, Joey. My recipe indicates equal amounts of butter and honey. But next time, I'll take
it easy with the honey (maybe 3/4 of honey to 1 of butter) coz it can be cloying. But, yes,
a hint of sweetness provides a wonderful counterpoint to the rather oily, "woody" taste of
the walnut.
Katrina, this was served at dinner when lighting is usually bad, so I didn't take pictures.
The bottles were taken the morning after :-)
But yes, hardly twenty minutes to prepare coz there's nothing else but the fish to cook,
and the butter is melted in the microwave. What takes long is chopping the walnuts, but
not if you have your good old mortar and pestle.
I'm sure you'll enjoy and love preparing this dish.
4. Re: "Your place. You cook!"

- mtan

November 10, 2008

Here's another option you can try, take a fillet of salmon, crush some wasabi green peas
(the ones you get at those japanese groceries), encrust the fish with the green peas and
roast for 20 mins or so (depends on the thickness of the fish) in the oven. Two
ingredients! Well salt and pepper too of course :D
5. Re: "Your place. You cook!"

- Socky

November 10, 2008

I've been looking for another dish to complement the yakiniku steak that I've been
cooking lately. This is it: wasabi green pea-crusted salmon! Or, instead of salmon which
can be heavy, maybe seared, wasabi green-pea-crusted tuna sashimi.

A Personal Reflection on Obama's Victory
Friday, November 07, 2008
I must admit that these past months I had
been consumed with the US presidential
elections. With an overwhelming sense that
history was about to be written, I had
followed the campaigns of Hillary Clinton
and Barack Obama. When Hillary lost the
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nomination, my feminist heart sank; but the prospect of an Obama, a black American, in
the White House was just as exhilarating. He was young, educated, bright, eloquent, and
a bit of an iconoclast – how could I not like him, the anti-thesis of anything Bush and
Republican!
But I knew I was simply an observer, an outsider who could only gape at the magnitude
of American democracy. Such that when Obama won, I did not expect the elation and the
sense of hope that his winning had sparked. The images surprised me: no longer
indifferent nor cynical, no longer jaded but seized with optimism, young people across
America rejoiced.
The following article was written and emailed to me by a young friend whom I admire and
have, in fact, written about in a previous post.
Here is her first-hand account of that American Experience.
-------------------------Dear family & friends,
Just wanted to take a few minutes and reflect with you how the last few days witnessing a
historical time in my life has felt like. For us, this isn't history yet. It is our brilliant present.
It is our now and now and now.
Over the last few months, I have been closely following the elections and it was an
intellectually stimulating yet emotionally draining exercise. Living in New York, I saw
around me a different "American" reality - the contrasts in economic wealth and diversity,
where realities are of Wall Street and street vendors; of consumerism at its peak on 5th
Avenue and gentrification at its worst in Harlem; of West Village brownstones and the
Bronx projects; where cosmetic surgery is done in 2 hours, while a victim of gun violence
waits between 4-6 hours in an emergency room line. Thrust into such an environment,
my political and social consciousness began to soar.
As election day approached, I knew I couldn't NOT participate. So I volunteered to do exit
polls at the voting centers. Exit polls are conducted to provide feedback on how the
voting process was for the voters. Exit polls cover almost everything and I particularly
contributed towards doing exit polls for the Asian American community. I woke up,
without an alarm clock, pumped on adrenalin, and headed to the voting center in Astoria,
Queens. For 6 hours, I spoke to people
about their right to vote and how it felt for them to exercise that right. It was, perhaps the
first time, that I evidenced what democracy means. One person, one vote. I heard
amazing stories, held many hands, shared many smiles and accepted many blessings.
People were so excited. Parents brought their children. Old people, 60 to 70 to 80 years,
standing in line to vote, bent over canes but radiating strength.
The energy was bursting in the city. As the hours slipped by, everyone ran somewhere to
watch the results be announced. I was with friends as we watched and screamed as the
results slowly kept coming in. And even when it was obvious that Obama had won, I had
to wait to see Obama actually give his acceptance speech before I knew it was REAL.
When I saw him stride onto stage, handsome and confident, I cried. We all cried. We
cried and cried through his speech. No, not just silent tears. We sobbed the way you cry
from your gut, where you whole body shakes and there is no control over your intense
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emotion. I saw people around me - white, black, brown, whatever color our crazy world
has been divided and sub-divided into - we all stood together, hugged each other and
knew that somehow, a little bit, just a little, little bit of the hatred that exists in our world
slipped away. There were
celebrations everywhere, Obama's name was chanted over and over, car horns went
wild, people at home ran outside into the streets and spontaneous marches and parties
broke out.
I was losing hope of my generation. I have often lamented that we have no Gandhi,
Martin Luther King, Mother Theresa, Nelson Mandela to lead us out of injustice and
inequality. Have we really progressed since these revolutionaries? My generation as I
know it is seeped in war, epidemics, religious intolerance, race and class divides, food
shortages. Despite all the advances in science and technology, we have not even come
close to resolving what living in equanimity can be like. Instead, our greatest feat has
been iPods and digital cameras.
But now, we have a leader. He won't make poor people rich, he won't stop the war
between Israel and Palestine, he won't stop HIV/AIDS spreading through the world, but
he will inspire us to become what we never dreamed we can be. Through his inspiration,
good will come. Not from him. From just you and me. He will remind us that we have
become complacent. He will remind us through leading by example that if he
accomplished becoming the most powerful man in the world with humility, discipline and
the passion to change what is wrong, then each of us can be agents of change. He will
remind us that we cannot do things by ourselves and we have to support one another's
struggles. He will remind us that his success isn't about being a black man but a man
who wants to end discrimination against all skin color.
Obama's presidency is representative of generations and generations of people who
were enslaved. He carries the scars of all those people who were wronged. And are still
being wronged. But I am full of hope now, full of hope that my generation will be inspired
to carry our world into a more dignified existence.
Thank you for listening to my thoughts. I would like to end with words from one of my
favorite poets, Rumi: "Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing, there is a field. I'll
meet you there."
Love, Seema
("My Personal Reflection on Obama's Victory" is reproduced here with permission from
the author, Seema Manohar. Banner photo from www.barackobama.com)
Posted by Socky at 05:35PM (+08:00)

Adobo on my Mind
Wednesday, November 05, 2008
The first time I cooked adobo was when I brought my first guests to the first house that I
built. The guests happened to be my parents and for my mom, it wasn’t only the first time
she was going to set foot in my new home (which I had kept from her like a secret
project), it was also the first time she was to know that I cooked at all. Well, the fact is, it
was the first time I ever cooked at all.
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Strangely that as a kid growing up in a culinary family, I had
always been shoo-ed away from the kitchen. Maybe my mom
found my attention span was too short for all the chopping
and slicing. Maybe I had projected myself as useless in the
kitchen anyway, the child who’d rather draw comic strips and
harbored dreams of getting published in Hiwaga Komiks.
Wasn’t I the child once caught drinking rubbing alcohol under
the table and who experimented with yeast and sugared
water in the hope of turning Coke and Royal Tru-Orange into
wine? They must have decided that I could and would be
anything – an artist, a writer, a scientist – but a cook.
Good thing, table conversation always revolved around the
dishes on the table and how they were prepared.
It was here, and not in the kitchen, that I learned everything I knew about adobo; and
while my knowledge was largely theoretical, it proved helpful when I finally put in a pot
the pork belly, vinegar, garlic, salt and bay leaf for my first ever adobo.
My mom being capampangan preferred her adobo twice cooked. But for my first and
subsequent adobo’s, and motivated mainly by my fear of oily splatters, I decided to do its
classic version - simmered in a pot and left to “fry” in the rendered fat - keeping in mind
the many tips on adobo that my mom and my culinary siblings shared at our dining table.
1. The secret is in the pork fat and the pork skin. Have as much of it and set healthy
considerations aside: the best adobo is a fatty adobo.
2. Crush black pepper and garlic together in a mortar and mash the vinegar-spice mixture
into the meat with your bare hands!
3. Never, never stir the pot before it boils and the vinegar is “cooked”, otherwise your
adobo will be marred by that raw vinegar taste.
4. Simmer, simmer, simmer.
I remember how my mom would always wax nostalgia for the adobo of her childhood,
when adobo was cooked in big batches , simmered in an earthen pot over fired wood,
and stored for days in earthen jars.
The recipe was simple, with the most basic and traditional ingredients. But I could
imagine their excitement as they took in the aroma wafting from the kitchen, their
anticipation building up for the day when they would scoop the first tender, deeply
flavored meats onto their plates and pour some of its oil on steaming rice.
Nowadays, though, adobo cooked very slowly on low fire has become a luxury. No longer
is it a measure of one’s emotional quotient. I’ve even seen jazzed-up, fusion-ed versions
by chefs who can’t seem to leave a good, simple thing alone. And sadly, in most home,
the adobo is no longer a dish of pride cooked by the lady of the house, but the quickest
dish the househelp can cook for members of the family suddenly coming home for lunch
or dinner.
The adobo is changing – and so are our memories of this most Filipino of dishes. Happily,
I have my own adobo story to tell, like probably most from my generation do. But what
about young people? Do they have adobo memories that they hold with fondness? What
adobo story will they tell?
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Posted by Socky at 08:46AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- userP

November 05, 2008

Coincidence? Rama's daycare asked for a typical FIlipino recipe for a recipe book they
were putting together - a fundraising project. My contribution was adobo! And I did note
that one mustn't stir the stew.
2. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- Socky

November 05, 2008

That was my mom's strict rule: wait for it to boil, otherwise mahihilaw ang suka! And
please don't trim the fat.
Btw, I don't use soy sauce in my adobo - just garlic, pepper, vinegar, salt and bay leaf.
And since I don't like it too salty, I add the salt way after the fatty stew has boiled. And I
cook it at the lowest fire for at least an hour.
3. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- ChichaJo

November 05, 2008

I agree that a good adobo is a fatty adobo! I didn't really enjoy adobo as a child because
my mom always had chicken adobo with no fat...so I only really "grew into" adobo as an
adult :) So I guess my experience is reversed. Now I love experimenting with it! I don't
do twice-cooked also because the frying makes a mess in the kitchen! My latest favorite
way to make it is in the oven (in a cast iron pot)...gentler heat and cooked for longer :)
Plus, no need to watch the stove top!
4. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- Chinkee

November 05, 2008

"...the best adobo is a fatty adobo."
For sure! My adobo memories are those of picnics in Tagaytay and the beach with my
family and cousins. I can't remember how we re-heated it, but it was always delicious
after horseback riding or swimming.
Another funny thing about adobo is that it seems to taste better in other people's houses.
I don't know how to explain it!
5. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- katrina

November 05, 2008

Socky, get Jason to make his Claypot Adobo for you! He cooks it in a palayok for
several hours, with lots of black pepper and no soy sauce. The meat is sooo tender, and
the sauce is really flavorful without being too salty. Teddy will feature it in Food
magazine very soon!
You inspire me with your story of how you made adobo as your very first kitchen
experiment! I've never cooked anything that required anything but sauteeing or baking.
But I've been pretty successful at the last few (admittedly, super simple) dishes I've
dared to attempt, so maybe adobo can be in my near future. Especially since Felipe
LOVES adobo! :-)
6. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- mtan

November 06, 2008
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My favorite adobo memory was one of my crazed xmas dinners for my aunts and
cousins in SF. I used to do them when I lived there, it was my "contribution" to familial
peace. My sister would host it since she had a nice kitchen, and I'd come up with a
massive menu of things to cook. Good thing my sister let me do those things then. We
had cornish game adobo one year, took me a couple of hours to get the adobo marinade
right, then prepping the hens, roasting them. Ay. But they tasted darn good. The longer
the cooking process for adobo the better, gets all the flavors mixed right.
7. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- AlexBernardo

November 11, 2008

Over many years of eating and cooking adobo, I've found the keys are slow cooking and
enjoying it the next day. Adobo is not a rushed dish. But I've found the slow cooking can
be speeded up in a modern kitchen. One way is braising it in a le creuset in the oven set
at low temp. Takes at least an hour or two. Even better is cooking it stove top in very low
heat in a clay tagine. The tagine cooks it probably in about a half-hour or so. I don't even
use a lot of pork fat, the slow cooking breaks down the meat and makes it tender to fall
off the bone. I enjoy a glass of Alsatian Gewurz or German Riesling with adobo.
8. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- Socky

November 11, 2008

A clay tagine! I've always wanted to buy one. Just wondering if I'll use it often enough to
justify the footprint in my small kitchen. Now, adobo might just be the reason to buy that
I'm waiting for... ha! ha!
9. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- AlexBernardo

November 11, 2008

Hi Socky, I strongly suggest you try it, you might just find yourself using it a lot like me. I
also have a small kitchen, so I don't even put it away. After cleaning it I just leave it
sitting on the stove until the next use. The clay is pretty decorative on top of the range.
The funny thing is I don't even cook Moroccan food, yet I use the tagine for
stewing/braising meat, chicken, vegetables, etc., including roasting chestnuts. Very
efficient way of cooking as it cooks anything fast and at low heat. If you do get one I
suggest you get the Moroccan-made clay tagine, it's cheap and pretty.
10. Re: Adobo on my Mind

- Socky

November 11, 2008

This is just the push i need :-) Will check out Rustan's and Gourdo's asap!

Happy Halloween!
Friday, October 31, 2008
Posted by Socky at 06:44PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Happy Halloween!

- userP

October 31, 2008

Boo! Rama will get a HUGE kick out of this. You should've been here during the zombie
jamboree!!!
2. Re: Happy Halloween!

- Noel

November 01, 2008

You, somehow, looked just a little bit different during this evening....
N
3. Re: Happy Halloween!

- Socky

November 02, 2008

Same eyeglasses, black shirt and my usual diet of liver... too bad Je Suis Gourmand
doesn't serve brains (pig's brains).
Happy holloween!
4. Re: Happy Halloween!

- mtan

November 02, 2008

Gory!
5. Re: Happy Halloween!

- ChichaJo

November 02, 2008

You both look so cool!!! Zoiks! Scurrry!!!
6. Re: Happy Halloween!

- Marvin

November 04, 2008

Yikes, socky! When your page first opened up in my browser all I saw was your picture
and I thought you got beat up or something. Nice makeup job! You scared the crap out
of me.
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3rd Annual France Food and Wine Festival
Sunday, October 26, 2008
The come-on was that, this year, the festival would
feature French wines from the wine list of Michelinrated restaurants. And, unlike the crowded buffet of the
previous festival - the dinners would be more formal
and intimate, with four of Manila's top chefs preparing
their own dishes to pair with the wines.
The dinner wasn't cheap, though, and would be such a
guilty indulgence against the backdrop of a global
crisis. But considering that most of the featured wines
would cost upwards of P2000 on retail - and
considering that most restaurants would charge at least
P300 per glass for a popular P700 New Zealand wine I thought it was reasonable. I calculated that if I drank
10 glasses that evening, I would have got my money's
worth with a lovely dinner thrown in free!
Incredible how such simple mathematics
could assuage our catholic guilt!
For the dinner venue, the choices were
Chef Marc Aubry's Je Suis Gourmand ,
Chef Colin Mackay's Sala Restaurant, Chef
Cyrille Soenen's Restaurant CiÇou's and
Alain Raye's La Regalade French Bistro.
Some friends have tried La Regalade, but
none of them really raved about the food.
The most passionate review I read was that
of Margaux Salcedo for the Philippine Daily Inquirer and it wasn't even about the food :-)
Being more into Spanish food and the more flavorful, spicier Asian cuisine, I myself
hardly jump up and down over French bistro fare (except in my younger, wide-eyed,
L'Eau Vive days). Sala? I figured I could go there anytime and I actually preferred Colin
Mackay's People's Palace.
It was then a choice between Je Suis Gourmand and Restaurant Ciçou. Since I've
already gone to Gourmand for a previous Sommelier Selection event, Lunch With The
Vignerons - which, by the way, I enjoyed immensely - Restaurant CiCou was an obvious
choice. Chef Cyril Soenen, nicknamed Ciçou, was Executive Chef of Prince Albert
Rotisserie and Crowne Plaza/Holiday Inn before he put up his own restaurant in Makati's
newest boutique hotel, Hotel Celeste. Frankly, I didn't even notice that a new hotel had
sprung up on that corner lot where Mars Disco - and Faces of the '80s - used to be!
I liked the restaurant's sparse, open look that uses my favorite (non)color palette of black,
white and stainless steel. Surprisingly, it felt cozy and cushioned from the cacophony one
expected from the traffic at Makati Avenue/Pasay Road intersection. I loved that my
friend and I were seated at a table-for-two, not only sparing us from having to do small
talk with strangers but allowing us to shamelessly cajole the waiter and Jerome's
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assistant to pour more wine than they were instructed to.
Ciçou proved to be a good choice: the dishes were delicate and exquisitely presented;
more importantly, they did showcase the wines' virtues, not overshadow them - a restraint
admirable in a "newly independent" chef out to prove his worth.
Among the wines, I found the chardonnay, Viré Clesse, Domaine de la Bongran, Cuvée
Tradition JET 2003, and the monbazillac, Domaine du Petit Paris, Cuvé Grains Nobles
1998, to be the most memorable. It surprised me that the chardonnay went so well with
the duck liver cooked in Madiran wine, where I expected a red to do better. With
chardonnays often dismissed by wine snobs or ABC's (anything but chardonnay) as too
commercial and all media hype, this chardonnay proved that when well made (and not
overproduced by greedy vintners), it is indeed the king of whites. Its classic virtues - bold,
buttery, with intense fruit flavors of apple, figs and melon - leap to the fore. Unfortunately,
a chardonnay of this quality doesn't come cheap; but it is a must-try, if only to disabuse
our palate from the many mediocre and flabby chardonnays available here.
As for the monbazillac, I am now convinced that this sweet, silky wine from the southwest
of France is a good, and less expensive, alternative to Sauternes in a foie gras pairing.
--------------------------------------All wines available at Sommelier Selection: Champagne Drappier, Carte d'Or (Sparking
Wine, P3,275); Viré Clessé, Domaine de la Bongran, Cuvée Tradition JET 2003 (White,
P2,415); Pouilly Fuissé, Domaine Robert-Denogent, Les Reisses 2005 (White, P2,230);
Chinon, Domaine Bernard Baudry, Croix Boissée 2000 (Red, P2,435); Beaujolais
Villages, Domaine Lapalu, Le Rang du Merle 2006 (Red, P2,420); Monbazillac, Domaine
du Petit Paris, Cuvée Grains Nobles 1998 (Sweet, P1,820). Sommelier Selection is at
Unit 203, 2nd floor, Jannov Plaza, 2295 Don Chino Roces Avenue Extension (formerly
pasong tamo). Tel +63 2 840-4211;
Fax +63 2 892-9928.
In photo: my friend and I with Jerome Philippon of Sommelier Selection and Chef Ciçou.
Posted by Socky at 09:42PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: 3rd Annual France Food and Wine Festival

- userP

October 28, 2008

The biggest question is this: how did you find the keystroke to get the "c" with a little tail?
2. Re: 3rd Annual France Food and Wine Festival

- Socky

October 28, 2008

Ha! Ha! On a mac, it's Option+C. Now you can type façade!
3. Re: 3rd Annual France Food and Wine Festival

- Noel

October 28, 2008

Hi,
Thank you for your comment on my blog.
As I responded, we were the group of 20 near the door. I organized that group of friends
to attend this dinner, as I did my table of 17 at the festival's opening night at Gourmand.
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Not all my friends knew each other, but that just adds to the liveliness of conversation.
I actually requested the long table so I could sit with everyone and not have to choose
between one table or another - after all, I invited everyone there.
Depending where you are in Bordeaux or elsewhere in wine producing French regions,
the "traditional" foie gras pairing will differ.
In the Médoc, it will most always be with red wine. In Sauternes and Barsac, it will be the
sweet wine they are famous for. In Alsace, it will most likely be a vendanges tardives or
sélection de grains nobles of gewürztraminer, riesling or tokay pinot gris. Then there is
always the Hungarian Tokaji Aszu.
I have been to La Régalade a few times, and, after having looked at their festival menu
and wine pairings, I, too, saw no need to attend their dinner. Rayé or no Rayé.
N
4. Re: 3rd Annual France Food and Wine Festival

- Socky

October 28, 2008

Thanks, Noel, for the enlightening bit on foie gras pairing. I have tried foie with a Cahors
and that worked well, too. Hope you don't mind that I linked your blog in mine. Though
the wines you write about can be quite intimidating :-), especially for those just getting
into wine - it's a great read. Everyone can learn from your passion and deep knowledge
of this ancient, delightful beverage.
5. Re: 3rd Annual France Food and Wine Festival

- Noel

October 28, 2008

I am honored to be linked to your blog.
Re Cahors, I like pairing their earthy, robust, masculine reds with cassoulet or grilled ribeye. Madirans as well.
I've never tried Cahors with foie, though. But, then, I only drink red with foie when I am in
the Médoc. I strongly believe in the saying: "When in Rome...."
6. Re: 3rd Annual France Food and Wine Festival

- Chinkee

November 03, 2008

Hi Socky! it seems that we always miss each other at events. I was at the Cicou dinner
too, but we were booked for Thursday. I hope to bump into you soon, though!:-)
7. Re: 3rd Annual France Food and Wine Festival

- Alberto

June 22, 2010

viagra online
buy viagra
generic viagra

Peanut Butter Soup, Anyone?
Tuesday, October 14, 2008
F-Word has struck out the peanut butter soup from their menu!
Oh no, I got the news just when my foodie friends were trooping to this restaurant that
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night. I had been to F-Word twice and, this
time, I wanted to try a shiraz pairing with
their best sellers, the Uber-Healthy Sisig
and the Pork Onnie. I also promised myself
to try, finally, that most curious item in the
menu: the peanut butter soup.
I texted Erik Matti immediately and
practically begged him to please, please
serve the soup - just for the night!
Thankfully, he obliged. Not only did the
kitchen prepare the soup as soon as we
arrived, they lined up about 8 or 10 new dishes for us to try!
I like F-Word because its food exudes "improvisation", images of a foodie making do with
what he has in his cupboard. Spontaneous, not studied; more honest, more about hitting
a chord rather than making an impression.
The peanut butter soup is obviously one of those improvised dishes by someone who
likes peanut butter enough to extend its use beyond breakfast or afternoon snack. The
result, surprisingly, is a light creamy soup, with toppings of diced tomato and cilantro to
refresh the palate. I wouldn't describe it as peanut-buttery; not even kare-kare-like, as I
initially imagined. The taste reminded us of sate, with its hint of barbecue smoke and
peanut sauce. Whatever, my friends and I were unanimous: this soup is very good and
deserves to be an F-Word mainstay.
Unfortunately, as Erik told me later, spoilage is an issue. It's probably not a kind of soup
you can make in big batches or prepare a day before and stock in the ref. Besides - and I
think this was the real killer - not many people order soup with their dinner.
Mea culpa! I should have ordered it the first, and second time, I ate at F-Word. But - like
the typical Pinoy who doesn't have much patience for structured dining - I would dive
straight into the main course or stuff my face silly with my favorite uber-sisig. Now I feel
guilty for the demise of this wonderfully simple, unexpectedly good soup.
-------------------------------(New F Word dishes coming up! Our thumbs-up goes to the Spicy Chicken Wings, the
Lumpia/Samosa, the TuTi Pasta.)
Posted by Socky at 03:36PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Peanut Butter Soup, Anyone?

- mtan

October 15, 2008

wings, samosas, soup, two kinds of burgers, chicken wrap, fish pasta, sizzling bulalo,
sole with paella, lamb chop, and two desserts. Did i forget anything?
2. Re: Peanut Butter Soup, Anyone?

- Katrina

October 15, 2008
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I checked the pictures I took and no, Mila, you didn't miss anything. Wow, 12 dishes in
all!
It's really too bad about the Peanut Butter Soup. But I can't blame them for taking it off
the menu. I'd been there twice, with people who'd been there many times more, and I
was the only one even remotely interested to try it. And it wasn't just because they didn't
want soup; they didn't want *that* soup. I think many people just don't want to risk
ordering that they might not like, so they gravitate to the familiar dishes.
You know what would be a great idea? Serve the soup as a sauce for the Spicy Chicken
Wings! :-D That might work, since Pinoys know and like sate already.
3. Re: Peanut Butter Soup, Anyone?

- Socky

October 15, 2008

I remember also liking the inasal burger, the sole with aligue and capers on paellarisotto, the soup of the sizzling bulalo. Unfortunately, by the time the 5th dish was
served, I was so stuffed to taste and appreciate any more food.
4. Re: Peanut Butter Soup, Anyone?

- Lami

October 16, 2008

Awww, now I'm hungry! ;)
Delicious blog, Sockie! Love it ;)
5. Re: Peanut Butter Soup, Anyone?

- Socky

October 17, 2008

Coming from you, what a compliment, Tweet! Thanks for dropping by! Do visit the ofc
when you're in Makati.
6. Re: Peanut Butter Soup, Anyone?

- ChichaJo

October 20, 2008

The peanut butter soup was my favorite of the night! So sad that they are taking it off
the menu, but like Katrina said, I do understand why...
Looking forward to more of those chicken wings though :)
7. Re: Peanut Butter Soup, Anyone?

- Lee

October 30, 2008

cool.. erik matti is an old friend from Bacolod. We knew each other when we were
theatre bums in college.
8. Re: Peanut Butter Soup, Anyone?

- Socky

October 31, 2008

Hi, Lee. I'll mention that to erik and tell him about your photoblog on flickr. Thanks for
dropping by.

The Dinner That Made God Laugh
Thursday, October 09, 2008
It's not often that I have a Jesuit priest come over for dinner at my place. "It's Father
Joel", as he's wont to introduce himself, must have impressed the lady at the condo
reception who I'm sure is used to my usual gaggle of guests who arrive prim and proper
but leave tripping out of elevators and staggering to their cars.
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Father Joel Tabora SJ is President of the Ateneo de Naga University. Despite his ultrabusy schedule, he had accepted my invitation for dinner last Monday. The come-on was
that I was cooking dinner myself and that I had wines that were just waiting for the right
food and the right company. As a priest of the Jesuit Order - a secret society, I was told,
of food and wine connoisseurs - I'm sure Father Joel knew his chateauneufs from his
merlots. That he was an only brother to two very good cooks would also make him a food
snob of sorts. So what, good Lord, do I serve for dinner!
Knowing how I - an occasional cook - could go into fits of panic and indecision in the
kitchen, I had to plan well and plan way in advance. Once, expecting a few friends for
dinner and after I had bought all the ingredients for a recipe, I just simply, inexplicably,
froze. I panicked, realizing how little time I had before my guests arrived. So I stared at
the stove as I would at a blank piece of paper, while the recipe in my head slipped away
into some dark, unreachable recesses of my memory. North Park had to come to the
rescue.
No, not ever, never should this deep, personal, private shame happen again. Not this
night with Father Joel and some dear friends, especially that I had decided to cook a 4course dinner!
First, I had to make sure I didn't change my mind about the menu, which I often did and
always at the last minute. To vacillate over soup - or even an aperetif - would certainly be
disastrous, like a tiny crack that could make my self-assurance come crashing down like
an old brick wall.
So, for three days before the dinner, I rummaged through my cookbooks for ideas. Then,
having decided on the hor d'ouvre, the soup, the salad and the main dish, I took a nicelooking notebook and wrote down my recipes, in long hand. It was like signing a contract
with myself, a commitment to stick to the "agreed" menu no matter what.
Second, I had to make sure I had all the ingredients I needed. Shopping, then, had to be
done on Sunday, a day before the dinner. This would give me enough time to rush back
to the supermarket in case I forgot anything. Also, it was to ensure the ingredients particularly the greens - were fresh and still crunchy when served.
I also found it useful to bring a copy of the recipes when I shopped. This "contextualized"
my purchases, helping me decide on the size, amount, weight of the ingredients to buy. It
also allowed room for small deviations from the recipes, like "hey, wouldn't it be nice to
add some apples to compliment the celery in the soup."
Third, very little cooking should be done on the night itself. I couldn't chop food as fast as
those chefs on AFC; I always took time measuring and organizing ingredients in little
dishes and cups; I couldn't cook two dishes at a time without burning one; and I'd prefer
to look fresh, not harrassed, when I joined my guests at the table. So, most of the dishes
were actually prepped and/or cooked the night before.
Since I was working with a new "ingredient" for my salad dressing - a Rosemary Wine
Syrup which I bought in Toronto - I did a dry run first, trying the recipe on a couple of
romaine leaves, before I made the final batch for serving the following day.
For items that had to be cooked on the night of the dinner itself, I drew up a to-do list that
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read: 1) roast potatoes, 2) buy baguette, toast with butter and garlic, 3) slice apple, thin 1/2 top soup, 1/2 for salad, 4) slice strawberries, grapes - for salad.
By 10pm Sunday, the salad greens had been washed, cut and spun dry; the dressing
was happily chilling in the ref. The soup and the steak sauce were cooked as well, ready
for reheating. And the following morning, before I stepped out for work, I set the table. For
any guest, there's nothing more welcoming than the sight of a nicely set dinner table, with
the plates, silverware and glasses spotless and the napkins properly folded.
The only major thing left to do was the steaks. At Santis, I asked the guy behind the
counter to slice them 1-inch thick. Unless you fall asleep at the stove, it's almost
impossible to over-cook a steak as thick as that! So, after finishing my salad, I excused
myself to work in the kitchen: pan-sear the meat, pop in the oven to grill - all in just 5 to 7
minutes!
With such a meticulously planned dinner, what could possibly go wrong? Well, how about
creating a thick cloud of smoke while searing the steaks! The condo guard buzzed my
intercom: I had set off the smoke alarm! Oh no, would the smoke set off the sprinklers,
too? My mind blanked out; dire images flashed before my eyes: sprinklers bursting, water
dousing everything in sight, my guests rushing out of my apartment, this time not drunk
but drenched and gagging from all the smoke.
I held my breath, waiting for the worst dinner disaster of my life to happen.
Why didn't I foresee this? Smoke control should have been #5 in my to-do list. Later in
the evening, as I sulked silently over my sin of omission, I remembered a favorite joke:
how do you make God laugh?
Tell Him you have a plan...
But it helped that we said graces before the meal and that one of my guests was wellconnected with the Higher Power. No holy prank was thrown our dinner table. The smoke
dissipated as quickly as we flung open the windows and door. And the steaks came out
with a beautifully seared crust and, inside, the juiciness of a perfect medium-rare.
----------------The food: Insalata Caprese on Crostini (tomato, kesong puti, basil); Celery and Blue
Cheese Soup, topped with Apple Slices and Walnuts; Mesclun Salad with Strawberries,
Apples and Grapes tossed in Rosemary Wine Syrup Dressing; Tenderloin Steak with
Pink Pepper Sauce.
The wines: Domaine de Gournier Vin de Pays de Cévennes 2007 Rosé; Poet's Leap
Reisling 2006 Columbia Valley; Pierre Usseglio & Fils 2004 Chateauneuf du Pape.
Posted by Socky at 10:46AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Dinner That Made God Laugh

- katrina

October 10, 2008

I just love this story, Socky!!! I'm happy your dinner turned out well, despite a small hitch.
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I think that little hassle of having to get rid of the smoke just made the evening more
memorable, and as is evident now, gives your story more punch. :-)
I'd enjoy more details about the night -- like, who is Fr. Joel Tabora and why did you
have him for dinner? And what did you serve, apart from steak?
2. Re: The Dinner That Made God Laugh

- Socky

October 10, 2008

Father Joel is the brother of my friend, Lelen Tabora (the Gourmet Tuyo lady I had also
blogged about). Once, Fr. Joel and I got to talk about wine and, since I still had leftover
bottles from the dinner with the "other Joel", I invited him over. I planned a simple steakand-wine which, as you now know, turned into an elaborate, sit-down, multi-course and
near-disatrous dinner. I am still laughing thinking about the experience.
Btw, I just added a postscript for the list of food that I cooked and the wine I served.
3. Re: The Dinner That Made God Laugh

- Anonymous

May 17, 2009

you made me laugh...i think you used butter to sear the steak...the culprit!!
4. Re: The Dinner That Made God Laugh

- Socky

May 18, 2009

It was hilarious... but not while it was happening. And no, I didn't use butter. It was olive
oil. I think my pan was too hot.

The Latest F-Word
Tuesday, October 07, 2008
At night, it’s a bright spot on C. Palanca – glass panel
doors flung open, interiors painted white and well-lit, and
a busy, open kitchen visible from the street. It’s not your
usual dark and dank after-office dug-out. People aren’t
hulked over bottles of beer, heads aren’t turned away
from the incandescent light, and conversation doesn’t
sound like the usual drone about office politics.
If it seems a happier place, it’s because F-Word is really
more about food. Don’t expect the usual 5+1 beer promo
to draw the crowd over. The drink list is (still) limited to
San Migs and Sangria. What people will come here for
are most likely the Pork Onnie, F-word’s sweetish
version of adobo, and the Salmon Udon. Twice I came
here for its Uber-healthy Sisig, grilled pork cheeks and
liver bits in – if it’s any consolation – lettuce wrap. There’s also that peanut butter soup
that I’m sure piques everyone’s curious appetite.
F-Word is Director Erik Matti’s newest restaurant that he runs with a brother and some
colleagues in production. Not many people know that cooking is his other passion, that
Matti actually took some courses at the International School of Culinary Arts and Hotel
Management in Manila and that most, if not all the items in the menu are his own original
recipes. No wonder the twist and the irony!
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To know the man and sample his food is to know that F-Word is quintessentially Erik
Matti. This time it’s Erik Matti as a kitchen indie, challenging and delighting the otherwise
jaded palate of a mostly advertising, Makati audience.
Peanut butter as soup. Who the f--- would’ve thought!
(This article was written for Adobo Magazine and appeared in its Sept-Oct 2008 issue.
Erik Matti is an awardwinning film and advertising director who has done a lot of
commercials for our ad agency. He owns another restaurant, Mogwai, in Cubao X.
F Word is on C. Palanca, Legazpi Village, Makati. )
Posted by Socky at 04:44PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Latest F-Word

- katrina

October 07, 2008

What a coincidence -- I meant to text you guys about this place after I ate there some
time ago. But I thought I'd eat there at least once more before recommending it, and I
haven't had a chance since.
I've been hearing a lot about Erik Matti's cooking since he opened Mogwai, which is why
I was eager to eat there when we all went to Cubao X for the Groovy Guide launch. As
you know, though, we ended up sticking to the free pica-pica. Delish as they were, I'd
like to taste the main course, too. So I'm really happy that he's opened another (albeit,
different) resto in Makati! I was so excited about all the interesting dishes on the menu
that I over-ordered. Unfortunately (or, as it turns out, since I was too full, fortunately), the
Peanut Butter Soup wasn't available. But I enjoyed the spicy Gambas Croquetas and the
Chicken Liver Ravioli. Wasn't happy about the drink and dessert I had, though. I want to
go back and try more, let's go! :-D
2. Re: The Latest F-Word

- Socky

October 08, 2008

I had promised Mila (and that includes the blogging gang, of course) to a pork barbecue
and shiraz pairing. We can have it here - the sisig can stand in for the barbecue, can't it?
I'll bring the shiraz!
3. Re: The Latest F-Word

- gourmandtales

November 01, 2008

interesting:)
4. Re: The Latest F-Word

- Socky

November 03, 2008

Thanks for dropping by. Visited your blog and was quite impressed with the number of
restaurants you've visited in just 3 months of blogging! Since my food journey rarely
takes me out of Makati, your blog is a good resource for restaurants in QC and Manila. I
share your opinion, btw, about Mamou and Purple Feet.
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Garlic Talk
Monday, September 29, 2008
I don’t remember when I started eating garlic by itself
and loving it.
What I remember was watching my dad pop a garlic
clove every morning as one would his multivitamin pill,
way before natural or herbal medicines became the
vogue. He said it was good for the heart, although I
preferred my yaya’s version that garlic drove away
aswangs.
That it caused bad breath didn't deter me from eating
garlicky food on dinner dates (as long as my date ate
the same thing). I love scooping the garlic from the
adobo sauce. I like crunchy garlic flakes as topping on fried rice, arroz caldo and fried galunggong - and
usually added more garlic to a dish than the recipe required.
Nowadays, I'm so loving roasted garlic. Spread on multigrain bread, it has become a
favorite breakfast fare - so much healthier than butter on toast! At dinner with friends, I
have also replaced the usual garlic bread with roasted garlic that they have to spread on
bread themselves. Less work for me, more fun for them - especially that it's served on
this small terra cotta dish that always gets their uuyy's, aaay's and (garlic) sighs.
Posted by Socky at 01:27PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Garlic Talk

- katrina

September 30, 2008

Count us in as garlic fans! I don't think we've ever used less than a whole head of garlic
when cooking something -- even if it's just for the two of us!
Those are cute salt & pepper mills, Socky! Looks like you brought back quite a stash of
cool design. :-)
2. Re: Garlic Talk

- Socky

September 30, 2008

Yes, love those salt and pepper mills! All they require is some thumb action and you've
got perfectly grated salt and pepper everytime. What's great is they're sized for table-top
use. Easy to pass around. Such simple but really cool design.
The terra cotta roasted garlic dish, on the other hand, holds the olive oil for dipping your
bread. Also doubles as a butter (or garlic butter!) dish. So it's not after all a whimsical
buy :-)
3. Re: Garlic Talk

- mtan

October 05, 2008
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That's a cute garlic dish, I thought it was a duck head on the top but realized it was a
head of garlic. I keep a small tupperware full of roasted garlic in the fridge. And there's
nothing tastier than stuffing a chicken full of garlic and roasting.
4. Re: Garlic Talk

- Socky

October 06, 2008

I thought so too and needed to do a double take. It's cute coz it's a single-dgarlic dish. I
saw something similar at Rustan's but it's big.

Objets Trouvés
Saturday, September 20, 2008
What I love about modern design is the way it turns a
commonplace object into an aesthetically pleasing,
often stunning, piece without compromising its
functionality. Take, for example, these two objets
trouvés - found objects - from my recent visit to
Toronto. I love that both deceive, intrigue and
surprise. Well, they turn out to be two things we
usually take for granted in our kitchen. Can you
guess?
(Click here and here.)
Posted by Socky at 10:25AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Objets Trouvés

- katrina

September 21, 2008

Socky, those are absolutely stunning!!! Especially the soup ladle! One of the things that
sometimes happens with modern design is that function suffers for form; but in this case,
BOTH form and function are greatly improved upon. It's pure genius! I WANT ONE!!!
2. Re: Objets Trouvés

- Leica
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September 22, 2008

I thought the soup ladle was some sort of mortar and pestle! I thought the trivet was for a
washing machine contraption to help make "kusot" your clothes or something. Both my
guesses were wrong!
3. Re: Objets Trouvés

- caryn

September 23, 2008

those are really nice; i like the idea of the soup ladle being able to stand on its own. at
first i thought it might be a ladle-holder (yes, we actually have a few in tokyo, hahaha!).
the second one was a bit tricky --- i was reminded of the huge luz sculptures ;-) are they
stable enough though?
4. Re: Objets Trouvés

- Socky

September 23, 2008

The trivet elements look like those chinese jackstone pieces we used to play with as
kids, each sized about 1"x1"x1". They are, surprisingly very stable. And can be adjusted
to carry big plates or baking dishes.
Thanks for dropping by, caryn!

Happy Birthday!
Thursday, September 18, 2008
Still jetlagged from my recent Toronto trip, I
couldn't plan a proper party and was ready
to let my birthday pass uneventful.
So what a surprise when I walked into the
office yesterday and was greeted with
balloons, flowers, a chocolate cake with 16
candles (ha! ha!) and 30 people - dressed
in my favorite color, black - singing Happy
Birthday! Lunch was ordered from North
Park, with ice cream and 3 cakes for dessert.
In the evening, a spur-of-the moment get-together with a small group of friends got me
frantic in the kitchen. My fabada was slightly burnt (I just smiled when Chuchi asked,
"What's the nice, smoky flavor, Socky?"); and I ran short of parmesan cheese for my
spinach penne. But the wines, ah! Thanks, Ariel, for the Chateau La Cardonne Medoc
2002 and the Batasiolo Barolo 2003 (which, by the way, I'm setting aside for another
special occasion) and Charo, for the Domaine Labranche Laffont Madiran 2005.
As we sipped our last drops of wine, shared a mooncake (thanks, Mench!) and waited for
the day's final hour to end, I realized what an amazing year I had. Travels. Food. Wine.
Family. Friends. Love.
It wasn't such an uneventful birthday after all.
Posted by Socky at 08:48AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Happy Birthday!

- mtan

September 18, 2008

Happy Birthday Socky!
2. Re: Happy Birthday!

- katrina

September 18, 2008

Happy Birthday again, Socky! How sweet of them all to dress in matching colors pa! I'm
glad to hear you had a wonderful birthday with good friends and food. One truly can't ask
for more. :-)
3. Re: Happy Birthday!

- wysgal

September 19, 2008

That's a nice surprise!
Happy birthday Socky! =)
4. Re: Happy Birthday!

- Socky

September 19, 2008

Thanks, guys! It's great to feel more loved as one gets older :-)
5. Re: Happy Birthday!

- Anton

September 22, 2008

BelatedHappyBirthday,Socky!
6. Re: Happy Birthday!

- GraceDChong

September 22, 2008

Grand surprise party, Socky! Belated happy birthday!
7. Re: Happy Birthday!

- Socky

September 23, 2008

Thanks, Anton! Thanks and congratulations on your latest book launch, Grace!

Eats Toronto: A Late-Summer Roundup
Wednesday, September 17, 2008
This time of the year is a good time to be in a fresh/organic/local produce-obsessed
country like Canada. "Harvest Festival" is a favorite restaurant theme, and heirloom
tomatoes almost always take center stage. In my short, 19-day visit, Poch and I dined at
the following:
1. Grace Restaurant, 503 College Street
2. Gladstone Hotel, 1214 Queen Street W, for their 3rd Annual Harvest Wednesdays
3. Cafe Diplomatico, 594 College Street
4. Jamie Kennedy Wine Bar, 9 Church St. I highly recommend this place!
5. Reds Bistro, 77 Adelaide W
6. Provence Restaurant, 12 Amelia St', in Toronto's Old Cabbagetown
7. Grapefruit Moon Cafe, 968 Bathurst Street. This popular/controversial Annex
neighborhood fixture - which reminds me of Penguin Cafe - was once the subject of the tv
reality show, Restaurant Makeover. Click here for horror stories and mixed reviews. No,
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nay, nyet!
Some days Poch and I just stayed home and chilled,
managing to finish a stash of wine (10 bottles!) that
included the 1999 Chardonnay we bought from
Southbrook Vineyards in Niagara.
Good! Good! Good!
(Photos, from top: Jamie Kennedy's facade; me with
Gladstone Chef Marc Breton, Poch at Reds Bistro.)
Posted by Socky at 02:06PM (+08:00)

The Five Thieves of Toronto
Wednesday, September 10, 2008
In Rosedale, a rather upscale community
north of Bloor, you'll find a group of stores
that Torontoists affectionately call the Five
Thieves: Patachou Patisserie, Harvest
Wagon, Pisces Fish Shop, Olliffe Meat and
All The Best Fine Foods. That's because
everything here is much more expensive!
But people, it seems, are only too happy to
get fleeced.
At Patachou, Poch paid about CAD$2.00
each for their smallish croissants - but they are, supposedly, Toronto's best. In a face-off
among the city's top 4 croissants, Julie Reitsma of Torontoist.com declared: (Patachou's
was) our freshest of croissants, had the most perfect tear of any of our contestants,
uncoiling in such a way that the shell and the inside were exposed, but not fully
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separated. The smell and flavour were...
nothing short of divine. The butter level was
spot-on, indulgent without being gluttonous,
and while a napkin would have been
handy, we happily lived without."
Reading her words, I felt I wasn’t just
croissant-unsophisticate, but a boor who
ate and gulped down my croissant without
much thought as to its “tearability” and
“butter level”. Truth is, while I found the
Patachou croissants very good, I really
couldn’t tell their flaky, buttery difference
from the slightly cheaper (CAD$1.45++) but
just as highly rated croissants from Clafouti
(on Queen Street West, just across the
Trinity Bellwoods Park).
Thief #2 is Harvest Wagon. The morning
we dropped by, Poch pointed out to me
their baby cauliflowers - ordinary enough
until I realized the baby cauliflowers were
purple! There were in fact a lot of
vegetables harvested and sold while still in
their infancy (baby peppers, baby bokchoy),
as if freshness wasn’t a premium enough.
We quickly browsed the stuff at Olliffe’s Meats (Poch
is vegetarian and will shun even grass-fed cows), but
at Pisces we found slabs of tuna which I quickly
inspected following Marketman's tips on what to look
for when buying sashimi-grade tuna. Yup,
Marketman himself would be pleased with these
finds.
Our final stop, Thief #5, was All The Best Fine Foods
where we found a whole section dedicated to
specialty vinegars, dressings and sauces. There
were sections too for artisan breads, cheeses and
prepared meals, which were quite tempting as it was nearing lunch.
But it was this one small, 200-ml bottle that caught our interest: Magic 8 Wine Vinegar
which was #13 in the 100-Must-Try-Before-You-Die Tastes of Toronto. It cost
CAD$34.95++! The food tourist in me vacillated and decided to spend that dough on
lunch instead, at the Jamie Kennedy Wine Bar.
The sad news is that upcoming developments in the area– and steep rent increases - are
soon to disperse the five thieves. Patachou has in fact moved to the corner across, south
on Yonge Street, and most likely, All The Best Fine Foods too. While the other three have
decided to stay, it will never be the same for this old, proud neighborhood. As one longtime resident put it, “Once the Five Thieves go, there’s nothing to do but move.”
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Five or nothing: 1) good bread and coffee ; 2) fresh, organic, local farm produce; 3) top
grade meats; 4) fresh fish and seafood; and 5) all the fine things that bring all these
together.
Sounds to me like the 5 fundamentals of a life worth living, and celebrating.
Posted by Socky at 10:47PM (+08:00)

Bunny and Skitter
Monday, September 01, 2008
Bunny and Skitter are two mosquitoes probably parent and child - who share an
apple for dinner. In Finland, particularly in
the countryside, mosquitoes swarm and
feast on fruits at night, to the consternation
of farmers who wake up to pockmarked,
unsellable produce the following morning.
In the Philippines, as far as I know,
mosquitoes feast only on humans and, if
you're unlucky to meet up with the nasty
types, they leave you with malaria or
dengue in your blood stream. Swat them
and they leave on your skin a splatter of your own
blood like, you know, villains who have the last laugh.
They're not at all cute, harmless bugs that way.
But Bunny and Skitter dining on an apple is a
heartwarming sight. That they have apple juice, not
human blood, running through their proboscis is a
funny but reassuring thought. Bunny and Skitter was
part of an exhibit by Finnish artist, Kustaa Saksi, in
Manila. I thought the serigraph was an unusual but
evocative rendition of the classic madonna-and-child
(or is it father and son?) theme. And it reminded me
so much of Poch and Rama.
(Some of Kustaa's works are also exhibited at the
Ministry of the Interior on Ossington Street, Toronto.)
Posted by Socky at 02:14AM (+08:00)

An Easy Weekend with Rama
Sunday, August 31, 2008
It's a long, 3-day Labor Day weekend in Toronto and after the rigors of camp, Rama is
just excited to take it easy - literally. Easy Restaurant is Rama's favorite brunch place,
which is a fixture in the historic Parkdale Village and also a favorite among its hip, artistic
residents.
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"We must go there, Socky," Rama insists,
"and you must try the Toast Soldiers."
Toast Soldiers consists of 2 soft boiled
eggs and toast strips with sidings of fruits
and salad or homefries. But according to
Rama, it's called Toast Soldiers because
the bread flies and then crashes into the
egg. To demonstrate, she asks her mom to
peel off the top of an egg and then starts to
dip the toast strips. The yolk splashes out,
"like it's hit by a bomb."
Those toast soldiers definitely hit the spot,
like comfort food. And at Easy Restaurant,
the coffee is refillable and so good that I
can enjoy it black.
But what I find amazing is Rama's taste for
places. Take her other favorite brunch
place, the Gladstone Hotel on Queen West,
where a "cowboy" mans the elevator. Or
the Magic Oven where punks serve up your
pizzas. These places have edge and grit in an indie sort of way.
Easy Restaurant has well-worn tables and flooring and walls adorned with posters which
are "all about movies". Rama particularly loves its bathroom which is done in pink fatigue
prints. She also points out to me her favorite spot which is right by the baywindow. Today
we sit at a table facing the door and watch the place fill up with what seems to be its
typical morning crowd: women straight out of Miami Ink and men who exude an era when
motorcycles were a ride to art and zen.
(Easy Restaurant, 1645 Queen Street West cor. Roncesvalles, Toronto, ON, M6R1A9)
Posted by Socky at 07:59AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: An Easy Weekend with Rama

- mtan

August 31, 2008

Rama's grown! She's going to be as tall or taller than her mom from the looks of it.
Very cool bathroom wall paper. Reminds me of Keith Haring.
2. Re: An Easy Weekend with Rama

- Socky

August 31, 2008

Yes, she is! She's taller than most 6 year olds - up to my chest already!
3. Re: An Easy Weekend with Rama

- katrina

August 31, 2008

Looks like Rama and I have similar tastes -- we're both fans of brunch and hip hangouts!
Mila's right, this girl has her mom's long limbs. Lucky! And she looks tan, too.
4. Re: An Easy Weekend with Rama
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- Socky

September 01, 2008

Tanned from summer swimming classes and lots of biking. But tomorrow, Sept 1, is
Labor Day and "official" end of summer.
5. Re: An Easy Weekend with Rama

- caryn

September 23, 2008

love love the bathroom!
6. Re: An Easy Weekend with Rama

- Socky

September 23, 2008

Hi, caryn. Rama loves the bathroom because she has underwear with the same pink
camouflage design. Ha! Ha!

T's Are Out!
Sunday, August 31, 2008
My word cloud t-shirts are out! Here's Poch wearing
the Vinification of Manila version; Eating Oysters is
also available. Unfortunately I miscalculated my
friends' sizes and they don't fit in either medium or
small. So it looks like I have to do a second run in
large and extra small sizes. Poch wears a medium.
Size Small is too big so I had the shirts done in kid's
size 12 for myself. If you think you're similarly sized as
Poch or will fit in Small, just holler. I still have 6 pieces
of each design in both medium and small.
This is turning out to be so complicated. Maybe I'll just
have placemats or throw pillows made instead. Tee's
out!
Posted by Socky at 06:57AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: T's Are Out!

- jonna

August 31, 2008

very nice! i think i'm small. how much for the shirt? :)
where do you have it printed with such a small-quantity run?
2. Re: T's Are Out!

- mtan

August 31, 2008

May I ask for a Medium please?
3. Re: T's Are Out!

- Socky

August 31, 2008

Hi, Jonna. How are you! I hope you remember where our office is (on Salcedo Street,
right across Oliver's). Come over and pick up your t-shirt. BTW, the t-'s aren't for sale. I
made them for friends.
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Hi, Mila. I really reserved medium sizes for you, Joey and Katrina. I'll hand them over to
Joey as soon as I get back. Just tell me what version you like.
4. Re: T's Are Out!

- katrina

August 31, 2008

Really, Socky?! Wow, thank you! :-) I'd like the wine tee, please. I definitely enjoy wine
more than oysters. Yay!!!
5. Re: T's Are Out!

- mtan

September 01, 2008

Wine!!! :D
Many thanks Socky! See you back in Manila.
6. Re: T's Are Out!

- jonna

September 02, 2008

wow! hehe! i get a free shirt! :)
i am usually within the area after work because our new Brazilian Jiu-jitsu gym is at the
corner of Rada & dela Rosa.
hope to see you soon!
7. Re: T's Are Out!

- ChichaJo

September 02, 2008

Oh YAY! I was just going to comment about how the shirts looked so cool when I say
your comment above....thank you!!!! :) I like the wine one too :)
8. Re: T's Are Out!

- caryn

September 23, 2008

wow, those shirts look awesome! ;-)

Toronto: The Green Wine Tour
Saturday, August 30, 2008
20 hours on Northwest, 3 stop-overs, and
hardly 5 hours of sleep. I’m sure jet lag
hasn’t even kicked in and already I’m in this
bus at 9am the next day for what’s #1 on
my Toronto agenda: a wine tour in Niagara.
The tour is organized by the iYellow Wine
Club, which is not your usual wine club as
it’s run by a couple of friends (Ange and
Pax) who, I figure, aren’t even in their mid30’s. Their enterprise started out as a blog,
which has since metamorphosed into
Toronto’s hippest social club with over 2500 members and host to numerous wine events
and tours in Canada.
Two things why I wouldn’t miss this tour for anything else, even as I know that, weeks
prior to my departure, I’d been sleeping badly and drinking much worse. One, it’s
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probably the only opportunity I’ll have to get
to know Canadian wines as there’s hardly
any Canadian wine that ever reaches
Manila. Two, it’s a “green” wine tour which
means that, not only is the tour focused on
VQA Canadian wines (which is rather
similar to the French classification system),
but on wines produced using organic or
biodynamic methods.
We can say Canada is a newbie when it
comes to winemaking. European vinefera
varieties were first grafted with North
American roots and planted in Niagara only
in the 1940’s; but Canada is certainly one
of the most ardent in adopting eco-friendly
winemaking techniques. Am I surprised? In
Canada, all houses are provided by the
government with green and blue bins for
recycling. Plastic baby bottles have been
recalled and completely taken off the
shelves. In London, Ontario, sale of water
in plastic bottles is banned in public places
and other cities are poised to do the same.
Most major streets in cities like Toronto have bike lanes, a boon to bikers like me!
The tour featured three green wineries and in all these, no less than the vineyard owners
toured us around and led the winetasting: Bill Redelmeier of Southbrook Vineyards, Ed
Madronich of Flatrock Cellars and Martin Malivoire of Malivoire Wine Company.
From them we learn classic truths about the earth, the vines and the fruit. From them we
learn that the best innovations are those that bring us back a thousand years. Like the
use of gravity – or gravity flow – in several parts of the winemaking process. First, the
grapes are crushed on one level, then the juice is routed to a lower level for fermentation
and, finally, to yet another lower level for barrel aging. It’s not only a gentler way to
handle the grapes, it requires fewer workers, hardly uses any fuel and saves time.
Also, do you know that it takes 300 liters of water to produce a bottle of wine? In these
vineyards, wastewater is saved and re-used for irrigation. The grapes are also harvested
by hand, thus minimizing the use of heavy machinery that cause pollution and soil
compaction. Not to mention their use of geothermal systems for all heating and cooling
within the wineries.
And what, you wonder, are lambs doing in their vineyards? They’re great lawnmowers!
They cut the grass to inch long and fertilize the land with their droppings. They’re cheap,
easy to look after and, unlike your electric lawnmower, they’re fun as pets.
Nothing like sipping glasses of pinot noirs, reislings, chardonnays and gamays right in the
vineyards where these wines are pressed and handcrafted; nothing like being an
audience to winemakers who are as passionate and proud of their environmental
stewardship as they are of their innovations.
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(That's me with Bill Redelmeier in top photo; second photo shows Poch against the
periwinkle facade of Southbrook Vineyard designed by Jack Diamond, architect of the
famed Four Seasons Center of the Performing Arts in downtown Toronto. Bottom photo
shows the tour group tasting the wines al fresco at Flatrock.)
Posted by Socky at 05:16AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Toronto: The Green Wine Tour

- TheWineEnthusiasts

August 30, 2008

Great Article Socky! Thanks for writing about the Wine Tour!
Cheers
The Wine Enthusiasts
2. Re: Toronto: The Green Wine Tour

- katrina

August 31, 2008

It's wonderful that green practices are starting to take hold in so many different
industries. I really Canada's open-mindedness about many issues.
So what do they use for milk and mineral water bottles? Glass doesn't sound at all
practical.
3. Re: Toronto: The Green Wine Tour

- Socky

September 01, 2008

Most plastics - like those for water and baby bottles - leak out bisphenol, a proven toxic
substance. So now baby bottles are back to glass and Canada encourages bringing
your own glass or stainless steel containers for water refills, available in public or city
places. They even encourage drinking from the tap, as Canada water is clean. At Poch
place, I drink tap water!Unimaginable in Manila!
4. Re: Toronto: The Green Wine Tour

- katrina

September 02, 2008

Not really unimaginable -- Felipe and I have been drinking our tap water at home for
years, and do so at most restaurants in town. Manila water is actually clean (with the
obvious exceptions of when there's flooding or MWSS plumbing work going on).
Besides, I believe that that's how we build resistance. ;-)
I'm wary about glass baby bottles. Babies throw them all the time, so they can break.
The expense of many broken bottles is bad enough, but what if it hurts the baby?

The Wines That Came To Dinner
Saturday, August 09, 2008
In my list of unforgettable meals, I thought nothing could beat the foodbloggers' lunch
with Claude Tayag in his Bale Dutung in Pampanga and that dinner with the famous food
stylist, Lydia Go. Then, last Saturday, there was this dinner...
Hosted by Mr. and Mrs. MM, with the top blogger-turned-tv celebrity himself as chef, it
was a dinner to diet and, literally, die for: foie gras, Wagyu beef and the most cardiacthreatening pork cut of all, the cheeks of the Japanese kurobuta pig!
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The foodblogger-guests spent the preceding days
"priming" their appetite, borrowing tips from hotdogeating contest winners and finding parallels with the
training programs used by athletes and long distance
runners. This wise piece of advice came from Joey of
80 Breakfasts: Eat, because otherwise the stomach
will shrink and you won't get to eat as much. Eat, but
not too much, always stopping at just a little bit
hungry. And then do something physical because the
hunger after a day of being active is the best. You
don't prepare for a marathon (or any other sporting
event) by sleeping and saving all your energy. You
have to go into training!
Meanwhile I worried about the wines to bring and pair
with the food. Truth to tell, I had never done a serious food-and-wine pairing in my entire
life, and now I realized how of little help all the books, the Googled articles, the wine
magazine subscriptions and those years of drinking were for the task at hand. All these
just made me more confused. And nervous. And tentative.
For the wine to pair with the foie gras, I wavered between a German auslese and a
Sauternes. Oh, maybe a red, as I remembered reading that an earthy red, like a Cahors,
would also do well. Or, how about a Monbazillac - as sweet as Sauternes, but more
reasonably priced?
A foie and Sauternes pairing, I was told, was an American "invention" but, brushing my
anti-American sentiment aside, I thought that pairing made sense. The sweetness of the
Sauternes would nicely balance the richness of the foie gras. Besides, I figured that none
of the guests - me included - would usually order a Sauternes with dinner or dessert at a
restaurant (too expensive!) A Sauterne would definitely be a treat, hence a Carmes de
Rieussec 2003.
I had a couple of Charlez de Batz 2004 Madiran at home that I raved about in a previous
post and which I'd been meaning to let my foodblogger friends try. But, since we were
having Wagyu, I thought I'd choose a more elegant red to pair it with: a Chateauneuf du
Pape. Mrs. MM agreed, "A bold wine with 'shoulders' so to speak." I got a Pierre Usseglio
& Fils 2004 Chateauneuf and brought the Madiran anyway, for everyone to try.
Prior to Saturday night, we all thought that MM was going to serve lechon as the other
meat course. After all, he had a string of posts about his lechon experiments. But no one
was ready for this: Japanese-style barbecue of kurobuta pig cheeks! Before grilling it, MM
showed us a pack of the frozen meat and I swear I hadn't seen a more beautiful marbling
of fat. Two seats away, I heard Felipe gasp that, thankfully, he had taken Lipitor before
the dinner. I, on the other hand, was calculating how many notches this would bring my
cholesterol level up.
It was an incredible dinner - from the plating of the dishes (MM had sketched each plating
and tacked them on the kitchen wall!) to the clockwork serving of the various dishes. No
long, awkward wait between courses. I even noted how the lone waiter/server poured the
wine into the glass to the perfect level! How come those so-called fine dining restaurants
and much-hyped about chefs couldn't get it right this way!
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I'd like to think that the wines did justice to the food. I myself was surprised at how well
the Sauternes did with the foie gras (the Americans were right after all) and was glad that
I decided to have a Chateauneuf, aside from the Madiran, for the steak. I should have
uncorked the Madiran much earlier, though, as it needed more airing to soften its rusticity
and show its seductive, noir character.
My disappointment was the Alsace reisling, a 2005 Leon Beyer. It just didn't cut it with the
pork. Should I have opted for the German reisling instead? A white Burgundy? Perhaps I
should have gone for a red, as it followed the chateauneuf. A zinfandel? A cabsauvignon?
To this day, I'm still so worked up about that elusive pairing.
Posted by Socky at 01:50PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Wines That Came To Dinner

- mtan

August 09, 2008

Ah Socky, it was indeed the dinner of the year. Maybe the reisling would have worked
with the tuna better than the pork, but then it was sort of the surprise course, so it would
have been difficult to match the wine without knowing. What do you think of a shiraz with
the grilled pork? In any case, let's hope this isn't the last time we get to try that melt-inyour-mouth pork.
2. Re: The Wines That Came To Dinner

- Socky

August 10, 2008

Grilled = shiraz, mila! Let's do Ineng's one time and have a good bottle of shiraz.
3. Re: The Wines That Came To Dinner

- mtan

August 10, 2008

Game!!!
4. Re: The Wines That Came To Dinner

- chinkee

August 12, 2008

hi socky! i love reading your blog, being a food and wine lover myself. yes, a shiraz
would have gone quite well with the pork, or maybe even a fruity, robust zinfandel. a
chateauneuf is a tough act to follow, so i'm not surprised that your riesling was grossly
overshadowed. wow... that must have been some dinner! cheers!:-)
5. Re: The Wines That Came To Dinner

- Socky

August 14, 2008

Thanks, Chinkee. Read your blog and I was wondering why we never ran into each
other in one of Jerome's wine events. Maybe soon...
6. Re: The Wines That Came To Dinner

- ChichaJo

August 15, 2008

Thanks for, as usual, giving a plebe like me a glimpse into the wonderful world of wines!
:) I loved tasting all the different glasses and discovering the differences at my own
pace...
The Chateauneuf du Pape (would you believe only my 2nd time to try it ever in my life!)
was wonderful...but that Madiran really grew on me! I was still thinking of it the next day!
7. Re: The Wines That Came To Dinner
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- katrina

August 18, 2008

I agree with Joey, Socky -- despite what you said about not having aired the Madiran
long enough, I enjoyed it as much as you thought I would. As unsophisticated as it
sounds, I confess that I like my red wine robust and not shy at all, so of course the
Madiran made me happy. :-)
And again, THANK YOU for the Sauternes! I have a sweet tooth, so it's not surprising I
loved it, but more than that, I've not ever had a wine that went better with my beloved
foie. And since it's awfully expensive when ordered out, I'm so grateful I got to taste this
pairing that night.
8. Re: The Wines That Came To Dinner

- chinkee

August 20, 2008

hi socky! i actually haven't attended jerome's events... i bumped into him a couple of
times at je suis gourmand during their gourmand nights. i'm sure his events are loads of
fun. yeah, hope to see you there soon...:-)
9. Re: The Wines That Came To Dinner

- LipitorPrescriptionMedic

November 11, 2008

My name is Laura Arena and i would like to show you my personal experience with
Lipitor.
I am 58 years old. Have been on Lipitor for 6 months now. It did lower my total
cholesterol from 235 to 200.
I have experienced some of these side effectsAfter three months on Lipitor, I started to feel like an airhead -- slightly dizzy virtually all
the time and frequently unable to think clearly. I actually started to wonder if I were
developing early Alzheimer's (I'm 58). After five months, I developed severe pain in my
thighs and knees and I'm exhausted all the time.
I hope this information will be useful to others,
Laura Arena

Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines
Wednesday, August 06, 2008
I’d imagine anyone starting to be interested in wine
would get into it the same way I did many, many years
ago: buying from supermarkets (wine shops could be
intimidating to a beginner) and buying cheap (ah,
always the dilemma: why buy wine when beer, vodka
or gin gave more buzz for the buck?)
In those days, cheap meant a Blue Nun, a Mateus or
a Lancers, when P150-200 could fetch a decent
reisling. Not a bad introduction to wine, really.
But, today, can one actually get cheap but good wine
from supermarkets? And how cheap is cheap?
I read somewhere that it costs about $5 for a
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winemaker to produce, bottle and market a fairly acceptable wine. I don’t remember if the
article referred to French winemakers whose costs are probably bloated by high taxes
and labor costs; but on Wine Spectator, the lowest-priced wine in their Best Value Find
list is a Banrock Station Shiraz from South Eastern Australia that sells for $5 in the US.
Some are in the $6-$9 range; but mostly are in the high $10-$12.
Doing a simple Dollar-Peso ($1-P45) conversion, I figure a fairly acceptable/enjoyable
wine should cost upwards of P225. But we all know that import taxes and mark-ups could
bring the price much higher. For example, the ubiquitous Yellowtail Shiraz 2006 is a $8wine selling here for P425. That’s a mark-up of almost 20%, although that’s modest
compared to what specialty wine shops slap on. I know for a fact that Smoking Loon – a
recent favorite of mine – sells for $9 in the US but goes for P600 at the Premium Wine
Exchange! That’s practically a 50% mark-up!
That's not to say there are no wines in the P300-400 price range worth our first sip.
On a trip to Rustan’s Fresh Supermarket in Greenbelt 1 this morning, I was amazed at
their selection of inexpensive wines. Aside from their pricier (P400-700) Yalumbas,
Oxford Landings, Yellowtails, Sutter Homes, Wolfblass and Montes Classics and Alphas,
at least 30 wine brands were in the P185 to P400 price range.
Okay, before anyone lunges for the bottle with the lowest price tag, here’s some advice.
First read the label. The word to watch out for is “vinified”, as in “Vinified by XXXX”. This
descriptor did not exist one or two years ago. A wine was either chateau bottled or
estate-bottled. WTF does ‘vinified” mean? I was told that a well-promoted, widely
distributed wine is actually made with powdered wine. Is “vinified” a euphemism for this?
Some of the cheaper wines are also simply labelled Red Wine, Sweet Red Wine, Dry
Red Wine, etc. If one were to seriously pursue the pleasures of wine, I’d suggest going
for wines of specific varietals, such as Merlot, Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvignon, Sangiovese,
Chardonnay or Sauvignon Blanc. While they may be a bit more expensive (P300-P400),
at least they’re likely to offer more layers of flavor. A generic red or white is just that –
generic and flat, just either sweet or acidic. It would also be good to start familiarizing
oneself with the different varietals, which is what makes the study of wine infinitely
interesting.
Personally, when it comes to these inexpensive, supermarket wines, I lean towards the
Australian and Chilean. These countries – specially Chile and to some extent, Argentina
and South Africa - are aggressively competing in the world market and are hungry
enough for market shares to price their wines more reasonably. A P380 Platypus Run
Shiraz is actually good. So is a P285 Terra Vega from Chile. While these wines tend to
be young and tight, I’ve found that an hour or so of airing or decanting usually softens the
edges. I wouldn't even hesitate to bring them to some steak dinner.
Yes, cheers to cheap!
Posted by Socky at 05:48PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- Skye
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August 07, 2008

Hi! Just stopping by to say that I truly enjoy your blog. I came upon it the other day via
random blog search and love your musings on wine.
BTW are you still looking for your "Good and Bad" wine stoppers? They're available
through Amazon.com. I actually collect wine stoppers and have this set in my collection.
Here's the product link: http://www.amazon.com/Saint-Sinner-Wine-Stoppersset/dp/B000YISREE/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=home-garden&qid=1218052362&sr=8-1
cheers!
2. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- Socky

August 07, 2008

Wow, Skype, thanks for the link. I saw these stoppers in a design blog which did not
provide the link. I will certainly get them. You must have a very interesting collection of
wine stoppers. You sound like you're into wine too, more seriously than you care to
admit :-)
3. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- Socky

August 07, 2008

I mean Skye, not skype :-)
4. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- mtan

August 07, 2008

Vinified?! Horrors, like reconstituted soup! Maybe that's what NASA has worked on, like
how to bring wine up into space. Dry, add liquid, drink. Just don't get tipsy while working
on those rivets up in space.
5. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- Cynthia

August 07, 2008

I'm partial to Aussie wines myself. Years ago, I found the Hardy and Nottage Hill wines
in SM, of all places, and discovered that they were not bad at all.
What do you think of the Prosecco wines in Rustan's?
6. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- AlexBernardo

August 08, 2008

"Vinified" is just a fancy, technical word for produced by. Vinification is the winemaking
process. It's common for inexpensive or value (ah, some trade euphemisms)wine labels
to be actually produced by a third-party winery under a private-label contract.
Growing up in my teens around Manila, I got started into wine buying Boone's Farm,
Cold Duck, and straw-bottled Chianti from PX-goods vendors. And then later I was
scouring the wine bins of the old Makati Supermart and other supermarkets for bargains
on Aussie whites, German Rieslings, Mumm's Champagne, Rioja, and Sauternes.
7. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- Socky

August 08, 2008

Hi, Alex. Thanks for dropping by. And thanks for your explanation of the word vinified. I
wish, though, that I could take the traditional definition of that word. But after receiving
bottles and bottles of those "vinified" wines as gift - and tasted them - I tend to believe
the term has indeed become a euphemism for some atrocious process, as in
"reconstituted" as Mila puts it. Fact is, powdered wine is now being manufactured in
Europe :-(
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Hi, Cynthia. Rustan's is where I go for good value spumantes and italian sparkling
wines. Try an asti with our local desserts like biko or mangga't suman!
8. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- chinkee

August 12, 2008

For me, the best-value Prosecco is Tosso in Santis Delicatessen. Can't remember the
exact price, but its definitely below P400. Are the wines in Rustan's supplied by Phil
Wine Merchants? they also have a good selection...:-)
9. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- Socky

August 15, 2008

I believe Phil Wine Merchants has been supplying their wines eversince.
10. Re: Getting Started on (Cheap) Wines

- rae

September 02, 2008

Discover Chile- a rising wine star in the New World. Learn about Chilean culture,
cuisine, geography, wines and much more in http://vino.com/country/chile/.

Starwars Be@rbricks, Cheers!
Wednesday, July 23, 2008
I just got my first set of collectible Bearbricks toys,
which my business partner Ariel so kindly ordered
from Japan for me. Not that I'm into Be@rbricklove
like Ariel is, but I love George Lucas and Starwars.
And this set of Be@rbricks are Starwars characters 16 of them, from Darth Vader, Yoda, C3PO, R2D2 to
Chewy Chubacca and the Storm Troopers!
Luke Skywalker, Hans Solo and Obi-Wan aren't part
of the set - perhaps reserved for some super limited
edition - but that's okay with me. I love these cute little
Starwars Be@arbricks, except they're... keychains!
What on earth do I do with 16 more keychains in my
drawer?
Well, for someone who always misplaces her drink and ends up sipping from other
people's glasses, these Starwars Be@rbricks are just so cool, so pop as stem markers
for wine glasses. Just attach them to 1" binder rings (from Ace Hardware) and voila! As
Yoda would put it: yours not is what mine is. Cheers!
(The 70% Be@rbricks Starwars16-characterset was released this Julyexclusively in
Japan by Medicom Toy Co., in collaboration with Star Wars and Pepsi Nex. Two special
characters were also released - 100% Wicket and Paploo - but to get them, one had to
be a die-hard Starwars fan or toy collector and go to Starwars Celebration Japan heldin
Chiba near Tokyofrom July 19 to 21, 2008. Click here to view complete set.)
Posted by Socky at 07:46AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Starwars Be@rbricks, Cheers!

- RandomPossum

July 23, 2008

clever...happy drinking!
2. Re: Starwars Be@rbricks, Cheers!

- Katrina

July 23, 2008

What a cute idea, to use them as wine glass charms!
I didn't know you were a Star Wars fan -- Felipe is a HUGE SW geek! He has tons of
figurines and toys, etc. Lately, though, he says he's getting a little tired of it. After all, he's
been collecting for many years already. But I think it's just a phase...so maybe you
shouldn't use these charms when he's around, lest it become a 15-piece (or less!) set. ;)
3. Re: Starwars Be@rbricks, Cheers!

- ChichaJo

July 23, 2008

They are so cute! You guys and your toys :) Was looking at the new toys that Kat's
hubby bought and some of them are adorable...those modern toys in Domani I think?
Aliw!
4. Re: Starwars Be@rbricks, Cheers!

- BearbrickLover

July 23, 2008

How ingenious, Socky! I was beginning to wonder what you'd do with 16 (!) little
bearbricks. :-D
Time to open another bottle of wine!
5. Re: Starwars Be@rbricks, Cheers!

- Socky

July 24, 2008

Tried them as napkin rings, too, guys. Works! Sure to add whimsy to formal table
settings of sit-down dinners.
6. Re: Starwars Be@rbricks, Cheers!

- mtan

July 24, 2008
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I love the C3PO napkin holder!

Beautiful Word Clouds
Friday, July 18, 2008
I'm having so much fun lately turning my
favorite blog posts into beautiful word
clouds. Shown here are word clouds from
Eating Oysters and from Postscript to VOM.
I think word clouds are exactly how my
writing begins: a shapeless, diaphanous
bunch of words that float above my head.
My word clouds don't make much sense,
until I pluck the words out and string them
up. In fact I wonder if the idea comes first
before the words. Or is it the other way
around?
Word clouds are generated by Wordle, an
applet - nay, a toy! - created by Jonathan
Feinberg. Just paste your favorite poem or
article on the text box, click Go and tweak
your word cloud with different fonts, layouts
and color pallettes. You can print them out,
or save them to the Wordle gallery to share
with friends. Create your own word cloud
here.
Me? I'm printing my word clouds on t-shirts!
Posted by Socky at 10:42AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Beautiful Word Clouds

- mtan

July 18, 2008

They're so much fun! And your idea to print on tshirts - Love it! great gifts!
2. Re: Beautiful Word Clouds

- quiapo

July 21, 2008

Reminds me of an earlier era of magnetized words you can stick on the fridge to make
whatever poems or word clouds you iwsh, changing them as the mood or the season
suited.
3. Re: Beautiful Word Clouds

- Socky

July 21, 2008

Hi, quiapo. Exactly what this digital program reminded me of! What's cool is you can
program what words to enlarge or emphasize, plus change color formats, etc. Also, we
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can digitally print these word clouds on large-size tarpaulins and have them framed like
paintings. I can imagine my Eating Oysters word cloud as a graphic "painting" on my
dining room wall. Except I don't have the space anymore :-)
4. Re: Beautiful Word Clouds

- userP

July 21, 2008

Love this. Also useful for research - gives me an idea of how much emphasis a certain
word gets in a text.
5. Re: Beautiful Word Clouds

- Anonymous

July 24, 2008

if you decide to sell your wordclouds as shirts, may i get one with your autograph? :)
shakesbear
6. Re: Beautiful Word Clouds

- Socky

July 24, 2008

Hi, shakesbear. Am printing a few t-shirts for friends. No problem printing an extra one
for you. And since I'm not selling, you'll get your t-shirt free :-) Just tell me the size you
want. It should be ready in 2 weeks time. I'll post in the comments box (here) when the tshirts are ready.
As to the autograph, I'm too shy for that.
7. Re: Beautiful Word Clouds

- LilitReyes

July 27, 2008

i love this site! thanks for the discovery!
8. Re: Beautiful Word Clouds

- spanx

August 05, 2008

coolest discovery of the year!
thanks socky!

hi lilit!

Yet Another Gadget for Solo Living
Wednesday, July 09, 2008
Living solo, on a diet and short on kitchen
space - have I just got the niftiest cooking
gadget for folks like me!
It's a mini-steamer, and if not for the brand
name (Princess, ugh!), I would have loved it
100%. It has a footprint of no more than 8"x4.5" and is a breeze to wash and pack away:
just wipe the hot plate and rinse the trays, then tuck the electric cord around its base.
While this princess can hold and steam up to 6 eggs in one go, I use it mainly for
steaming fillets of fish, vegetables (asparagus, yes!) and my favorite mini-siopaos from
The Blue Kitchen. Having a steamer like this certainly encourages dinner choices in favor
of what's light, less oily and healthier versus fried or even baked dishes.
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I saw this at SM Department Store in
Makati a couple of months ago and
promptly bought one for myself and another
for my sister. I tried to get another one for a
friend recently but SM has run out of stock!
Already so many condo dwellers living and
cooking solo?
Posted by Socky at 07:17AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Yet Another Gadget for Solo Living

- katrina

July 09, 2008

Oh, I want one!!! I always hesitate when something calls for steaming, since I don't have
the necessary tools. I end up microwaving siopao, etc. You can cook eggs in this? Does
steaming eggs have the same effect as boiling them?
I'll look for it next time I'm in SM. What's it near?
2. Re: Yet Another Gadget for Solo Living

- TesaCeldran

July 10, 2008

hi sweets! greetings from india!
was looking at the multi level steamer from the home shopping network, hmmmm
will decide when i get back.
we should link blogs!
3. Re: Yet Another Gadget for Solo Living

- Socky

July 11, 2008

I've already linked your blog, Tesa :-) I also thought about a multi-level steamer, but like
the Jack Lalaine juicer (an object of desire), it's just too big for my kitchen :-(
4. Re: Yet Another Gadget for Solo Living

- quiapo

July 19, 2008

Foot print space on kitchen tops is becoming a premium, what with the latest irresistable
devices, that are also so attractive to display, and so useful to have handy.
Yesterday I bought t stainless wire platforms to form a mezzanine floor on my kitchen
tops, and the sim is to create enoguh space to bring out my food processor. I think it is
just possible.
5. Re: Yet Another Gadget for Solo Living

- Socky

July 19, 2008

Oh, I love those stainless wire platforms. Make Room in Glorietta has them, but found
similar wire platforms in the Japanese 88 Store for a third of the price. They're not
stainless but enamel-coated, but they work! I use them inside my cabinets, providing
tiered storage for spices, canned goods etc., and haven't thought of putting them on
kitchen tops. That makes sense. Hmmm...
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6. Re: Yet Another Gadget for Solo Living

- ChichaJo

July 22, 2008

That looks fantastic! You're tempting me to get more kitchen gadgets...well, this one
looks more usefull than most :)
I see part of your stick blender beside it...now that's one gadget that gets mileage from
me :)
Total coincidence: when I was working in the Netherlands I got to interview the CEO of
Princess!
7. Re: Yet Another Gadget for Solo Living

- Socky

July 23, 2008

Princess is a sub-brand of Tefal, for their diminutive kitchen appliances :-) They also
have a deep fryer - still available at SM and Make Room at Fort - that just sized right for
our kitchen. So tempted to get one - for deep frying bagnets and chicharon, Joey!
8. Re: Yet Another Gadget for Solo Living

- ChichaJo

July 23, 2008

Omg! Don't tempt me....yikes! We went from steamer to deep fryer!

The Best Lechon Kawali In The World
Wednesday, July 02, 2008
This, in my book, is the best lechon kawali
in the whole wide world.
Pardon the am-so-excited-my-hand-isshaking shot from my phone camera, but
just look at it! I've never seen crackles on
pork rind like this before. And how can a
bite-size, 2-cubic inch of pork have such
multiple layers of meat and fat beneath that
skin?
This kind of lechon kawali, my mother said,
could only come from thick slabs of pork subjected to the most extreme of temperatures first boiled with spices in water, then frozen in the freezer for days (!) to dry out, then
thrown - unthawed! - into hot, hot oil like Lucifer would cast an unrepentant glutton into
the fires of hell.
I found my hell - um, pork heaven - at the C2 Restaurant and Bar in Rockwell. This
restaurant is known for having successfully updated Filipino classics like Kare-Kare and
Fried Tilapia. The Lechon Kawali, though, wasn't much of a departure from the classic,
but the restaurant must have used a secret ingredient or done an extra step to create the
crunchiness and crackle never before seen on this side of the planet.
Thankfully, my dessert came with lighter penance: Bibingka Souffle. I expected a onepounder of a rice cake equivalent, but instead got "bibingka" in a ramekin: a light, fluffy,
ephemeral concoction of eggwhite, coconut, itlog na pula and queso de bola. Gone was
the heaviness of glutinous rice flour - and, along with that, my guilt over the porky treat Tennis and Conversation 2008-2010
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like it was blown into the wind or whisked away into a puff of cloud, far far away from hell.
C2 Restaurant, 2nd floor, Archeology Wing, The Powerplant at Rockwell.
Posted by Socky at 08:37AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- Franco

July 02, 2008

Hello Socky. That's is quite a statement. :) Given, that I am such a fan of pork, in all
forms, I will definitely be trying this soon. Thanks.
2. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- katrina

July 02, 2008

Well, you are clearly smitten! ;-) I love C2's Bibingka Souffle, and a few other dishes
there, besides. I'll try the Lechon Kawali next time. From your description, it sounds like
bagnet.
3. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- Socky

July 03, 2008

Hi, Franco. Yes, I have a tendency to gush about things I really really like, especially
pork. I think I've done about 4 posts on pork dishes (kadyos, liempo-on-a-stick, among
others) where my excitement was as palpable and quivery as pork fat :-) But I hope you
can try this LK at C2 and hear your opinion. And if you or anyone knows of a better
lechon kawali, this shameless pork lover would definitely love to hear about it.
Katrina, I don't really know the diff between LK and Bagnet. I believe bagnet is like
lechon kawali but double fried (?). The menu says Lechon Kawali so I take their word for
it. Also they serve it with atsara, a classic - pairing with LK.
4. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- Sakai

July 04, 2008

wow, such conviction....
love the puffines of the skin... galing how they make it that way....
5. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- ChichaJo

July 08, 2008

I'm there...I'm SO there! Faced with that divine looking crackling my hand would be
shaky too!
6. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- AlexB

July 08, 2008

I agree with Katrina, from the heavily puffed-up blistering of the skin this "lechon-kawali"
is more the "bagnet" style, though the two are often interchangeable.
I wish a regional Philippine cuisine would be compiled.
From a layman's perspective, I'm guessing the "lechon-kawali", which is not really a
lechon but deep-fried pork, was drawn from the bagnet to short-cut the real lechon way
of cooking. Non-Ilocanos, of course, cook the lechon-kawali as a dish and eat it like
lechon dipping it in gravy, achara and all that stuff. Bagnet, on the other hand, is not so
much a dish as a ready-to-eat product, sold already cooked to be eaten as the main
meal or used as an ingredient in another dish like pinakbet.
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Anyway, all this talk is making my mouth water. Whether bagnet or lechon-kawali I like
eating the stuff, washed down by a cool glass of Riesling Spatlese. Thanks for this nice
post, socky.
7. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- Socky

July 08, 2008

Yes, Alex, reisling would be perfect! Oooh, I can just imagine it.
8. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- Lee

July 10, 2008

hi. i just jumped from one pork post (marketmanila's slitchon) to this. Wow! unthawed
frozen slab straight to the fryer?
So the restaurant is named C2. Twice the cholesterol.
9. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- Socky

July 10, 2008

C2! Got me there, Lee.
10. Re: The Best Lechon Kawali In The World

- MyHotelLife

July 21, 2009

You and I have the same guilty pleasures...foie gras and lechon kawali!

One Night of Sex (in a Glass)
Sunday, June 29, 2008
The sheer quality of wines sampled, the
generous flow of hors d'ouerve by Tippi
Tambunting and the gracious attention from
Christine of Premium Wine Exchange make
last Friday's Pinot Noir Appreciation Night
the best wine tasting event I've attended in
a long time. And all this for an entrance fee
of only P1000!
For me, the Wes Mar Pinot Noir from
Sonoma Coast's Balletto Valley was the
star of the night, though that was a tough
call to make. All the other wines sampled were excellent: WesMar Russian Valley 2004
also from Sonoma Coast; Archery Summit Premier Cuvee 2003, Chehalem Reserve
2003, Shea Estate 2005, Shea Wedenswill Clone 2005, and Stoller 2003 - all from
Oregon's Willamette Valley; and the lone New Zealand wine, a 2005 Escarpment. These
were no ordinary wines, or wines that some distributors would offer for tasting just to draw
the crowd in and get press mileage. These are some of the best pinot noirs out of
California and Oregon, now probably the biggest producers of pinot noir wines outside
Burgundy.
For the longest time, there was hardly any good pinot noir available in Manila, much less
pinot noir that's affordable or at least less pricey than a good Cote d'Or from Santi's or
Bacchus. What we know about pinot noir we most probably got from the movie Sideways
- in what, to me, was one of the sexiest, most seductive exchanges in movie history,
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where Miles, its main character, so
eloquently spoke about the varietal. True,
the pinot noir is a delicate, fickle grape,
difficult to cultivate and even more difficult
to transform into wine.
The Premium Wine Exchange should be a
good place to start an acquaintance with
pinot noir. While limited, their selection is at
least well thought-out, handpicked by no
less than the shop owners who share a
passion for wine. Their wines are not
inexpensive, though; the WesMar or the
Chehalem Reserve will set you back by at
least P3,000. But for half that price, you can bring home a bottle of Stoller (P1,400) and
find out for yourself why the pinot noir has been described as "the most romantic of
wines". Or, as a famous lady sommelier once put it: "sex in a glass".

Posted by Socky at 12:01PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: One Night of Sex (in a Glass)

- mtan

June 29, 2008

I do hope Premium does these as a series. Even if I couldn't make the event, it's good to
know that you found all the wines on offer worthy of a tipple.
2. Re: One Night of Sex (in a Glass)

- grumpyurbanslacker

July 14, 2008

hi socky,
just wondering, is there any resto that holds a basic wine appreciation/tasting class for
neanderthals like me whose knowledge about wine is limited to what i remember from
the movie "Sideways"? :D
peter
3. Re: One Night of Sex (in a Glass)

- Socky

July 14, 2008

Hi, Peter.
Unfortunately, I can't think of any restaurant that holds a wine appreciation/tasting class.
Cav at the Fort has a wine pairing menu, but no one will really sit down with you and
explain the wine nor the why's of pairing.
The best thing to do is go to wine tasting sessions, like the one by Premium or by
Jerome of Sommelier Selection. Jerome has wine tasting sessions at P750 per, if I'm not
mistaken. I just find that even Jerome - who is a patient teacher - can get technical about
wines, which can be intimidating for the likes of us.
In my experience, the one of the best ways to learn to appreciate wine is - aside from
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drinking great amounts of it, he, he! - is to read as much as you can about wines. The
most effective method for me was reading about varietal characteristics and trying to
discern these characteristics in the wines I drank. For example, reisling should have
distinct peach and mineral notes; cabernet sauvignon has notes of dark berries, olive
and sometimes tobacco. I look for these notes, training my palate in the process so that,
with my confidence bolstered, I can begin to look for other notes or tastes that make the
wine complex and interesting. But still my best yardstick for how good the wine is is the
finish, or how long the complex and delicious taste of the wine stays in my mouth and
throat.
It is also good to have a few friends who are equally interested in wine. I had two friends
on my early wine journeys, which made learning so much fun.Nothing like having people
you trust and respect to exchange notes with.
But while books are a reliable guide, the bottomline is that you trust your taste. You may
also want to treat yourself to an expensive wine now and then. Because really, there IS
a reason why one bottle of wine costs a lot more than another.
Have a great wine journey, Peter. Enjoy!

Beyond Manchego
Tuesday, June 24, 2008
While I have started to educate my palate on Spanish wines, there's still a lot I have to
learn about Spanish cheeses. This I realized at last month's gathering of the Cheese
Club of the Philippines, where the featured cheeses were those from Spain.
There were at least 25 kinds of Spanish cheese served that evening, with Manchego
being the most familiar - thanks to Terry's Selection which would always have my favorite
cheese, either curado or marinated in extra virgin olive oil. Manchego, Spain's most
famous sheep's milk cheese, comes from La Mancha which, as we all know, is the
homeland of Don Quixote.
In fact, there were 4 Manchegos to choose from: semi-cured, cured, marinated in Extra
Virgin Olive Oil and with Rosemary. But our tour of Spanish cheeses brought us beyond
La Mancha and way beyond Manchego, to various pastures, countrysides, mountain
caves and islands of flavorful, aromatic and often unusual cheeses.
We started at Cataluña, where we sampled the Petit Navat, a soft goat's cheese with a
brie-like texture, and the Garrotxa, a milky, slightly nutty, semi-soft goat's milk cheese.
You can tell the Garrotxa by its light coating of velvety, blue grey mold. A third cheese,
the Urgelia, was happily bubbling on the raclette when we got there. The Urgelia is a
favorite at the cheese club, loved for its sweet and earthly aroma, the result of aging for at
least 45 days in the caves of the Catalan Pyrenees mountains.
There were island cheeses, too: the Mahon from Menorca, a town in Islas Baleares, and
the Majorero from Islas Canarias (Fuertaventura). One is a cow's milk cheese, the other a cheese similar to the Manchego in texture - is made from the thick, aromatic, fatty milk
of the Majorero goat. The Mahon is quite interesting as it is shaped like a pillow.
The mainland had the biggest representation of cheeses. From Murcia we had the Murcia
al Vino DO, a firm and cyclinder-shaped cheese notable for its smooth, aromatic, reddishTennis and Conversation 2008-2010
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purple rind that's been bathed in red wine. From the rugged Extramadura came the
Ibores, the Tortita de Barros and the Iberico. From Castilla Y Leon marched La Corrala, a
semi-cured pasteurized cheese made from a mix of goat, cow and sheep milk; the
Montenebro or Queso del Tietar whose dark ash rind stood out in a sea of whites and
creams; the Garlic and Parsley Buche, the Green Cayene Buche and the Cremoso del
Bierzo.
Not to be skipped were the cheeses from the Basque region: the strong-tasting, piquant
Idiazabal DO, and the Roncal, an unpasteurized hard cheese with a pockmarked interior
and a greenish, moldy exterior that is sometimes rubbed with olive oil.
If France has Roquefort, England its Stilton and Italy its Gorgonzola, then Spain has its
Valdeon. This rich, creamy, intensely flavored cow-and-goat's milk blue cheese graces
the table in queenly fashion: the wheel is wrapped in Sycamore leaves!
The other blues from Spain are the Cabrales DO, a "difficult-to-conquer" blue which
Carlos de Terry of Terry Selection was kind enough to prepare into a soft terrine; and the
La Peral, which you could say is a semi-blue as it reaches its peak before becoming fully
veined.
For me, the most memorable cheese of the evening was the Arzua Ulloa DO from
Galicia. Imagine a thick cream soup in a bread basket, except the soup is the ivorycolored Arzua which you scoop out of its straw-yellow rind. The flavor is a heady mix of
butter and yogurt; the texture so soft you either spread it on bread or eat it off the spoon
or knife.
Not to be eclipsed by the cheeses were, of course, the wines: the sherry, the cava, the
riojas and the ribera del duero's, the moscatels.
It must have been from a festival of such cheeses and wine that The Ingenious Knight of
La Mancha emerged, feverish with quixotic ideals and ready to battle with the windmills.
Posted by Socky at 11:58AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Beyond Manchego

- margaux

June 24, 2008

wooow. nahilo ako, ang daming keso! bow to your memory! nothing beats an evening of
wine and cheese! well, maybe an evening of wine and cheese and ... chocolate (what
were you thinking?!) =)
2. Re: Beyond Manchego

- Socky

June 24, 2008

Nakakahilo talaga. And the amount of wine I drank didn't help, of course. Just took note
of the cheeses I really liked, then relied on the list that the Club provided :-)
Inebriated or not, I found these cheeses unforgettable: Urgelia, Majorero, the Valdeon
and of course the Arzua. But now that my list of Spanish cheeses has expanded beyond
Manchego, the problem is, not even Terry's carries such range of Spanish cheeses.
Next month, the Club will feature different types of tommes. And all I know is tomme de
savoie! Wanna be my guest?
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3. Re: Beyond Manchego

- Cheryl

June 24, 2008

Hi,
I’m from Ate Media, a media company specializing in F&B, travel and lifestyle. I have
some exciting information that might interest you.
I couldn’t find any email address on your site. Perhaps you could reply me at
cheryl@atemedia.com and I can follow up with you via email?
Thanks and have a great day!
Warmest regards,
Cheryl
Editorial Consultant
Ate Media Pte Ltd.
4. Re: Beyond Manchego

- userP

June 25, 2008

I have been worndering about the utter lack of interesting artisanal cheeses and butters
in Canada. As it turns out, selling fresh raw milk is illegal. There is a blackmarket for it,
though - and the milk farmer in the bootleg milk trade is currently being prosecuted (!).
Culinary outlaw, he has most celeb chefs on his side. But until the laws change, we
won't have a steady, legal supply.
5. Re: Beyond Manchego

- Socky

June 25, 2008

P, I grew up dinking fresh carabao milk - bought by my mom from Paco market, bottled
in recycled softdrinks glass and capped with a rolled piece of banana leaf. And am still
alive!
Can you imagine if some National Commission on Food Hygiene raided our markets
here? Takbuhan ang mga tindero ng taho, kesong puti at binatog!
6. Re: Beyond Manchego

- ChichaJo

June 25, 2008

Socky you are killing me! I can just imagine the deliciousness!!! I've always liked
idiazabal but the rest I haven't really tried...except for the cabrales, which my aunt
served melty on a veal chop...good! Nyarm!!!
7. Re: Beyond Manchego

- Socky

June 25, 2008

Joey, you like cabrales?! That was a shock to me. That cheese is extreme! Maybe it's
really meant to be cooked or melted on some not-too-aggresive meats like veal.
Actually, some of the cheeses, the goat milk cheeses particularly, were just too strong
and pungent for me. I preferred the "mixes" (cow's and goat's milk, for example), as they
have a softer edge, while keeping the earthy flavor that I love in cheeses.
But if you love raclettes, I don't know where you can (maybe Terry's), but go get Urgelia!
I am in love with this cheese.
8. Re: Beyond Manchego

- Katrina

June 25, 2008

Augh! Now I REALLY regret not going to this, especially since the Spanish wine night
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didn't push through. Of all the ones you mentioned, I've only tried Manchego and
Idiazabal (I saw it once in Terry's). I don't think I'd even attempt the Cabrales, since I'm
still trying to get used to the milder blues. But you are making me dream about that
Arzua!!!
I realized, though, that I appreciate things (food, wine, etc) more when there aren't so
many of them at once. I don't know how you remembered all that, Socky! When I went to
the Cheese Club, I just hopped from table to table enjoying everything, but have now
forgotten even the ones I liked best. With all the balancing one already has to do with
one's hands (bag, wine glass, bread, cheese, cheese knife, napkin), to have to write
down the cheese's names and how they tasted would be quite a hassle. So, like
Margaux, I bow to your prodigious memory!
How I wish that Terry's would start importing these, so that I could taste them one by
one until they stick to my slippery memory banks.
9. Re: Beyond Manchego

- Socky

June 26, 2008

I try to remember at least those I like, as I might not find or taste them ever again.
But mostly, my memory relies on technology, Katrina. I take pictures with my phone
camera. But the quality is so bad - insufficient lighting, non-art directed food, bad focus
(from the wine, he-he) - that I don't post them here.
What's cool is, the Club not only provides a list but places labels (name and a bit of info)
on the table to help its members identify and remember the cheeses, including the wine
that goes best with the cheese.
10. Re: Beyond Manchego

- mtan

June 28, 2008

July is Tommes???? Omg, have to go!

From Breakfast Fare to Chichi Hors d'ouevre
Thursday, June 19, 2008
I made this 'recipe' many years ago when I woke up with hardly anything in my ref for
breakfast but red salted eggs. And, um, some mayonnaise that I could still scrape from
the bottle. It has become one of my favorite breakfast fares since.
The salted egg is simply mashed with 2-3 tablespoons of mayonnaise, then spread on
toasted bread.
I've tried other versions of this salted egg and mayonnaise spread, the addition of wheat
germ being the weirdest. But that, I thought, mitigated the double whammy of cholesterol
in the morning.
Chopped pickles, onions or my favorite, cilantro, makes a more interesting variation and
adds sophistication to this recipe – enough to elevate it from morning stomach-filler to
hors d’ouevre status.
Posted by Socky at 07:11PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: From Breakfast Fare to Chichi Hors d'ouevre

- orangepixie

June 24, 2008

socky, passing on some business to you. it would be great if you can email me your
contact details. :-)
eileen.borromeo@hotmail.com
thanks!
2. Re: From Breakfast Fare to Chichi Hors d'ouevre

- Lee

July 11, 2008

i have mixed salted eggs and mayonnaise. same situation... a ref full of water but
without food.
3. Re: From Breakfast Fare to Chichi Hors d'ouevre

- Socky

July 11, 2008

Necessity is the mother of invention :-) Thanks for dropping by, Lee.

Biodynamic Wines: They're Here, They're Good!
Monday, June 09, 2008
At the Lunch with the Vignerons, I was delighted to learn that the Bott-Geyl
gewurtztraminer that I really liked was grown using biodynamic farming techniques.
Some people have described biodynamic farming as, basically, organic farming with a bit
of mysticism and philosophy thrown in. But it is a concept that has fascinated me for the
longest time.
Many many years ago, I came across a farmer’s almanac that charted the year’s moon
cycles, the tide movements and the dates deemed ideal for farming or fishing. It was
really more of a pamphlet, no more than 50 pages, crudely printed but written in very
poetic Tagalog. Not that I was into farming nor was any of my friends, but I was into
things esoteric and, to me, this pamphlet had “cabala” written all over it. I remember
trying to find other issues of this almanac, which I eventually found - of all places! - in an
obscure bookstore near the San Lazaro Hospital in Tayuman. I kept these pamphlets
along with my other “occult” titles that, of course, included works by Rudolf Steiner. A
disciple of Goethe, Steiner moved on to establish Waldorf education, a performancebased art/therapy movement called Eurythmy and, yes, anthroposophy whose principles
formed the basis of biodynamic farming.
You could just imagine my fascination as I listened to Madame Valerie Bott-Cartier talk
about planting and pruning according to an astronomical calendar, the difference in the
harvest made during “auspicious times”and “inauspicious times”, and the amazing quality
of the biodynamic produce.
The good news is, there are now a lot of winemakers in France - though mostly smallscale boutique types - who are into biodynamic farming. And winemakers in the US,
Germany, Austria are also taking this bold, exciting direction.
The Bott-Geyl gewurtz wasn’t my first organic/biodynamic wine. At my birthday party last
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year, I served Cuvee des Galets, a good-value organic, unfiltered red from Rhone. Then,
just last Saturday, in a private, impromptu wine tasting with Jerome at Sommelier
Selection, he opened another Bott-Geyl, this time a reisling, and a surprisingly good
Chateau de Roquefort from a small but impressively beautiful, biodynamic vineyard in
Provence.
Organic or biodynamic farming is not only kinder to the environment, but a 15-year US
study has proven that yields in terms of products and profits are comparable with
conventional - ie. chemical-based - aggressive agricultural methods. This should be
enough incentive for farmers all over the world to make the shift. But the real benefits of
organic farming are unquantifiable: it rebuilds nutrient-depleted soils, prevents pollution
and helps reverse the greenhouse effect.
Plus, a number of wine experts and connoisseurs actually claim that organic or
biodynamic wines not only taste better but will age better. All the good reasons to drink
more of it and help this planet live a little longer.
-------------------For a master list of biodynamic wine producers in the world, click here.
Posted by Socky at 11:57AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Biodynamic Wines: They're Here, They're Good!

- AlexBernardo

June 19, 2008

Nice post, socky. Seemingly weird practices aside, biodynamics is practical and is
basically intended to restore the health of the soil, hence grow better crops. Steiner and
co. observed that years of neglect and quick fixes such as use of chemicals and
pesticides did the crops no favor. Interestingly, biodynamics has been coopted by
winegrowers and today's eager biodynamists are them, not farmers of wheat, corn,
fruits, vegetables.
From a pleasure standpoint, biodynamically grown wines show more intensity and flavor,
provided of course the wine was grown on a good site to begin with, as biodynamics
doesn't do much if the vineyard or terroir is mediocre. That's why many winegrowers
practicing biodyanmics want to keep that under wraps and emphasize the terroir of their
wine not the farming method.
Hey, I'm actually very interested to see mangoes grown biodynamically!
2. Re: Biodynamic Wines: They're Here, They're Good!

- Socky

June 19, 2008

Yes, I'd love to taste biodynamically farmed mangoes. Let's say we've got the perfect
terroir for the fruit! And bananas, too.
Thanks for the insight on biodynamic wines. It strengthens my resolve to support
products - including wine - that are organic or biodynamically grown.
3. Re: Biodynamic Wines: They're Here, They're Good!

- AlexBernardo

June 21, 2008

FYI. Here's a link to an interesting tasting of one of my favorite organic wines, Mas de
Daumas Gassac (maybe Jerome could bring this in?) at a wine bar that's all "green"-meaning all their wines are organic.
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http://www.intowine.com/2001-mas-de-daumas-gassac-episode-18-intowine-tv
btw, I find these web tv tastings pretty informative.
4. Re: Biodynamic Wines: They're Here, They're Good!

- JackatForkampBottle

June 21, 2008

Alex, There's more biodynamic farming (non-grapes) than you realize, but it's so small
scale and those doing it get no publicity compared to small wineries.
Love Apple Farm, which supplies Manresa, is probably the best-known:
http://loveapplefarm.typepad.com/
5. Re: Biodynamic Wines: They're Here, They're Good!

- Socky

June 25, 2008

Thanks, Alex, for the link. I will certainly mention the wine to Jerome.
Hi, Jack. I've started to read up on biodynamic farms and am excited at how the
movement has caught on. Maybe it's always been there, it's just that more press is being
written about it now after the jolt of Gore's The Inconvenient Truth.

Did you know that....
Saturday, June 07, 2008
22 million Filipinos now have online access and that more than 13 million go online
everyday or, at least every other day? That’s more than the combined readership of the
top three English-language newspapers in the country, which is only about 3.4M (1.258
million readers for the Inquirer, 1.051 million for the Star and 1.048 million for Bulletin
nationwide, per the latest survey conducted by Nielsen Media Research). The online
numbers even exceed the combined tv viewership in NCR and GMA, Metro Cebu, Metro
Davao and other rural areas! In 2009, with the availability of affordable broadband like
prepaid Smartbro, expect the online numbers to post an even more dramatic rate of
increase versus the last 3-5 years.
Another thing, the Filipinos are probably one of the largest socially-networked nations in
Asia, if not the world. 83% of our online population are signed up in Friendster, Facebook
and similar online social networks. Am I surprised? My 9-year old nephew checks his
Friendster account every chance he has.
These stats should settle once and for all the speculation and debate as to the power of
the internet.
Kitty Go is the new…The Buzz!
Posted by Socky at 11:08AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Did you know that....

- katrina

June 07, 2008

That's astounding! Honestly, it's almost unbelievable -- more people go online than
watch TV?! With those numbers, we really ought to have more WiFi spots -- and they
should be free na. That also means advertising has a lot of catching up to do. Then
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again, as an internet addict, I'm loath to have more advertising online.
I didn't know that about the top 3 broadsheets only having a readership of less than 2M.
That saddens me. Filipinos really don't read anymore. :-(
2. Re: Did you know that....

- Socky

June 07, 2008

Amazing, no? We really take to new meadia faster: sms, and now the internet. But a
good percentage of those numbers have to do with online gaming. I should get the stats
on that.
3. Re: Did you know that....

- userP

June 10, 2008

... and chikatime is the new Startalk!
4. Re: Did you know that....

- Socky

June 15, 2008

Just an update on readership of our top three English-language newspapers: it's 3.4M
total, per the latest Nielsen survey and as published in Philippine Daily Inquirer. Yes,
Katrina, still a pittance compared to the online number and even to tv viewership.

A Question for Anna G: Cork or Screwcap?
Thursday, June 05, 2008
One would think that the private room at Je
Suis Gourmand was too small for a group
of about 20 people who got together for
Sommelier Selection’s “Lunch with the
Vignerons”. But I thought it made for
friendlier, more casual conversation.
Not only did I want to meet winemakers
from my favorite wine regions in France,
but hoped for a lively and open exchange
about wines and, particularly, cool trends
and hot issues in the wine world.
In attendance were Valerie Bott-Cartier of
Domaine Bott-Geyl in Alsace, and Brigitte and Eric Destouet Bourlon who run a large St.
Emillion Puisseguin estate in Bordeaux.
Fortunately, I was seated right across Madame Valerie Bott-Cartier whose 2005 “Les
Elements” Gewurztraminer was the first wine lined up for tasting. The wine, by the way,
was chilled just right (she says about 14º is perfect), allowing the wine to show off its
fresh pineapple notes. What a good complement to the Duck Foie Gras Terrine
marinated in, what else, gewurtztraminer! I had tried this wine before and now I was
reminded that I actually liked it and I should order one or two bottles again.
By the time the third wine, a Chateau Guibot La Fourvieille 2003, was brought in with our
entrée - grilled rib eye and roasted bone marrow bordelaise - discussions had moved a
few decibels higher and onto topics as diverse as biofarming, food and wine pairings,
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exorbitant wine prices.
How about this issue on cork versus screwcap, I asked.
I know that somehow this debate has been settled by
wine experts who, after numerous wine tastings, have
declared that the use of screwcap hardly makes any
difference in the quality and enjoyment of wine. But the
romantic in me refuses to concede. And here's my
chance to get the lowdown on this isue from winemakers
themselves.
Madame Bott-Cartier offered her opinion from the
perspective of bottle aging:
As we know, even after the wine is bottled, it continues to consume the air contained in
the bottle. It is this “slow breathing” that helps refine the wine, allowing some of its
components to mature and its bouquet to develop.
Now, consider the difference between natural cork and an aluminum screwcap: one is
porous, the other is not.
You can then imagine that in a bottle with a porous cap - which allows some air to seep in
- wine will continue to breathe, age and develop. This is great for a complex wine (like the
La Fourvieille, which I thought was very promising). On the other hand, a simple wine
that’s meant to be drank early will lose freshness and character if “exposed to air” too
long.
Therefore, it doesn’t make sense to use cork with a simple wine, just as it’s a sorry waste
to bottle a great vintage with a screwcap.
Do I take it then that this equation is right: screwcap = not so good, drink at once; cork =
good, complex and maybe worth the higher price tag. But, wait, isn't there another factor
that often swings the vote in favor of screwcaps: cork taint. It's that moldy, musty, wetcardboard taste that results when organisms form in the cork and come in contact with
the wine.
I was told once that 2 out of 10 bottles of wine – regardless of the prestige of the
winemaker or the price I paid for it - would most likely be cork-tainted. Now that’s like
playing Russian roulette!
According to Madame Bott-Cartier, one way winemakers try to reduce the incidence of
cork taint is by investing in good quality cork. But good quality cork costs as much as 1
Euro a piece, easily 10% of the manufacturing cost of, say, a 10-Euro bottle.
I think the bigger or more prestigious vignerons will continue to cork their wines the
traditional way, and charge a hefty price. For one thing, there will always be wine lovers
who seek more than complexity of flavors and aroma; just as seductive are the traditions
and rituals of wine - the twisting, the popping of the cork being one.
But I guess we can expect more and more wine producers to switch to screwcaps and
plastic closures. Not only does it make sense money-wise, they can't afford to incur the
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ire of customers who pay good money, only to see it – and the wine – go down the drain.
Once again, as in life and love, practicality beats romance.
-------------------Anna G, designed in the 1990's by Alessandro Mendini, is one of the many wine
implements that face extinction with the proliferation of metal screwcaps.
Posted by Socky at 11:34PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: A Question for Anna G: Cork or Screwcap?

- Anonymous

June 15, 2008

You may not be aware that French wines, at production level, have low alcohol volume,
around 8%, which makes them unsuitable for consumption. To avoid that the industry
blends the wines with South European or North African wines which are in the range of
18% alcohol volume.
Another way is to add sugar; this is one of the reasons why in the Union the
consumption and/or use of sugar is closely monitored.
Also there is a technology available to produce wines artificially with the same qualities
like the natural ones.
Wines are delicate products sensitive to many factors like temperature, weather, light,
moon cycle, barrel, etc. To be exported and shipped anywhere in the world and under
any temperature, they must be chemically treated.
Of all wines, I found South African and Chilean wines suitable to my tastes.
2. Re: A Question for Anna G: Cork or Screwcap?

- Socky

June 15, 2008

Thanks for these interesting bits of info on wine, anonymous. I'm sure there are a lot
that's kept out of public knowledge. But I'm aware that indeed there are artificially
produced wines that merchants try to pass off as natural. In my country, for example,
there's one highly advertised brand of wine that, unknown to many, is actually powdered
wine. I'm glad though that there are now more importers that bring in good wine and
ensure that these get into the country in good shape. And I'd like to think that there are
more wine producers who are committed to quality and shun harsh chemical methods both in the production process and in the transporting of these wines. Besides, there
have been a lot of advancements in the way we move produce from one country to
another, resulting in less use of chemical preservatives.
It's truly difficult - and sometimes expensive - to find quality wines, but as I often say, the
thrill is in the search. I'm glad you've found the wines you like. I too have tasted some
incredibly good chilean wines. Cheers!
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Psychedelia Redux
Saturday, May 31, 2008
Blame it on the movie Across the Universe,
it seems I’m still on a nostalgic trip for
organic highs and psychedelic art.
But how else do I describe the works of
Kustaa Saksi, a young graphic artist from
Finland who’s currently exhibiting at
Archaeology in Rockwell’s Powerplant?
His works – digital giclee prints of some of
his commissioned works, as well as a few
serigraphy pieces – are, yes, psychedelic.
Maybe there's a more contemporary term
for it, but how else does one describe a
world of magical creatures, of organic,
viscous shapes and kaleidoscopic colors.
This is Peter Max taking us back to the
times when art, music and literature
seemed to share a single visual expression.
When the Beatles, Jimi Hendrix, Allen
Ginsberg, William Burroughs, R.D. Laing
and Andy Warhol looked like they all cut a
slice from the same orange pill.
Except
Kustaa’s works are gentler and soft-edged, evoking
a feeling so familiar, the kind that wells up when
funny, chirpy friends curtsy and exit from the
landscape after a long, psychedelic trip.
Kustaa Saksi is in Manila until June 1. A prolific
artist, he has done illustrations for books and
magazines (New York Times, Playboy), record
jackets, print ads (Swarovski, Samsung, Vespa,
Lacoste), apparel (Diesel, Urban Outfitters), even
wallpaper and vinyl wall stickers that are now found
in trendy lofts and apartments. Large-scale exhibits
of his works include beamed art installations and
building-sized mural prints in cities like Amsterdam
and New York. Check out his works at
www.kustaasaksi.com
Here artist and I pose with my favorite of the lot, a limited-edition serigraphy print entitled
Bunny and Skitter, two mosquitoes finishing off an apple. Thanks, Bearbrick Love, for the
pics.
Posted by Socky at 09:01AM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Psychedelia Redux

- katrina

June 02, 2008

I'd meant to go to Rockwell to check this out since I missed the one in CCP, but I forgot!
The annoying thing is, I was actually in Power Plant for a short time tonight and could've
dropped by. Thanks for posting the pictures, at least I still got to see his work, albeit
vicariously. :-)

Spargel in Aubergine
Sunday, May 25, 2008
Spargel is the German word for asparagus,
specifically the popular but more expensive
variety: the white asparagus.
Mid-April to about mid-June is white
asparagus season, and other than
Oktoberfest, nothing sets the entire
German-speaking world in such frenzy and
anticipation as this time of the year when
“spears of white gold” are harvested and
enjoyed. Spargelfests are held in open
markets
and every restaurant is expected to put out menus
featuring this pricey, seasonal delicacy.
It was great timing that a friend and I decided to have
dinner in Aubergine at the Fort last Friday. Aubergine –
the restaurant of the International School of Culinary
Arts and Hotel Management - had a special menu
featuring white asparagus flown in from Germany.
I ordered the White German Asparagus with Grilled
Australian Beef Tenderloin and got an almost 1.5”-thick,
200gr steak, done to a perfect medium! And beside that
lay four spears of white asparagus, each as thick as my
thumb and at least 7 inches long. This white asparagusbeef tenderloin dish was served on wilted spinach, with
béarnaise
sauce and sidings of sautéed young
potatoes. P1,500+ but worth it!
Aubergine’s “spargelfest” is available for
lunch and dinner. But there’s no telling how
long the restaurant will run it. “Depends on
the supply from Germany, ma’am.”
Aubergine is on the 2nd floor of the 32nd and 5th Building, 5th Avenue cor. 32nd Street,
Fort Bonifacio. Check their website for their menu and wine list.
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(Top photo from Spiegel Online International.)
Posted by Socky at 07:01AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Spargel in Aubergine

- mtan

May 25, 2008

The asparagus look like logs in the first photos! We had dinner recently celebrating the
white spears at CAV. I think several of the other restaurants in town are also celebrating
the season.
Reminds me that I destroyed my blender several years back trying to make cream of
white asparagus soup. Wasted a costly bundle of vegetables and the blender all
because I forgot to prep them properly.
2. Re: Spargel in Aubergine

- Socky

May 25, 2008

Yes, it can be quite a shock as am so used to our thinny-weeny green asparagus. But
there's also purple asparagus, which I haven't seen or don't remember seeing ever. So
curious. But white asparagus is my favorite.
3. Re: Spargel in Aubergine

- katrina

May 26, 2008

Try Cav's white asparagus dishes too, Socky. Mila's asparagus veloute was divinely
silky. They also offer it as a main course -- about 8 long spears with Bearnaise sauce.
There's purple asparagus???
4. Re: Spargel in Aubergine

- Socky

May 26, 2008

Wow, I would like an all-white asparagus dish! I prefer not to be distracted from its taste
by other stuff like meat or fish.
Yes, I read there are 3 kinds of asparagus: green, white and purple. I just don't know if
they're better than the green that we know. But white is considered king.
5. Re: Spargel in Aubergine

- AlexBernardo

May 30, 2008

Agree with you, socky, I like eating tender juicy whtie asparagus by itself with
mayonnaise or aioli. imho the best white asparagus are from Navarra Spain where they
are obsessed with growing the best. Asparagus from Navarra are canned and this is the
one exception where canned is as good as fresh maybe even better because they
picked the best crop to can. I bet Terry's would carry canned esparragos de Navarra,
this is the fattest, juiciest and most tender white asparagus around.
6. Re: Spargel in Aubergine

- AlexB

May 30, 2008

I forgot to mention I was in Navarra early last month at the height of white asparagus
season. Guess what the locals were buying and eating, especially at the pinchos bars,
yup, canned asparagus.
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Dotch? Or, What Will You Order Tonight?
Saturday, May 24, 2008
Do you know what kept me glued to the tv
screen these past days? No, not American
Idol; in fact I missed the David vs. David
finals and its replays. Neither was it Gossip
Girl nor any of those new series from the
US.
The show I’ve been watching like an
addiction is a Japanese game show called
The New Dotch Cooking Showdown (34
episodes!), and it’s not on the Asian Food
Channel.
Like The Iron Chef, food here is prepared before a panel of “judges” and features a
“secret” ingredient. But unlike the Iron Chef, TNDCS is not a battle between celebrity
chefs, but a battle between two common dishes. Each episode has a food theme or a
challenge for the chefs: “dishes that fight brain aging” or “the battle of red vs. black”,
referring to red ingredients like chili and black ingredients like black vinegar. One wacky
episode featured "Dishes for Hungry Men" where the 5 male panelists/judges were not
allowed to eat for 48 hours before the show.
Also, in TNDCS, the chefs themselves choose the secret ingredient for their respective
dishes - hoping to sway the audience’ vote in their favor. Because at the end, the
panelists are asked “Dotch?”, or “Which dish will you order tonight?” The dish that gets
majority vote wins... BUT only the panelists who “ordered” the winning dish get to eat. We
the audience, as well as the winners, are then treated to that sadistic pleasure of seeing
the losers just sit in the background - hungry, frustrated and, yes, getting even hungrier.
Now, isn’t this game show just so Japanese?
Each episode lasts about 45 minutes during which our senses and appetite go crazy over
those extreme closeups of food, of oil sizzling in a pan, of steam rising from a pot.
Imagine how the audience feels watching all these live – and what torture it is for the
losers.
But what I enjoy most are the mini-documentaries about the dishes and their special
ingredients; they break the pace and take us away from the confines of the studio. One
clip, for example, featured a small prefecture where Japan's juiciest, fleshiest leeks with
stalks 10cm wide are grown. We also get to meet farmers, like the couple who handcrafts
what is probably the most expensive ra-yu sauce in the world. In another episode, we are
introduced to an old man who, by aging mirin like wine, brought this Japanese kitchen
staple to new heights, or rather, depths of flavor and sweetness. Describing his 13-year
journey, he says: “My mirin is I, myself. Now I have something to leave behind in this
world when I die”. Back in the studio, we see this rich, dark liquid poured generously on a
dish. The audience cries “oooohhhh" and almost faints.
Sure, TNDCS is another quirky, frenetic Japanese game show, but no doubt it leaves us
with a sense of respect and reverence for the Japanese – their food, their craft, their
obsession with food perfection.
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I vow to go to Tsumura or Tsukiji first thing next week, and not complain about the price. I
will bow my head before the chef and his platter of fresh, beautiful sushi.
Posted by Socky at 09:33AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Dotch? Or, What Will You Order Tonight?

- stevie

May 24, 2008

On what channel is this show? What time?
Have you read that issue of Newsweek that had Tokyo's michelin rating as the cover?
This show just proves that Japanese are better than any when it comes to a food
culture. Huh? That right, The Iron Chef TV show was created in Japan.
2. Re: Dotch? Or, What Will You Order Tonight?

- Socky

May 24, 2008

Hi, Stevie. Unfortunately, this show isn't on any of our local cable channels. My copies
are from a friend who ever so patiently downloaded all 34 episodes from the internet.
Now am busily transfering them on to dvd's. Love love love this show!
3. Re: Dotch? Or, What Will You Order Tonight?

- katrina

May 26, 2008

What an interesting concept! The Japanese really come up with the craziest ideas. But
do I understand correctly that the winning dish is chosen BEFORE it's even been
tasted? So it wins on the basis of its special ingredient and description? What if the nonwinning dish was actually better-tasting?
4. Re: Dotch? Or, What Will You Order Tonight?

- Socky

May 26, 2008

Yes, the winning dish is chosen before it is tasted. But remember, the question is "What
will you order tonight?", hence the choice is based on the special ingredient and how
appetizing the dish looks as it is prepared and ultimately which dish the audience wants
to try. (I was told that the audience sits through the whole process, seeing and smelling
the food as it is cooked. The audience really gets hungry in the process! Pity the
"unlucky" panelists who practically go harakiri out of frustration and deprivation.)
I myself get confused as to which to "order", because every dish just looks so good and
yummy, and am torn whether I should choose the one that uses a rare Ra-yu sauce or
the one with 10cmwide leeks. I guess it's pretty much like when we sit in a restaurant
and don't know what to order :-)
Now I'm craving for omu rice and Porkliver & leek, gyosa, ugh torture!

Argyle and Purple Feet
Monday, May 19, 2008
For the bloggers' get-together at Wine Depot's Purple Feet Restaurant last Wednesday, I
thought I'd stray from the usual wine regions and bring something either from New
Zealand or Oregon.
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The New Zealand selection was rather thin, so I
moved to the Oregon section where this particular
wine caught my attention: the Argyle Willamette Pinot
Noir 2006.
Oregon is known for its Pinot Noir and it would be
good to expand my knowledge of this varietal beyond
Burgundy and the movie, Sideways. Also, a winery
named after a kind of pattern usually found on
sweaters - and, yes, socks! - should further enliven
the conversation, if not temper what I imagined to be
very high expectations and food/wine standards of
these famous bloggers.
Besides, who could resist the idea: a wine called
Argyle in a restaurant called Purple Feet!
(Thanks, Watergirl, for the wine pic.)
Posted by Socky at 11:27AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- Franco

May 19, 2008

Very funny.:)
But how was your food? I heard about your dinner from Wysgal. If the chefs only
knew...I'm sure they would be quaking in their crocs.:)
2. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- Socky

May 19, 2008

From a restaurant that promised "freestyle cooking", I expected more creative, more
surprising dishes. But I guess that's just difficult to do when you've got a packed house.
I'd like to give it another try - on a less busy day.
What's great is the access to an extensive wine selection, of course. And that Argyle
wine was actually good!
Maybe for Purple Feet, "freestyle cooking" should mean improvising dishes that will pair
beautifully with the wine people buy or their wines-of-the month. You know, food-followswine. I believe THAT is the real potential of the place.
3. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- mtan

May 19, 2008

I enjoyed that sock/feet connection Socky (double lol). Make that a triple connection.
The wine was lovely, such a lovely nose of caramels, maybe we should have ordered
stuff with more of the caramelized onions or caramelized vegies for sweetness to go with
that bottle. I forgot to photo the second choice though. By the way, Katrina and I got to
taste a nice fruity gewurtztraminer from New Zealand before we ate.
4. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- Socky
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May 19, 2008

Ha-ha, missed that third connection!
The other bottle was also an Oregon wine, a Blackstone Pinot Noir, which was not as
good as the Argyle.
New Zealand is better known for its whites, and since I expected a mix of meat and fish
at our table, I figured a medium bodied Pinot Noir would be the best choice. I'm glad you
enjoyed it.
5. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- Sakai

May 20, 2008

i got a wine named STUMP JUMP when i dined here. very good, packs a wallop. 14.5%
alcohol content.
Wasnt that impressed too with the food, ChefMarco said they made improvements
already based on my comments in my blog.. havent gone back yet...
6. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- Socky

May 21, 2008

Hi, Sakai. I love how Australians can be so casual and even irreverent when it comes to
wines (unlike the French who take themselves and their wines ever so seriously haha!). But I've never had a bad time with Aussie wines. They're reliable and often
surprising. I like how Stump Jump's name suggests how the wine was pressed. But I am
surprised at how high its alcohol content is.
7. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- katrina

May 21, 2008

Mila, very funny about the third connection! I enjoyed the Argyle too, thanks for being
our group's wine expert! :-) And I totally agree with you about Purple Feet. Lori and
Anton's posts gave me expectations which the chef/s didn't meet. You're right, maybe
we should return when the place is far less busy. Which, given its popularity, probably
won't happen soon.
8. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- kikas_head

May 23, 2008

Argyle wine is really awesome--my cousin works for them so she introduced me to the
wine a few years ago. I keep meaning to email her the prices at Wine Depot just to
shock the heck out of her. Obviously the cost goes way up once it is shipped all the way
here but I think the markup will still surprise her (I know it did me).
On a side note, the winery does some awesome tastings. If you are every in Portland, it
is only about 30 minutes to the winery.
9. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- Socky

May 23, 2008

Yes, Kikas, the Argyle was definitely outstanding. I can imagine how much more their
"premium" vintages are. And, yes, I know am paying an unreasonable markup when I
buy the wine here, even from a wine distributor. I know this particular Argyle costs only
between $19-22 in a US retail shop, but I paid P1,640 for a bottle. That's clearly double
the price!!!! But what the heck, quality has its price and when you are with friends with
equal passion for food and wine, you just don't scrimp, yes? And, really, there's no
psychic reward like seeing all of them enjoy the wine and hearing all the good
compliments.
10. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- AlexBernardo

May 30, 2008
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Hi Socky, with the Argyle Pinot Noir you sort of hit two birds with one stone as it's owned
by an Aussie company and was founded by an Aussie winemaker. Argyle makes good
Pinots which is kinda interesting because they started as a sparkling wine producer and
was more known for that for years. Though many Oregon wines hardly make it out of
Oregon because of small production I'm not surprised Argyle is available in Manila
because of the Aussie parent. Argyle made very good 06 wines and 06 in general is very
popular as it was one of the warmest vintages in Oregon, the closest to a California
vintage in the Willamette so the wines are ripe and fruity and easily accessible. Thanks
for the post, even at that price I'll gladly pay for a bottle of Argyle when I'm in Manila,
though of course I'd rather have a nice Burgundy! :)
11. Re: Argyle and Purple Feet

- burgundywines

February 06, 2009

Burgundy wine
(French: Bourgogne or Vin de Bourgogne) is wine made in the Burgundy region in
eastern France.[1] The most famous wines produced here - those commonly referred to
as Burgundies - are red wines made from Pinot Noir grapes or white wines made from
Chardonnay grapes. Red and white wines are also made from other grape varieties,
such as Gamay and Aligoté respectively. Small amounts of rosé and sparkling wine are
also produced in the region. Chardonnay-dominated Chablis and Gamay-dominated
Beaujolais are formally part of Burgundy wine region, but wines from those subregions
are usually referred to by their own names rather than as "Burgundy wines".
Burgundy has a higher number of Appellation d'origine contrôlées (AOCs) than any
other French region, and is often seen as the most terroir-conscious of the French wine
regions. The various Burgundy AOCs are classified from carefully delineated Grand Cru
vineyards down to more non-specific regional appellations. The practice of delineating
vineyards by their terroir in Burgundy go back to Medieval times, when various
monasteries played a key role in developing the Burgundy wine industry. The
appellations of Burgundy (not including Chablis).
Overview in the middle, the southern part to the left, and the northern part to the right.
The Burgundy region runs from Auxerre in the north down to Mâcon in the south, or
down to Lyon if the Beaujolais area is included as part of Burgundy. Chablis, a white
wine made from Chardonnay grapes, is produced in the area around Auxerre. Other
smaller appellations near to Chablis include Irancy, which produces red wines and
Saint-Bris, which produces white wines from Sauvignon Blanc. Some way south of
Chablis is the Côte d'Or, where Burgundy's most famous and most expensive wines
originate, and where all Grand Cru vineyards of Burgundy (except for Chablis Grand
Cru) are situated. The Côte d'Or itself is split into two parts: the Côte de Nuits which
starts just south of Dijon and runs till Corgoloin, a few kilometers south of the town of
Nuits-Saint-Georges, and the Côte de Beaune which starts at Ladoix and ends at
Dezize-les-Maranges. The wine-growing part of this area in the heart of Burgundy is just
40 kilometres (25 mi) long, and in most places less than 2 kilometres (1.2 mi) wide. The
area is made up of tiny villages surrounded by a combination of flat and sloped
vineyards on the eastern side of a hilly region, providing some rain and weather shelter
from the prevailing westerly winds. T
he best wines - from "Grand Cru" vineyards - of this region are usually grown from the
middle and higher part of the slopes, where the vineyards have the most exposure to
sunshine and the best drainage, while the "Premier Cru" come from a little less
favourably exposed slopes. The relatively ordinary "Village" wines are produced from
the flat territory nearer the villages. The Côte de Nuits contains 24 out of the 25 red
Grand Cru appellations in Burgundy, while all of the region's white Grand Crus are
located in the Côte de Beaune. This is explained by the presence of different soils,
which favour Pinot Noir and Chardonnay respectively. Further south is the Côte
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Chalonnaise, where again a mix of mostly red and white wines are produced, although
the appellations found here such as Mercurey, Rully and Givry are less well known than
their counterparts in the Côte d'Or. Below the Côte Chalonnaise is the Mâconnais
region, known for producing large quantities of easy-drinking and more affordable white
wine. Further south again is the Beaujolais region, famous for fruity red wines made
from Gamay. Burgundy experiences a continental climate characterized by very cold
winters and hot summers. The weather is very unpredictable with rains, hail, and frost
all possible around harvest time. Because of this climate, there is a lot of variation
between vintages from Burgundy.
You can find more info at: http://www.burgundywinevarieties.com/

Object of Desire
Monday, May 12, 2008
I saw this lamp in Padstyle, one of my
favorite design porn sites. The Flos
Skygarden S1 Suspension, designed by
Marcel Wanders, has intricate latticework
detailing that echoes the motif of the
pressed tin ceiling in my condo (read posts
here and here). Compared to this "garden
in the sky", the suspension lamp that I have
in my dining right now (a Jasper Morrison
Glo-Ball) seems so formal and boring.
Except the cost of the Skygarden is, ugh,
sky-high: $1,940.
Check out some pics and datasheet on the
Skygarden here.
Posted by Socky at 01:23PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Object of Desire

- userr

May 19, 2008

Yeah this light piece would go well with your gorgeous ceiling (LOVE your copper sliding
door by the way)! Go Marcel! Have loved his work since the old days at Droog (knot
chair, etc)! Shame I missed his exhibition when I was at Salone in Milan last month, but
it was just too huge to fit everything in! Apparently this year's was the biggest ever!
Was fortunate enough though to still be living in my hometown of Sydney when he came
to speak and officially open one of our exhibitions.
I guess your current Morrison piece also works well as a contrast to the intricate details
of your ceiling though.
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2. Re: Object of Desire

- Socky

May 20, 2008

Thanks, r. Love that copper door myself.
What I like about Wanders'lamp is that it looks plain until you sit at the table and look up.
The intricate design comes a surprise.
The Morisson Glo-Ball works fine. I should really be happy with it :-)

Cook Like A Chef
Sunday, May 11, 2008
This is what happens when I hit the sack at
9pm and, inevitably, wake up at 4am. I
have enough time to whip up a "fancy"
breakfast, brew twice the amount of coffee I
usually consume in the morning and
generally take it easy with the tv tuned in to
the Asian Food Channel.
It was actually from the AFC, in a show with
this dude who cooked camp food, that I got
the idea for this bacon-egg-tomato
breakfast. I liked that his recipe did away
w i t h
having to cook your bacon, tomatoes and your fried
eggs separately - and, of course, the number of
plates and pans one had to wash after.
His no-fuss, camp-fire recipe: Lay 3 strips of bacon,
crisscrossed, on a foil sheet; cut off the top and
hollow out a salad tomato; break an egg and pour
both yolk and white into the tomato; fold bacon over
the tomato; wrap in foil, throw into the fire. It's that
simple!
But the egg came out rare and - salmonella alert! didn't look cooked at all. So I thought I'd improvise a
bit and, with the time I had, doll up this dish.
My version: whip an egg in a bowl, season with salt and pepper, add some milk and
strips of roasted shiitake mushroom and asparagus (chopped parsley optional). Pour the
egg mixture and some olive oil into a hollowed-out tomato. Lay the tomato on 2 strips of
bacon and fold the bacon over the tomato. Hold the bacon in place by topping with 2 or 3
asparagus tips. Drizzle with olive oil, then bake in the oven toaster for 8-10 minutes.
Voila, my Asparagus-Shiitake Omelet in Tomato Basket! Great with the Jamaican Blue
Mountain Coffee, a pasalubong from my balikbayan sister.
Posted by Socky at 01:47PM (+08:00)
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Comments
1. Re: Cook Like A Chef

- katrina

May 11, 2008

What a terrific (and delicious) idea! This is something I can -- and will -- make, soonest.
Thanks for sharing, Socky! :-)
2. Re: Cook Like A Chef

- ChichaJo

May 12, 2008

Not only does this sound delicious, and look elegant, it's also so simple to make -- and
easy of the dish-washing (always a plus for me)! :)
3. Re: Cook Like A Chef

- mtan

May 12, 2008

That last photo is great Socky, the asparagus laid against the tomato and the creamy
eggs in and out of the tomato. And healthy looking too!
4. Re: Cook Like A Chef

- Emily

May 13, 2008

Wow, this is beautiful! We're hosting a mushroom recipe contest and I'd love to have you
submit this (or another favorite). The winner will be mailed 2 lbs. of fresh morel
mushrooms! Recipes can be posted at MarxFoods.com
5. Re: Cook Like A Chef

- Sakai

May 14, 2008

looks lovely
6. Re: Cook Like A Chef

- Katrina

May 21, 2008

Socky, I made this na! Not exactly like yours, though: I didn't have asparagus, and I
substituted the mushrooms for cheese, plus added some herbs. It took longer than I
expected to cook -- not sure if I put too much milk in the eggs, or if it's because a turbo
broiler takes longer than a toaster oven. But it turned out great, and Felipe loved it, too!
(Then again, how could any dish with bacon go wrong?) I was so pleased with this
elemantary dish, that I took several photos! Hahaha! For a non-cook like me, this was
already quite an accomplishment. ;-)
7. Re: Cook Like A Chef

- katrina

May 21, 2008

I meant: substituted cheese for the mushrooms. :-)
8. Re: Cook Like A Chef

- Socky

May 22, 2008

Wow, Katrina, this is great! Congratulations. I'd love to see your pics!

Eva Solo on Indoor Gardening
Thursday, May 08, 2008
I’ve always wanted an indoor herb garden, preferably tarragon (I love it as tea), basil (for
pasta and roasted tomatoes), oregano (also a great cough remedy) and, of course,
thyme and rosemary whose scents I simply love. So, despite empirical evidence that I
don't have a green thumb, I persist and buy this self-watering flowerpot from Eva Solo.
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I’ve always believed in technology and have often
relied on it to fill in some of my inadequacies.
The Eva Solo Self-watering Flowerpot features a
ceramic pot with holes in the bottom where you loop a
string that, in some sort of osmosis, draws the water
upward from the glass vase. No need for frequent
watering as the glass reservoir holds enough water to
sustain a plant for a week.
This is simple technology, really, that works on a basic
principle one learns in Physics class. I know I could
have designed my own, less expensive version using
an ordinary terra cotta pot, a glass bowl and a piece of
string. But, I’m not a DIY type… and I’m a sucker for
design.
This self-watering pot not only gets the
proportions right, it beautifully balances
form and function. You can tell this is a
well-thought out piece, down to that little
spout on the glass - a little “surprise”, an
unexpected detail - that, in my book, good
design must have.
Posted by Socky at 11:42AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Eva Solo on Indoor Gardening

- userP

May 08, 2008

Reminded me of this: intensive care for house plants.
http://www.vitaminliving.com/products/original/iv.php
2. Re: Eva Solo on Indoor Gardening

- katrina

May 10, 2008

How ingenious and sleek that pot is! Let us know if it helps you succeed as a "gardener."
;-)
3. Re: Eva Solo on Indoor Gardening

- Socky

May 11, 2008

The jury's still out on this one. When all else (this self-watering plant and the magic jelly)
fails, I'll just grow cactus.
4. Re: Eva Solo on Indoor Gardening

- ChichaJo

May 12, 2008

Growing my own herbs has always been my frustration...I have killed so many thyme
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plants na :( Although I have a kaffir lime plant that seems to be doing good :) This looks
fantastic for when I am out of town! Plus it's gorgeous! I like the other Eva Solo stuff
too!!!
5. Re: Eva Solo on Indoor Gardening

- Anonymous

February 09, 2009

I've been looking for Eva Solo self watering plants here in Manila .. where did you find
this? You're right, it has great design!
I've been scouring malls, have yet to find it :(
6. Re: Eva Solo on Indoor Gardening

- Socky

February 09, 2009

Hi, Anonymous.I bought my Eva Solo Self-watering plant at 105 Rada in Legaspi
Village, Makati. But Dimensione at Fort carries it too.
It really looks good, but unfortunately it doesn't work! I guess the weather is too hot that
the string dries up before the water gets up to the soil. I still use it though - as a planter
to hold my pot of oregano.
Maybe when you place it in a cooler spot in the house it will work. (Mine sits by the
window where the sun hits it directly every morning, and that probably explains why it
dries up too fast for me). But don't gamble your P3,000+ money on it.

Across My Universe
Thursday, May 01, 2008
Except for Charo and Adie, I don’t think
many people that I hang out with nowadays
actually grew up with the music of the
Beatles.
So when K texted me right after watching
Across the Universe that I must see this
movie, I actually wondered why she thought
it was so galing. K wasn’t even born yet
when the Beatles played their last concert
on a rooftop!
Of course, the music is great. More than a generation later, the music of the Beatles is
still getting downloaded and uploaded onto iPods and MP3’s, still inspiring covers, plays
and movies like Love and Across the Universe, still so appropriate as the soundtrack to
the many protests and anti-war movements happening around the world. Surprisingly,
even psychedelia - when shown with Beatles music as accompaniment- still seems like a
cool thing.
It helps that Across the Universe was directed by Julie Taymor, whose genius as
storyteller and visual hypnotist is irrefutable. Not to mention that I think she must have
been some flower child herself and that this movie is a chronicle of that generation, set
not only against the music of the Beatles but also the folklore and mythology that defined
the late 60's.
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The real fun part is, we can actually play an entire game just decoding the secret
language and pointing out the many allusions and references that this movie makes to an
era some 30 years gone. We can start with the names of the characters, or why the black
character, Jojo, wears a purple shirt or what whisky Sadie grabs to drink and what tragic
figure she reminds us of.
I almost fell off my seat when, in the segment where Bono sang I am the Walrus,
reference was made to Timothy Leary. And of course, I only knew too well the exciting
dangers of drinking a pink electric Kool-Aid. Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds... I once
loved her too.
(Photo from IMDb.com)
Posted by Socky at 03:12PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Across My Universe

- katrina

May 05, 2008

Well, I used to say that I wish I'd been born earlier so that I could've attended
Woodstock. :-D And I think Felipe actually knows more about music from the '60s and
'70s than from this millenium. We enjoyed taking note of the allusions, too, though I'm
sure you saw many more of them.
Funny you mention Timothy Leary...did you know that Albert Hofmann, discoverer of
LSD, died last week at 102 years old? Now that's a long trip! ;-)
2. Re: Across My Universe

- Socky

May 05, 2008

Ha-ha! What Hofmann discovered was the fountain of youth!
3. Re: Across My Universe

- ChichaJo

May 05, 2008

I can't wait to see this...K sent me the same text! (if we are talking about the same K) :)
4. Re: Across My Universe

- mtan

May 07, 2008

I have been listening to Bono singing I am the Walrus so many times it's sort of ringing in
my head...
Haven't seen the movie yet, and will probably not pick up on all the allusions, but I do
love the Beatles, whether they were still together when I was born or not.

Magic - er, Fortune - Jelly
Saturday, April 26, 2008
While I have a small but lush garden in my home in the south, truth is, without a gardener
or househelp, I can't grow a living thing nor keep it alive for long. Hence, I'm off limits in
my own garden; I can look but not touch - for my plants' sake!
But that magic jelly - usually sold in small kiosks in malls - is truly magical. Look, this
fortune plant is actually thriving inspite of me.
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Supposedly non-toxic and odorless, this virtual soil can
feed and sustain a plant for weeks. When its jello-like
cubes lose shape or "melt" - which they seem to do faster
when put in direct sunlight - I just top up with another bag
(P57 for a small bag in Landmark; P105 for twice the size
at SM). A small price to pay for a piece of green in my city
home.
(Thanks to Manang Cora, my balikbayan sister, for this
gift of good fortune.)
Posted by Socky at 03:46PM (+08:00)

Streetside Buffet
Wednesday, April 16, 2008
They dot practically every major street in
Makati’s CBD and have become the more
ubiquitous, preferred lunchtime destination
of the city’s blue and white collar workers.
From rusty jeepneys loaded with pots of
soupy favorites and where sometimes
banana-cue and turon are freshly cooked
on a gas stove, they have, thankfully,
morphed into safer, semi-permanent
structures. Nevertheless they remain a
blight on the landscape, with billboard-sized
ads for telecom, softdrinks and instant
noodles stickered onto their aluminum shells.
But to my balikbayan sister, whose last visit to the country was in 1998, the lowly jolli-jeep
is a delightful discovery. On Rada Street where she stays with my younger sister, there
are at least seven jolli-jeeps that offer different, home-style Filipino specialties. One or
two have banana-cue and maruya cooked on the spot at mid-afternoon. Most “famous” of
these jolli-jeeps is the one closest to De la Rosa Street, where the sisig and the lugaw
are supposedly to die for.
There was one time when she hopped from one jolli-jeep to another and bought
guinataang pagi, tortang talong, tortang dilis, dulong patties, guinataang langka, pakbet,
ginisang ampalaya, pancit. She ended up with about 8 ulams, all wrapped in little plastic
bags, to-go. And for all that she chalked up a total bill of P100! Not even 3 US dollars,
she gasped.
While it is impossible for anyone staying in the country for only a couple of months to visit
and try all the restaurants and food stalls in Greenbelt, Glorietta, SM and Landmark, I’m
sure my sister has scoured the area for Pinoy restaurants that balikbayans swap stories
about: Goldilocks, Max’s, Ineng’s, Reyes Barbeque, Chicken Bacolod, Tsoko.Nut, Ebun
and Kamayan, even going as far as The Fort, Tagaytay and Laguna for Guava, Bistro
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Filipino, Dencio’s, Sonya’s Garden and Kusina Salud.
But for comfort pinoy food that’s affordable and hits a nostalgic chord, my sister swears
by this streetside buffet from the jolli-jeeps. Walang ganyan sa States!
Posted by Socky at 08:11AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Streetside Buffet

- wysgal

April 16, 2008

Well we do have something similar in Philly ... we have these food trucks where we can
buy a lunch of sweet and sour pork for $4. No sisig and bananaQ though. =)
2. Re: Streetside Buffet

- katrina

April 16, 2008

Funny that you wrote about this. After M's e-mail about the Dessert Truck, my cousin
told me about her new Jolli-jeep merienda habit. She only recently moved and started
working in the CBD, and apparently never knew they existed! My friend in NYC also told
me that, like in Philly, food trucks are quite popular now, selling sandwiches and the like.
I guess that wherever there are busy office workers, there'll be a demand for cheap,
convenient food.
3. Re: Streetside Buffet

- Anonymous

April 18, 2008

Hello! I’m Karen from an online media company. I’d like to invite you to an event that
we’ll be having on April 25 & 28. Please email me at karen.delacruz@pep.ph so I can
send you the details.
Thanks!
4. Re: Streetside Buffet

- mtan

April 18, 2008

So we are united in agreement - we need a mobile dessert jollijeep!
What I like to get from a jollijeep in Legaspi village is the fried camote chips. Hawker
food is always the best partly due to the risk.
5. Re: Streetside Buffet

- AlexB

April 19, 2008

Fascinating. Thanks for the post. I find these food on wheels pretty much universal. In
Hawaii, the manapua truck is part of the islands' food lore. In silicon valley, where you
find them around office parks and construction sites, they're nicknamed roach coach for
some suspected if not obvious reason, though it's also a term of endearment. And in
other places they're simply called catering trucks. Some of these catering trucks get to
be RV-size and outfitted with kitchens. Last year's Top Chef featured a cooking
competition in one of these.
Jolli-jeep sounds fun. Hopefully Jollibee doesn't sue! And though one can get food
poisoning anywhere, I'm hoping the food is "to die for" figuratively ;> Maybe someone
should publish a jolli-jeep food guide with ratings so newbies like me would know which
ones to try next time I'm in Makati.
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The Woman Behind Gourmet Tuyo
Sunday, March 16, 2008
During dinner at my place, Elena "Lelen" Tabora
was lamenting the difficulties of a small
entrepreneur in marketing and distributing
Philippine products. It wasn’t so much the many
strict US FDA regulations that an exporter like
her had to comply with, but the incredible red
tape and marketing fees she had to contend
with just to put her product on local supermarket
shelves. Not a new story to me, of course, who
had heard similar complaints from small, nonmultinational clients wanting to introduce, say, a
skin-whitening soap to compete with bigger,
more established brands. The cost of “real
estate” on supermarket shelves, believe me,
would beat that of Ayala Land anytime!
Anyway, I told Lelen that I wouldn’t have
survived many years of living alone and
cooking for myself were it not for bottled
gourmet tuyo. To someone who loved the
classic Filipino breakfast of tuyo, scrambled
egg and garlic fried rice, but hated the stink
– gourmet tuyo was heaven-sent.
The term “gourmet tuyo” was coined by
Lelen who was first to market bottled tuyo
fillets way back in 1984. Gourmet Tuyo
was, in fact, her brand. It was also the first
to earn a HACCP certification - quite a feat
for this Bacolod-based entrepreneur who
turned a simple family recipe into a pantry
staple for the urban Pinoy.
That night, she came over to prove that one could whip up a three-course dinner using
her Gourmet Tuyo products as main ingredient. For hors d’oeurve, she made a
spread/dip using her Tinapang Tuyo - shredded and mixed with cream cheese, celery,
parsley and some pepper. For the salad dressing, she used the garlic-vinegar sauce of
her Gourmet Tuyo (yup, save the fillet for breakfast!). And for the pasta, she used her
Gourmet Salsa Romana, a mushroom-herring sauce with tomatoes, black olives, caper,
onion, garlic and olive oil. The Salsa Romana was tasty and chunky – like it was prepared
and simmered for hours in my own kitchen. Who would have thought it was poured
straight from a bottle!
Odd thing about this all-tuyo dinner was, I didn’t feel like I had an overdose of tuyo that
evening. The taste of tuyo didn’t overpower any of the dishes. It could very well be
smoked salmon that was used in the spread; and anchovy sprinkled on the salad or
added in the pasta sauce. A 3-course dinner for four – without the fuss, the mess, the
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stink in the kitchen…
How much simpler can entertaining get?
---------------------------------(Lelen Tabora’s product lineup includes Gourmet Tuyo, Gourmet Tuyo in Oil, Gourmet
Tuyo Sardinas, Gourmet Tinapang Tuyo, Gourmet Salsa Tuyo, Gourmet Salsa Romana,
Gourmet Hot Herring, Gourmet Smoked Herring, Gourmet Bangus in Oil, Gourmet
Smoked Bangus. All products available in Regular and Spiced. Telefax: (034) 441-1790.
Tabora131@gmail.com
Posted by Socky at 12:59PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Woman Behind Gourmet Tuyo

- AlexB-vineyardgatecom

April 11, 2008

I often buy bottled tuna, bonito, from Spain, my favorite is Ortiz, and either eat it straight
from the jar or cook with it. The skin is off so the glass jar looks more attractive to
westerners.
Haven't seen this product but sounds like a winner to me. Recipes for using these
products either as the main or part ingredient can easily fill a cookbook. A spread as you
say, a filling for omelet, fried croquettes, a bocadillo or tapas on a slide of breat with egg
on top--what's better than tuyo and egg--etc. Great with a cool glass of white wine. A
creative restaurant shouldn't have any problem incorporating it with new dishes to
promote it.
Now someone should bottle pusit in its ink.
2. Re: The Woman Behind Gourmet Tuyo

- Socky

April 11, 2008

Yes, adobong pusit in its ink! Great idea!
3. Re: The Woman Behind Gourmet Tuyo

- RandomPossum

April 16, 2008

I bought a bottled adobong pusit in its ink, and in olive oil from the Filipino Store here in
New York.
It was alright...a bit sweet for my pilate!

Tools for Solo Living
Tuesday, March 11, 2008
I don’t know why, but when I was preparing to live solo back in the 90s, the first thing I
bought for my “hope chest” was a knife block with a set of three knives and a pair of
scissors.
Of course it took more than just a set of knives for me to survive solo living. But it didn’t
take too many kitchen tools and gadgetry as well, like I used to imagine. One, because it
was more economical to eat out than cook for a single person. Two, the only meal I had
time and energy to prepare was breakfast, which was usually cornflakes, oatmeal, toasts
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or canned tuna. And three, as a nephew
once complained, I kept more wine than food
in my home anyway.
To this day, even as I indulge my acquisitive
nature for home gadgetry, my most often
used appliances are still my oven toaster
and coffee maker. The least used? The
microwave.
I don’t care if the microwave is the symbol of
the techno-driven lifestyle of the blessedly
single. I’ve always found something eerie
about the way it zaps food with unseen,
artificial fire. Something about the way it
beeps “Go! Go! Go!” that I instinctively rebel against. Something about the microwave - a
cold, heartless machine in the kitchen – that evokes the loneliness of living solo.
(Above, a newspaper button ad for Cream Cornstarch)
Posted by Socky at 06:41PM (+08:00)

Vino from the Vendo
Wednesday, February 27, 2008
First it was Coke, then instant coffee. Now it’s wine
being dispensed via a vending machine! Is that cool,
or cheesy?
The Cav Wine Shop/Café at Bonifacio High Street is
first to bring into the country such automated selfserve machines for wines. Here, all you need to call a
waiter for is a card with a smart chip on it. The rest is
DIY: insert this card in the slot, choose your wine, get
a wine glass and put it up to the spout, then push any
of the three buttons for the amount of wine you want
(a 25-ml tasting portion, half or full glass). Don’t worry,
the machine displays the price on each button and the
smart card keeps track of your bill. Cool!
Well, almost.
I had hoped that these machines would finally democratize wine. Wasn't the idea to give
ordinary folk like us access to wine we only heard or read about? Wasn’t the point to
make a P800 “tasting” of a great vintage easier to justify – and enjoy - than its P15,000
bottle.
Theoretically, a vendo machine that could dispense wine in 25-ml tasting portions would
allow us to taste as many wines as we could handle in an evening, thus enhancing the
wine experience and accelerating the education of the palate. The freedom to make
choices, to experiment sans the fear of making mistakes (and regretting the expense)
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was, to me, what made wine vendo
machines an exciting concept.
Sadly, Cav's vendo - which could carry as
many as 24 bottles for tasting - offered
mostly the same wines I’d see and order in
Makati restaurants. True, there was a
Chateau Margaux, but the bottle was nearly
empty and who knows how long it had been
in the vendo machine. A Joseph Phelp
Cabernet Sauvignon 2004 was there, too,
but its more celebrated brother – the
collectible Joseph Phelp Insignia – was kept in the wine room behind the vending
machines, perhaps only to be sold by the bottle. I was told someone had walked into that
room and bought a bottle of Screaming Eagle. With an auction price now nearly at
US$2000, that too, I guess, would never get on the vending machine.
A waiter had handed me a complete list of their wines and my heart was racing: Antinoris!
Barolos! Latours! Lafites! Margaux! Petrus! Icon wines from Burgundy! Stars of the Napa
Valley and the New World! Would they ever pour out of those vendo machines?
Meanwhile, the crowd that evening kept loading up - card in slot, glass up to spout reminding me of Burger King and its self-serve, all-you-can-drink soda machine.
CAV Wine Shop-Café, Lot 5, Quadrant 8, Bonifacio High Street, Global City, Taguig. T:
856-1798. Prix Fixe Menu, Wine Flights, and Food/Wine Pairings available. Menu and
Wines on the Vendo are changed weekly. Btw, they also serve beer.
Posted by Socky at 04:27AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- Franco

February 27, 2008

Hi Socky,
I've been waiting for someone to write about this place.
Sound interesting. A foodie friend of mine has been raving about CAV for a while now.
How was the food?
2. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- Socky

February 27, 2008

Hi, Franco. We got there past 10pm and the kitchen had closed. Chef, I was told, is a
guy who used to work on a cruise. Interesting menu, with food and wine pairing sets and
wine flights. Will definitely come back to try the food. But hoping for better wine on the
vendo.
3. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- wysgal
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February 28, 2008

Sounds like an interesting concept, but I'm not quite sure how much I'd trust wine from a
vending machine. Wine makers go through such great pains to preserve wine in bottles
... why expose wine to all the elements in a vending machine?
4. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- CecileB

February 29, 2008

Hey Socky!
Cecile Batalla here.. had some free time on my hands, and decided to spend time
savoring friendships..dropped Poch a line at her blog.. and of course to yours...
This is interesting stuff on CAV.. although I don't know if I really want it self
serve...seems like the whole ritual of vino in a bottle with your lovely wine glass tags and
our lovely living room conversation cannot be replaced as context..hehe..
Truly hope you are well these days and catch you one time, perhaps, when you do
decide to go back to CAV and try the food..
Cheers,
Ces
5. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- Socky

February 29, 2008

Hi, wysgal. I share your sentiment about wines from vending machines. Even if, as they
say, the dispenser keeps the wine from oxidizing. That's why I hesitated to pop P800+
for a tasting portion of the Chateau Margaux. Baka ang layo sa real thing. The Joseph
Phelp was good though, kasi I made sure it was newly opened.
Hi, Cecile. You're right, a great part of the allure of wine is the ritual - one that's shared
with friends and enjoyed with food and conversation, preferably in the intimacy and
comfort of home. Do come by anytime you're in Makati. Am looking forward to another
wine time with you.
6. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- userP

March 02, 2008

What vino-by-vendo can succeed at is making wine more mainstream, perhaps? Wine is
not a young person's drink; it is also still associated with privilege, special occasions,
elitism. Ads for wine appear in Wine Spectator or similar specialist publications; much of
wine marketing thus far has been winos talking to themselves. Credit to Cav, not so
much for educating the palate (that can come later), but moreso for making wine simply
accessible to a wider audience. Sante!
Shout-out to Cecile! :-) Enjoy a tall one for me.
7. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- Socky

March 02, 2008

Hi, Poch. A wider, younger audience for wine? Interesssting, as little Rama would put it.
If we subscribe to the law of supply in demand, we could expect that, with a bigger
market, the price of wine would somehow drop. But, on second thought, most of the
excellent wines are produced in very limited quantities. For example, Joseph Phelp
(mentioned in my post) made only about 15,000 cases of its winning Insignia. If I
remember right, Screaming Eagle made only 900 cases. We could only hope that more
wineries open up in the New World (Australia, South America, etc) to accommodate a
growing, younger and eventually more discriminating wine market. Then we'd all enjoy
good but more affordable wine. Cheers to that lovely thought!
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8. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- joey

March 05, 2008

I've been wanting to check out the food here since I heard the chef from Soliel and Aqua
consulted and that the pastry chef is also good. Of course, I'll immediately think of food
first (even for a place called Cav) since I don't know anything about wine! Socky, do you
think this would be a good place where we can do tasting (with you explaining!)? :) I
think it's high time I grow up and become sophisticated already!
9. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- Socky

March 05, 2008

You know, Joey, that's a great idea. I can talk to the owner and convince him to put
some of the more outstanding wines on their vendo. (Will make sure though that the
wines are freshly installed) If we are at least a group of 10, that should justify putting up
at least 6 good to outstanding bottles on the vendo.
As to the food, I've read raves so far. So we really should check it out.
10. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- Sakai

March 11, 2008

interesting.. :)
11. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- AlexB

April 10, 2008

The pioneering San Francisco wine bar built around this machine closed its doors last
year. This might be cool in an airport, but in a wine bar knowledgeable staff is better.
12. Re: Vino from the Vendo

- Hanna

April 30, 2008

Hi!
I just read your post and decided to investigate about the wine dispenser. I asked the
staff about the vendo and they explained it quite well actually.
1. The wines can stay in the machine for 21 days.
2. Even though it can stay in the machine for three weeks, the staff usually puts in a new
bottle in the dispenser more than three times per night.
3. There's a nitrogen system in place in the machine that keeps the wines from oxidizing.
Hope this helps. :)

The Hunt for Design
Friday, February 15, 2008
Poch and I were checking out an oh-so elegantly designed alarm clock at Umbra when a
man in a dark suit approached and chatted us up. The man turned out to be Paul Rowan,
co-founder and VP for Design of the Umbra Concept Store, a brand known worldwide for
its casual, contemporary and affordable design for the home. The clock, he explained,
was a collaborative work between himself and one of the many Toronto-based artists
designing for Umbra.
I was star-struck! Finally, I met the creative force behind the many Umbra items I had
bought for my home. It was a bit embarrassing, though, to admit that I didn't know Umbra
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was a Canadian brand and the store with
the pink (fuschia?) facade where we stood
was its Mothership. That, and also the fact
that one of my favorite designers, Karim
Rashid, was Canadian. For Umbra, Rashid
designed the now iconic Garbino trash can,
the Oh chair, the Dirt Devil Kone portable
vacuum cleaner, and recently the Volcoino
piggy bank.
One of the best things about traveling to
this part of the world is the easy access to
contemporary, talk-worthy design. In
T
oronto, I walked the entire length of King and
Queen Streets, seeking out the works of design
iconoclasts and visionaries and browsing sometimes for hours - in stores like Ministry of
the Interior on Ossington Street; Quasimodo,
Morba, Studio Brillantine, Industrial Storm on
Queen Street West; Up to You, Eyespy and the
Inspired Cook on Queen Street East; EQ3,
Space, Roomy and Knoll on King East; Rolo
and Neat Storage in Yorkville and others too
many to mention here. I sighed at design stuff I
knew wouldn't fit in my suitcase and happily
bought some that did.
I guess we haven't really evolved that far from
our stoneage ancestors. Where the primeval need was to
bring home and regale the tribe with buffalo hide,
deer's antlers or elephant tusk, the modern man hah, always the hunter! - now comes home with a
different kind of trophy. Artisanal cheese from
France? A piece of the Berlin Wall? A whimsical
knifeholder called The Ex?!!
(Top Photo taken during trip to Toronto in the
summer. Photo Collage, from top left, clockwise:
Mingle Snackbowl with Combo Utensil, Ouch
Voodoo Doll Toothpick Holder, James The Book
End)
Posted by Socky at 11:37AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Hunt for Design

- katrina

February 16, 2008
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Socky, what an incredibly memorable trip this really was for you! How fantastic to meet
someone you've idolized from afar!
That knifeholder is brilliant! But what is the item in the second photo? The nearest I can
figure is an ashtray, but I don't think so.
2. Re: The Hunt for Design

- Socky

February 16, 2008

Ay, the Ex always gets a laugh. People just so relate with the joke! The other pic is that
of The Snack Bowl with Combo Utensil from this company, Sagaform, that specializes in
Nordic design. Note that the utensil is a combination of fork, spoon and spreader - cool,
no?
3. Re: The Hunt for Design

- mtan

February 16, 2008

I want the knife holder!!!!
4. Re: The Hunt for Design

- Socky

February 16, 2008

Mila, you'll love the fact that the Chef Knife is the one that stabs right through the Ex's
heart!
5. Re: The Hunt for Design

- Sakai

February 22, 2008

a fan of the knife holder too

Eats Toronto: A Roundup
Monday, February 11, 2008
20 cafes/restaurants in just 31 days. Amazing thing
was, with all this dining out, I still managed to lose the
5 pounds I gained during the holidays in Manila. It
must have been all the walking I did as a tourist in
Toronto...and, with a dining companion who had
turned completely vegetarian, these binges naturally
did not include pork.
1. The Ethiopian House (in photo). Top of our list!
Interesting decor, casual atmosphere and a helpful
waiter who took time to explain every item in the
menu. VERY generous servings of the injera bread,
like we have the stomachs of a cow. I felt quite bad
not finishing all that - catholic guilt about starving
children in Ethiopia! 4 Irwin Avenue, +416-923-5438.
2. Magic Oven Handcrafted Pizza & Pasta on 788 Broadview (+416-466-0111). A
gracious host even at age 5, Rama took me to her fav pizza place and did the ordering.
(She knows her pizzas). For me, she chose one with fresh, green, healthy toppings. It
was delish! Thin but chewy crust, oven-hot! There are only 3 branches in Toronto.
3. Tied for 3rd place are Golden Turtle Pho Restaurant on 125 Ossington and Hanoi
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Mooncakes and Restaurant on 1283 Queen Street W (+416-538-4963).
We sought out the Golden Turtle to try its pho, which food writers had recently voted to
be the best. But just on Queen Street W, which we always passed going downtown,
there's also this homey Viet restaurant, Hanoi, that served pho and Cha Ca (the same
fish dish I so loved in Hanoi, Vietnam). Personally, I preferred Hanoi's pho over that of
Golden Turtle. But don't even bother with their Cha Ca, if you've had the original in
Vietnam. This restaurant, however, is famous for their mooncakes - good! good! good!
4. Beaver Cafe. Brunch place by day, gay women's hangout by night (or so we heard).
Hefty fare but don't expect great service. Undermanned, harrassed staff. But do drop by
for your daily supply of Fred's artisanal bread. 1192 Queen Street West, +416-537-2768.
5. Cafe 668. Chinese vegetarian fare (is that at all possible?) but even the carnivorous me! me! me! - will leave happy. Good, clean, cozy ambiance. 885 Dundas Street West,
+416-703-0668.
Good reviews also made us check out the following: Fare Bistro in Leslieville, 1097
Queen Street E: Frenchy, but no fireworks; Cowbell on 1564 Queen Street W: I felt
there's no love in this place; Sassafras in Yorkville: people say we shouldn't leave
Toronto without trying this uber-posh restaurant; unfortunately, we went there for the
Winterlicious Festival and realized that wasn't the best time to experience their best in
food and service.
Filipino food? There's Butchukoy on 1311 King Street West. No Cendrillon here, just your
typical Pinoy turo-turo. Dropped in for a pork fix: Pata Humba and chicharon. +416-5169564.
Posted by Socky at 09:30AM (+08:00)

The 2005 Bordeaux Tasting Event of the Year
Thursday, January 24, 2008
This was how Cinderella must have felt
when, as she was on her knees mopping
the floor, she was tapped on the shoulder
and told, "You, my dear, are going to the
ball.”
That morning, I was literally on the floor. I
lay on my back, catching my breath after
hours of wrestling with the octopus-like
network of cables from Poch’ tv and stereo.
For weeks we had been buying,
assembling and installing lamps, storage,
shelves in the apartment and this - conquering the cable monster that lurked behind the
entertainment center – was the coup de grace.
It was then that the phone rang. “I got us two tickets to a wine tasting event!” It was Poch.
“It’s at two o’clock at the Four Seasons Hotel. Can you make it?”
Cinderella stuttered, “But…but I still have to vacuum the floor…” Poch was incredulous.
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“Are you crazy or what!?!”
I was kidding of course. I was out of the apartment –
showered, made-up, all warmly wrapped and with high
boots laced up – in one hour flat! Neither fire nor rain,
not even the -8º snowy weather outside could keep me
from this wine tasting experience of a lifetime.
If I’ve been buying every 2005 bordeaux wine I see and
can afford, it’s because many wine writers - including
Robert Parker, Jancis Robinson, the Wine Spectator have declared 2005 to be one of the finest vintages
ever. From modest petit chateaux to the legendary first
growths - be it red, dry white, Sauterne or Barsac – the
quality is believed to be consistent across all
appellations.
And now, all the stars of 2005 would be lined up before
me in Toronto’s 2005 Bordeaux Tasting Event of the
Year. Behind the event is the Union des Grands Cru de
Bordeaux, an organization of classified growths and other
chateaux from the Medoc, Graves & Pessac-Leognan,
Sauternes, Barsac, Saint-Emilion and Pomerol
appellations. I imagine its membership to be somewhat
like the knights of the round table, reciting - to the clang
of swords and shouts of "Santé!" - their singular oath of
preserving the rigorous winemaking standards that have
made the Bordeaux region of France legendary and its
wines - like its food - the embodiment of an entire
civilization.
So, imagine 99 chateaux in attendance, 14 different
appellations represented and 109 wines for sampling and on-site purchase. Surely, there
must be a strategy to wine tasting of this magnitude. It just seemed humanly impossible
to try each and every wine without Poch and I ending up like 2 Cinderellas who missed
their 12-midnight deadline - a couple of flushed, teetering, perhaps blabbering
Cinderwenches.
We devised a simple enough strategy: 1) focus on the wines I’d read so much about but
knew I couldn’t ever afford to buy – or have the conscience to buy - unless we won the
lotto; 2) follow the money, i.e., from the most expensive ($392) to the least ($23); and 3)
spit, spit, spit!
That meant starting out with the grand crus from St. Emilion (there were 18 of them!) and
- if time and sobriety allowed - wines from Margaux and Pomerol. We could skip the Saint
Juliens and the other appelations usually available in Manila.
For obvious reasons (price and their mega status), Chateaux Margaux, Latour, Lafite and
d'Yquiem were absent, but having the much touted Chateau Angelus 2005 Grand Cru
was enough to thrill this Cinderella beyond words.
The Angelus was everything I imagined a classic bordeaux to be: berryish, oakish,
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chocolate-on-leather; the mouthfeel full, velvety, tannic. And, yes, that smell - of twigs
and wet earth that would often translate on the tongue as artisanal bread or pie crust.
My favorites were the Chateau Lascombes (another bordeaux benchmark!), Chateau
Pavie-Macquin (I've never seen the color of blood in wine!), Chateau La Gaffelierre
(dense, spicy, perfumed). The list would have been longer, but after 15 or so glasses I
couldn't trust my taste buds anymore. We ended the tasting with hefty plates of
Roquefort, duck foie, figs, nuts and fruits from the food station and, for dessert, Sauternes
from Chateaux Suduiraut and Latour-Blanche.
My head was spinning, not so much from inhaling, gargling, sucking in and spitting out
the most unbelievable amount of wine ever in my past and future existence, but more
from experiencing – with my own sense of sight, smell and taste - everything I’ve read,
and heard, and believed about Bordeaux wines. My bias for Bordeaux wine is finally
vindicated.
Vintages' Union des Grand Crus de Bordeaux Tasting Event was held on January 22,
2008 at the Four Seasons Hotel in Toronto. In attendance were mostly restaurant
operators and sommeliers, wine futures buyers and 2 ad agency characters/wine
amateurs who obviously got in with free tickets :-)
Posted by Socky at 05:03AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The 2005 Bordeaux Tasting Event of the Year

- katrina

January 25, 2008

What a special experience you had! I can only imagine how thrilled you were, Socky!
How did Poch manage to get tickets, and at the last minute, at that?
I'm really happy that your vacation is turning out to be one for the memory banks! :-)
2. Re: The 2005 Bordeaux Tasting Event of the Year

- Socky

January 25, 2008

Our fairy godfather was John Freir, ECD of MacLaren-McCann' Momentum. Last-minute
meeting, couldn't go to the tasting. Poch happened to be in the right place at the right
time to receive this truly unexpected and most delightful gift.
3. Re: The 2005 Bordeaux Tasting Event of the Year

- Socky

January 25, 2008

Sorry, that was Jon, not John, Freir. Momentum is the activation company of MacLarenMcCann.
4. Re: The 2005 Bordeaux Tasting Event of the Year

- Socky

January 25, 2008

...and Jon is no fairy.
5. Re: The 2005 Bordeaux Tasting Event of the Year

- katrina

January 26, 2008

"...and Jon is no fairy."
Hahaha!!! :-D Yes, I know Momentum; I had a short stint with them in McCann when
they needed help.
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Ang swerte naman, it was totally coincidental pala! Surprises like that are what make
vacations so much more wonderful. :-)

The Icewine Cometh
Tuesday, January 15, 2008
They come in a tall, skinny bottle not even half the
size of your regular bottle of wine and they usually
cost twice as much. Why the premium? A vine
normally produces enough grapes to make a bottle of
wine, but freeze those grapes and you get only 1/5 the
amount of juice, or better put, only one glass of
icewine! A number of regulations also govern the
production of icewine. For example, icewine grapes
must be harvested when the air temperature is at -10
degrees or lower. So pity the workers who set out in
the cold, mostly at night, to harvest the frozen grapes!
Note, too, that genuine icewine must be naturally
produced and under no circumstances must the
grapes be artificially frozen.
Icewines
originated in Germany where, due to
exceptionally cold winter months, wine
producers were forced to press juice from
frozen grapes. They themselves were
amazed with the result: a rare, exquisite
nectar; every drop so smooth and luxurious
- liquid gold!
Today, Canada is the world's largest
producer of icewine, with Asia - or more
specifically, one country in Asia - as its
biggest market. (Make a guess: this Asian
country is also the biggest importer of Blue Mountain coffee from Jamaica. And - eat your
heart out - the same country that accounts for 70% of Louis Vuitton purchases!
I was told no trip to Ontario would be complete without a taste of its famous icewines.
That was my frustration when I came here last summer. Oddly, none of the restaurants
we went to served it - and none of the few wine shops I checked out had it.
This time I was luckier - maybe because I had come in winter, the season for icewines.
There they were, all lined up in this wine store at the St. Lawrence Market, where the
shopkeeper gladly obliged my request for a tasting - a Cabernet Franc icewine, no less.
In Canada, icewines are typically made from white grapes, namely reisling and vidal, the
latter being a hybrid of the ugni blanc and seyval blanc varietals. The Cabernet Franc is a
red grape, an unusual choice for a dessert wine like icewine.
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So, of course, I bought a cabernet franc and 2
bottles of the vidal.
Poch and I had spent the whole weekend
assembling her entertainment center - the sleek,
modern Anga tv storage and shelvings from
Ikea. It was a clumsy, nearly disastrous work, as
we got all the drawers upside down! But errors
got rectified and now the Anga stands as the
proud, albeit still bare, focal point in the living
room area. To celebrate, we opened and quickly
finished off a vidal, ignoring suggestions to drink
the icewine by itself, as dessert. We chose to
enjoy it with a pecan tart, some pears, and 2
types of cheese: a tete de moine and a
manchego-like cheese, the Zamorano.
The tart didn't work out with the icewine, which did surprisingly well with the cheeses
(would've been better, I imagined, with a blue). But the icewine's distinct notes leapt out:
that of lychee, mango... guava(?!) And, yes, a mouthfeel that's possibly the richest, most
velvety of wines.
Ah, sweet success!
Posted by Socky at 12:02AM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: The Icewine Cometh

- joey

January 16, 2008

Sounds heavenly! Coincidence...I posted about a dessert wine to...with sprouts :) P
pointed me here :)
2. Re: The Icewine Cometh

- Socky

January 17, 2008

Yes, I read it. Reminded me of the Botrytis Semillon which I brought from Australia...
which we drank in one of our bloggers' gettogethers at my place, remember? But the
bottle was too small for 5 or 6 of us! Anyway, the taste was memorable. This icewine is
only 200ml!
3. Re: The Icewine Cometh

- wysgal

January 20, 2008

I had some super duper sweet ice wine last night in a Wine Club event I attended for
school (since the stuff is so expensive they only had enough for 1 glass per person).
Good stuff, I really like it!
4. Re: The Icewine Cometh

- Socky

January 20, 2008

Pricey, you bet! But we only live once :-)
5. Re: The Icewine Cometh

- Sakai

February 05, 2008
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ice wine.. very very good
6. Re: The Icewine Cometh

- Socky

February 06, 2008

Hi, sakai. Thanks for dropping by. Good to get a visit - and comment - from someone
who loves to eat and cook and, obviously, drink. (checked out your blog, too).

The 'Hood
Thursday, January 10, 2008
If the apartment were on a higher floor, it
would have been visible from the balcony.
But just a few paces from the condo,
literally just around the corner, lies THE
lake.
Last summer, Poch and I biked here and
imagined how it was to live in this lakeshore
neighborhood. For Rama, it offered
Toronto's best playgrounds: the many
parks that lined the Lake, including
Toronto's biggest, the High Park, which
was only three stops by streetcar. For
Poch, an alternative and more fun way to
commute: a bike lane that stretched all the
way to downtown Toronto where she
worked. And for me - whenever I would
come to visit - the most exquisite pleasure
of just sitting and sipping wine in the
neighborhood trattoria with probably the
best view of the lake and the cityscape.
And, according to Rama, the best ice
cream in town, a lemon gelato!
Eden Trattoria has been a fixture in
Toronto's Italian community on St. Clair
Street West in downtown Toronto since
1995. This year, they opened their second and trendier - location on Marine Parade
Drive in the Humber Bay Shores
community.
Posted by Socky at 09:52PM (+08:00)
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Ikea Rocks!
Sunday, January 06, 2008
If Manila had an Ikea store, condos and
apartments would be easier to furnish;
cheaper too as most Ikea items are
flatpacked and designed for assembly at
home. That means they hardly take cargo
space and a warehouse can stock up with
enough sofas, tables and chairs to furnish
all of Metro Manila's new condos. In fact,
they come out a lot cheaper - and less
atrocious looking - than those you find in
SM department stores.

I used to diss Ikea as furniture good only for
transients, nothing you could expect to last
longer than your sophomore year or a job
contract. Nevertheless, I bought quite a lot
of Ikea stuff, seduced mainly by their
designs and the fact that they came from
that small European region that produced
the likes of Aalto and Jacobsen, my design
idols.
Perhaps
because of better technology, the rise of condo living
and greater competition, Ikea quality has improved in
recent years. Then, last year, Ikea introduced its
Stockholm Collection - of finer quality and much more
expensive per Ikea standards, but still more affordable
than the exclusive stuff sold in Domani or Bo, for
example.
What perfect timing for Poch who has just moved into
her Lakeshore condo! While not all of her stuff are
Ikea, the sideboard, the pendant lamp, the ottoman,
the stainless steel bowl, the area rug and the throws
are.
Just 2 days after I arrived - jetlagged and all - we
headed to Ikea and bought a bedside table and the
touch-dim table Stockholm lamp that were a breeze to assemble. (Not to mention the
things I'm stuffing in my suitcase and lugging back home!) Next in our list is the
entertainment center, consisting of a tv bench and shelves for her books. Also more toy
organizers for Rama.
Best thing is, Ikea in Etobicoke, Toronto is just a 10-minute bus ride away. Now watch me
go Ikea shopping-crazy.
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Posted by Socky at 11:41PM (+08:00)

Comments
1. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- wysgal

January 07, 2008

Ikea is great ... but I think that Filipinos may be too lazy to assemble furniture
themselves. =)
2. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- Socky

January 07, 2008

In Manila, there's always the houseboy or the driver to do that :-) I thought I'd be a klutz,
but I did pretty well with that sidetable. Look!
3. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- katrina

January 07, 2008

I like Ikea, too, and am always lamenting the fact that we don't have one here. Their
furniture isn't really my style, but I love the fun accessories and accent pieces. For
people like me, who aren't really looking for furnishing that I can keep for life or hand
down, it's perfect -- good, contemporary design at great prices.
4. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- joey

January 07, 2008

Socky! Happy New year! :) Poch's place looks great! I went to IKEA for the very first
time when I went to HK in November...I went nuts! Their stuff are just my style and I
looooved it...even if we had to pack everything ourselves after...which in itself was kinda
trippy :) I wish I could dress my flat in high-end Scando-designers (artichoke
lamp...boohoohoo!) but the wallet will not permit, so Ikea was just the ticket...
btw, we got really good cast iron pots, like le creuset but 1/8th the price!
5. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- Socky

January 08, 2008

I was in HK last November, too. I packed 2 floorlamps, 2 sidetable lamps (I am a lamp
whore!), a weighing scale and lots of kitchen stuff in my suitcase. And I know how those
castiron pots look, so I can imagine you going crazy. Gosh, those are heavy! I got an
area rug here which I didn't see in HK. And I'm still figuring out how a Stockholm lamp
and bowl will fit in my suitcase :-)
6. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- docchef

January 10, 2008

i agree, ikeas furniture has become sturdier, but the designs remains sleek and beautiful
7. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- Anonymous

February 09, 2008

I love Ikea! Im always amused going to their showrooms.... you know how they make
you zigzag through all the stuff that they sell. I get entertainment looking at different setups in all the various rooms, I could be there for hours! I have bought many furnitures
there and have assembled all of them succesfully (im a girl btw) =) I like the
contemporary and fun styles. But you gotta be careful sometimes coz some are just
cheap and they fall apart easily. I like furnishing my apartment with Ikea but if I should
buy a house I think I'd prefer buying real solid wood that are built to last.
8. Re: Ikea Rocks!
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- Socky

February 09, 2008

Go, girl! Who says only boys can handle hammers and screwdrivers. But you're right,
most Ikea furniture are made of particle boards and therefore not so solid and sturdy like
real wood. And they don't hold out well in hot, humid climates such as ours. For major
furniture (beds, sofas, desks) that take everyday beating, nothing beats custom-made,
solid-wood furniture. But for accent pieces and accessories - lamps, side tables, shelves
- Ikea rocks. Great design, right proportion, good price!
9. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- Anton

February 09, 2008

Well for some reason I'm also not into IKEA stuff but I like the DIY design concept of
IKEA. I wouldn't mind buying them for the house.
Thanks Socky! I do hope we can get the same kind of IKEA furnitures here...
10. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- idleme

February 26, 2008

I think there's already an ikea store in makati. i'll let you know the location once i get the
details. a lot of people are already raving about it.
11. Re: Ikea Rocks!

- Socky

February 27, 2008

I think that's the one Anton, above, was referring to. He even provided a link to the store.
Thanks for dropping by and my best wishes on your forthcoming wedding :-)
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